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Endorsed
FOR

STUDENT USE

No matter what hand-

writing system von

teach, an Esterbrook is

the only fountain |>en

offering points pre-

cisely styled for stu-

dent use . . . precisely

right for your handwriting

system. Endorsed by lead

ing educators and by con-

sumer buying services.

Price $1.75 and up.

THE ESTEKBKOOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Street, Camden, N.J.

or The Brown Brothers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Canada

RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

numbered

point styles

TYPING TESTS

and

AWARDS

available at nominal costs.

Address:

INTERNATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY for BUSINESS

EDUCATION

Box 259

BURLINGTON, IOWA

LEARN TO WRITE

FOR busines^anosocIaTsucces

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at
home quickly with my new instruction
hooks just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.

Write for: n Free Book, "How to Be-
come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing.

Artistic Writing, Card Writing,
j Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-
sign Flourishing, Q Complete Set $4.50.

]
Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. /III. 111. President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City. Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas*-
CERTiriCATES.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Beat Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

Write On the Board
With this new book as a guide you can easily

learn to write well on the board and to use the

board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing for primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those

who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD
Price each Net postpaid $1.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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New Shipment

ARNOLD'S INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink for

years.

MORE REAL FINE SPECIMENS have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it conies from the bottle or, for

the very finest results, it can be mixed as per direc-

tions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz, Flickinger,

Dennis, and hundreds of other top ranking penmen

used Arnold's.

ARNOLD'S BLACK
While it lasts—

4 oz., Postpaid $• 75

Pint, Postpaid 1-25

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP
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HANDWRITING

IN ACTION

Script by E. A. Lupfer

This new handwriting work-
book represents a progres-

sive method of integrating

handwriting with language.

It is intended to be used by
adults and children above the

sixth grade. Easy to use,

interesting to teach. Order
one of these books today and
improve your handwriting.

Size 8% by 11, 40 pages.

Price per doz $3.36

Each postpaid 40c

PENMANSHIP SELF TAUGHT
Script by E. A. Lupfer

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96
Script by E. A. Lupfer

Penmanship Self
Taught is based upon
the Three Principles

—

straight backs, paral-
lel strokes, and hori-
zontal curves. Bound
so that it stands on
the desk and con-
sumes very little
space. Contains 60
planned lessons cov-
ering capitals, small
letters and figures.
For use in any grade
from 3 to 12.

64 pages, size, 8x11

for PIPILS
Price Per Doz., $6.40

Each Postpaid . 60c

Teachers' Manual

48 pages, size 6x9
Price Per Doz., $5.60

Each Postpaid . 35c

T

M3&*$?uz/i«t'7foiMO"

MANUAL96

E ZAN6B BLOSER COMPANY

The penmanship examples are some smaller in size
than those in our Manual 144.
The first ten pages contain numerous illustrations, and

fully explain the essentials of success in learning to
write, such as correct position, movements, speed, etc.
Then follows a very complete course of penmanship

copies and instructions consisting of 135 lessons.
In addition, it contains many pages of applied writing,

such as business forms, paragraphs, letter writing—

a

most valuable lot of material for advanced penmanship
students.

It is intended for use in Junior and Senior High
Schools, Business Colleges, Parochial Schools. Commercial
Departments and Grammar Grades; in fact, for all

schools where a neat, legible, rapid handwriting is

desired. It is also a complete guide for home students.
Price Per dozen - - $3.20 Each Postpaid - - 30c

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING
Script by E. A. Lupfer

A simplified practical course which quickly brings marked im-
provement in any individual's handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your
handwriting and then how to practice to overcome the defects
and improve the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you
want to write better. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and book reports are only a few of the interesting
contents.

Funtional Handwriting, size 6V2 x8, 132 pages, is especially
adapted for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced
pupils.

Price Per dozen, $4.48 Each postpaid 40e

-.
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THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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L. M. KELCHNER
Another of the high ranking old-

time penmen has passed away. L. M.
Kelchner passed away July 5, in

Seattle General Hospital after a

jj
short illness. He resided at 5002

Wallingford Ave., Seattle and was 86

years of age. His friends knew him
as "Dad" Kelchner.

A Star Tennis Player

Mr. Kelchner was a veteran, tennis

player, penman and teacher. In all

three he ranked at the top. He
played tennis until 1924 when a

broken leg' forced him to retire from

the sport.

Met Z and B in the 80's

Mr. Kelchner became interested in

pen work back in the early 1880s in

Oberlin Ohio where he attended the

Michael School of Penmanship. It

was in the year 1883 that he met
Mr. Zaner and Mr. Bloser at that

time students of penmanship.

In 1887 he accepted a position and

taught in Delaware, Ohio. A short

time later he secured a position with

the Euclid Avenue Business College,

Cleveland, Ohio. In both places he

was associated with Mr. E. W. Bloser.

A warm friendship developed between

these two great penmen.

Came to the Zanerian

In 1889 Mr. Kelchner purchased

from Mr. Zaner a half interest in the

Zanerian College of Penmanship in

Columbus which had been established

in 1888 by Mr. Zaner.

Went West
In 1891 Mr. Bloser came to Colum-

bus and purchased a third interest in

the Zanerian. The partnership ran

along for almost a year when Mr.
Kelchner sold his interest and left for

Dixon, Illinois to teach in Northern
Illinois Normal College.

He taught in Highland Park Col-

lege, Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. Kelch-
ner was born in Light Street, Pa.

He went to Seattle, Washington in

1909 where he accepted a position as

a teacher in the Seattle Business

College. Thousands of students have
been inspired by his teaching and
work.

He engrossed many resolutions

and lettered the names on thousands

of diplomas.

Was Active in the Profession

He has contributed lessons, speci-

mens and articles to The Educator.

His work ranked among the very top

level. His work inspired many stu-

dents and professionals.

He was an active, loveable man
who was always willing to do what
he could to help his beloved profes-

sion.

Christmas Cards
Many penmen will miss his beauti-

fully executed Christmas cards. He
never failed to remember his friends

with a card which invariably found
its way into a scrap book.

Mr. Kelchner enjoyed a long and
active life and served his profession

long and well. We shall miss him
and his beautiful work.

His kindly acts and skilled pen
work will live long and continue to

be an inspiration for coming genera-

tions.

He is survived by a son, Del Ray
Kelchner of Seattle, a sister and a

granddaughter.

Mr. Kelchner on the right, Mr. C. O.
Ellefsan on the left, on a vacation
trip.

A LITTLE STEP AWAY
To close the eye, to fall asleep,

To draw a labored breath,

To find release from daily cares

In what we know as death . . .

Is this the crowning of a life,

The aim or end thereof?

The totaled sum of consciousness,

The ripened fruit of love ?

It cannot be, for works of God
Are wrought for nobler ends,

And those away continue on

In the hearts of kin and friends.

It cannot be, for they live on

A little step way.

The soul, the everlasting life,

Has found a better day . . .

O. J. Hanson

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly ( except July and August >

By the ZANER-ELOSER CO..
612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER ...Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. S2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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BUSINESS WRITING
Compiled by the Editor

All can learn to write

Handwriting is one of the acts which every person of average intelligence is expected to do with enough accur-

acy so that it can be read with not too much difficulty. It should also be done with enough ease and freedom so

that it is not too much of a task for the writer.

Every average person can learn to write a free, easy legible hand.

All skillful acts like baseball, tennis, and golf require a considerable amount of skill as well as a clear and accur-

ate knowledge of how the act is performed. As handwriting is a skilled act enough practice must be done to ac-

quire the amount of skill necessary to write well.

Students should take pride in their handwriting for good handwriting shows accomplishment and the qualities

of a good workman. Usually the good writers head the class in other subjects, for he has learned to work and

study systematically and perseveringly.

A little time spent on systematic study and practice of handwriting will be well worth your time. This course

offers you an excellent opportunity to better yourself.

Position

A good healthful position is very desirable for good writing. A poor position discourages good writing andi

good health. Learn to sit properly. Study the illustrations on position. Discuss position with other students. Keep

the body erect with the shoulders thrown back. Keep the back fairly straight. The body should incline slightly

forward and not touching the desk. Face the desk squarely. Avoid slouching over the desk. Keep the head up and:

the eyes back from the paper. The feet should rest on the floor and the arms should rest evenly on the desk with

the points of the elbows about 1 inch off the desk. Roll the arm on the muscles below the elbow. The hand should

rest on the third and fourth fingers. Keep the side of the hand up off the desk. You can do this by pointing

the holder toward the right shoulder and point the knuckles toward the ceiling.

The penholder should point between the right shoulder and the elbow. The hand should hold the penholder

between the thumb and first and second fingers. Do not grasp the holder or press heavily on the pen. Avoid any

cramped position.

The Position of the Paper

The paper should be held directly in front of you with the top slanting toward the upper left-hand corner

of the desk. This places the base lines almost at right angles to the arm. The paper should be moved right and

left, and up and down to enable you to write in about the same spot at all times. This spot is directly in front of

your eyes. The above position is intended for the right-hand student. The left-hand student should turn the paper

with the top facing the upper right-hand corner. The penholder should point towards his left elbow. The right-hand

writer pulls the downstroke toward the center of the body, while the left-handed writer pulls it down toward his

left elbow. Keep the inkwell handy so that you can dip without reaching far. Also keep your copies directly in

front of you where you can see them plainly and compare your work with the copies.

Movement

Movement is one of the difficult things for most people to master in the beginning. When one writes with

a free-arm movement the writing is at first difficult to control. Practice, however, soon overcomes th's and in

the long run a free-arm movement is easier and makes the writing look better than a slow finger movement.

Finger movement is when the writing is done mainly by a movement of the fingers and when the hand does

not slide. As a rule, this type of movement is slow and there is a tendency to pinch the penholder and to press

heavily on the pen. In making circular letters like the "O" there does not seem to be enough sideward move-

ment to make a free swing without getting kinks in the line. Finger movement, therefore, usually produces slow,

labored looking writing. It does however, have the advantage of control of form. A person can guide the pen

more accurately with finger movement than with other movements.

Whole arm movement is writing which is done by swinging the arm freely either with the elbow slightly

raised or resting on the desk. In this style of movement the fingers do not work. The movement comes from the

shoulders. There are some teachers who insist upon making letters without the use of any finger movement what-

ever. With this type of movement and especially where speed is urged the formation of the letters is sacrificed.

This type of movement can easily develop doing an illegible scrawl.

Combined Movement

Many teachers today are advocating a combination of movements. There are places where finger movement

can be used and other places where a free swing is desirable. For instance, in making a letter like the capital "O"

the movement comes from the shoulder. The arm revolves freely on the muscles at the elbow and the hand glides

on the little fingers. The thumb and first finger do not produce movement. Their function is to hold the pen while

the larger muscles propel it. On letters like the small "i" the little finger slides on the upstroke freely and drags

or rests on the downstroke and slides on the finishing upstroke. It is a glide, rest, glide, movement. In making

the letter "1" the same movement is used as in the small "i" with the exception that the loop may be made by

extending the thumb and first finger, reaching out for the loop. There are many places where a combination of

movements can be used. Each letter presents a special study in movement as well as in form.
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It is advisable to study the places in letters where the movement is made with a continuous swing and other
places where the movement is stopped or slowed up. For instance, there is definite stop at the retrace of b, v, w
and on the shoulder of small "r". Some teachers call these traffic lights to emphasize the stops. In writing the
word me the movement is rather free and continuous with no definite stops. The hand glides on the upstrokes
and drags on the downstrokes.

In writing the word run there is a definite slowing up of the motion which is before we round the shoulder
of the "r". There is a definite stop and slowing up of the motion in making the top retrace of the small "a". The
"n" is made with a fluent, continuous motion. Watch good writers write and observe the speed which they use and
the places where definite stops are made.

Rate of Speed

In the beginning speed is not as essential as producing legible, free, and easy writing. As you acquire skill

speed can be increased. Avoid, however, getting into a habit of drawing out letters laboriously. In making a
solid push-pull or a solid oval exercise, two hundred down strokes to the minute is usually considered a satis-

factory speed. You should be able to make sixty or more capital "O's" a minute.

'J^^^J? ?c

This alphabet by the Editor is a standard one in letter forms. While there are many various forms of letters,

this standard style is recommended. First Copy. Make a copy of this standard alphabet and file it for future com-
parison of progress.

Let us make a few revolutions on the paper letting the arm roll on the muscles below the elbow. Touch the
pen to the paper lightly getting an even light up and downstroke.

Letters are made using the ovals as a foundation. A good oval should be % as wide as long.

In making these general exercises be sure to watch position. Without a good position good writing is not
likely to result.

In general exercises one can devote his attention to large things. Watch slant and movement and position.

Freedom is very important at this stage. We desire to learn to write in an easy free manner.

O—&~

o- cy cy (7(T cr a cr cr acx cr (to-
The letter O is a slanting oval with loop finish. We slant writing because that kind of writing has more ac-

tion. Business men prefer it. Finish of O is as high as the main oval. The oval is 2
3 as wide as long. Both top

and bottom are equal in roundness. The movement is free and continuous. Roll around the O freely to secure a
smooth quality of line.

By watching slant and spacing you will gradually acquire skill. In a short time you will find that the exercise

and letters will become easy for you to make.

Try to make about 60 letters a minute. If you cannot make that many the first time and secure good form,

we suggest that you try for good form a little slower and gradually increase the speed.

The small letter o is much the same in form as the capital O. It is made from the oval. It should be one-

third as large as the capital. Get a nice rolling motion on the body to develop this quality work on the small re-

traced oval exercise.

0^0^0^0-0- O" o^ o^ c^ o-^ ct^ o- o^ o-
0^ a—'
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CLy ay &y CLs OL^ &/ CLS G£S C£d Oy CLd Oy Oy
ay as ay ay ay ay a^ ay ay ay ay ay

A small o and a are often quite confusing. This can be avoided by finishing the o high up along the head line

of the small letters. In making the a come down to the base line then up. Curve the downstroke of the o as much
as the upstroke. Close the o at the top. Start the letter leftward and downward, using a quick oval motion with

enough force to carry the pen around to the beginning point. Be sure to close the o, otherwise it will resemble a

small v.

JWw^mimaMMu*^c^Csc<szscy

The small c starts with a hook at the top. Keep the top part of c wide to prevent it from looking like a small

i. Keep the back of the c comparatively straight. Too much curve on the back will make a wide awkward turn at

the base line. The turn should be no wider than the turn in other small letters. Keep the turn at the top as wide

as the turn at the bottom. Use a free, graceful arm movement. While finger movement is dangerous on large

letters like capital O a little finger action can be used on the small letters like the c and a. The main thing is to

get a nice clean smooth quality of line.

d
d

(3

add o c do d

a

C d d dd dddd o- d d addd d
\^_^zl^ts y^cz^y d^t^^z^ y^cz^is y^<y<^zy C -cz^^/ (—-e^-^-z^ C

—

a

The C is composed of a loop with an oval swinging around it. Glide out of the letter with a free movement.

The entire letter is a free swing from beginning to end. The beginning loop is about 2
3 the length of the entire

letter. Get the downstrokes parallel and light. Curve the beginning stroke. Practice words and sentences containing

C. Get the C the same size, slant and proportion as other letters. It should be % as wide as long.

Are you watching details in your writing? It is necessary to dot i's and cross t's carefully,

letter rests on the line. It is important to get your letters all uniform in height.

See that every
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C^O

Give some attention to the arrangement of your page. Don't crowd the margins. It may help you to draw pencil

guide lines about a half inch from the edges of the paper. Keep within these guide lines.

Avoid excessive finger movement. Use a combination of arm and finger movement. The lines must be smooth
and free from kinks.

^ (5(3

It is a good plan to keep a blotter under your hand. It keeps, the paper cleaner and you will have less trouble

with your ink not flowing at spots.
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Left-Handed Pupils Get Break In

Kearny Schools
By MRS. IRENE ACKER, Supervisor of Writing in the Kearny Schools.

(Reprinted from the Newark N. J., Sunday News)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION IS

GIVEN TO THEM

Southpaws, who in the eyes of

orthodox right-handers seem to do

things the hard way, always have

been a source of exasperation

—

particularly to bewildered parents

who don't believe left-handedness in

a child is quite conventional. But to

the Kearny school teachers who are

entrusted with the task of teaching

left-handed children to write proper-

ly, they present no problems of their

own making.

The special instruction in writing

for children who are naturally left-

handed is one of the most interesting

phases of education in the Kearny
elementary schools.

Mrs. Irene Acker, the school sys-

tem's handwriting supervisor who
directs the work of teachers in that

field, has almost completely elimi-

nated the problems that left-handed

and ambidextrous children encounter

in their first instruction in hand-

writing. She has accomplished that

by insisting that a left-handed child

is no different and should be made to

feel there is no difference between

right and left-handedness.

Parents at Fault

"They usually become problems

only when well-meaning parents or

grandparents insist they use their

right hands," Mrs. Acker points out.

Although admitting that some
children can make the unnatural

switch from "lefty to righty" without

harm, many others, Mrs. Acker re-

lates, have suffered from speech de-

fects and nervous disorders with a

resultant retardation in school.

"Encouragement and patience can-

not be overestimated in training a

left-handed child," Mrs. Acker points

out. "At no time should he be made
to feel different. Teachers who have

succeeded best in teaching these

children do not become discouraged

easily. They know that as soon as a

left-handed child finds that he has an

understanding friend in his teacher,

he will exert every effort to write

correctly."

Left-handed children need special

instruction because they execute

every phase of writing in a manner
opposite to that of a right-hander.

They must be taught how to sit

properly, how to place the paper

correctly on the desk, how to hold

the pencil and how to shift the paper

in order to overcome the inverted

position that some lefthanders adopt.

The nerve centers that control the

speech and movements are intimately

related in the brain, those of a right-

handed person being localized in the

left cerebral hemisphere and those of

a left-handed person in the right

cerebral hemisphere. That relation-

ship explains why serious speech

defects, the most common of which
is stuttering, may result when a
forced change is attempted.

"Mirror Writing"

"Mirror writing" sometimes results

when such a change is made. It takes

THE LEFT-HANDER

Supply him with a good textbook.

Convince him that he can learr.

to write and help him to prove

that he can become a good writer

several forms: The child may write

from right to left or the writing may
be upside down and reversed. Hand-
writing experts attribute this to a

"disturbed sense of direction" brought

about by the child's being forced to

use the hand of lesser dominance.

Under instruction the left-handed

child presents no problem. The ambi-

dextrous child who will write with

his left hand today and his right

tomorrow is the one who needs the

most careful instruction. Eventually

the child will settle for one or the

other, usually the left.

"Definite knowledge of hand pre-

ference in the formative years is an
important factor in training a child,"

Mrs. Acker points out, "and a parent

should never disregard the early

appearance of hand preference."

To which Kearny Superintendent

of Schools Tink adds:

"A common-sense suggestion to

parents of a left-handed child is:

Do not frustrate him by trying to

change him and, when he enters

school, co-operate with his teachers."
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Written in 1894 by MR. KELTHNER durins the early days of the Zanerian.

^
£%>

A plain alphabet.
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Mr. Kelchner was an expert in writing signatures. Each one was balanced and made to agree to definite rules.

/$<£

'^itsfe^-zzsLcf ^m^zsi^o

This poenl by Mr. Kelchner makes a good copy for you to practice.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ 6-1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

A lesson in plain lettering by J. CHALUP, Berwyn, 111.
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Manuscript
By MABEL ANDERSON

At the beginning of Grade 2 review

work needs to be done especially in

the capital letters. Have the class

work on names containing the letters

you desired strengthened.

After reviewing the alphabet take

up the lessons in the practice book.

Each lesson can be made interesting.

Work for circular letters, uniform

spacing alignment neat quality of

line and good arrangement on the

paper.

After Christmas is a good time to

introduce Cursive handwriting. Do
not reduce the size of the writing

during the change from Print to

Cursive as that would only confuse

the child and serve no useful purpose.

By carefully studying the letters

you will notice that the Cursive and
Print forms are similar. You slant

the Cursive and add connective

strokes.

Show the Print forms on the board

first. By adding the connective lines

as indicated by the dotted lines. The
class will readily see how easy the

change is going to be.

In Print the movement is dis-

connected while in Cursive the move-
ment is continuous. Movement must

therefore be given considerable atten-

tion at this stage.

The transfer to cursive writing

may be made as follows: Explain to

the children that they have a great

need for writing now and with more
speed. Since they are larger and
have learned how to hold and control

their pencils and chalk they are

ready to learn to write like older

boys and girls.

Ask the class to go to the black-

board and print the word "it". The
teacher prints the word. She next

shows them how the word is changed
into a written word by attaching an
under curve or swing from baseline

to top of "i", another from bottom
of "i" to the top of "t" and another

from bottom of "t" up. She then

writes over the word without lifting

the chalk until she reaches the end

of the word. Pupils attach curves

and write over their words. Teacher
erases her word and writes another,

pulling the straight strokes toward
middle of her body. This gives the

desired slant. Pupils imitate teacher.

Left handers pull straight slanting

lines toward the left elbow.

Now take the class to their seats.

Paper is tilted up hill and moved a

little nearer the right hand side of

the desk. Left handers move paper

toward left side of desk and tilt the

paper to the left. Teach two letter

words first then 3 letter and 4 letter

words first at blackboard then at the

desks. The following words are easily

taught: In, on. one, me, cat, dog, hen,

hill, follow with easy spelling words.

While transition is being made pupils

print their spelling lessons. They
should be able to use cursive style

in all written work during the last

six weeks of the school year. Double
space writing must be continued until

end of the Second Grade.

Supplies needed are: Every pupil

should have a Print to Script Prac-

tice Book or Compendium No. 2

Sufficient Practice Paper No. 2, size

8 Vz x 11, ruled long way with heavy
and light lines and pencil tablet %
inch spacing between the lines: a

Primary Pencil or drawing pencil

with a large soft lead. Teachers

need: Set of Print Perception Letters,

Set of Cursive Perception Strips,

Teachers Print to Script Manual,
Print to Script Scale, and Correlated

Measuring Scale (Cursive writing.)

Plenty of V2 length chalk and erasers

for blackboard writing by the child-

ren.

r "S

V J D
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HANDWRITING DEPARTMENT

N. J. E. A.

OFFICERS 1947 - 1948

President

:

MRS. IRENE K. ACKER
Supervisor of Handwriting

Kearney, N. J.

Vice-President

:

MRS. MARGARET TRUEMAN
Supervisor of Handwriting

Paterson, N. J.

Secretary

:

MRS. HELEN R. RIDDLER
Massachusetts Ave. School

Atlantic City, N. J.

Treasurer:

MRS. HELEN V. SHAFER
Supervisor of Handwriting

Dunellen, N. J.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES:
Advisory and Publications:

MISS OLIVE MELLON
Atlantic City, N. J.

Exhibit and Publicity:

MISS GRACE PHARAZYN
Margate City, N. J.

Membership:
MRS. EVELYN McKELVIE
Kearney, N. J.

Program:
MRS. MARGARET TRUEMAN
Paterson, N. J.

Handbook Sales - Public Relations:

MRS. HELEN SHAFER
Dunellen, N. J.

Research

:

MRS. IRENE K. ACKER
Kearney, N. J.

B. H. Spencer died July 20th at the

home of his son near Wykoff, N. J.

Mr. Spencer was for years proprietor

of the Spencer Business College in

Patterson, N. J. Mr. Spencer was a

very prominent figure in the Penman-
ship world. At one time he edited

and published a magazine on pen-

manship called Eastern Penman.

^ffi^P
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Mr. Kelchner tried never to miss a friend on Christmas. This was one of the last

he prepared and used.

By G. C. GREENE
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

Roundhand is one of the main styles used by engrossers today. It can be appropriately used for any occasion.

It fits in with other styles very well. It is an old style dating back many hundred of years and has a very prom-

ising future. It has beauty, strength and can be written fairly fast. Of course the finest styles of script or letter-

ing are not done very rapidly. The more one speeds up the less accurate the work will be.

Many customers select script as it seems to appeal to them. Few styles contain the combination of delicacy

and strength as shown in good script.

Good script must contain certain uniform qualities such as slant of shaded downstrokes. It takes considerable

practice to acquire the necessary skill to write a script page which is uniform.

The paper is held in the same position as for ordinary writing. The position of the paper is changed more often

in script than for ordinary writing.

Be sure that you have a good oblique penholder. Keep the pen held level so that both nibs of the pen receive an

even pressure. Slant the pen in the same direction as the shades. That is important if you are to get smooth edges.

Always rule head and base guide lines. All good engrossers rule guide lines for page work. It is foolish to

try it without them.

Get a good outfit and follow these lessons. You will enjoy it and find you can use script to good advantage
on many occasions.
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STUDENTS' SPECIMENS
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These specimens were received from I). L. Walker, Penmanship Teacher In the Roosevelt School. Parkersburg, W. Va. (iordon P. Corbltt

Is the Principal. The specimens were written by Wayne Dotson. Virginia Martin, Bonnie Lyons. Jim Bosley, Ruth Packer. Mr. Walker,
at one time, attended the Zanerian College of Penmanship.

ABGmfflJKLMNO

PQRSTUVWXYZ
By R. A. HASTEN, 3315 Lowell Avenue, Los Angeles 32, Calif.
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Ornamental Penmanship
These Model copies this month are by MR. L. M. KELCHN'ER.

Ornamental Penmanship is a style which has been very popular here in America. Many business schools em-
ployed expert penmen to send out advertising in beautiful ornamental penmanship. The envelopes of these schools

were usually gems.

Beautiful ornamental always has and perhaps always will attract many people especially those who appreciate

beautiful things and art.

Ornamental writing is an artistic style and should be used as such rather than as a style for business. Busi-

ness writing should be as simple and free as it can possibly be made.

The foundation forms for ornamental are the same as for business writing. However, we try to make it

beautiful and artistic by adding shades, flourishes, etc.

To be good, ornamental must conform to definite laws regulating harmony, balance, arrangement, contrast,

etc. Unless work is systematically done it simply becomes a pile of tangled disorganized lines, lacking beauty and
good taste. Every stroke or shade has a definite purpose. Unless a stroke adds to the beauty or legibility better

omit it. Like in other things it is well to avoid the over flourished.

In writing ornamental one uses a combination of arm and finger movements. The large flourishes are made
with a free arm movement. In some of the large strokes the elbow is raised. Enough momentum is used to pro-

duce a smooth line. A movement which is too slow will produce kinks in the line.
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In the small letters one can use more finger movement and raise the pen oftener than in business writing.

Results rather than the manner of writing is important.

Make the shades with a quick snappy movement. Increase and decrease the shades quickly. A long drawn
out shade lacks pep and snap. Study the shades made by some of the old masters. L. M. Kelchner made shades

which were full of life and beauty.

Every shade should begin with a hairline and end in a hairline. Avoid heavy blunt ended shades.

72.

7-i
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R. R. REED
Expert Penman—Commercial Teacher

R. R. Reed of Platt-Gard Business

University, St. Joseph, Mo., died

May 27th.

We first became acquainted with
Mr. Reed when he taught penmanship
in The Ferris Institute, Big Rapids,

Mich. This developed into a long and
intimate friendship.

Mr. Reed became interested in

penmanship very early and made it

a life study. He developed into a
very talented penman.

Demonstrations
His demonstrations of trick hand-

writing at the blackboard was real

entertainment and educational. He
wrote upside down, backwards, with

both hands and did other difficult

facts.

Engrossing
As a penman he did a great volume

of professional pen work and en-

grossing such as making complete
certificates and diplomas for schools

and organizations, honor rolls and
resolutions for churches and societies.

He recently estimated that he had
engrossed some 50,000 names on

diplomas, including all the graduates
of all the high schools in St. Joseph
in the past 10 years.

Mentioned by Ripley

Reaching proportions that verge

on the theatrical were Mr. Reed's

facilities with the pen.

His own signature lends itself

naturally to flourishing scrolls and

here his abilities ran rampant.

Several years ago in "Believe It or

Not" Robert Ripley used the sig-

nature "R. R. Reed." It is a signa-

ture without beginning or end, as

Mr. Reed constructed it in a con-

tinuous line.

In addition to the signature used

in the Ripley feature, Mr. Reed
fashioned other signatures, equally

interesting. As any good penman
will tell you, this special lettering is

not done hurriedly. It is executed

painstakingly, calculated and meas-

ured with a draftsman's attention to

balance and detail.

Penholders

As a hobby he collected and made

penholders. These he made in various

shapes and of various woods.

He gave these holders to his pen-

manship friends.

Efficient Teacher

He was a capable teacher and
believed that all students should and
can learn to write well. Students who
were fortunate to come under his

instructions did become good writers

by the thousands.

Mr. Reed was born in Springdale,

Ark., and received a good education.

Was Active in Profession

He kept in close contact with the

members of the penmanship profes-

sion and collected many fine speci-

mens of high-class pen work.

He wrote articles on penmanship
and served at penmanship conven-

tions. At one time he was secretary

of the Penmanship section of the

National Commercial Teachers' Fed-

eration.

Favored Blackboard Writing

He had three fundamental requi-

sites for good penmanship: It must
be legible; it must require a mini-

mum of energy; it must be executed

with a maximum of speed.

Mr. Reed held that a child should

be taught to write at the blackboard,

as this position permits movement of

the entire arm. It is this freedom
of the arm which plays such an im-

portant part in good penmanship.

The making of ovals is not new
to writing pedagogy, but the teacher

believes that it is more than just a

good exercise. It is a natural move-
ment, and he pointed to many in-

stances in the world about us, the

course of the orbits, or the shape of

a race track, for instance, in which
oval movements prevail.

Left-handed persons do not have
such a bad go of it, he pointed out.

He was an efficient teacher, an
expert engrosser, an entertainer, and
a congenial man — one whom the

penmanship profession will greatly
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E. P. VINCENT COMIC FLOURISHES
By GEO. G. BORUM, 409 E. 15th Street. Centralia, Illinois

dfdurafor

We recently learned the death of

E. P. Vincent, North Tonawanda.

New York. Mr. Vincent received his

penmanship training in Zanerian

some years ago and had much ex-

perience in teaching and supervising

penmanship.

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. George, 2278

N. 63rd Street, Milwaukee 13, Wis.,

paid us a surprise visit.

Mrs. George attended the Zanerian

when Mr. Zaner was living. Before

she was married she was Miss Lena

Baumann of Sheboygan, Wis.

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens, 25c 50c $1.00 S2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn

NGROSSER WANTED
Excellent opportunity for

advancement for young man
with some experience.

Write to Box 654, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

NOT FOR PROFIT
JUST to let you Make Opportunity Count
adding to your scrap-book my beautifully
addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO

—

Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

(^//<2W TO DETECT

Taught by Correspondence

PRIVATE TUTORS
10 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

I.EARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON, Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,

Minn.

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. D. #1 Ringoes. N. J.
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From Washington To The International Bureau of
Education, Geneva, Switzerland

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY—
If you were given twenty-four

hours in which to answer the follow-

ing questions about handwriting

instruction ?

In answering the questions bear in

mind your answers must be clear

and concise enough to be understood

by educators of all United Nations.

Do you feel the instruction in your

city or state is of such quality in

both method and results, worthy of

adoption by the world? If not, why
not? What would you change, im-

prove, retain, as to method, text,

teacher preparation and instructional

materials ?

That was the problem which con-

fronted Gertrude Toomey, Handwrit-
ing Consultant of the Hartford

Public Schools recently. In order to

answer the following questions fairly,

Miss Toomey could not answer ac-

cording to her own beliefs nor state

the way handwriting instruction is

offered in the Hartford schools. A
general picture of handwriting in-

struction throughout the United

States was necessary with no time to

obtain accurate information before

reply. Fortunately, some recent sur-

veys were available and numerous
letters for information on specific

handwriting problems from different

parts of the country indicated trends

and practices.

Following is the list of questions

which appeared on the questionnaire:

1. In what classes of the infant

school, or the primary school and
possibly of the secondary school is

writing taught ? What is the age of

the pupils in these classes?

2. How many weekly periods are

devoted to the teaching or writing in

each class?

3. Is writing taught simultan-

eously with the reading of print ?

4. Does the curriculum prescribe

preliminary exercises in drawing,

modelling, cutting out, or other

manual activities, and muscular exer-

cises, etc. to prepare children for

writing?

5. Does the programme prescribe

a definite style of writing? (such as

straight or sloping handwriting, with
letters joined or separated) Kindly
enclose a model.

6. Does the programme prescribe

a particular method of teaching writ-

ing (Montessori or any other) ?

7. What articles are used in the

teaching of writing ?( Slates, copy-
books, pencils, ink, special nibs, paint

brushes, any other article).

8. When the children know how to

write is the teaching of the art of

writing continued ? For how many
years? Are marks given for neat-

ness of handwriting in general school

work?
9. Is handwriting one of the sub-

jects studied in normal schools or

training colleges?

10. Have any modifications been
introduced recently in the teaching

of writing or are any contemplated ?

Miss Toomey will welcome expres-

sion on these questions by any Super-

visors or Teachers of Handwriting
throughout the United States.

y *-/*S
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Dasly ornamental hy MR. i. A. FRANCIS, 1707 12th Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
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A Lesson In Card Carving
By L. E. SCH.MITT

1540 McKean Ave., Baltimore 17, Md.

Designs of various kinds can be

produced by combining pencil, pen
and ink, brush, and a pocket knife.

For card carving one should have a

good pasted bristol board containing

a number of thickness. This enables

one to cut through the first layer

and roll it back as in the case of the

flower.

A good pocket knife with a round

point will work very well. As you
progress, you can add different

knives, gouges, etc.

First, lay out this patriotic design

with a lead pencil. Draw three

circles. Place the flag in the center.

Sketch in the bird and flower with

lead pencil. You are then ready to

cut the design around the flag and
the wings and flourishes on the bird.

In making the flower a gouge can

be used.

The flag, leaves, bird and flower

are tinted in various colors. The
Educator will be glad to see speci-

mens of your work along the card

carving line.

BAD HANDWRITING IS COSTLY
By B. C. FORBES,

Forbes Magazine of Business

Several of my associates handwrite

so badly that it often takes me
vexatiously long to decipher their

memoranda. This is not only annoy-

ing but costly. Doubtless the same
thing plagues other organizations.

Offenders should mend their ways.

They have no right to inflict illegible

scrawls on others. Also, signatures

on letters altogether too often are

unreadable; always they should be

typewritten (or printed) underneath.

I have special reason to feel keenly

on this score. When a cub reporter

I won my first promotion chiefly

because I wrote my copy in a school-

boy, clearly-legible hand—typewriters

weren't available then. The eyesight

of the aged head of the copy desk

was poor. The handwriting of most
reporters inflicted a lot of trouble on
him. Not mine. When promotions
were discussed, he plumped for me!

'Tis discourteous to write any-

thing which is difficult or impossible

for the recipient to read. Don't do
it!

r^mm.

Mr. Arnold C. Gorling, 432 Frank-

lin Avenue., Port Arthur, Ontario,

visited the Educator staff recently.

Mr. Gorling has been a penman and

commercial teacher for years. We
have received letters from him, but

this is the first time that we have

ever had the pleasure of meeting him
personally. The Educator staff is al-

ways glad to meet its friends.

Route No. 3

Fayetteville, N. C.

The Educator,

612 N. Park St., Columbus, Ohio.

Find enclosed a M. O. for $2.50 for

a year's renewal to the most inspiring

publication on earth.

Most sincerely,

G. B. Murphy

Robert T. Batey, who is a reader

of the Educator and who has been

interested in penmanship since 1912,

paid us a pleasant visit looking over

the school building and inspecting

various pieces of pen work.

Mr. Batey is with the Snyder &
Black Inc. Lithographers, as an ad-

vertising supervisor.

BEAITIFII.—CARDS
Ornamental Emblazoned 65c per dozen.

Semi-ornamental. Embellished. 60c per doz.
Business cards. Marveled 55c per dozen,
two dozen 90c. three dozen $1.20. Many
valuable Facts Books 50c prepaid. Pen
drawing of animals. Write for prices.
Business was slow. Zeke passed—4 dozen
Emblazoned cards to acquaintances. Busi-
ness good now. Zeke is happy.
"Fortune in Formulas." 500 Formulas-Re-
ceipts book $1.00. One dozen ornamental
Cards-Diamoned, 75c.

MR. G. E. PKINCEEOVE
2244 Fifth Street.

Down Front, Detroit. .Mich.
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WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD
HANDWRITING PROGRAM?

In this scientific age, when we
pride ourselves on our modern

methods, our intelligence tests, our

standardization and all the other

innovations by which this mechan-

istic civilization is characterized,

would it not be well to pause now
and then to see just how effiicient

these methods are?

Can our modern youth read, write

and figure any better than his father

because he has been subjected to'

varied and numerous courses in our

current curricula? Are we devoting

too much time to the luxuries of

education and spending too little

time on the necessities? Are the

Language Arts— reading, spelling,

English, handwriting—upon which all

education is based being neglected be-

cause of the enlarged curricula?

In teaching writing the teacher

should always remember that the

acquiring of letter forms is the tool

or means of expression. The real ob-

jective of writing is content—the idea

the child is trying to express—which

is made available to all because he

has used the tool skillfully. This

medium of self-expression is essential

to the growth of children. For what
means is writing learned except in

answer to that social desire to tell?

Some educators advance the doc-

trine that a curriculum can be based

entirely upon the social studies. Their

theory is that since these studies

deal with the spontaneous interest of

children, the curriculum should grow
out of these interests. Perhaps this

is so, but the teacher must remember
that in such subjects as spelling,

writing, arithmetic and reading a

definite technique and drill must be

carried on. The necessary skills are

learned only through practice. The
philosophy of Dr. Grace Storm at the

University of Chicago takes the

middle ground which enriches the

social studies possibilities by use of

the usual school subjects, but which
at the same time carries on a routine

program of systematic teaching and
drill in the subjects of reading, com-
position, arithmetic, spelling and
writing.

The daily writing lesson is the time

set aside for the pupil to learn the

A. LICIIXA McC'AI.MONT,

Supervisor Handwriting, llica, N. Y.

correct process and product to be

applied at all times when writing.

When one considers the number of

hours a pupil spends in the perform-

ance of written work during the year,

is it not a minimum essential that

he do it healthfully and economic-

ally?

The efficiency of a student is in-

fluenced greatly by the dexterity with

which he writes. When the writing

habit of a pupil is automatic, he has

the advantage of one not so equipped

—he has only the mental task to cope

with, while the other has both the

mental and the manual.

There is a certain amount of en-

ergy available in the nervous system

of a child. If he makes his writing

automatic he saves the leakage that

comes from the diffusion of effort.

Furthermore if he can do his writing

in half the time he can do twice the

amount of content. He thus saves

his energy for higher things.

Good handwriting textbooks and

supplies, teachers trained in hand-

writing, efficient supervision of

handwriting, and COOPERATION
of school officials will solve the

handwriting problem.

The modern business world in

competition with the legible output

of the Addressograph, Mimeograph,
Multigraph. Calculator, Typewriter,

and Listing Machines, demands more
than ever, easily read, easily written

handwriting. Business men have no

patience with illegible scrawl. Mone-
tary loss in business often results be-

cause of poor handwriting. Realizing

this, one of the largest retail depart-

ment stores in the world, Marshall

Field and Company, Chicago, inaugu-

rated a thorough program in the

training of sales and other operating

employees in the writing of sales

checks and in the preparation of

figures in general.

The following facts tell what hap-

pened to illegibly, carelessly addressed

mail in one year:-

"On October 2, 1946, the Post

Office department reported 14,144,856

dead letters handled. Of this number

2.655,919 were returned to the send-

ers, while those remaining were de-

stroyed. The number of dead letters

found to contain money was 78,143,

the amount of money found therein

being $193,973.88. Other valuable

enclosures were found in 290,711

letters.

A total of 633,947 unclaimed par-

cels and articles found loose in the

mail were handled as dead matter.

Of this number, it was possible to

deliver 131,059 parcels. Sales of con-

tents of undeliverable parcels

amounted to $180,413.12.

These figures are quite startling

and do as has been suggested, indi-
(

cate a need for an educational effort

in addressing mail." So said J. M.

Donaldson, First Assistant Post-

master General.

Business schools flourish alongside

public high schools where students

pay for courses in handwriting. Make
a visit to almost any bank or office

and you will find vast quantities of

handwriting required. Careless writ-

ing is no more to be excused than

slovenly grammar or incorrect pro-

nunciation. Poor grammar and poor

handwriting are unbecoming and un-

businesslike.

To stimulate and teach children

to write effectively, the elementary

school should place in its curriculum

as part of the language arts, a con-

sistent, pedagogically and psycholog-

ically developed course of study in

cursive handwriting beginning with

the first grade and continuing

through the eighth grade. To write

cursively means to write connectedly,

fluently, joining the letters together

in an enjoyable, easy, rhythmical

way, without physical or mental

strain.

It is the purpose of my talk to

present briefly the nature and scope

of an adequate instructional program
in handwriting for the eight grades

of the elementary school. In our

thinking, provisions for proper child

development are, of course, our first

concern. It is a legitimate demand
that the public schools continue to

pursue the best methods of teaching

pupils to write cursively, rapidly,

legibly, easily.
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One of the functions of the ele-

mentary public schools is to help

every child "to gain a command of

the common integrating knowledge
and skills that should be a part of

the social heritage of every normal
person." Handwriting has a contri-

bution to make to this objective.

Obviously writing is one of the basic

skills.

In the light of the child's present

and immediate future needs an ade-

quate instructional writing program
should contain three major divisions

as follows, which provide for steady

progression:

(1) The program which develops

the basics of position, relaxation,

movement, paper placing, pencil

holding, and learning the cursive

forms from the beginning.

(2) The program which develops

functional writing, the basics of

which are the habits that produce

the factors of good writing—Visuali-

zation; Correct position of the body,

paper, and pen in all written work;
Correct movement; Correct speed;

—

the explicit purpose of which is to

enable children to express themselves

in written form. Attention should

also be given to the amount of

writing which is required. It should

be a reasonable amount.

(3) The program which helps the

children secure control of the writing

movement so that they achieve the

factors of good writing. They are:

A sharp, clear-cut, unshaded

stroke; Roundness of letters; Uniform
slant; Correct spacing; Correct sizes

and relative heights; Accurate letter

shapes.

The program as outlined means
that all teachers should master the

basic principles of muscular move-
ment writing. Teachers must be

better equipped in terms of prepar-

ation, skill and enthusiasm than ever

before to teach boys and girls to

write well.

Dr. Alonzo Myers of New York
University says, "Most children enter

school with the desire to learn to

write. If this desire is capitalized

immediately there will be fewer

obstacles to overcome when a real

need for written expression arises.

It is important to emphasize good

form from the beginning in order

that the pupil may not adopt a

manner which will handicap him in

attaining satisfactory performance
and which he will find difficult to

change later."

Dr. Paul West of New York Uni-
versity states it this way, "It is

important that the teacher should

take the initiative in handwriting as

in other subjects in causing the child

to want to learn. This may be done
very early in school life."

The success in writing as in all

other subjects is due to a well-

grounded foundation. The primary
grades have as their duty the build-

ing of the beginning of this founda-
tion. "As the twig is bent, the tree

is inclined." How pedagogically and
psychologically sound to "train a
child in the way he should go." It is

in accordance with the laws of habit

formation to teach children to write
cursively from the beginning.

Let the children learn to write

cursively on the blackboard during

the first half or more of the first

school year. Gradually introduce

position and movement, paper plac-

ing, pencil holding and writing on
paper the forms which they have
learned on the blackboard. The
children carry on these habits into

Careless and sloppy handwriting

and lack of clearness in setting

down figures often cause heavy
losses in the course of a year.

Students like what the teacher

likes. She should cultivate a lik-

ing for good handwriting and set

a good example.

the second grade where more of the

writing is done at the seat. In third

grade the children begin the use of

ink, carrying on the habits as taught
in the first two grades.

In the process of the ordered de-

velopment of the subject the second

part of the program has as its pur-

pose, the development of functional

or applied writing. Webster says

that "applied" means "pursued for

some end outside its own domain."

Introduce spelling words, sentences

from the English or Social Studies

lesson into the writing lesson, teach-

ings the boys and girls the "How" of

functional writing. The place to teach

figures is in the writing period. After

the figures have been well taught or

thoroughly reviewed, introduce an

example or a problem, and show the

children how to apply the habits,

which they have been developing in

making of figures, and how they can

be "carried over" into applied arith-

metic work.

There is a tendency on the part

of too many teachers to require en-

tirely too much written work. Teach-
ers are advised to have only such
written work as is absolutely neces-

sary and no unsupervised written
work until correct habits are formed.
There should be a reasonable require-

ment and then pupils should be ex-

pected to do it well. Is it not better

to have less general written work and
have it better from the standpoint of

content as well as quality of writing?
During this period of development
the children are applying the habits

as taught in the writing lesson, to

their daily tasks. We find fairly

good control and as a result fairly

good letter forms, but fluently writ-

ten.

In the assignment of lessons great
care should be given as to the amount
of written work which this assign-
ment will require. In dictating a
spelling lesson a teacher should give
attention to the rate of speed at
which she pronounces the words.
Sufficient time should elapse between
the pronunciation of words so that

the pupil has time to think how to

spell the word before he writes it.

In writing a sentence from dictation,

the pupils should listen to the read-

ing of the entire sentence and then
write a portion of it as the teacher
dictates. Written work should be
required only when it is the surest

and easiest way for the child to

master the work in hand.

Writing should be taught by the
grade teacher, inasmuch as the child

performs the writing activity in

much of his school work. If a teacher
teaches consistently, she will see to

it that all writing is rightly done.

When the grade teacher teaches
writing, she will feel accountable for

the quality of the general written
work. It is the duty of every teacher

of any subject to see to it that good
writing habits are carried over into

all daily written tasks. Penmanship,
requires daily pedagogical presenta-

tion and disciplined correlation with

all associated subjects. The same
principle applies to the "carrying

over" of the habits of good speech,

developed in the English lesson to all

other recitations of the day.

When applied writing degenerates

into an illegible scrawl a teacher

spends twice the necessary time

looking over papers. If the effort to

improve is confined to the short time
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devoted to the penmanship lesson, it

is impossible to produce a class of

good writers, for when slovenly work
is accepted in other subjects, even

the best writers grow careless. The
habit of writing well is fully as im-
portant as the ability to do so.

Teachers should have constantly in

mind that the ultimate objective for

pupils is a plain-as-print style, writ-

ten at commercial speed without
physical or mental strain. Pupils

will give a teacher that which she
expects. If the standards of the

teacher are correct she will secure
from the pupil the best result that

it is possible for that pupil to

achieve. It is encouraging to observe
the right attitude and skill of the
pupils as they prepare general writ-

ten work under the direction of such
a teacher; the pride they take in

submitting their papers; the keen
interest and enthusiasm which they
show.

Any teacher who is not getting
this reaction from her pupils is los-

ing much of the joy of the teaching

of this subject, and the pupils of this

teacher are losing the pleasure of

learning how to write well.

The third part of the program
deals with continued, intelligently

directed practice so that beginning
in the sixth grade more control of

the movement is evidenced and thus
better letter form. This is refined in

seventh and eighth grade procedures
until boys and girls achieve fluency,

and accurate letter form which means
legibility.

In seventh and eighth grades of

the Utica Public Schools, where work
is departmentalized or where these
grades are part of a Junior High
School organization, each teacher of

English, mathematics, social science

knows what the teaching of hand-
writing means in terms of prepara-

tion, skill and enthusiasm. In other

words there are no special teachers

of handwriting. Each teacher teaches

one class in writing and spelling

along with the subject of her choice.

In this way she maintains a keen
interest in the quality of writing in

all daily written work of all the

pupils who come under her direction.

Fundamental to all of the prin-

ciples of teaching handwriting, is

the basic consideration that every

child must be taught to write. A
good handwriting program provides

for steady progression based upon
the physical development and muscu-
lar co-ordination of the pupil and for

proper distribution of practice. Thus
a handwriting program that provides

methods, procedures, techniques, that

provides a combination of activities

and systematic instruction, that em-
phasizes good cursive form from the

beginning, that gives children ade-

quate time to form and fix correct

writing habits - that carries over into

the writing of the individual in school

and out, which has developed the

ability to write legibly and with
sufficient speed, - such a handwriting

program provides a socially desirable

accomplishment for all persons.

—Talk given at the New Jersey

State Education Association

Meeting November 8, 1947

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.
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A sample ..I plain engrossing by R. R. ROUDABUSH, 3608 Quesada, Washington, D. C. A
large percentage of engrossing Is done In the simple style of lettering similar to the above.
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These flourishes and drawings are by J. J. LYNCH, 4337 N. Riditeway Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

MR. I.. M. KEI.CHNER was always a staunch friend of The Zanerian. He was an
enthusiastic booster of any movement to better the penmanship profession.
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JDanufccturers Casualty

..insurance Company,
Secretary andtjreasurer

I of the Tleu> Jersey;

5J*
' '^ v V; tion tHre insurance
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ciation with our scueral institu-
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capacity with our Association
aud unaffiliated Companies.

Cuntributpd by MR. T. C. PATTERSON

810 W. Prairie St.. Marion, III.

j October 1918. he
teas appointed,

Assistant Secretary
j -•- •-.• ••-• of the •••• -•• •••

j
Ittattufecturers*

% : Association ••••

_| of TUm> Jersey
p and the tlcw Jersey Ttlauufacturers

I Casualty insurance Company. OCe
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*
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|
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* !

Jersey Manufacturers AssociationA
Tfr-o ~inciiv>^>irt> rnmnann and thp

# ; ciation -Hospitals, inc., since their

organization and incorporation in

Ju J^pril 103?. TUr Tetter was-
V elected Secretary andSreasurer

ofthe Affiliated Companies and has

continuously, since then,been re-elect-

ed, tn that office. •:• •*•• ••• ••• •'• •'•- "••

By E. H. MctiHKE. Trentim, N.
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Criticism Department
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Here is a pupil with a free un-

controlled movement. Many of the

letters show skill and with a little

encouragement and systematic in-

struction could learn to write a neat

legible hand.

The writing lacks uniformity and

accurate forms of letters. Take the

slant and test it by drawing slant

lines down along the backs of the

letters. By discovering which letters

are off slant, the pupil can by con-

scientious practice correct the slant.

The left side of the page is fairly

regular in slant while the right side

is irregular. This suggests that the

position may be faulty. Perhaps the

pupil does not move his paper. You
can move the paper several times in

writing across the line.

Give attention to ending strokes.

The M and N should end like the A.

Shorten the V and W endings.

Improve the beginning loop for

H K M N Q U V W X Y Z T F. Omit
the one loop in the G and make an
angular retrace in its place.

Check the size of the letters. Hit

the head and baselines and avoid

irregular sizes.

Study arrangement on the page as

a whole and the arrangement of

individual letters. Avoid hitting

letters on the line above the one you
are writing upon.

Notice the awkward appearance
of M N O and other letters which
overlap other letters. Keep each
letter out in the open away from all

other letters.

Pick out one detail at a time and
improve it. By comparing work with
the copy in a good text, one can find

places to improve.

No student is so unskilled that he
cannot improve if he practices in-

telligently and perserveringly.

LEARN TO WRITE
VOnt NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and reeeive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON, Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University! Duluth 2,

Minn.

A beautiful, well-illustrated catalog

from Hill's Business University, Okla-

homa City, Okla. has been received

in an envelope attractively addressed

in ornamental penmanship. Mr. C. W.
Stone is President and G. W. Mc-
3uire is Vice-Pres.

FOR $1.00

I will send one carved card "flower
design", with any i word senti-

ment cut on card, and source of
all supplies, etc.

ROBERT C. KNOX
Route No. 5 Rogers, Arkansas

Write tor my FREE BOOK. "How
to Become an Expert Penman."
which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special PenPoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.
T. M. TEVIS, Box 25C, Chillicnthe, Mo.

$1.00 will bring you one of

my artistic cards, elaborately

carved with a jack-knife.

L. E. SCHMITT
1540 McKean Ave.
Baltimore 17, Md.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. V.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles
Meub's Professional Black Ink

Sent Postpaid .SI.00
The ink which produces rich black shades

and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I ;i Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine GUlott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l*s and No. 604, E.F.'s

OBLIQl'E PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick it up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderfuJ penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard

Models.
2. The "STRAHM'

Models.
3. The "STRAHM

Grasp Models.
I. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.

Compound, Crow Quill

Compound, Flat Top
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested In books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value t;>

commercial teachers including books of special
educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
Id these columns, the object being to give sutli-

eient description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

"TWO-WAY STREET—THE EMER-
GENCE OF THE PUBLIC RELA-
TIONS COUNSEL". First History

of Public Relations, Announced
for Publication Today.
"Two-Way Street' ' , a pioneer history of

public relations, subtitled "The Emergence of
the Public Relations Counsel", By Dr. Eric
F. Goldman, associate professor of history at
Princeton University and former editor of the
Public Opinion Quarterly, is released today

i by the Bellman Publishing Company, Boston.
I The author authoritatively treats the develop-

Iraent and growth of the new profession of
counsel on public relations by means of a
general survey of the field, incisive bio-

|
graphical sketches of the late Ivy Lee and

(
Edward L. Bernays, and an appraisal of their
contributions in influencing the form public
relations was to take.

Dr. Goldman finds three major stages in

the development of public relations in this

country: the public-be-fooled era of the middle
19th century; the public-be-informed method
introduced by Lee in 1906; and the public-be-
understood period intitiated by Edward L.
Bernays. The author also credits the origin,

naming and development of the profession to

Edward L. Bernays who. in 1923. in his book
"Crystalizing Public Opinion", outlined the
thesis that public relations is a two-way
responsibility—to inform the public and inter-

pret the public to the client.

Dr. Goldman discusses at length the Ber-
nays doctrine that broadened the base of
public relations and aroused lively public in-

terest in this new phenomenon. He traces
the role of Bernays in establishing the term
"public relations", and his struggle to de-
velop professional ethics, training and public
acceptance of the public relations technique.
The book, in highly readable style, gives

fascinating human sidelights on the times and
personalities with which it deals.
Dr. Goldman, who earned his Ph. D. at

Johns Hopkins University in 1938, has had
a varied career as historian, educator, and
journalist. He is the author of two bio-
graphies, collaborated on a widely used world
history, and served as a contributing editor
to Time.

GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY, by Paul R.

Hanna and Joseph E. Williams: a

Workbook-text in world geography,

accompanied by die-cut Supple-

mentary Materials for making
globes and various kinds of map
projections. 35 Workbook Lessons,

8 Supplementaries. Published
March 1948, by Scott, Foresman
and Company. For Grades 7-12.

Global Geography offers a thorough- going
course of study in the 'new' geography that
is taking such hold today. In addition, it is

planned to help all students understand the
nature and use of the globe and of various
kinds of projections, by guiding them in the
construction and study of their own globes.
But the something really new-under-the-stm

feature of Global Geography is the set of die-
cut Supplementary Materials (all classroori
tested) which accompanies each workbook. It
is this equipment that makes it possible for
every boy and girl to learn geography in a
laboratory situation, using cartography as a
method.
There are eight separate sheets of die-cut

Supplementaries. Easy-to-follow directions
and sketches in the Workbook tell and show
students exactly how to put them together
and make them " work. " Here are descrip-
tions of some of the Supplementaries

:

Supplementary 1 : Hemisphere Gores. A
set of die-cut. two-color fores to put
together in making a hemisphere ; to
cut apart to make circular and rec-
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tangular maps for comparison of kinds
and amounts of distortion. (Used to
study the grid system of latitude and
longitude on the globe. )

Supplementary 4 : Globe Gores. A set of
die-cut, two-color gores for making
permanent globes. (For the first time,
every member of a geography class can
have his own globe to use and study,
work and learn with!)

Supplementary 5 : Air Sphere Gores. A
set of transparent, die-cut gores to fit

over the globe showing the simplified
prevailing wind system as related to the
land and water masses. (Used in con-
nection with the Workbook lesson-
exercises on The Atmosphere.)

The Global Geography workbook, containing
a developmental program of 35 lessons, is as
new and different as the Supplementary Ma-
terials that accompany it. It teaches world
geography as an active influence in the lives
of people everywhere, conditioning the way
they live, the way they meet their daily
needs, their dependence upon each other. One
of the most unusual features of the Global
Geography workbook, itself, is the 14 pairs
of special-purpose Hemisphere Maps which
stress roundness. Along with the globes and
maps made from the Supplementaries, these
Hemisphere Maps help boys and girls get the
spherical '

' feel" of the air world . Workbook
lessons teach students to place on the Hemis-
phere Maps the significant items which con-
stitute world social, economic, and political
realities.

Global Geography can be used as a basic
course in world geography or to supplement
such a course. It can also be used to pro-
ject some of the 'new' geography into tra-
ditional commercial and economic geography
courses and to strengthen world historv an*'
social-studies courses. In every case. Global
Geography provides training in the use of
frlobes and maps—training that is bas ; c i"

building understanding of the air world
today.

POSITIONS
The U. S. Civil Service Commission

has announced an examination for

filling vacancies in the position of

Advisor of Education, which pay
salaries of $7,102, $8,179, and $9,975

a year.

The positions are located in Wash-
ington, D.C., in the Civil Aeronautics

Administration, Department of the

Army, Department of State, Depart-

ment of the Navy, the Institute of

Inter-American Affairs, the Veterans

Administration, and other Federal

agencies; and throughout the United

States in the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration and the Department of

State. Travel in this country and

abroad may be required.

To qualify for the positions, appli-

cants must have had responsible,

high-level experience in educational

administration, supervision, or re-

search; development of instructional

materials, or administration of inter-

national cultural programs; or other

comparable experience. No written

test is required ; applicants' qualifi-

cations will be rated on the basis of

their experience and abilities relevant

to the duties of the position. Detailed

information is given in the examining

circular.

Information and application forms

may be secured at the Civil Service

Commission, 8th and F Streets, N.W.,

31

Washington 25, D.C., at most first-

and second-class post offices, or from
Civil Service regional offices. Appli-

cations will be accepted until further

notice by the Commission's Washing-
ton office.

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

G. R. Brunet
446 St. Jean Baptiste St.

St. Boniface, Man., Canada

James H. Webb
2529 - 28th Avenue
Meridian, Mississippi

E. L. Blystone

Adara, Pennsylvania

H. E. Erisman
1029 Pennsylvania Ave., W.
Warren, Pennsylvania

Mrs. Sydney April

3248 West Argyle St.

Chicago, Illinois

Mr. J. A. L. Vezina
10 Cliff View
Quebec, Canada

Gaston A. Mouton
1209 - 10th St.

Orange, Tex.

O. W. Schell

Box 223

Tremont, Ohio

W. J. Hamilton
174 Western Ave.

Lynn, Massachusetts

E. L. Enriquez

1393 Sande Street

Tondo, Manila, Philippines

Paul Whiteleather

638 North Lisbon St.

Carrollton, Ohio

3Ir. David Klein

570 Broadway
New York 12, New York

Leroy Curry
Carmen, Oklahoma

Mr. B. Pitchko

142 Garden Drive

Vancouver, B.C., Canada

SCRAPBOOKS
Fine penmanship collected over 50 year
period, from many penmen. 7 books for
sale. Write for prices.

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutchinson St.

Fort Worth 6. Texas



Carl W. A. Ander jon
717 Eight St.
Bismarck, 2L Dafc G

June
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
The Zanerian College of Penmanship offiers courses by

correspondence in:
Tuition Supplies

( ) Business Handwriting Course $10.00 $1.55

( ) Roundhand or Engrossers Script 12.00... 2.70

( ) Text Lettering and Engrossing 12 00. 2.85

( ) Advanced Engrossing 12.00... 2.05

( ) Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.20

Begin your training today, and safeguard your future.

Co/umbus, Oh/o

STAFF HANDBOOK for the

HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

A NEW PICTORIAL MAP OF

ENGLISH LITERATURE

By Carl G. Miller

This booklet, prepared by an experienced teacher and
student adviser outlines the duties of staff members and
provides rules for the editorial and business groups. A
copy in the hands of each members of the staff of your
school paper will save hours of the counselor's time.
There are chapters on general policies, duties of each
member of the staff, rules for copy and makeup, copy
reading and proof reading signs and rules for style.

Price $ .35

OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

By Max J. Herzberg

This Outline contains brief characterizations of 110
modern American and British authors with suggestions
for the study of their writings. The "Guide to the Study
of Any Author" and the references to the sources of

information about modern authors and their works, found
in this Outline, are particularly helpful. Price S .25

A valuable visual aid for Students, Teachers, Librarians.

Contains a map of the British Isles, showing birthplaces
of writers; a chronological list of English rulers; border
sketches of writers, costumes of various periods, im-
portant buildings; modes of transportation ;md more.

Authentic and up-to-date. Size 22" x 28". Price $1.00

AMERICAN LITERATURE

A PICTORIAL MAP OF

An interesting, colorful map designed to meet the needs
of every student of American Literature. As a visual
aid, it contains hundreds of titles and authors geographi-
cally placed, with date of writing or of publishing.
New 1947 printing.

Size 25" x 38". Price $1.50

Special

Both Maps for $2.25

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Ave. Boston 10, Mass.
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TRIBUTE TO MR. LUPFERS OVER
40-fEARS IN PENrTlANSHIP.
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PROMOTES PENMANSHIP PERFECTION

• PERMANENT . FREE-FLOWING . LEGIBLE . PERFECT CONTROL FOR VARYING WIDTH OF LINE

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure carbon ink — jet black — that lasts as long as the paper on

which you write. • In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts and gallons. Ask your dealer today for

Miliums
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE • SINCE 1880

II Ml (! INS 1JVK CO., IJVC. 271 JVIJVTH ST.. BROOKLYJV 15, JV. ]

DETROIT'S "FIRST"
IN CONVENIENCE • COMFORT - QUALITY

In the heart of the downtown, office, theater,

and shopping area. Friendly, courteous service

to make your stay in Detroit a pleasant memory.
The Tuller Coffee Shop or Cafeteria for excel-

lent Food modestly priced The Hotel Tuller,

Detroit's largest, is the place to stay.

visit our Cocktail Counge
ONE OF DETROIT'S FINEST

800 ROOMS WITH BATH FROM '2"

Motel tuller
FACING GRAND CIRCUS PARK
RICHARD C. HODGES, Manager

For enjoyment of living ot its best;

rooms ore outstandingly gay
and attractive. Guests enjoy all

club facilities, including the swim-
ming pool, Turkish baths and
Swedish massage. Perfect location

at 11th and Baltimore.

Direction

SOUTHWEST HOTELS, INC
H. Grady Manning, founde'

•k PENGUIN DINING ROOW
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The Right

Fountain Pen

Point

for the

handwriting

system

you teach

(courses in penmanship
go a whole lot smoother when teacher

and students can pick a pen point that

suits the requirements exactly. Esterbrook

is the only fountain pen offering 33

such points — 33 inexpensive, different

points that are interchangeable in the

same holder, making each Esterbrook

precisely adaptable to your needs: ex-

tremely economical and practical, too.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Street, Camden, N. J.

or The Brown Brothers, Ltd., Toronto, Canada

&6te/i£took
RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

Taught by Correspondence

PRIVATE TUTORS
10 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. D. #1 Bingoes, N. J.

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick It up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard

Models.
2. The "STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Bound Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FBEE circulars.
ADDBESS: F. L. TOWEB, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid $1.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I...iii;i Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

SCBAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens, 25c 50c $1.00 $2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HIGH CHADE

Diplomas^
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

LEARN TO WRITE

FOR BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SUCCESS/

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at

home quickly with my new instruction

books just off the press. Master all the

secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted, $1.00 each. Q Business Writing,

H Artistic Writing, Q Caro Writing,

Q Engrossing Alphabets, Bird and De-
sign Flourishing, Complete Set $4.50.

J Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLEB. President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

43S Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years
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FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Collected and edited by E. A. Lupfer

A Complete Course and Collection of .Masterpieces Produced
by Leading Penmen

Shows y«»u how to make the simplest birds and flourishes.
and finishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.
The most pretentious work ever published which is devoted

exclusively to this beautiful art.

E\SCINATING
Pen Flourish

Size 8% x 11 in., 80 pages, flexible cardboard.
Price of the book, postpaid $1.00
Price of The Educator, one year $2.50

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra i

$3.50
BOTH TOR ONLY $3.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.
Columbus 8, Ohio

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing

Compiled and edited by E. A. Lupfer

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN
ENGROSSING

SCRIPT - TEXT LETTERING - STANDARD ALPHABETS -

SHADING - PEN DRAWING - WASH DRAWING - INITIAL
LETTERS - SCROLLS - BORDERS - RESOLUTIONS -

CERTIFICATES - HONOR ROLLS - HEADINGS - ILLUMI-
NATION - ETC.

The

i LPHABETS

fj$£i, -AnJnstrurfor in

i/jJF$j) TRounDhanu-. trt-

tmnq.Cncinissiiuj,

iDeianinp.pm mto

Bru5h~Art,1tur

Price of
I'rice

the book, postpaid
if The Educator (one year)

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
BOTH FOR ONLY $4.75

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.
Columbus 8. Ohio

$2.75
$3.50

STANDARD IHS MONTHLY TYPING

TESTS AVAILABLE.

10 ea. mo. for 10 mos. $ 3.00

25 4.50

50 7.00

75 10.50

100 14.00

Delivered to your address postage paid.

Quantity quotations.

1000 for $12.00

2000 " 26.00

3000 " 35.00

4000 " 43.00

Prices include imprint and copy for entire back

page. Tell your message each month to seniors.

Address- -

International Honor Society
for

Business Education
Box 259

Burlington, Iowa

New Shipment

ARNOLD'S INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink for

years.

MORE REAL FINE SPECIMENS have probably
been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle or, for

the very finest results, it can be mixed as per direc-

tions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz, Flickinger,

Dennis, and hundreds of other top ranking penmen
used Arnold's.

ARNOLDS BLACK
While it lasts

4 oz., Postpaid s. 75

Pint, Postpaid 1.25

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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HONORING EARL A. LUPFER
for his

41 years of continuous service to the Penmanship Profession

For many years E. A. Lupfer, by

his superb penmanship, by his work

as editor of the Educator, and as

principal of the famous Zanerian

College of Columbus, Ohio, has helped

to carry on the fine traditions of

C. P. Zaner and E. W. Bloser, who,

by their high standards made of that

| school a unique institution in the

field of handwriting.

Mr. Lupfer, during the past forty

years that he has been connected

with the institution, and for the many
years that he has served as editor of

the Educator, has made an outstand-

ing contribution to the cause of

handwriting in the United States. In

recognition of this fine record and of

the high quality of his craftsmanship

as a master penman, we, the profes-

sional penmen of the Chicago area,

should like to petition the publishers

of the Educator to publish an issue

of that journal which would be de-

voted to the life and work of E. A.

Lupfer. We feel that such a number
would be outstanding, one that all

the penmen and all those interested

in penmanship in all its phases would
like. We therefore hereunto have

signed our names this twenty-seventh

day of December, 1947.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthlv (except July and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 35c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the

old as well as the new address.
Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

The above photograph is a recent one taken of Mr. Lupfer at his desk signing his name to a Zanerian College

Diploma. It is a typical pose. He usually rolls his sleeves up when settling down to his desk to write.

jgBSBBBBSaaMBBBBtt^OSBBBHSBBBaBtBBBB} agms&g&ZLe^t*

Mr. Lupfer is a great believer in warming-up exercises. The exercises shown above are typical of his

philosophy and general instructions. By starting with the large exercises and toning down, he feels that you gain

in control.
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The paragraph used above is one of Mr. Lupfer's and demonstrates, in starting a lesson, the psychological ap-

proach is to start in with the paragraph or sentence, then break it down and practice on the weak points, and

later re-write the paragraph.

Value of good position is illustrated here by

Mr. Lupfer. Note that the gliding is on the two

fingers, the hand loose, easy, and comfortable. It

is not pinched or cramped. By taking this position.

Mr. Lupfer is able to write thousands of words

without tiring.

Long beginning and ending strokes are one of the teachings which Mr. Lupfer has squelched for years. He

believes in the simple, direct approach.
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A great believer in perfection, Mr. Lupfer analyzes and practices on the small letters more than on the
capitals, for in daily use they are used a great deal more.

———mmmtm

w

<zur- cL/ <^/

Notice the short slant strokes illustrated in the small a. By maintaining the same slant in all of your letters,

your writing will gain in uniformity and appearance.

A

Notice the long slant strokes in I. First try the exercise, then the word. If you can develop uniformity in

an exercise, it becomes easy in a word.

Have you ever stopped to analyze the small letters ? Do you see the small letters i in the 1 and an f ? Try
writing these loop letters and analyze them. Check to see if the upstrokes are uniform, the ending strokes uni-

form, the loops the same length and height.

Skill with brush, drawing and sketching.

This drawing of a good pen position was made

by Mr. Lupfer, and illustrates the position that he

takes when writing.
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'C ^c^., &~^<7-^rr^L^zTS,

*T-
c^£<£S c-^> &d^i^/, £^0^^ t^c^/, , ^J^of^K

The above letter combinations are helpful in practicing the small letters of the alphabet. See how well you
can write them.

Another view of Mr. Lupfer's hand in action. In

the figure exercise below, Mr. Lupfer demonstrates

that penmen can make good figures. I have heard

him use the illustration many times regarding

delivery of a letter. Even though the name is

poorly spelled, if the figures in the address are

plainly written, the letter can be easily delivered.

^^^^z^s^7^Z7-7^--A~*d^c^^'•'

//*+ -f- /U /Of -S- 33~ ^/ZV -7- ^3 SC7 -*• rfV

/30> -*- '7 2JT2- — &3 *77 — 7' Go<f -5- ^7

2/L + 2*7 /ZS -r 1-7 t/fC -r- <*7 4-32. -f- 7^

J/O -r- 3/ 23/ -r- 33 2/f -5- 73 72-0 + 7"

//jr -#- 3S C3f -5- ?' (.*// * 77 372- -r- fy

jzr f */-/ V-0S~ -=- f/ U-6><? -*- *7 ^^ -r- f-p-

^

Pull the downstrokes toward the center of the body. Are your letters resting on the baseline, or do some run

above or below the line?

Have you noticed the want ads lately and how many of the ads specify to "apply in your own handwriting"?

Here is a nice list of words to write. Practice on each word separately. Get the turns round, and the angles

sharp. Get your loops open and full.
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TRIBUTES FROM HIS MANY FRIENDS

FROM SPRINGFIELD,
MASSACHUSETTS

Dear Mr. Bloser:

A special issue of the Educator

dedicated to Mr. Lupfer is a splendid

idea. He is most worthy and deserv-

ing of such tribute. While I have

never met Mr. Lupfer in person, his

letters to me have been friendly,

helpful and inspiring. In my opinion,

as an all around pen artist, Mr.

Lupfer ranks with the immortals. As
an advocate, promoter, and teacher

of practical handwriting for the

masses, he is outstanding in bene-

ficial achievements. He produces

teachers of handwriting who know
how to teach and pen artists and
engrossers who attain success. As
an educator he impresses by keeping

abreast of ever changing conditions

—

informative and instructive. As the

editor of "The Educator" he is beloved

by all who admire, practice or teach

the various branches of penart.—"He labors good on good to fix

and owes
To virtue every triumph that he

knows."

E. O. Hovis

88 Baltimore St.

Springfield, Mass.

FROM CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dear Mr. Bloser:

I have corresponded with E. A.

Lupfer for over 30 years and found
him to be most cooperative and in-

formative on questions regarding the

art of penmanship.
As Editor of The Educator, in my

opinion, he has done an outstanding
job. An editor has a thankless task,

you can't please everybody. I think

the majority of your subscribers will

acknowledge his good work.
I met Mr. Lupfer in 1926 while

visiting The Zanerian, a most enjoy-

able association. Part of the time
was spent with the late E. W. Bloser,

who conducted me over the school,

including the pen factory, of which
he was justly proud. While in Colum-
bus, I visited Mr. Lupfer's home and
met his family. It was most pleasant
and he made my visit to Columbus
one to be remembered for all time.

Discussing penmen and penman-
ship with Mr. Lupfer at that time,

he impressed me with his wide and
deep knowledge of penmanship, pen-

men, teaching and the execution of

plain and ornamental writing and
lettering. He executed some offhand

specimens while I was there, with
the superb skill for which he is so

well known. In my judgment, some
of Mr. Lupfer's work ranks in quality

with the very finest ever produced.

The specimens he ran in The Edu-
cator in the early 1920's, engraved
by the late M. M. Montague of Chi-

cago, are classics and can rightly be

compared with the superb work
turned out by the Spencerian authors,

engraved by MacLees of New York.
Mr. Lupfer's contribution to busi-

ness penmanship cannot be estimated.

For so many years he has been
running helpful and instructive les-

sons in The Educator and his criti-

cisms and suggestions I am sure

have been a godsend to those engaged
in teaching writing.

When the penmen and engrossers

of Chicago met recently it was sug-
gested that Mr. Lupfer should be
honored for his work by a special

edition of The Educator and all pre-

sent heartily agreed with this idea.

I am sure that you have some repro-

ductions of Mr. Lupfer's finest work
that could be incorporated in such a
number and I am satisfied the special

edition will meet with the hearty
approval of all of your subscribers
and be worthy of the best Zanerian
tradition.

Yours very truly,

Herbert J. Walter
Examiner and Photographer
of Questioned Documents
100 North LaSalle St.

Chicago, Illinois

FROM MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

Congratulations and much credit

is due to E. A. Lupfer from many
penmen, engrossers and designers

from the penmanship world.
I personally extend my highest

regard to him as one of the greatest
penmen and instructors of the art

today.

Much praise is due E. A. Lupfer
for carrying out the high ideals and
inspirations of the founders of the
Zanerian College of Penmanship so
faithfully for so many years.

P. L. Zenzen
21 Malcolm Avenue, S. E.

Minneapolis, Minn.

FROM RICHLAND, WASH.
Dear Mr. Bloser:

I think the suggestion of the Chi-

cago engrossers which I read in the

June "Educator" and which you
mentioned in your letter is a splendid

one. I know of no one man living

who has done more to inspire, encour-

age and assist engrossers both old

and new, than Mr. E. A. Lupfer. It

is highly commendable that an issue

of the "Educator" will be dedicated

to him.

When I attended the Zanerian for

a short time, more than twenty years
ago, I learned then to respect and
admire him very much. He was never

too busy to give as much of his time
as was needed when you asked him
for advise or help. Even to this day,

if I have a question which is not
quite clear to me, I always think of

Mr .Lupfer first, and never once has
he failed to enlighten me fully.

The engrossing profession has a
real and true friend in Mr. Lupfer,

the Zanerian too, has a man whose
unselfish devotion to duty has built

for them an enviable reputation.

Otis Sked, Jr.

Engrossing, Illuminating and
Designing
1123 Thayer Drive
Richland, Washington

FROM EVANSTON, ILL.
I often feel that some of our old

boys of the past generation have
colored our opinions in such a way
that perhaps men like Lupfer have
not been sufficiently recognized. I

don't mean that those old fellows

didn't deserve their fame. I'm sure

they did, but it was a period in which
handwriting was stressed more than
today and more people were attracted

to it by the commercial school which
stressed it and ornamental writing
was used to advertise the courses in

business.

The Zanerian of twenty years back
is not even the Zanerian of Zaner &
Bloser of my time. That Zanerian
was the Zanerian of High and Long ,

Streets forty years ago. It has been 1

thirty years since Zaner was killed.

To the standards of today and ofl
even two decades, Zaner is away back

'

in the past. The new Zanerian is the 1

Zanerian of E. A. Lupfer and you
two boys.

Rene Guillard,

Box 334, Evanston. Ill



PRAYER OF PEACE
DEDICATED TO E. A. LUPFER

'A'^wjV
H

JS^T^J
>j '.

1 '^^^FPl^L ^B
L*S

¥ vUl'S^'M « "
L»La>y Mk

M

hl^Hy *SJ^jl tf

Sf /- - i««

Ul i«t make me an instrumenttfV|ty pea«

|j)<here there {•> hatred let me sow low.

lfPlfy{vthfre is injury, paroon. -^
lere there is iouht, faith. • g

Djhere there is despair, hope. "*'#

Here there is darkness, liqht.
:b;

here there is sadness, joif.

*4
^>£A

^jmagnotso mneh seek
3 s^*

v
- ^ 4

he awsotco. as to console;
* ^\

i'lKo he unocrstooo, as to unAerstan6j>^r

j '"(o hejoveo, as to love; 3p> fe^ \, >y

{j£jpr tt i$ m ijhnmj that lue recetue. J
;

t is in pardoning that u»e are panSoneo. £k
'

i$ in tying, that me are fiornto etcrnaf (it\

The cardboard is 22 x 29 inches. The border background is sage green, the scrolls are in red, white, green
and blue tints. The face of the shield has a light yellow tone and a gold leaf edge all way around it. The initial
capitals are in two shades each of red, green and blue on a gold leaf background.

Brother Seraphln Silva

Franciscan Fathers
Old Mission

San Miguel, California
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FROM DETROIT, MICH.

jQitoitfflidiip

ZONE A

June IS, 1946

Mr. P. Z. Bloser,
612 Eorth Park Street,
Columbus 8, Ohio.

Deer Mr. Jloser t

Here is my contribution to the
Lupfer edition of the uusinesE Educator.

Mr.. E. A. Lupfer is recognized as one of
the foremost all round penmen in America.

nis easy rolling business writing has been
an inspiration to the thousands of young men
and women who follow his lessons in the Business
educator. His masterful engrossing script, his
text lettering and flourishing has a charm that
that satisfies the ambitious.

I have been a great admirer of Mr. Lupfer
and his wonderful work for many, many years.

Sincerely,

FROM CLEVELAND, OHIO
Mr. E. C. Leslie writes us as follows:

Enclosed are several modest pieces

that I did a while back. You are

welcome to use them in honor of Mr.

Lupfer.

Cunningham-Leslie Studios

Lettering-Resolutions-Diplomas-

Memorials
503 Society for Savings Building

Cleveland 14, Ohio

Editor's note: Space did not permit

using these beautiful pieces.

FROM PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Kindest personal regards from,

Mr. W. B. Strickland

Artist-Engrosser

Land Title Building

Philadelphia, Pa.

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM:

Edwin H. Fearon
Examiner of Questioned Documents
502 Granite Building

Sixth Avenue and Wood Street

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania

FROM CANADA
We are mailing you a print of a

resolution of appreciation honoring

Mr. Lupfer, and dedicated to him as

a splendid man doing a fine job in

producing fine penmanship so that

others may enjoy it.

113 Close Avenue
J. A. Bulloch

Toronto, Canada

We are sorry that space did not

permit its reproduction.



ENGROSSING BY E. A. LUPFER

Columbus, (Ohio

,^&*S!Z^£^^^ yy

Jyv/yy^i^Myy^M^y^^^. ''O^fojCimMtidcm'je'f'//' My^^yy/yJzwyzJs

———— l£\m$ilmM

—
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JmimY???// yyy/// //yj /yy/yyy' YYYfY/, yyy?y/ //ur/ ///j A?//'y
4

//y/yyK/?yj /vr/tYa/

Y/Hy/ mm/X^YJ/lYdY/YYW/yaY/Y/ Ay.J y/yy// Y///yYs.)/'

YY/ ///.J /YYYY/y/J YYYYYYYt'€

YYi/ytfYcyty/memetYYii':

CJ 111

The above illustration shows the lettering and script ability of Mr. Lupfer. His script is as nearly perfect as

any we have ever seen.

This Month's Educator Cover.
Many requests have come to this

office for a Lupfer issue of the

Educator.

The cover contents are primarily

directed toward Mr. Lupfer's student

friends and professionals.

We apologize for the liberties and
gross exaggerations contained there-

in.

W. L. Newark

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM:

Mr. Elbridge W. Stein

2301 Park Row Building

15 Park Row

New York, N. Y.

MY TRIBUTE TO
MR. LUPFER

He is without a doubt the "Will

Rogers" of the Penmanship World.

Sam Goodman

Zanerian 1948



CARD WRITING
Signatures by E. A. Lupfer

line.

Mr. Lupfer has probably written more cards than any living penman. These illustrate his ability along this

FROM LONGVIEW, WASH.
A Tribute to Mr. Lupfer

The summer of 1925 I enjoyed the

rare privilege of attending the Zan-

erian College of Penmanship. I am
deeply grateful for its skilled work-
manship, efficient instruction, plus

the sincere courteous service so

genuinely displayed by the entire

Zaner staff.

Although the interest for Penman-
ship has waned in many of our public

schools, the "Light of E. A. Lupfer,"

ever shining as a beacon light in

darkness, has weathered the storm.

He has successfully carried the Zaner

torch these many years with sincere

confidence and respect and with an

ever increasing zest for its value to

the future citizens of America.

This simple alphabetical tribute

expresses my sincere regard for Mr.

Lupfer :-

L—Loyal deserves F—Fine

II—Useful E—Everlasting

P—Penman R—Reward
for meritorious service.

"A Courteous Gentleman!"
A Penmanship Scholar with a

"Positive Vision" wins the hearty

applause of one who gratefully ap-

preciates the "Zaner Spirit to carry

on" for good handwriting.

Anne Loomis
Second Grade, Kessler School

Longview, Washington

Notice that the four signatures above are each written differently.
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FAME
In the gallery of penmen you'll find the name
of C. P. Zaner at the base of a frame
Hung in the center of the main hall.

Of past experts he was ace of them all.

Fate dropped a spark of artistic desire

On this young man, which he fanned into fire

That burned like a pillar so youngsters would know
Their way to his school in Columbus, Ohio.

Since it was founded in eighteen eighty-eight,

Young folks have gone there at a steady rate,

To practice fine penwork and to write with chalk,

To be taught and inspired by Zaner's talk.

A splendid example of manhood was he,

As I look at his picture and he looks back at me
I think of the walk and remarks quite witty

When last I saw him in Atlantic City.

He loved Mother Nature and he loved his wife,

Both were contributors to his happy life.

Tobacco and liquor he advised we shun,

And harmful habits that fame never won.
Good habits and work, he believed in the two,

Can also create a fine penman of you.

If you have spunk and the will to win,

Today is the day you ought to begin.

Zaner passed on, but in his place

He left Earl Lupfer, the present day ace,

To manage his school and this paper so fine.

He's a worthy successor—drop him a line.

M. C. Leipholz
Baltimore, Md.

FROM CHICAGO, ILL.
Scroll Studio

53 W. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago 4, 111.

August 20, 1948

Dear Mr. Bloser:

Mr. Lupfer's penmanship is always

referred to as being equal to any of

that of the Old Masters who have

passed on. I think his engrossing is

wonderful too. He is also doing a

grand job as Editor of The Educator.

I hope he keeps it up until he's a

hundred and doesn't lose his patience.

Sincerely yours

Chester L. Cook

FROM CALIFORNIA
Dear Lupfer:

It is with extreme gratification to

me that I am privileged to pay

homage to you as one of the finest,

if not the finest penman of America.

Your writing is exceptionally meri-

torious as to quality of line, uniform

height, slant and spacing. The pleas-

ing effect of your writing to the eye

is superb and ranks with that of

C. P. Zaner and E. W. Bloser. What
more can be said.

R. E. Wiatt
Retired Supervisor of

Writing of Los Angeles

City Schools, California

831 E. Foothill Blvd.

Monrovia, California

FROM PASADENA, CALIF.
Dear Mr. Bloser:

I think the idea of a Lupfer issue

is wonderful. Those Chicago penmen
have really started something; they

have shown that they are real "guys",

men with hearts of appreciation and

understanding.

The penmen of America, for many
years, have conceded Mr. E. A.

Lupfer to be the most outstanding

penman—the greatest of all. So, it

is from my heart when I say that

I am glad to see this fact is being

publicly acknowledged by all in the

professional ranks, so that Mr.

Lupfer may see and hear.

Forty years ago Mr. Lupfer and I

attended the Zanerian College, and

when I left for other fields of work
I knew he was destined for the

peaks. I am proud to praise him as

the greatest all-round penman, and

engrosser, and teacher of penmanship.

He is the MASTER PENMAN!
Sincerely,

Albert P. Meub
Fine Black Inks for Professional

Penmen and Commercial Artists

1944 Loma Vista Street

Pasadena 7, California



FROM BOSTON, MASS.
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-

Esther H. Dunning
The Loya Studio

Boston, Massachusetts



Mr. Lupfer's skill with brush is shown in the above drawing of George

FROM DENVER, COLO.THANK YOU FOR
YOUR HELP

This issue honors Mr. Earl A.

Lupfer, one of the world's finest pen-

men. It is specially prepared at the

request of his friends and admirers.

We have attempted to include in this

issue, excerpts from hundreds of

letters sent in by his many corre-

spondents. We know that there will

be a few disappointed that theirs

were not included, but space per-

mitted only those shown.

PARKER ZANER BLOSER

A TRIBUTE TO
MR. E. A. LUPFER
One of the principal pillars of the

Zanerian College of Penmanship,

World Famous Expert Penman.

Editor of The Educator, The Lead-

ing (or only) monthly Pen Art

journal of America.

Main Instructor of the Zanerian

College (My personal Teacher in

1920) who is referred to as "Abraham
Lincoln in Pen Art")

Washington.

HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS

AND BEST WISHES FOR YOUR

GOOD HEALTH, A LONG AND

HAPPY LIFE, CONTINUED PROS-

PERITY, AND MAY YOU BE

SPARED FOR MANY, MANY

YEARS TO COME.

From Norman Tower and Family

751 Logan St.. Denver 3, Colo.
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A "southpaw" from Columbus, O.

Some of the finest instruction I

ever received in writing as a left-hander

was under the direction of Mr. Lupfer.

When I call at the Zanerion occa-

sionally for supplies he always takes

time tt) discuss some phase of writing, and

who could be a better authority?
Being a left-handed penman (if I

can be called such), and trying to imi-

tate Earl's fine penmanship would be like

trying to shoot a rabbit on the jump with

a rifle. Best wishes, Earl, for^ajong life

The profession needs

1156 Grandview Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio.

FROM MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

216 Marquette Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Aug. 2, 1948.

The Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.

Another of the old Penmen has

left us. This time it was Prof. Bush-

rod H. Spencer, the well known
educator and expert penman of Pater-

son, N. J. He was born in 1863 and

at an early age began to master the

art of penmanship in which he be-

came an expert. For many years he

was an instructor and teacher of

handwriting in the public schools in

Paterson, New Jersey. I haven't been

able to find out what relation he was
to the famous Spencer Brothers, if

any. He passed away on July 28th at

the advanced age of 85.

Major F. O. Anderson



Script by Lupfer

FROM CLEVELAND, OHIO

The Educator,

612 North Park St.,

Columbus, Ohio.

Attention: Prof. Bloser.

Dear Sirs:

A special number on the \ ork of

Prof. Lupfer should be filled from

cover to cover with specimens of his

art, and a minimum of personal tri-

butes. Three members of my family

have had the benefit of his instruc-

tion: my daughters, Harriett Barnett

Penn and Mary Barnett Boothman,

and my nephew, Roger Louis Barnett.

I feel highly honored by the progress

of all three in the various branches

of the penmanship profession. Lupfer

is a great artist and a great man.

Yours very truly,

C. A. Barnett

7911 Franklin Boulevard

Cleveland, Ohio
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LETTERING

The above photograph shows Chris Costeras and E. A. Lupfer. Mr. Lupfer is very proud of the work that

Chris has learned while attending the Zanerian College.

Mr. Costeras completed a course at the Zanerian under the G. I. Bill and is now employed at the Dennis &
Baird Studio at Brooklyn New York.

^at111^*^^^ i«n
ill

JHavuut IB. (Coleman
has completed a &ursc ©{"Study prescribed tor Graduation

troir) this Hrcth School and is therefore awarded this

Xliplcttrtct
Given at Columbus. Ohio, this fourth dav

ofc'unc.mnctccrs hundred and foriv-fivc

The High School Diploma is lettered by E. A. Lupfer. Always a lover of black and white, Mr. Lupfer's diplomas
seldom carry much color. However, his knowledge of color, and ability to teach color is excellent.
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Written by l£. A. Lupfer
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FROM CLEVELAND. OHIO

The Zanerian was a
grand place in 1908.

The alley was abundantly cluttered

with empty ink-jugs and thr name of

Earl A. Lupfer appeared on more of

them than any other. He was young,

playful, and was accused of drinking

the ink, but he explained he was
blotting it up to use as "light-weight

ink" on an itenerant card writing

expedition he was going to undertake.

He was gone about a week, returned

broke, hungry and sore of foot, but

with an avowed respect for the man
who could earn his bread and butter

and ride the cushions to work.

We believe this the turning point

in his life. He got his arm on a desk

and produced a "final certificate" on

which Mr. Zaner placed a green seal.

More study and more practice and

the next time he wangled a red seal

out of Mr. Zaner. By now he had

gotten used to work and the next

time up he was so complimented and

embarrassed he grinned all over his

face. This trip brought him a gold

seal and additional, a diploma signed

by the old masters, Zaner and Bloser.

He was at the heels of the fast

stepping class of '08, shaking off

their dust and jibes and determined

to travel with the masters and with

distinction, for many years.

One needs to be a superb penman
to appreciate how fine his product

with the pen really is. In addition to

some of the finest and smoothest

penmanship the world has viewed, he

picked up the pen dropped by Zaner

and later Bloser and has instructed

many who have become adept with

the pen.

May the passing of the next two
score of years find our esteemed
friend Lupfer still haunting the

halls of the Zanerian.

Sincerely

W. C. Brounfield

FROM SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

Dear Mr. Bloser:

Such a special issue of "The Edu-
cator", dedicated to Mr. E. A. Lupfer,

should have been issued long ago.

I think that there is no equal to

the marvel of his artistic ability in

all branches of penmanship. In busi-

ness writing, ornamental, engravers

script, Old English, and Flourishing.

And all these items skillfully and
beautifully executed perfectly. I

The Educator

haven't as yet seen another pen artist

that can master all these branches in

pen art as perfect as Mr. E. A.

Lupfer does. In other words, Mr.

Lupfer is tops in every branch of

penwork. And moreover, of A-l

Sterling character. What more do

we expect of a human with only two
hands made of flesh and bone.

G. H. Kahn
955 Bush Street

San Francisco, California

FROM BEVERLY, MASS.

Dear Mr. Cator (Educator),

What a privilege to give the learn-

ers from Lupfer's life and pen a

chance to express their appreciation

of his perfect skill!

This informal snapshot that I took

when I was a pupil in your school

describes him better than any word
picture I could make. It is the best

likeness I have ever seen of him.

Here he stands at the door to wel-

come all to try again and again the

right pen—Zaner-Bloser—until, well,

until they win a seal, or seals to make
them real penmen, or penwomen.
Without Mr. Lupfer's instructions

I never could have attained the

ability to be recognized with the

average in the various styles of pen

art.

His achievement of the goal, of

the highest in Penmanship, is excelled

only by his rank among the greatest

teachers of all time. Hence, I salute,

with reverence and gratitude, this

unique Professor, Earl A. Lupfer.

Faithfully yours,

Fannie C. Kendall

11 Somerset Avenue
Beverly, Massachusetts

FROM MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

I, too, wish to add my testimonial

to the outstanding work done by our

mutual friend and leader in the pen-

manship profession, Mr. Earl A
Lupfer. He has been able to fill in

the vacancy left by Mr. C. P. Zaner
and Mr. E. W. Bloser in a very satis

factory manner. His high grade work
during the past forty years has in-

spired multitudes to write a better

hand. Here is a sincere wish that

God will bless Mr. Lupfer with good
health so that he may continue with
us many more years.

Major F. O. Anderson
Minneapolis, Minn.

FROM BOSTON, MASS.
Dear Mr. Bloser:

The idea of dedicating a special

issue of "The Educator" to E. A.

Lupfer is most appropriate. "Let him
smell the flowers while he is alive

It was my good fortune to have
been closely associated with Mr
Lupfer in 1914-15, while a student

—

and an employee—at the Zanerian.

(Gol darn it—I hate to refer to him
in the past tense—it sounds like an
obituary.)

Lupfer, to me, is the epitome of all

that is honorable. He has been in-

spiring countless thousands over the

years. May he continue to do so for

many years to come.

Cordially,

J. R. Rosen
Engrosser-Illuminator

1007 Little Building

Boston, Mass.

FROM LEVIN,
NEW ZEALAND

Powhiri

MacArthur Street

Levin, N. Z.

29/7/48

Dear Mr. P. Z. Bloser:

I desire to send you greetings from
New Zealand on the occasion of

honouring Mr. Lupfer by a special

issue of the Educator.

Over a long number of years, Mr.

Lupfer has rendered a great service

to Penmanship and to many students

who desired to become skilled in the

Art.

I have copies of the Educator back
to 1912 and all down the years his

name, and ineffable models, have
appeared in the Educator to gladden

our hearts and help us on our way.

May he long be spared to continue

the good work.

C. S. Ballingall

Yours Sincerely
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E A Lupffr, Scr.

FROM BOSTON, MASS.

Dear Mr. Bloser:

While attending the Zanerian in

1913 I had the great pleasure of

working in the office at Engrossing

with Mr. Lupfer. He was good

natured, generous and always willing

to help and to show how to do the

work. It was great to see him give

criticism to the students and how I

loved to see him write. His excellent

Penmanship seemed so easy and it

came like magic from his pen.

I like his style of Ornamental,

Script, Lettering and Flourishing.

His work is well arranged, carefully

done, graceful and artistic and I

have been admiring it for years. His

work ranks highly with that of the

masters of our profession.

Sincerely,

Howard C. Rice

501 Boyeston Street

Boston, Mass.

^^Z^2-c^

Cherry blossom time at E. A. Lupfer's home.

It is his good wife who makes the swell pies.

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM:

Mr. Ivan A. Wetmore
227 Clarencedale Ave.

Youngstown 5, Ohio



HOWARD&BROWN

JRO<3KL£AKl>. MAINE.
Auguat 17,1948

Mr. Parker Zaner Bloser,
Zaner-Bloser Company,
Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Mr . Bloser

:

I am very sorry to be so late in sending a contribution
for the "Lupfer" edition.

I have had many cares of late and my work has been
neglected for sufficient and worthy reasons.

Please believe me when I say that my dealings with
Mr. Lupfer have been very pleasant and highly satisfactory,
and it is my hope that he will be able to render the
efficient and faithful service in the cause of better
penmanship for many years to come.

I congratulate him on his success, and consider the
Zanerian organization most fortunate in having the
service of a man of the ability, training and experience
of Mr. E. A. Lupfer.

Sincerely,

P. S. The little specimen may be used or not. The fine
lines might not come out well in reproductiop.

FROM ELIZABETHTOWN,
PENNSYLVANIA

To the Readers of The Educator:

It gives me much pleasure to think

back to the year 1907 when Mr.

Lupfer and I were both students in

the Zanerian at 118 N. High St.,

Columbus. Ohio. Since that time I

have seen with much appreciation

the publication of some of his copies

of pen art in The Educator. He may

be remembered not only as the Editor

of The Educator, but also as one of

the great penmen of all time. And,

today he stands alone as the greatest

of all around penmen. This envi-

able record is only the reward for

ability, right living, deep thinking,

and close appreciation of efforts

which has been given so freely by
him. He has been a loyal Zanerian

in maintaining the high standards of

handwriting and pen art set by

Messrs. C. P. Zaner and E. W. Bloser

who both emigrated from the key-

stone state. Mr. Lupfer is also a

"keystoner" and all the penmen from

Pennsylvania are proud of him as

well as all the experts and admirers

of the pen art fraternity.

Sincerely yours,

I. Z. Hackman
Certified Public Accountant

405 S. Spruce St.

Elizabethtown, Pa.
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FROM BOSTON, MASS.

ijL 3^ ST WISH£ S
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Pauline Loya
Loya Studio

Boston, Massachusetts



FROM WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dear Mr. Bloser:

I have been away from my desk
for several weeks on an extended
vacation and this is the first oppor-
tunity I have had to send in some-
thing that might be used in your
special tribute to our good friend,

E. A. Lupfer. His years of devotion
to the penmanship profession deserve
very special recognition.

With my very best wishes for the
continued success of all of you at the
Zaner-Bloser Company, I am

Sincerely yours,

A. B. Tolley

4916 Illinois Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

g:rcctirtc|£r -to

3EJ\.£< upfcr
Fc

Tcctokex- - - Ecittoi—

"K-oivl -t-ke

Tflhitc llSuusc Jtentncn

A"ctitferd L.F07C Samuel H. Hvnxvxrc

CKavIcs E. Hcittcn. CEctvl Lcsl£c

James W. HosfWb Adrtcm B.Tollcy

1^)46

FROM KANSAS CITY, MO.
Greetings

to
E. A. Lupfer

One of the top, outstanding penmen of all time, E. A. Lupfer lived
the life of a Christian gentlemen, and gave of himself in every
worthwhile undertaking. Few people throughout the country realize
the service which was rendered to students the world over, to his
fellow workers, and to his neighborhood friends. Service to every-
one with whom he came in contact was simultaneous with E. A. Lupfer.
He came up the ladder of success the hard way .and perhaps realized
more than anyone else, the difficulties encountered by students,
and for this reason could be more helpful than the average person.

More than fifteen years ago, I took instructions from Mr. Lupfer
and much of what he told me and helped me with is still with me
today. Few people have made an impress-itm

-
"on~me as Mr. Lupfer

did. At this time^l^wTsH^im-^ontLnued SUCCESS,, HEALTH, and

HAPPINESS.

Stephen A. Ziller

The Tamblyn School

Suite 440 Ridge Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo.
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NOT FOR PROFIT
JUST to let you Make Opportunity Count
ad (I i im to your scrap-book my beautifully
addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want ! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO—
Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

E
NGROSSER WANTED

Excellent opportunity for

advancement for young man
with some experience.

Write to Box 654, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.



FROM GREENWICH,
CONNECTICUT

29

t

.

with
best wishes for future

cfeob health.happiness,

axxb contentment.^
yoiu~ loyal mtci~csf

to the pemnmrsbip
profession has heexx

a cpreat source of
inspiration

Siyiccrc/j/.

Angelo M. Kassu
9 Sound View Terrace

Greenwich, Connecticut
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GIRARD TRUST BUILDING

BROAD STREET a SOUTH PENN SOUARE
PHILADELPHIA

J uly 29, 1948.

Mr. Parker Bloser,
Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Mr. Bloser,

Your letter of May6th was received during our
diploma rush is the reason we did not reply immediately.

Tour idea of dedicating an entire issue of the
Iducator to Mr. Lupfer is a good one and certainly meets with
our approval and it gives us an opportunity to express our
A e on arm re c 1 a 1 1 n n friT t.Vi e 11 fe n f an o-n 1 endl il a mon am

Heis interest in others and desire to help
deserves mention and his wonderful skill as a penman places

him in the front ranks of the profession.

W e wish him Health, Happiness and Success for
many years to come.

Faithfully yours,

FROM MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

The Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.

The penmanship profession
throughout America has found in Mr.

Earl A. Lupfer a worthy successor to

those great Masters in Fine Penman-
ship, Mr. C. P. Zaner and Mr. E. W.
Bloser.

Surely Mr. Lupfer can be proud of

his accomplishments in the penman-
ship profession the past forty years.

While yet a young man, Mr. Lupfer
turned out such high grade work
that both Mr. Zaner and Mr. Bloser

felt that he was the right man to

fill in the vacancy they would leave

when their work was finished. Their

judgment was correct, and we can

say with a great deal of pride, that

Mr. Lupfer has filled that job with

credit.

Penmanship has been a neglected

subject in our public schools, business

colleges, universities and other insti-

tutions for many years, but we be-

lieve it is coming back stronger than

ever, because the demand for good
penmanship is just as important now,

as it has ever been, and even more
so after the World War 2. Let's

make this our "SLOGAN" — "Write
it legibly - Don't print it".

Sincerely,

Major F. O. Anderson, and
Mr. R. C. King, Engrosser,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Aug. 3, 1948.

FROM BOSTON, MASS.

Gentlemen:

I have been informed that Mr. E.

A. Lupfer is to be given recognition.

And I am happy to have this

privilege and opportunity to say that

some of the happiest days of my life

was at the "Zanerian" with Mr.
Lupfer.

One of the finest fellows, I ever

had the pleasure of knowing.
There is no need for me to speak

of his ability as a penman, because
thousands have viewed his work and
can judge for themselves.

I sincerely congratulate him on
this occasion. I am

Yours very truly

Richard W. Long
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Cat - 1889

^Dermis #:Bhxrb
vnyrcMincj/ - S/lluminatiny - ^teAianina

164 .fRooTwcrae ^TReeT
Z7e.(ephone C?7&any/e 5-669M

August 18, 1928

Mr. Parker Z. Bloser
c/o Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 North Park St.

Columbus, Ohio

Dear Mr. Bloser:
t

Dedicating a special issue of the Educator to E. A. Lupfer is a swell

idea. It couldn't happen to a nicer fellow. I first met Lupfer
at the Zanerian in 1907, and in the intervening years he has pro-
duced some of the finest work that has been turned out anywhere.

He was fortunate in being so closely associated with C. P. Zaner
and with your illustrious father, whose influence upon Lupfer' s style
of ornate penmanship is especially noticeable. It is decidedly
unusual for anyone to attain such a high degree of perfection in

such a variety of styles. Lupfer is certainly entitled to a seat on

the top rung of the penmanship ladder.
More power to him'.

Sincerely yours,

P. S. Had hoped to have an opportunity to letter a tribute to Lupfer
but have been swamped with work. -

Write for my FREE BOOK. "How
to Become an Expert Penman,"
which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special Penpoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.

T. M. TEVIS, Box 25C, Chillicothe. Mo.

SCRAPBOOKS
Fine penmanship collected over 50 year
period, from many penmen. 7 books for

sale. Write for prices.
E. ACSTrN JONES
3101 Hntchlnson St.

Fort Worth «i. Texas

$1.00 will bring you one of

my artistic cards, elaborately

carved with a jack-knife.

L. E. SCHMITT
1540 McKean Ave.
Baltimore 17, Md.



Carl V. A. Anderson June
?X7 Eight St.
Bismarck, N. Dafco

:9
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(See page 29)

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY

VOL. 54 NOVEMBER, 1948 No. 3

Published monthly except Julv and August at 612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O., by the Zaner-Bloser Company. Entered as second class matter

November 12, 1931. at the post office at Columbus. Ohio, under Act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $2.50 a year.
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ZANERIAN FINE WRITER PENS
ARE AVAILABLE AGAIN

1 gross $2.75 Vi gross 85c - - - -

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY, 612 N.
Columbus 8, Ohio

- 1 dozen 35c

Park St.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
The Zanerian College of Penmanship offiers courses by

correspondence in:
Tuition Supplies

) Business Handwriting Course $10.00 $1.55

) Roundhand or Engrossers Script 12.00 2.70

) Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

) Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

) Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.20

Begin your training today, and safeguard your future.

Co/umbus. Oh/o

..ii .

;

, : i ii
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The right pen for the

handwriting system yon teaeh

Handwriting classes go smoother
. . . and students show more prog-
ress . . . when Esterbrook Foun- 2284 t&suyad $tu&
tain Pens are used. An Esterbrook
lets the teacher and student
choose exactly the right point for

the handwriting system being
taught. From 33 different point
styles you select the one point
that suits your requirements
exactly . . . and fit it into the
pen yourself.

Esterbrook Renew-Point Foun-
tain Pen points are instantly re-

newable ... an outstanding
advantage. Endorsed by leading
educators everywhere.

101UST HI tICHIEEniH

ST. LOUIS missouRi

2668 ^««WWJ«z

1550 ®ftr£^L£-e*3*w4-

numbered point styles

TO SELECT OR RENEW

...HERE'S ALL YOU DO

9128 ^£L*zl~~£- v, •>

itf/Vfr"*-

RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN
THE ESTERBROOK PEN CO.

Cooper Street, Camden, N. J.

In Canada: The Broun Brothers, Ltd., Toronto

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. I). #1 Ringoes, N. J.

CHRISTMAS CARDS for Penmen

Tinted bird scroll cards with greeting —
envelopes to match—envelope also carries
flourished design and greeting—very artis-

tic. 8 sets, without name on card—SI. 00.

8 sets, with your name on card—$2.00.

C. O. ELLEFSON, Handwriting Expert

9133 Lawn Street Duluth 10, Minn.

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

SPECIAL—

2

Desk Bottles
Meub's Professional Black Ink

Sent Postpaid $1.00
The ink which produces rich hlark shades

and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine fiillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

' / fcanmlL
» - »aaam

tjoin the

MARCH
OF

n
DIMES

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The '8TRAHJVT:—Pick it up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,

then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1 . The ' 'STRAHM '

' Compound , Standard
Models.

2. The "STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
t. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.

FOR "business AND SOCIAL success 7

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at

home quickly with my new instruction

books just off the press. Master all the

secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
eas^, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. [J Business Writing.

Artistic Writing. Card Writing,

^\ Engrossing .Alphabets, Bird and De-
sign Flourishing. Complete Set S4.50.

Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLER. President. TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PEN5LANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City. Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years
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FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Collected and edited by E. A. Lupfer

A Complete Course and Collection of Masterpieces Produced
by I^eadiiiK Penmen

Shows you how to make the simplest birds and flourishes,
and finishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.
The most pretentious work ever published which is devoted

exclusively to this beautiful art.

Fascinating
PenFlouris'"

Size 8% x 1] in., 80 pages, flexible cardboard.
Price of the book, postpaid $1.00
Price of The Educator, one year $2.50

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra i

S3.50
BOTH FOR ONLY $3.00

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing

Compiled and edited by E. A. I.upfer

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN
ENGROSSING

SCRIPT - TEXT LETTERING - STANDARD ALPHABETS -

SHADING - PEN DRAWING - WASH DRAWING - INITIAL
LETTERS - SCROLLS - BORDERS - RESOLUTIONS -

CERTIFICATES - HONOR ROLLS - HEADINGS - ILLUMI-
NATION - ETC.

The
/^nerian Manual

OF

i ALPHABETS

l\ount>hant»,lrf-

tfrinq.fn^rossinq,

iDejiqninp.pm into

Brush~Art. tuT

Price of the book, postpaid $2.75
Price of The Educator (one year) $2.50

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
BOTH FOR ONLY $4.75

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.
Columbus 8, Ohio

STANDARD IHS MONTHLY TYPING

TESTS AVAILABLE.

10 ea. mo. for 10 mos. $ 3.00

25 4.50

50 " " 7.00

75 10.50

100 " " ' 14.00

Delivered to your address postage paid.

Quantity quotations.

1000 for $12.00

2000 " 26.00

3000 " 35.00

4000 " 43.00

Prices include imprint and copy for entire back

page. Tell your message each month to seniors.

Address

—

International Honor Society
for

Business Education
Box 259

Burlington, Iowa

New Shipment

ARNOLDS INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink for

years.

MORE REAL FINE SPECIMENS have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle or, for

the very finest results, it can be mixed as per direc-

tions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz, Flickinger,

Dennis, and hundreds of other top ranking penmen
used Arnold's.

ARNOLD'S BLACK
While it lasts—

4 oz., Postpaid $. 75

Pint, Postpaid 1.25

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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DELIGHTED
Thanks a million for the many

nice compliments published in the

Oct. Educator, and also for those

received but which were not published

for lack of space or which came after

going to press.

From now on it will be a* difficult

task trying not to disappoint you.

Let's hope the office boy will not have

too much trouble getting along with

me. I shall continue to do my best.

It has been a real pleasure to have
been engaged in penmanship work.

On various occasions the opportuni-

ties in other lines have been tempting
but the penmanship bug has always
brushed away those temptations.

One could pleasantly reminisce for

hours recalling the many fine people

who have attended the Zanerian Col-

lege and who are filling responsible

positions in many professions and
various kinds of business. There are

also many excellent people one has

met because of their interest in pen-

manship.

Yes, the pen is a powerful instru-

ment in creating and cementing
beautiful friendships— friendships
which money can not buy.

Penmanship in all its branches
covers a large field— one which a
person can study a lifetime and still

have mastered only a small part.

Those who enter this interesting

profession should do so with the in-

tention of making it a life study. It

is a profession with limitless possi-

bilities and opportunities. It is worthy
of the efforts of the most ambitious

young men and women.

Again, Thanks a million.

E. A. Lupfer

A TRIBUTE
To my old teacher, L. M. Kelchner

(Written in 1944—Mr. Kelchner died July 5, 19481

It has been a long, long while since I sat at the feet

Of the man with a talent rare,

One with whose skill but few could compete,
Whose teaching was kindly and fair.

He could write or draw with the best in the land,

Such as Bloser, Zaner, or Blue;

His Gems were the equal of those of Canan;
His flourishes were graceful and true.

This handsome man with the smart mustache
In tennis had attained local fame,

And woe to the one who might be so rash
As to challenge him to a game.

Throughout the profession his praises were sung
As the leading man of the day

—

He could touch his nose with the tip of his tongue

—

He led in his work and his play.

Although he is aging and his footsteps are slow,

He still writes a master hand;

His life is a beacon that is ever aglow
To lead us away from the sand.

All honor to the many great penman today
And to those who have answered the call;

But there's none of whom I can more truly say,

He is the Master Penman of all.

C. E. Chanberlin

Southwest Texas State Teachers College

San Marcos, Texas

Send The Educator to your

friends for Christmas.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except Julv and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO.

.

612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

Good handwriting demands both a

knowledge of the shapes of letters

and sufficient skill to make the forms

well. Both require much more time

than many persons care to give to

this important subject. As a result

there are far too many poor writers.

It is one of the teachers duties to

show students the importance of

being able to write well. Teachers

should penalize poor writing and
refuse to accept it.

Skill is something which requires

time to develop. Students can absorb

just so much each day. If one letter

or even a part of a letter is improved
in one practice period that is often

all that can be expected. Any skill-

ful act requires long periods of train-

ing and practice.

Consider sports of any kind. First

the rules of the game must be

learned. The exact way of doing

each act must be studied and prac-

ticed, and often muscles must be de-

veloped so that one has enough
strength to perform the act properly.

So in handwriting it is not only

necessary to know the shapes of

letters but muscles must be built up,

nerves steadied down, touch de-

veloped, and correct writing habits

formed. Writing must become an
automatic habit. This requires

months and months of intensive

training and practice.

Because of the large amount of

practice needed the teacher finds it

necessary to make each lesson inter-

esting. She must plan lessons cover-

ing the same letters day after day
but which to the students presents

a different angle so that he does not

feel that he is doing the same thing

over and over and not making pro-

gress. The teacher who can get the

students to repeat letters day after

day but present them in such a way
that the class maintains its interest

and desire for practice is a successful

teacher.

Perhaps the average schoolman
overlooks the importance of repeated

drill in order to acquire skill and for

that reason does not provide for and
require as much teaching of hand-
writing as is necessary.

A student must repeat time after

time the making of each letter. Some
letters require much more time than
others. Each student has his special

troubles and each student requires a
different amount of work on each
letter. The handwriting class can be

a live interesting one. Much depends
upon the teacher.

/ /

Check your position. Keep the feet on the floor uncrossed. The back should be straight. Rest the forearm
on the fleshy part of the muscle below the elbow. Point the knuckles toward the ceiling. The hand should glide

freely. Review these exercises frequently. Do not grip the holder tightly. Relax muscles at elbow. See how easily

you can move the arm. Avoid stiffness.

fiLO/Os <&Ls &L/

Watch the slant and see how much snap and life you can get into this copy. Be sure to write freely enough
to keep out kinks and wabbles.

Do you change your pen when it scratches? Keep the eye of the pen up so that you get an even pressure

on both nibs of the pen.
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This copy shows how to practice on individual letters. Each exercise has a special purpose. It is not necessary

to have the pupil work on an exercise or drill after he becomes proficient. Have him select letters and drills upon

which he needs training.

^L-£~<£^tZd^

-P-P-P^ ^ P^-i^ -P^PP

Write the above copy in your usual style. We shall use it for future reference and comparison. We shall try

to improve it and write it again later to compare improvement. You will not be expected to write this copy in a

perfect manner, but you will be able to improve it by practicing on letters, combinations of letters and words which

appear in it.

Change your pen only when needed. Keep a cloth handy upon which to clean your pen.

/<?W /-7 ^7 /7 ^7
These are good exercises to get freedom and graceful turns,

strokes straight and on the same slant.

Try it large, then reduce it in size. Get the down-
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It is a very good idea to practice letters large in the beginning as it will give you a clear picture of the
letters.

ment.

Roll the arm on the muscle below the elbow. Glide freely on the little finger. In other words, use arm

O & 3 3 a & 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3. 3.
The baseline should be easy to hit, but examine your writing and you may get a surprise.

£y/y^rja3333xrjyjy/y/y^
tAJcr^ 3i_Jc?^z3?3 ^\3CK^zS3^

oo. o. o^^^^ oxox oooco. (OO-z^^^ oxoy
Compare your work with the copy often to discover what is wrong with your own writing. If you know what

is wrong with your writing you have a chance to correct it.
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Check your position. Keep your head up and don't slouch over the desk. Practice these copies

again. It takes perseverance to learn to write.

over and over

L^^^^L^^Z^C^^^t^- ,J7^>Z^^-^S^SZ>^^<2> c^^t^e^^-^^'^^^^C^^^^k^C^^t^lZ^

A^t-e^s c-^T^^e^L^^t^c^

Keep the copy handy so that you can study it often as you practice. There are two ways of using a copy.

1. Keep the copy as near your line of writing as possible and keep looking back and forth at it as you practice.

2. Take a good long look at the copy, cover it up and practice from memory. Open the book and compare your

work with the copy. This latter method helps to memorize the copy. Try both methods.

Skill in penmanship is acquired by study and practice. It is a half and half proportion. Penmanship never was

learned without going through considerable practice. On the other hand a great amount of incorrect practice will

not develop good writers. Study and practice intelligently.
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National Business Teachers Association

Fifty-First Annual Convention

Hotel Book-Cadillac, Detroit, Mich., Dec. 28, 29, 30

Hosts: The Mich. Business Education Asso.

The Detroit Com. Teachers Club
The Mich. Business Schools Asso.

Theme: "Business Education is More Than Good Teaching"

9:00- 5:00

9:00- 12:00

9:30- 12:00

9:30- 12:00

12:15

2:00- 5:00

2:00- 4:30

1:30- 3:30

2:00- 4:00

4:00

6:00- 7:45

Program for Tues., Dec. 28
Morning and Afternoon

Registration of Members
Arrangement of Exhibits

Pi Omega Pi Meeting

Meeting of Board of Dir. of Nat'l Assn. of

Accredited Com'l Schools

NAACS Luncheon
Meeting of NAACS. All NBTA members

cordially welcome.

Pi Omega Pi Meeting

Tour of Detroit Offices

The Detroit chapter of NOMA is sponsoring

a tour of some 15 or 20 Detroit offices.

NBTA Executive Board Meeting

Official inspection of exhibits by the Execu-

tive Board, officers and local committee.

Evening
Dinner Meeting of Executive Board

FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY
8:00- 9:15 Presiding: L. H. Diekroeger, Pres. NBTA

Speaker: Colonel Willard Chevalier, Senior

Vice Pres. and Executive Asst. to

the Pres., McGraw-Hill Pub. Co.

9:30-12:30 Reception and Informal Dance

Wed. Morning, Dec. 28—9:30 to 11:30

Administrators'-Dept. Heads
Presiding: Theodore Woodward, George Peabody Coll

for Teachers, Nashville.

Discussion Leader: Earl P. Strong, University of 111.,

Urbana.

Discussions: "Business Education is More Than Good
Teaching"

It is Good Materials and Equipment, Irene Place, Univ.

of Mich., Ann Arbor.

It is Good Administration and Supervision, J. N. Given,

Los Angeles City Board of Education.

Social Business

Presiding: James M. Thompson, Eastern 111. State

Coll., Charleston.

Part I

The Community As a Laboratory for Social Business

Courses. Lewis R. Toll, Dir. of the Division of

Business Education, 111. State Normal Univ., Nor-

mal, 111.

Selected Materials Available for Instructional Use In

Establishing and Operating A Small Business.
Stanley C. Robinson, Assistant Dean of Extension

and Associate Professor of Management, Coll. of

Commerce, Univ. of 111.

Part II

Basic Business Education Research Study, M. Herbert

Freeman, Head, Business Education Dept., N. J.

State Teachers Coll., Patterson, (Formerly Senior

Specialist in Business Education, U. S. Office of

Education).

Part III
Panel Discussion on Dr. Freeman's Study "Basic Busi-

ness Education Research Study."

Panel Chair.: F. Blair Mayne, Sacramento Calif. State

College.

Panel Members: M. Herbert Freeman, N. J. State

Teachers College, Patterson; Stanley C. Robinson,

Asst. Dean of Extension and Associate Prof, of

Management, College of Commerce, Univ. of 111.;

Lewis R. Toll, 111. State Normal Univ., Normal;
Inez Ray Wells, Ohio State Univ., Columbus.

Distributive Education
Theme: "Gearing the Distributive Education Program

to the needs of your community."
Presiding: Marjorie Helen French, Supervisor of Re-

tailing, Detroit Public Schools.

Discussion Topic : What can Distributive Education do

to assist some of the 60% of our students who are

now graduating from High School without receiv-

ing special skills which will equip them to do

special jobs?

Panel Members: C. E. Boyd, Sec, Detroit Retail Mer-
chants Asso., Chair.; Dr. Paul Rankin, Assistant

Supt. of Schools, Detroit; J. D. Runkle, Chair, of

the N.R.D.G.A. Board, Vice Pres.-General Manager
Crowley Milner Co., Detroit; Paul E. Smith, Train-

ing Dir. Halle Bros., Formerly Supervisor of Dis-

tributive Education, Cleveland; Mrs. Elizabeth

Smith, Coordinator, Distributive Education, Jack-

son, Mich.; Earl J. LeBeau, Jeweler, Pres. of Mich.

Retail Jewelers Asso.

12:15 Luncheon—Book Cadillac Hotel

Presiding: Neal F. Myers, Distributive Education Co-
ordinator, Quincy 111., Senior High School.

Speaker: Harry M. Bowser, Representative of the

Nat'l Federation of Sales Executives.

General Discussion.

Private School Instructors

Presiding: Clarence C. Jacobson, Dir. National School

of Business, Rapid City, S. D.

Discussions:

Keeping the Records Straight, Virginia Spring-

gate, Pres. Oshkosh, Wis., Business College.

Checking Papers—How Much Shall We Do, Thomas
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H. Dodds, Dean of Instruction, Bryant and Strat-

ton Institute, Buffalo.

Business Literature—So What! Clem Boling, Head
Com'l School Dept, South-Western Pub. Co.

Special Luncheon Meeting

12:15 Teachers Coll., Columbia Univ. Alumni Luncheon.

Wed. Afternoon, Dec. 29, 2:00 to 4:00
Bookkeeping and Accounting

Presiding: E. E. Hatfield, Univ. of Okla., Norman,
Okla.

Discussions:

Robots or Reasoners in Bookkeeping and Account-

ing, Vernon A. Musselman, Head, Dept. of Business

Education, Univ. of Ky., Lexington, Ky.

Methods of Motivation in the Teaching of High
School Bookkeeping, V. E. Breidenbaugh, Asso.

Prof, of Commerce, Ind. State Taechers Coll., Terre

Haute.

Record Keeping in the Small Business, Milton C.

Olson, Dir. of Training (Commerce), State Coll.

for Teachers, Albany.

The Newer Approach in the Presentation of Book-

keeping and Accounting, Harry Huffman, Chair.

Dept. of Com'l Education, Univ. of Okla, Norman,
Okla.

Business Meeting—Election of Officers.

Office Machines
Theme: "Effective Office Machines Teachers Do More

Than Good Teaching"

Presiding: J. R. Jones, Dept. of Business Education,

School of Business, Ind. Univ., Bloomington.

Discussions:

Techniques and Methods in the Teaching of Office

Machines, Mabel Scheiderer, Decatur High School.

Full Utilization of Office Machines, Earl P. Strong,

Dir. of Business Management Service, Univ. of 111.,

and Consultant to Remington Rand.

A Review of Research Studies in Office Practice,

Gertrude Dubats, Dept. of Business Education,

State Teachers Coll., Whitewater.

Teaching Aids for Office Practice Classes, E. L.

Marietta, Coll. of Commerce, State Univ., Iowa City.

Quizettes and Panel Discussions—L. W. Anderson,

Evansville, Ind., Coll.

Secretarial

Presiding: Arnold Condon, Univ. of Ariz., Tuscon, Ariz.

Discussions:

"Three Viewpoints on Transcription Training"

Pretranscription Training Through a Coordinated

Program in Elementary Shorthand and Typewrit-

ing, John Howe, Teachers Coll., Columbia Univ.

Early Transcription Training Taught as an Integral

Part of the First Semester—Shorthand Course,

Fred Tidwell, Univ. of Wash, Seattle.

Delayed Transcription Training as Taught in Ad-
vanced Classes, Mr. Wallace B. Bowman, South-

western Publishing Co.

SPECIAL PROGRAM
Audio-Visual Aids

(Arranged at special request by the Kappa Chapter

of Delta Pi Epsilon of the Univ. of Mich.)

Presiding: J. W. Trytten, School of Education, Univ.

of Mich., Ann Arbor.

"A Challenge to Educational Vision"

Discussions:

Tools that Teach for Keeps. A presentation of the

new and most useful aids. Elsie Freitag, Fordson

High School, Dearborn.

Craftsmanship in the Use of Sight and Sound."

Effective teaching procedures. George Cooper,

Critic supervisor, Western Mich. Coll. of Education,

Kalamazoo.
What's Your Problem? A discussion of problems

collected from business teachers. Hugh Tarrant,

Roosevelt High School, Wyandotte, Mich.

Needed—Volunteer Service Squads. Description of

an appraisal project undertaken by one such volun-

teer group. Purl Wark, Croswell High School,

Croswell, Mich.

6:30 Annual Banquet of NAACS.

SECOND GENERAL ASSEMBLY
9:30-10:30 Presiding: L. H. Diekroeger, Pres. NBTA.

Address: Dr. S. A. Hamrin, School of Edu-

cation, Northwestern Univ., Evanston, 111.

10:30-11:30 Panel Discussion: "How the Student Gets

an Office Job" presented by the Detroit

Chapter of NOMA—Chairman, James R.

Taylor. School of Business Administra-

tion, Wayne Univ., Detroit.

Special Luncheon Meetings:

12:00 The International Society for Business Educa-

tion.

12:15 Luncheon—Sponsored by the Private Schools

Dept. of NBTA.
Presiding: J. E. George, Pres., Enid Business

College, Enid, Olka.

Address: Rev. Bill Alexander, Oklahoma City.

Thurs. Afternoon, Dec. 30—2:00 - 4:00
Coll. Department
Theme: "Business Subjects Basic to a Modern Col-

legiate Program."

Presiding: E. Dana Gibson, San Diego State Coll.,

San Diego, Calif.

Discussions: Panel discussion on the theme by McKee
Fisk, State Coll., Fresno, Calif.

William Polishook, Temple Univ.; Paul Selby,

Northeast Mo. State Teachers' Coll.

Audio-Visual Committee Report, Cletus Zumwalt,

Modesto Junior Coll., Pres. Teaching Aids Ex-

change, Modesto, Calif.

Private Schools Dep't

Presiding: J. E. George, Jr., Enid, Okla., Business Coll.

Discussions:

Good Public Relations for a Business School, Ray
W. Baxandall, Dean W. Geer Company
Selection and Training of Clerical Workers, Ken-

neth A. Meade, Dir. of Technical Employment,

General Motors

Visual Aids in Teaching Business Education, R. A.

Evans, Pres., Evans Coll. of Commerce, Gastonia,

N. C.

Good Teaching in Business Education, D. D. Les-

senberry, Dir., Courses in Commercial Education,

Univ. of Pittsburgh

Business Session and election of officers.

Secondary Schools Dep't

Theme: "Educating for Personal, Economic and Busi-

ness Life"

Presiding: Ray G. Price, Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis.

Discussions:

Putting Basic Business Into Action, Hamden L.

(Continued on page 21)
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E. C. Enriquez, The Penman
1354 -.in.l.- St., Tondo, Manila, Philippines

I believe it will be of more than

usual interest to the readers of The

Educator to get a brief biography of

our beloved penman from the Philip-

pine Islands, E. C. Enriquez. It is a

pleasure to present a photo of him.

Eliseo Carlos Enriquez was born in

the district of Quiapo, Manila, Philip-

pine Islands, on April 1, 1907. He
was the youngest son of Tomas
Enriquez and his wife, Victoriana

Carlos. In 1911 they moved to

Pineda, a small barrio in Pasig, the

capital town of Rigal province, just

a few miles from the city. Here

young Enriquez spent his youth and

proved himself to have unusual

talents in his studies and writing. At
the early age of seven, his ability to

write, interested his father to such a

degree that he decided to teach his

little son how to form and write the

letters and words correctly. Fortu-

nately, the father was an expert

penman, and it was a pleasure for

him to teach his son in this art. He
had studied the "Caligrafia Espan-

ola", the Spanish style of Penman-
ship. He preferred to use the fore-

arm and almost pure finger move-
ment in making the capitals and

small letters, rather than the whole-

arm or muscular movement as em-
ployed by many of the penmen of

to-day. Tomas Enriquez was an ex-

pert in executing the medium-shaped
script style, which was very popular

with the Filipinos during the Spanish

period in the Philippines. Young
Enriquez was saddened by the death

of his beloved father in 1915, just

when he most needed the guidance of

such a good father. Although but

eight years old, he had learned to

write well. After finishing the eight

grades in school, we find him in 1925

attending the Rizal High School.

Here he proved himself to be one of

the most brilliant and outstanding

students. While he was reading some
articles in the "Popular Mechanics"

magazine, he became interested in

Prof. F. W. Tamblyn's famous motto's

"Learn to Write" etc. This ad. led

him to write to Mr. Tamblyn, and
soon he was the proud possessor of

Tamblyn's Home Instructor in Pen-

manship. A lively correspondence

resulted between young Enriquez and
Mr. Tamblyn. He always credits his

success in penmanship largely to the

friendly and helpful suggestions he

received from Mr. Tamblyn of Kansas
City, Missouri.

Copies of The Business Educator
and The American Penman soon fell

into his hands and these wonderful

specimens of penmanship spurred him
on and on. The Spencer Brothers,

G. A. Gaskell, F. B. Courtney, H. W.
Flickinger, C. P. Zaner, E. W. Bloser,

enma?i~^>

*£> IV1 o « ° -.

This lii-ant I rnl envelope was prepared by E. C. t SKI I) I I;/. 1354 Sande .St., Tondu. Manila,

Philippines. It was loaned to us by P. D. Montalbo, 2418 Pine St., San Franclseo, Calif.
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H. P. Behrensmeyer, L. Madarasz,

L. M. Kelchner. E. C. Mills, F. W.
1 Tamblyn and a long list of penmen
! thrilled him. W. E. Dennis, especially

|
interested him in engrossing, flourish-

\
ing and scrolls. This helped make

1 Enriquez famous as a penman of rare

!
ability.

His study of pen-art led him to

study lithography, and in 1927 he was
employed by a large lithographing

firm in Manila. He was assigned to

I
the art department of "Litografia

Montes, Inc." Here he did various

styles of lettering, commercial de-

signing and also engraving on stones,

a position he held up till the out-

|

break of the war in the Pacific in

I

Dec. 1941.

In 1935 he was happily married to

|
a talented young lady. Three daugh-

i ters came to gladden their home. In

1942, during the Japanese occupation

of the Islands, he returned to Manila

with his family. Here he has been

employed in pen-work, engraving and

retouching of watch-dials which is his

everyday work up till the present.

In February 1945, a few hours

before the American's came, a Jap

soldier, spitefully shot and killed his

wife. Mr. Enriquez is re-married, and

has another daughter, making four

daughters in all, and a nephew. He
has recovered his health since the

war, and says, "My health is good."

May God bless our beloved friend

and grant him a long, useful life.

Major F. O. Anderson
216 Marquette Ave.

Minneapolis. Minn.

NOT FOR PROFIT
JUST to let you Make Opportunity Count
adding to your scrap-book my beautifully
addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want ! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO

—

Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

FOR $1.00

I will send one carved card "flower
design", with any 4 word senti-

ment cut on card, and source of

all supplies, etc.

ROBERT C. KNOX
Route No. 5 Rogers, Arkansas

Write for my FREE BOOK, "How
to Become an Expert Penman."
which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special Penpoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.

T. M. TEVIS, Box 25C. Chillicothe, Mo.

A beautiful nourish from E. C. ENRIQUEZ, whose work is individual

and exceedingly accurate. His work always shows good careful work-

manship. See following page.
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Newspaper Editors
An editorial in the Kansas City

Star recently stated, "You don't hear

much about penmanship anymore."

Evidently the writer has not visited

many grade schools or come in con-

tact with the hundreds of thousands

of boys and girls who study and

practice handwriting. It further

states. "Nor do you see much evi-

dence of fancy script in your corre-

spondence. The present educational

emphasis, we understand, is to teach

school children to write plainly and

legibly." This is true. Plain business

handwriting, not ornamental, has

been taught in nearly every school

for over half a century.

Vertical writing which contained

no shades or nourishes swept the U.S.

sometime in 1800. Previous to that

the letters were not quite so simple

but they were far from being orna-

mental as professional penmen
usually write genuine ornamental pen-

manship. To penmen an ornamental

style means heavy shades and many
nourishes arranged in an artistic

manner—a real fine art. Penmen and

teachers of handwriting have for

nearly a hundred years made a dis-

tinction between writing as an art

and writing for business.

The Star goes on and plays up the

erroneous statement, "A Topeka

woman described as an authority in

the field of handwriting has told a

meeting of teachers at Omaha that

persons who don't learn to write

properly may develop complexes

which produce criminal tendencies."

A person who makes such a state-

ment can hardly be called an author-

ity. It sounds like a very poor

teacher, who, lacking teaching ability

and inspiring skill, resorts to idle

threats to get students to work.

Handwriting has no connection with

crime, except as the office boy says,

"It's a crime the way my professor

writes."

Also persons of low mentality lack

ability to learn to write and often do

turn to petty crime because of their

low mentality.

More cunning crooks have used

handwriting as a tool in forgeries

only to land in prison.

The Star closes with the following,

"As for poor writing, we're not so

sure that a sloppy penman is a candi-

date for a penitentiary cell. In fact,

we suspect that he's just as apt to

become a bigwig in government or

industry and sign important docu-

ments with a hen-track scrawl which

nobody could ever read except for the

typed translation beneath it".

Too often poor writing of promi-

nent people is used as an excuse by

some weak teachers and students for

not trying to learn to write. They
think they can get by with inferior

work, but they, to their regret, later

generally find their poor scrawly

handwriting has backfired and has

been one of the things which has

prevented them from being the suc-

cess they would like to be.

It is a regrettable condition when
men in responsible positions cannot

do one of the common things (hand-

writing) every school boy and gir! is

required to do.

The Star like many newspapers

plays up the wrong angle and misses

an opportunity to render a real

service to the public.

^____.—•

—

Oak '
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Handwriting of 60 Years Ago
Here are some enrollment cards of early Zanerian students. Notice the dates

showing writing over a half century ago. This style of plain writing was not only

taught at the Zanerian, but all over the V. S.

Every time we look up the records of students we marvel at the beautiful every-

day writing of that master penman and teacher. C. P. Zaner, who wrote the above

records. These cards are no better than hundreds of other cards filled in over a period

of many years. He always wrote well.

E. A. Lupfer
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An Apple for the Teacher
A letter from a former teacher

came to my desk this morning—the

first, since I was a mere child in a

Convent School, under her guidance

and direction. She had read one of

my articles, published in an Educa-

tional Journal, and was sending a

congratulatory message. I wonder if

she really knew just how much of

herself—her teaching—was embedded
therein ?

She is the one teacher who stands

out in my early training; and by the

gift of mature judgment, I may now
say, a true value in my life beyond

power to price.

I remember, now that I have read

her letter, the way her beads jingled

as she came hurrying around the

bend to the recreation room. The
jingle that was punctuated by a firm

swish of voluminous habit—that was
Sister M. Bluest of blue eyes that

were so often like her beloved Kilar-

ney lakes could turn to ice when they

looked on wrongdoers, and the gently

curving lips could grow firm and
stern in reprimand. Her habit, fram-

ing a truly lovely face, has etched

itself indelibly in my memory. A
sympathetic and loyal friend, and yet

a stern disciplinarian. She knew the

things she taught; and she taught

them militantly. Exaggerated fears,

fed by school traditions, were even

then tinged with the conviction that,

awesome or tiresome, here was truth.

The lessons were learned and the

truths indelibly stamped on our

minds because somehow we knew

—

we felt—that she knew and practiced

what she taught.

Everything she did was akin to

perfection. She it was who made me
rip out patiently, agonizingly wrought
darns and patches. She it was who
labored over my "muscular-move-
ment"—and creative sketches. She it

was who snipped the choicest buds
from the flower gardens and taught
us to arrange and re-arrange until

desired effects were obtained. She it

was who taught us. in Courtesy-

Lessons over which we anguished,

what it meant to be a "lady". She
it was who supervised the building

of our poise, carriage and posture, as

we daily become an intricate part of

the noiseless tread through carpeted

corridors and winding stairways.

I remember now, how certain girls

accused her of "partiality"; and how
others openly resented the accusation.

By NELI.E M. ATSBERGER

I did not believe it then; but I do

now. Looking back I see that she

did play favorites, but there was such

excellent reason for the "favoritism".

The girls to whom she was kindest

were the girls who needed kindness

most. She looked beneath the surface

and saw what we were too young to

see—starved young hearts and souls,

sadly in need of that love.

And today, a number of years

hence, as I visit my classrooms I

would in all likelihood, firmly deny

any accusation of "favoritism". And
yet, in classrooms of lovely, talented

children, why do the under-privileged

so magnetically command my atten-

tion? Without forethought, why do

I first find my way to Tommy's desk

to offer help and guidance?—Tommy's
hands are dirty, his face streaky, his

nose sniffly, his ears unwashed, his

hair riotous, his clothes untidy, his

shoes as brown and scuffed as late

autumn corn stalks. His speech needs

attention, his acts in social contacts

are uncouth; but, Tommy needs love

and affection, and most of all, under-

standing.—Why do I feel thus; and

act accordingly ? — Perhaps 'tis the

reverberation of a lesson—a beautiful

lesson taught a number of years

ago.—
Sister M. was endeavoring (in her

lovely manner), to subdue the pretty,

petted and smug young daughter of a

very wealthy family, who happened
to be enrolled in our class. I can
still see Sister's fine features rather

drawn with suppressed anger and

hear the message, given so emphatic-

ally during that Conference Period:

"The word, background, is very im-

pressive. A background has its im-

portance, to be sure, but the chief

business of life is the foreground.

One's so-called background may be a

detriment or an aid. But, whichever
it may be—just remember to keep it

in the background. It will assert it-

self, of its own accord, to assist or

betray you."

Yes, Tommy is out at the elbows

because his father drinks; his mother
is slovenly and ignorant. His back-

ground is not impressive; but in spite

of it, he must be given an even start

—an even chance with other child-

ren — because Tommy has a fore-

ground.

Turning the pages of this letter,

little things race back to remind me
of those early school days. I shall

never forget the one hour daily

salvaged from a busy classroom

schedule, wherein we were called to

the lovely chapel, there — "to look

within and find ourselves." The soft

tolling of the bell and the muted
tones of the organ encouraged re-

laxation and meditation. I regret to

say that, as a child, I never fully

appreciated the significance of that

hour; but now, as a Supervisor, I

frequently have occasion to remember
that hour of Meditation, and long for

just a few moments of such an
"oasis".

Sister M. was a masterful teacher

because she found in the every-day

occurrences, rare opportunities for

teaching long-to-be-remembered les-

sons. I see her now as she stood in

the sweet seclusion of that Convent
Chapel, her eyes raised to the Rose
Window above the Main Altar; and
I hear her voice aloud, her mental

observation:

"Strange, but that very window,
viewed from without, is scarred,

weather-beaten and devoid of beauty.

But, when viewed from within, with

the light penetrating—bringing out

the brilliance of color, pattern and
design—it is quite a different story,

isn't it?"

It was considered a privilege to

walk beside her as we strolled through
the picturesque convent grounds dur-

ing the recreation period. Leaving
the gracefully curved, flower-bordered

walks that surrounded the Grottos

and Shrines, we followed the inviting

paths through the Vegetable-Acreage,

snitching sweet-buttoned radishes,

tomatoes or carrots on the way. In-

variably we found our way to Straw-
berry Hill. There, resting in the

shade of the lovely, old elms, she

listened to our childish babble; and
there as always, pointed out a prac-

tical lesson:

"How welcome a shade tree, in

climbing a hill! It gives one a chance
to stop and catch his breath before

soing on. Life—all life—is like that!

Hills that we must learn to climb!

True, some are long and some are

-short; some may take the form of

illness, and still others may be the

result of thoughtlessness on the part

of others. But whatever they are,

they should be climbed with persever-

ance, and the strength gained there-

from will make our bodies more fit

for the next hill, which you will
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always climb easier. Hills, unlike

people, never grow old. They are

different, hence afford new experi-

ences. Hills will come to all of you
sooner or later. I trust you may
climb yours courageously."

And then there was the Music Hour
with the sweet-toned "Aves" and the

prayerful chant of the "Gregorian".

Yes, Sister M. was there, her rich

contralto voice lending the cue for

the many varied intonations. Her
entire life exemplified all that was
truly beautiful. Her daily work might
well be likened to one of her lovely

concert numbers with variations,

—

the original theme of Sacrifice, flow-

ing on with a hundred and one related

melodies going along beside it, which
diverted attention from the original

theme for a period, only to recall

attention to it again. I have long

since forgotten many of the composi-

tions and composers, but intermit-

tently, throughout my life I have
recalled her quaint remarks,—spon-

taneous outbursts of human under-

standing:

"Yes, we can thank God for Vari-

ations. What a dull, monotonous life

it would be without them! Did you
ever stop to think that we ourselves

are a composite of variations ? Some-
time our moods are "sweet and low",

sometimes of a crashing loudness.

Persons, places and very often, in-

significant things change the tone

and timbre of the music of our lives

from one day to the next. We are

all subject to variations. We cannot
escape them anymore than we can
escape cold or heat. We can, how-
ever, govern them. When the dis-

position is too low, strike a higher
note. When too loud, try a mute on
the instrument."

Entering a classroom now, where
perhaps discipline has been running
rampant, my first impulse is to talk

above that momentary confusion; but
remembering Sister M.,—a pause be-

fore the group—and a muted voice,

commands order, respect and atten-

tion.

Yes, Sister M. with her beautiful

speaking vocabulary, taught us the

unlimited power of the human voice.

Through her unique demonstrations
and talent for mimicry, we were made
"voice-conscious". We grew to realize

that the human voice, if allowed to

function normally, with proper train-

ing and development, surpasses in

beauty and perfection any invention

or device conceived or built by man.

—

"The Human Voice" — a powerful

weapon in the hand of every class-

room teacher!—Alone it is a thing of

infinite loveliness, of wondrous capac-

ity for evoking the finest sensibilities

of heart and soul in both its possessor

and its chance hearer. In union with
other voices that loveliness becomes
tenfold enhanced; and so we were
trained in the accomplishments of

the application of the principles of

counterpoint to ensemble singing.

Through carefully organized instruc-

tion we were introduced to the great

Pallestrina of Italy, Mozart, Hadyn,
Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, and
Wagner of Germany and Austria.

We learned to recognize and love

the masterful works of Gounod. Bizet,

Saint-Saens, Massenet and Debussy
of France; and journeyed to Hungary,
through works of her beloved Liszt.

Because the modern symphony, cham-
ber music forms, the oratorio, grand
opera itself, had their inception in

the period when the Church was the

major patroness of song, our modern
(Continued on page 23)
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 \V. Whrrler. MiMiimb, III.

Watch proportion, spacing and slant. See that the hand glides rightward and leftward in the compound exercises.

> )

Lesson No. 7. Ex. 1. Watch these ovals. Do they have the right snappy movement? A good exercise for

bringing it out is the figure 8 drill. Keep the ovals in balance.

Make the body of the N slightly fuller than the M. Shade it if you wish, however, it should be a secondary

shade.

Ex. 2. Join the H near the top. It may give you trouble hitting it at the right spot every time.
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Join the W at the bottom, careful not to touch the shade. Curve up, curve down, then swing up to the

right. Keep spaces equal.

yy s/ ///// ur/y?//wyyy/s/ i

Mr. G. H. KROHN of 1335 Pennsylvania Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa, wrote the above specimens and
cards. Mr. Krohn recently celebrated his 7Bth birthday. He has been a reader of The Educator for
many years, following penmanship as a hobby. He does some lettering of diplomas during his spare time.
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

<_

Roundhand is a beautiful art which appeals to a large number of people. Many business men will choose
it in preference to any other style.

It is appropriate for any occasion and every person engaged in pen work should master this interesting style.

Even though ones work may be mainly along the illuminating line where lettering is used extensively, he will

find Roundhand a great aid in doing many jobs.

A bound resolution written in Roundhand with small, neat lettered headings makes a choice piece of work.

To be effective, Roundhand must have certain unifo 'm qualities such as slant, size, thickness of shades, etc.

Size can easily be regulated by carefully ruling head and baselines. Use a sharp, hard pencil, sharpened to a very
fine, long point. Sharpen the point on a fine piece of sandpaper. Use a brass edged ruler if possible.

A good T square can be made by putting a head on a long brass edged ruler.

A few slant lines may be made with a pencil until you overcome slant troubles.

A mixture of Arnold's black writing ink, two or three parts, and one part of Higgins Eternal ink makes a good
mixture for Roundhand. As it thickens add a couple drops of water. Some gum may be added if desired.
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CARD CARVING
An Ancient Art Modernized Through

The Use of Modern Tools

By Robert C. Knox, R. 5, Rogers, Ark.

Secure a good grade of 3 or 5 ply

pasted bristol cardboard, a few wood
carving tools, a safety razor blade

or knife, and you are ready to try

your skill at a beautiful old art.

First you select a design you de-

sire to carve. It is advisable to first

lightly sketch the design in pencil.

Cut the design into the surface of

the cardboard. The idea being to

raise the carving in relief so it

catches the light and throws shadows

and highlights.

The work is then colored with

bright water colors. I use Mongol
water color pencils and a tiny No. 1

sable hair artist's brush. Any water

color may be used.

One can combine lettering, script,

flourishing, pen sketches, photographs,

etc., with the knife carving.

Like engrossing or art of any kind,

good designing is of first importance.

Skill in making clean cuttings is

acquired by practice.

Learn to properly care for your

tools. Like a carpenter's chisel, your

knife and other tools need to contain

a sharp edge at all times.

If carving ships, birds, houses,

windmills, some flowers like daisies,

under cut wings of birds, the vanes of

the windmill, sails of ships, side of

daisy or bottom of same, then raise

the part gently; the idea being to

make the carving stand out in relief.

Cut doors, shutters to open out.

In cutting roses cut an X lightly

with razor blade, then a line across

middle of the X so you have 6 spokes
from the center where lines cross.

With shallow-gouge very sharp cut

tiny chip like petals along all lines

—

smallest at center and increasing as

you progress outward. 3 or 4 petals

along each spoke are enough. Raise

handle of gouge as you finish each

petal to raise the petals upright.

Improvise tools and new ways to

use them. Combine them. It is this

experimenting that keeps card carv-

ing a fascinating art.

Try rear ends of pens as gouges.

Wriggle both the blade and the pens

for certain cuts.

Hold gouges low. high. Use them
upright, upside down. Push points of

ice pick, nails, pins, gouges into the

cards to produce certain types of

carving.

You'll learn to love this unique art

because of this improvising and ex-

perimenting.

Be sure to use good quality white,

smooth bristol board.

Deckle edges of cards with a card

punch. Some punch holes and crochet

a silk floss border through holes and

over edge of cards. Very pretty.

Lay the cards on linoleum while

carving to prevent dulling tools if

you cut thru cards. Very likely with
beginners — most of them cut too

lightly or too heavily. Practice brings

perfection.

N. B. T. A. Program
(Continued from page 11)

Forkner, Columbia Univ.

Acquainting the Administrator with Basic Business

Education, Robert Finch, Supervisor of Business

Education, Public Schools, Cincinnati.

A Preview of the 1949 Joint Publication Commis-
sion Yearbook, Paul L. Salsgiver, Simons Coll..

Boston.

Panel Discussion:

Speakers and M. Herbert Freeman, N. J. State

Teachers Coll., Patterson, N. J., formerly U. S.

Office Education Specialist in charge of Basic Busi-

ness Education Research Study.

Thurs. Evening, Dec. 30

6:30 Annual NBTA Banquet
Presiding: L. H. Diekroeger, Pres. NBTA
Toastmaster: J. Murray Hill, Pres. Bowling Green
Coll. of Commerce.
Address: (Subject to be announced) Dr. Kenneth
McFarland, Superintendent of Schools, Topeka,

Kan. Sponsorship of General Motors.

9:00-1:00 Dancing
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This letter was contributed by \VM. C. COPE, Pres. of Drake College. 909 Broad St., Newark, N*. ,1. It was written
Nov. IS, 1885 by a very skilled )>enman of the Coleman School, which was founded around the time of the Civil War. It
was one of the Bryant and Stratton chain originally, but was liquidated and went out of business many years ago.

Most business colleges of that day employed expert penmen who wrote and sent out beautiful letters and specimens
to induce students to attend business college.

Their object was to arouse their interest In business education rather than to teach ornamental penmanship. They
realized that fine penmanship did get the students' attention and Interest.

Many of the largest and most successful business colleges were built up by the help of these skillful penmen.

Some schools still find It profitable to use good penmannhip in advertising commercial education.
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"AN APPLE FOR THE TEACHER"
(Continued from page 17)

conception of such, was steeped in a
deeper and keener sense of appreci-

ation.

Those whom we esteem for patience,

diligence, truthfulness, consideration

of others, or any of the hundred
other good qualities, help us to keep

faith in the human race and give us

renewed courage to meet our own
problems. They must have enthusi-

asm also, or they would not have
developed those virtues which we so

admire. To think of enthusiasm as a

duty, something to be considered an
essential part of our daily work, is

likely novel to most of us. And yet,

can we think of anyone we have ever

held in high esteem who did not

radiate in his or her personality a
fine enthusiasm ?

Oliver Wendell Holmes once said,

—

"It is faith in something, and enthusi-

asm for something that makes life

worth looking at."

This friend and teacher to whom I

pay tribute had the rare ability to

hold aloft a child's dream—an ideal

—

a longing—a fulfillment; and to make
it appear worthy of attainment.

Yes, we must admit that our youth,

our surroundings, the people with

whom we associate, our attachments,

determine our ideals to a certain

degree. If youth is to dream whole-

some dreams, then we as teachers

may help supply and emphasize the

material and situations with which
wholesome dreams are made.
How would Sister M. face the Youth

of today? How would she attack the

grave responsibilities that confront

the nation's teachers ? — The same
skillful technique, the same firm con-

victions, the same self assurance, the

same confident smile, and the same
muted voice would once again repeat:

"Teach these boys and girls that

day by day we build physical, moral
and spiritual habits. They lie un-

noticed within us. Then someday we
are obliged to face a situation — a
crucial test — and all that we have

been building in our lives rises up
to defend us. We come out of that

issue either defeated or victorious,

according to the reserve we had here-

tofore built. The issue, you see, is

decided long before the outcome.

Have your children understand

that all life is a preparation. What
we do today makes it easier for us

to do something more difficult to-

morrow. As long as we are true to

COMIC FLOURISHES
By GEO. G. BORl'M, 409 E. 15th Street, Centralis, Illinois

the highest purposes of life, we will

build in such a way that the future

will find us prepared for its respon-

sibilities and struggles!

"And what," we ask, "does the

future hold for these Youths?"
And we hear her reply, "Hills!

Yes, hills—some large, some small;

and many made by the thoughtless-

ness of others!

Problems that we ourselves cannot

foresee, must be met by an Intel-

lectual Preparedness of our making.

The grave responsibility that is ours

is to teach children to PERSEVERE.
Let us endeavor to have them under-

stand that constant pegging away at

lessons, no matter how irksome the

task may seem, enables one to form

the habit of study. Do not try to

"sugar-coat" every bit of classroom

work. Teach these children that the

things that are worth while are often

difficult; but that real happiness is

found, not always in doing the things

we like to do, but rather in liking

the things we have to do!"

Thus her philosophy is still intact,

simply because it was ever based on

simple, wholesome truths. With her

unusual understanding she realized

the vast difference in Education and
Instruction; and she pitted one
against the other. She was able to

bring out the best that was in our
minds by putting in the very best

that was hers. Yes, the Master-

Teacher must have found a reflection

of Himself in Sister M.
And now, over all these years,—

a

letter— a precious thing, "God love

you and keep you,"—she writes.
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b#rribr-r£ Scrap Jlrmk

Specimens by .MAJOR F. (I. ANDERSON. 216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minnesota.
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From F. E. SMITH, Bakersfleld. Calif.

NEWS ITEMS
We enjoyed a pleasant but short

visit from our good friend Mr. M. N.

Bunker, President of the Grapho-

Analysis Inc., Springfield, Missouri.

E. V. SarfT recently paid a visit

to L. W. Hammond of Everett,

Washington. He found Mr. Hammond
conducting an Engrossing Studio and
still doing a sensational job with the

pen and brush. Mr. Sarff was a
student of Mr. Hammond's thirty-

eight years ago. Beautiful specimens
of pen work have been received from
Mr. Sarff.

Mr. C. D. Scribner, who attended

the Zanerian in 1900 is now with the

Service Engraving Co., at P. O. Box
1089, Charleston, W. Va. Mr. Scrib-

ner has been connected with a number
of Engraving Companies, serving in

their art departments. He is enjoying

good health and still happy in his

work.

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens. 25c 50c SI.00 S2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

vD

WW TO DETECT

Taught by Correspondence

PRIVATE TUTORS
10 South La Salle Street
Chicago. Illinois, U.S.A.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn.
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Boys and girls like to line the

blackboard with horizontal lines be-

fore writing. They can do it by

making side strokes with an eraser.

Here the same care needs to be exer-

cised if the horizontal lines go

straight.

This department can help you send your questions or answers.

QUESTION: Shall I give my first

grade students the entire copy "My
cat" first, or shall I work on each

letter separately first ?

ANSWER: Most teachers today

prefer to give the entire copy first.

They can then give help to each stu-

dent in improving the things he

needs. This method creates more

interest among students than where

individual letters or strokes are given

first. The student sees his mistakes

and knows why practice on individual

letters is necessary.

The teacher should write the entire

copy on the blackboard while the

students watch. She can call atten-

tion to movement, position and forms

while she is writing. Next, she has

the pupils write on the blackboard

while she watches and directs their

efforts.

She can soon discover what each

student needs to practice and what
further instruction and help she

should give each student. After

writing on the blackboard, the stu-

dents write on paper. By this time

they should have a fair knowledge of

the proper letter forms as required

for their grade.

The teacher continues to help the

students to improve the letters which
are not up to standard. Some of the

things which will need special atten-

tion are hitting the baseline, circles,

straight lines, size, quality of line,

spelling, position, etc.

Some of the instruction can be

given to the class as a group, but

much of the help should be individual.

That is one reason why a teacher

should not have too many students.

Unfortunately many schools are

crowded today and some teachers

are required to handle classes so

large that the necessary amount of

individual instruction cannot be given.

QUESTION: I have trouble in Old

English in getting clean-cut edges.

How can I improve them?

ANSWER: Try dipping ink more
sparingly. Draw the pen out of the

inkwell slowly, allowing the surplus

amount of ink to run back in the

inkwell.

Some engrossers turn the pen up-

side down and dip only the top of

the pen in the ink. They get only a

small amount of ink on the pen and

dip often. Others keep a cloth handy

and wipe off some of the ink.

We have never found it necessary

to go to this trouble if we have the

feeder properly adjusted, dip carefully

and keep the ink in good condition.

Some inks work better than others.

The ink should not be so thick that

it will not flow. It should not be

thinned much either.

Never touch the bottom or side of

inkwell when dipping ink.

QUESTION: My pupils like to

write at the blackboard but they

usually .write up or down hill. How
can one write in a straight line at

the board ?

ANSWER: Stand directly in front

of the space to be written on. Begin

writing in front of the left side of

one's body and not much higher than

the head. One cannot write well much
below the chest level. It is never

well to reach too far. "Write in

front of the face" is a good rule to

follow. Do not write much, if any,

beyond the right elbow. The feet

may be several inches apart. The
weight of the body should first be

placed on the left foot and gradually

shifted to the right foot as one con-

tinues writing. If more space to the

right is to be used, a new position

at the right needs to be taken and
the above method repeated.

MAGADALENE GUEQUIERRE

A newspaper clipping has been re-

ceived telling of the death, on Octo-

ber 7, 1948, of Miss Magadalene

Guequierre, 69, Principal of Elm
Street School, Milwaukee, Wis., of a

heat attack.

Miss Guequierre for many years

supervised the handwriting in the

Milwaukee Public Schools.

Miss Guequierre attended the

Zanerian during the summers of 1924-

1925 - 1926 - 1927 - 1928 - 1929 - 1930 -

1931 - 1932 - 1933 - 1934 - 1935 - 1936.

She is one of the very few women
ever to win a gold seal in professional

business writing, placing her as one

of the very skillful penmen in the

profession.

Miss Guequierre derived so much
pleasure from penmanship that she

preferred to spend her summer vaca-

tions working on penmanship to any

other recreation. When working on

her gold seal certificate at the,

Zanerian. she worked the entire night

without getting any sleep. It was
this great interest in penmanship and

her indomitable will which enabled

her to reach the extremely high

degree of success she attained.

She attended the Zanerian so

many times that she was like one of

'

our organization.

Milwaukee has lost an efficient'

teacher and the penmanship profes-

sion an enthusiastic booster. She

was a member of the First Unitarian
|

Church of Milwaukee.

NEWEST CARDS
Ornamental Writing, 12 Emjieror Crmvn-
Flashed Cards 75c. Emblazoned, Diamond-
Flashed, Long Oval Embellished, or Star-
Flashed 75c doz. Ten different, beautiful
designed Greeting Cards 75c. Beautiful,
glistening Gold Plated Case. Ball Point
Pen $2.00. Ornamental Cards 00c doz.
Senit-nrnamental 50c doz. Pen Art Draw-
ings of Animals. Write for prices.

G. E. PRINCEI.OVE
2244 Fifth St. Detroit. Mich.
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By JOHN BOLLINGER. Pearl. III.

By PAIL THOMSEN. 391T/2 Flower Dr., Los Angeles.
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Mr. Meadows Says:

Extra curricula activities and addi-

tional responsibilities during the last

several years have required practic-

ally all of my time, with the result

that I have had to discontinue most

of my articles for our commercial

school magazines; however, at the

insistence of a number of my reader

friends of THE EDUCATOR, I have

decided to try to find time to write

a series of articles for publication

under my old column—"Mr. Meadows
Says." I sincerely trust my friends

and the readers of THE EDUCATOR
may find the articles interesting and

helpful. Criticisms or suggestions

will be welcome at any time.

"IF I WERE STARTING OUT
AGAIN" is what I should LIKE to

write about, because I think the

theme offers a fine opportunity to get

over some practical, helpful ideas to

young men and women. In the first

place, I should like to remind young
people — of high school and college

age—that they will soon be taking

the places of those who are "carrying

on" today, and that, while there will

be opportunities for ALL, the more
thinking, studying and planning they
do now the better places they will be

able to secure — or fill — during the

years ahead.

I should like to call special atten-

tion here to the fact that no one

else can do their work or make good

for them, as that is strictly each in-

dividual's problem. The more one

does for himself, the farther he will

be able to go in life. One develops

his brain by mental exercise just as

he develops his legs or arms by

physical exercise. Every time one

solves a difficult problem or masters

a hard lesson, he increases his mental

capacity.

May I add that, in addition to

filling the places of others, as re-

ferred to above — there are more

places being created all the time by

the constant expansion in our school

systems, and in business, industry

and the government fields.

One can virtually make his own
place in any of the latter fields just

mentioned if he will only make up

his mind to do it and work to that

end. The first thing essential is

AMBITION. That is the "driving

force" in one's life. If one has am-
bition, in sufficient quantity, nothing

can stop him. I know former stu-

dents of my school who are making
from $25,000 to $100,000, or more, a

year.

While money or income is not

"everything," it's usually accepted as

evidence of one's ability and success.

Moreover, one who has money can do

more for his family, his church and

his community. So, an ambition to

make or have money is not to be

condemned.
But we should like to remind our

young men and women readers that

those who have reached high places

and have large incomes today made
up their minds EARLY in life that

they were going to do that very

thing. Their success did not happen

by accident. They had AMBITION;
they STUDIED, PLANNED and

WORKED!
In addition to ambition, those re-

ferred to above possessed or developed

other personal qualities essential to

success; for instance, they had or

developed strong characters. They,

invariably could be depended upon to

do the right thing, under any and all

circumstances—to live up to their

word. Their lives inspired confidence.

Another thing essential to success

is the ability to assume responsibility.

No one can ever get far in life who
is not willing to start assuming
responsibility in his very first job.

Not only that, but one must also

have or develop initiative; that is,

see things that need to be done and

then go ahead and do them.

In addition to ambition, character,

initiative, and the ability to assume
responsibility, one who aspires to

high positions and a big income, must
always be courteous, pleasant, and

enthusiastic. These things do not cost

anything but they pay tremendous

dividends.

JIBCDEFGHIJKLMJVOPQR
STUVWXYZ& 1234567890
abcdefgrhi/Almnopqrstuvwxyz

A leascin in lelterine ».v I. C'HAI.I IF, Hrrwyn, III.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF ARTICLES, SPECIMENS, NEWS NOTES, AND OTHER ITEMS
ARE ALWAYS APPRECIATED.
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DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING
By E. L. Brown
Rockland, Maine

(See Cover)

Pen Flourishing

This branch of pen work is a means
to an end so to speak, inasmuch as

it develops a taste for the beautiful

in way of color and values, also the

elements of grace and harmony in

adding decorative flourishing to Old

English lettering on diplomas and
engrossed resolutions.

The pen may be held to suit the

strokes, in fact there is no cast iron

rule for pen-holding, as every person

must hold the pen in a way that best

suits his hand and his mind. Follow

the fundamentals in the beginning
and develop any changes to suit your
own individuality. The same rule is

true in all forms of artistic endeavor.

The design given in this connection

is one of exercises for flourished

strokes which are becoming popular

for borders, cover designs and other

purposes. Many flourishes are drawn
rwith a slow movement to insure

accuracy but off-hand work displays

more natural dash and is rather more
pleasing when proper balance is ob-

served, as seen in different parts of

the border. Use ink that flows freely,

and an off hand movement, making
strokes from left to right or right to

left. For example the elaborated

border on bottom of design was made
with all strokes starting from the

center line. Perhaps you have never
seen a fish like the one shown, but
we have caught many of them, with-

out the wings, however. It is called

a Sculpin. The gulls soaring over-

head render this scene quite charac-
teristic of the Coast of Maine.
Try your hand at reproducing this

design, either as a whole or any part
of it and let us see the result. Criti-

cism and suggestions cheerfully

given.

This beautiful flourish was made by L. M. KELCHNER. The original was loaned to us

by It A. Landers, 8076 Humboldt Blvd.. Chicago. Illinois.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3. N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on corresooidence
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

E
NGROSSER WANTED

Excellent opportunity for

advancement for young man
with some experience.

Write to Box 654, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

By H. P. BEHREXSMEYER
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i^^cr^t^Cf'^-^C't^

This letter is part of a lesson sent to us by ANNA TILL, tilts Sunnyslde Avenue, West Groves, Mo., who is taking a

correspondence course in Ornamental Penmanship. We congratulate Miss Till on her tine work. She shows what intelligent

practice and perseverance will do.
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially In books of interest and value to
commercial teachers including books of special
educational value and books on business sub-
jects. AH such books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

A review of SOMEDAY SOON, by
Paul H. Hanna, Genevieve Ander-

son, and William S. Gray (revision

of Susan's Neighbors). Third book

in the Hanna Social Studies Pro-

gram of the Curriculum Foundation

Series, suitable for late second

grade or early third grade. To
follow Peter's Family and Hello,

David. 225 pages of text, plus an
additional 55 pages of teaching

suggestions in the Teacher's Edi-

tion. Four-color illustrations.

Pupils' Edition, Teacher's Edition.

Scott, Foresman and Company.

In a lively, easy -to-read, beautifully illus-

trated textbook. Someday Soon takes the
child beyond his familiar home and school.
Introducing him to social concepts basic to
the neighborhood's welfare.

Here, in interesting, exciting stories, the
world of the seven- and eight-year-old is

broadened. Through the discussions and ex-
plorations which grow out of these stories

pupils gain an understanding of the work
people do and its effects on the rest of the
community.

Units on protection, food production, trans-
portation, communication, and recreation are
developed in terms of the experiences of the
small child. Through them he begins to
think about his present and future importance
in similar occupations, and as a member of
the neighborhood. Every unit stresses desir-
able social attitudes, appreciations, and under-
standings, and reveals the qualities and atti-

tudes necessary for a person to do such work
successfully.

The authors have devised an effective ap-
proach for presenting social concepts in their
use of appealing stories built on children's
interests, the ease of reading material, func-
tional, four-color illustrations, and thought-
provoking work pages.

Teachers will welcome the -new guidebook
section, which provides many helpful teaching
suggestions. Forty-six pages of lesson plans
present in detail methods for motivation,
presentation, discussion, group activities, and
community explorations for each unit. Also
included is a bibliography covering books,
films trips, movies, pictures, and free material
designed to enrich the child's understanding
of the unit. In addition, at the back of the
text is a vocabulary list showing the 225 new
words introduced, and an interpretive outline
in which are pointed out the social concepts
Inherent in each story and picture in the text.

Because of the ease of reading Someday
Soon, which is correlated in vocabulary with
the Curriculum Foundation Series Basic Read-
ers, children's attention can be centered fully

on the social ideas presented. ( Only 128
words will be new if pupils have used the
CFS Basic Readers through Friends and
Neighbors.)

The pupil who has completed Someday Soon
will have taken his first decisive step toward
understanding the complex interrelationships
of the people who make up a happy, success-
ful community. Equally important, he will

have made a beginning in acquiring desirable

behavior patterns which will enable him to

take his place as a useful member of the

neighborhood and community.

NEW CENTERVILLE, by Paul R.

Hanna, Genevieve Anderson Hoyt,

and William S. Gray (revision of

Centerville). Fourth book in the

Hanna Social Studies Program of

the Curriculum Foundation Series,

suitable for third grade. To follow

Peter's Family, Hello, David, and
Someday Soon. 288 pages of text,

plus an additional 54 pages of

teaching helps and lesson plans in

the Teacher's Edition. Four-color

illustrations.

NEW CENTERVILLE is a social-studies
book that will open the eyes of the average
eight- year-old to what democratic community
living really is, setting him on the road to
becoming a good citizen in his own com-
munity, proud and aware of the benefits and
facilities it provides.

It does this through a series of fascinating
children's stories about life in a little country
village. Centerville—population 39—is a typical
American community, small enough for the
children to see its democratic workings
"whole," and so real as it emerges from the
stories that pupils immediately start looking
for comparisons in their own community.

NEW CENTERVILLE rounds out the theme
of the ever-widening social horizons of children
as developed in the primary-grade books of
the series : Peter's Family, the home ; Hello,
David, the school ; Someday Soon, the neigh-
borhood ; and New Centerville, the community.
It's a real, vital story of people's hopes and
achievements, duplicated over and over again
in countless communities throughout this

country—the kind of story that will make
young learners proud of their opportunities as
Americans and alert to their future role in

shaping the affairs of their community.

ON THEIR OWN IN READING,
How to Give Children Independence

in Attacking New Words; a book

for teachers by William S. Gray of

the University of Chicago. 268

pages. Chicago: Scott, Foresman
and Company.

Part One of On Their Own in Reading con-
cerns itself with •"Basic Ideas and Valid
Practices," describes briefly various points of
view responsible for word-perception practices
popularized from time to time, analyzes basic
methods of word perception, and describes
them in detail. Part Two presents "A
Sequential Program," which establishes five

"application levels." Each application level

is identified by goals, essential skills and
understandings, and classroom procedures.
The treatment of skills and understandings
needed for successful use of the dictionary.
the fifth application level, is probably the
clearest and most coherent analysis of this

complex cluster of basic skills which has been
provided to date for the classroom teacher.
On Their Own in Reading should do much

to eliminate confusion among teachers regard-
ing the teaching of word-perception skills.

Many older teachers, originally trained to

teach mechanical, isolated phonetic systems,
have been unable to develop teaching patterns
which harmonize more recent research data
concerning word perception with their own
teaching practices. Many younger teachers,

on the other hand, have had no experience
with any kind of word-perception teaching
methods beyond the use of configuration and
context clues. On Their Own in Reading should
therefore prove a valuable aid to both new
and experienced classroom teachers and to

students in teacher- training institutions.

BEHRENSMEYER NUMBER

We have a few copies of the Behrensmeyer
number, June '48, which we can send you at

the rate of 25c per copy. This contains con-

siderable of Mr. Behrensmeyer's work. It is

an issue containing a great amount of in-

spiration. You can use extra copies In your
classes or in your scrapbook. Address, The
Educator, 612 North Park Street, Columbus
8, Ohio.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY
THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND
JULY 2, 1946

Of THE EDUCATOR published MONTHLY,
except July & August, at Columbus, Ohio for
October 1st, 1948.
State of Ohio, County of Franklin, ss.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Parker Zaner Bloser, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager of
the Educator and that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily, weekly, semiweekly or triweekly
newspaper, the circulation), etc., of the afore-
said publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the act of August
24, 1912, as amended by the acts of March
3. 1933, and July 2. 1946 (section 537. Postal
Laws and Regulations), printed on the reverse
of this form, to wit:

1

.

That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are

:

Publisher—Zaner-Bloser Co., Columbus, Ohio

Editor—Earl A. Lupfer, Columbus. Ohio

Managing editor — Parker Zaner Bloser, Co-
lumbus. Ohio

Business manager—Parker Zaner Bloser, Co-
lumbus, Ohio

2. That the owner is : (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one percent or more of total amount
of stock. It not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a firm, company,
or other unincorporated concern, its name and
address, as well as those of each individual
member, must be given.)
R. E. Bloser, Columbus, Ohio
Parker Zaner Bloser, Columbus, Ohio
Earl A. Lupfer, Columbus. Ohio

3. That the known bondholders, mort-
gagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 percent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If
there are none, so state.) NONE

4. Thai the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company
but also; in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given

;

also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do^not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and secu-
rities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indirect

in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distri-

buted, through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the twelve months preceding
the date shown above is (This
information is required from daily, weekly,
semiweekly, and triweekly newspapers only.)

PARKER ZANER BLOSER
Business Manager

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 14 th

day of September. 1948.

EARL A. LUPFER
(My commission expires January 11. 1950)

CHRISTMAS CARDS for Penmen
Tinted bird scroll cards with greeting —
envelopes to match—envelope also carries
flourished design and greeting—very artis-

tic. 8 sets, without name on card—SI. 00.
8 sets, with your name on card—$2.00.

C. O. ELLEFSON, Handwriting Expert
9133 Lawn Street Duluth 10, Minn.
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BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP

PENMANSHIP SELF TAUGHT

HANDWRITING

IN ACTION

Script by E. A. Lupfer

This new handwriting work-
book represents a progres-

sive method of integrating

handwriting with language.

It is intended to be used by
adults and children above the

sixth grade. Easy to use,

interesting to teach. Order
one of these books today and
improve your handwriting.

Size 8% by 11, 40 pages.

Price per doz $3.36

Each postpaid 40c

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96

Script by E. A. Eupfer
Script by E. A. Eupfer

Penmanship Self
Taught is based upon
the Three Principles

—

straight backs, paral-
lel strokes, and hori-
zontal curves. Bound
so that it stands on
the desk and con-
sumes very little
space. Contains 60
planned lessons cov-
ering capitals, small
letters and figures.
For use in any grade
from 3 to 12.

64 pages, size, 8x11
for Pl'PILS

Price Per Doz., S6.40

Each Postpaid . 60c

Teachers' .Manual

48 pages, size 6x9
Price Per Doz., $5.60

Each Postpaid

The penmanship examples are some smaller in size
than those in our Manual 144.
The first ten pages contain numerous illustrations, and

fully explain the essentials of success in learning to
write, such as correct position, movements, speed, etc.
Then follows a very complete course of penmanship

copies and instructions consisting of 135 lessons.
In addition, it contains many pages of applied writing,

such as business forms, paragraphs, letter writing—

a

most valuable lot of material for - advanced penmanship
students.

It is intended for use in Junior and Senior High
Schools, Business Colleges. Parochial Schools, Commercial
Departments and Grammar Grades; in fact, for all
schools where a neat, legible, rapid handwriting is
desired. It is also a complete guide for home students.
Price Per dozen - - $3.20 Each Postpaid - - 30c

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING
Script by E. A. Lupfer

A simplified practical course which quickly brings marked im-
provement in any individual's handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your
handwriting and then how to practice to overcome the defects
and improve the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you
want to write better. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and book reports are only a few of the interesting
contents.

Funtional Handwriting, size 612x8, 132 pages, is especially
adapted for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced
pupils.

Price Per dozen,' $4.48 Each postpaid 40c

612 NORTH PARK ST.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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STAFF HANDBOOK for the

HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

A NEW PICTORIAL MAP OF

ENGLISH LITERATURE

By Carl G. Miller

This booklet, prepared by an experienced teacher and
student adviser outlines the duties of staff members and
provides rules for the editorial and business groups. A
copy in the hands of each members of the staff of your
school paper will save hours of the counselor's time.

There are chapters on general policies, duties of each
member of the staff, rules for copy and makeup, copy
reading and proof reading signs and rules for style.

Price $ .35

OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

By Max J. Herzberg

This Outline contains brief characterizations of 110
modern American and British authors with suggestions

for the study of their writings. The "Guide to the Study
of Any Author" and the references to the sources of

information about modern authors and their works, found
in this Outline, are particularly helpful. Price $ .25

A valuable visual aid for Students, Teachers, Librarians.

Contains a map of the British Isles, showing birthplaces
of writers: a chronological list of English rulers: border
sketches of writers, costumes of various periods, im-
portant buildings: modes of transportation and more.

Authentic and up-to-date. Size 22" x 28". Price $1.00

AMERICAN LITERATURE

A PICTORIAL MAP OF

An interesting, colorful map designed to meet the needs
of every student of American Literature. As a visual
aid. it contains hundreds of titles and authors geographi-
cally placed, with date of writing or of publishing.
New 1947 printing.

Size 25" x 38". Price $1.50

Special

Both Maps for $2.25

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Ave. Boston 10, Mass.

ARNOLD'S INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink for

years.

MORE REAL FINE SPECIMENS have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle or, for

the very finest results, it can be mixed as per direc-

tions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz, Flickinger,

Dennis, and hundreds of other top. ranking penmen
used Arnold's.

ARNOLD'S BLACK
While it lasts—

4 oz., Postpaid $.75
Pint, Postpaid 1.25

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

The Zanerian College of Penmanship offers

courses by correspondence in:

Tuition Supplies
) Business Handwriting

Course $10.00 $1.55

) Roundhand or Engrossers
Script 12.00 2.70

) Text Lettering and
Engrossing 12.00 2.85

) Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

) Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.20

Begin your training today, and safeguard
your future.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE
Columbus, Ohio
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FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Collected and edited by E. A. Lupfer

A Complete Course and Collection of Masterpieces Produced
by Leading Penmen

Shows you how to make the simplest birds and flourishes.
and finishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.

The most pretentious work ever published which is devoted
exclusively to this beautiful art.

Fascinating
PenFlouris'"

THE ZANER BLOSER COMPANY

Size 8Vi x 11 in.. 80 pages, flexible cardboard.
Price of the book, postpaid SI.00
Price of The Educator, one year S2.50

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
S3.SO

BOTH FOR ONLY S3.00

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing

Compiled and edited by E. A. Lupfer

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN
ENGROSSING

SCRIPT - TEXT LETTERING - STANDARD ALPHABETS -

SHADING - PEN DRAWING - WASH DRAWING - INITIAL
LETTERS - SCROLLS - BORDERS - RESOLUTIONS -

CERTIFICATES - HONOR ROLLS - HEADINGS - ILLUMI-
NATION - ETC.

TaNerian Manual

s IiPHABETS

An 3tistruftor in

ffiounfthtmti. lrt-

tmnii.Cntjro$$iita,

5tp5igninq.^Im tab

Brusk>rt. £uT

Price of the book, postpaid
Price of The Educator (one year)

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
BOTH FOR ONLY S4.75

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.
Columbus 8, Ohio

S2.75
S2.50

LOCUST RT EIGHTEEIITH

ST. LOUIS missouRi

For enjoyment of living at its best;

all rooms are outstandingly gay
and attractive. Guests enjoy all

club facilities, including the swim-

ming pool, Turkish baths and
Swedish massage. Perfect location

at ltth and Baltimore.

Direction

SOUTHWEST HOTELS, INC

H. Grady Manning, founder

-A
1 PENGUIN DINING ROOM
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PROMOTES PENMANSHIP PERFECTION

. PERMANENT . FREE-FLOW/NG . LEGIBLE . PERFECT CONTROL FOR VARYING WIDTH OF LINE

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure carbon ink — jet black — that lasts as long as the paper on

which you write. • In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts and gallons. Ask your dealer today for

HIGGinS
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE • SINCE 1880

HI G GUIS JJVK CO.. IJSC. 271 JVIJVTH ST.. BROOKLYJV 15, JV. Y.

STANDARD IHS MONTHLY TYPING

TESTS AVAILABLE.

10 ea. mo. for 10 mos. $ 3.00

25 4.50

50 7.00

75 10.50

100 14.00

Delivered to your address postage paid.

Quantity quotations.

1000 for $12.00

2000 " 26.00

3000 " 35.00

4000 " 43.00

Prices include imprint and copy for entire back

page_ Tell your message each month to seniors.

Address

—

International Honor Society
for

Business Education
Box 259

Burlington, Iowa

fprrr mi

DETROIT'S "FIRST"
IN CONVENIENCE COMFORT - QUALITY

In the heart of the downtown, office, theater,

and shopping area. Friendly, courteous service

to make your stay in Detroit a pleasant memory.
The Tuller Coffee Shop or Cafeteria for excel-

lent Food modestly priced. The Hotel Tuller,

Detroit's largest, is the place to stay.

visit our Cocktail Cotinge
ONE OF DETROIT'S FINEST

800 ROOMS WITH BATH FROM
$2"

Motel tuller
FACING GRAND CIRCUS PARK
RICHARD C. HODGES. Manager
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PROTECT YOUR HOME
fram

Handwriting will work for or

against you, depending upon its

quality.

A CHRISTMAS WISH

/ wish for the earth on Christmas night

A snowy blanket, soft and white,

And sparkling stars to light the way

For Santa and his reindeer sleigh.

I wish for homes, on Christmas Day,

The cheerful sound of greetings gay—
The rainbow gleam of Christmas trees,

And ivindows dressed with holly wreaths.

I wish that every child may see

Some longed-for gift upon a tree,

And with a shout of wild delight

Go take it down, and hold it tight.

I wish for people of the earth,

Who celebrate the Christ Child's birth,

That hope and peace may come to stay

Within all hearts on Christmas Day.

Anonymous

1^^^^^^^^^^^^?%

^g^^$
C. O. ELLEFSON. 913:1 Lawn Street. Duluth. Minn.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By the ZANEK-BLOSER CO.,
612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

Let us be practical about hand-

writing. Everyone should be able to

write legibly. Even if one occupies

a position in life which requires little

handwriting he must sign his name
to documents and write some com-

munications which cannot be done

except by handwriting.

Every normal person can learn to

write fairly well with a reasonable

amount of practice. So, why not

give it a sufficient amount of your

time to learn to write so that you

will not always be ashamed of it.

Get it "cleaned up", and out of the

way so that you can go on to some-

thing else. A good handwriting will

be an asset to you, while poor hand-

writing will always be a detriment

to you.

Teachers should have regular drill

classes where instruction is given

and practice is done under her guid-

ance. The teacher should be an in-

spiration to the class by being able

to write well, especially on the board

and she should be overflowing with

ideas and instruction on handwriting.

She should call attention to former

students who learned to write well,

and who, because of that, secured

positions or advancements.

It will require a lot of practice

and intelligent study, but the more
you put into it the greater and faster

your progress will be.

Let's make a game of it and get

started right away.

In teaching there are two definite

aims:

1. To teach the pupils the proper

forms of the letters.

2. To train the hand to obey the

will, so that whatever form
may be fixed upon the mind,

the hand will readily reproduce

it.

Many times students state that

thev know how to make the letters

I

but can't make them. This is true

in most cases and more practice

needed. We believe that many schoo!

men fail to recognize the large

amount of practice needed to acquire

skill and therefore do not provide foi

sufficient class drill in handwriting

To illustrate the above, write

word with your right hand, then wit!

the left hand. If you are right

handed the first word will be mud
better than the second one. In botr

cases the knowledge of form was the

same, but one set of muscles wa
better trained than the other. Sc

with students, those who receive

sufficient training become g o o c

writers and those who skimp practice
1

will not hay.e enough skill to write

well.

It has also been proven that some

students do not have a good menta!

picture of the form. The study of

letter forms must therefore go along

with practice to acquire skill.

We suggest that the teacher make
a special preparation for each lessor

by carefully studying the lesson, ther

writing the copies several times. The

difficult letters should be given addi

tional study and practice to learr

how to overcome obstacles, and whal

instruction to give the students in

similar circumstances. This will make
the handwriting lessons more effec-

tive, and improve her own hand-

writing.
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Make a set of capitals and small letters each day. Keep the first copy for comparing your progress from
day to day.

Practice each letter separately and in groups. When you have mastered the alphabet you have conquered

most of your handwriting problems.

With a dry pen trace freely the large letter A. Make a large letter with ink and retrace it about six times.

Be careful to keep from spreading the letter too much. Since the A is made from an oval and straight line, you
need to practice the oval and the straight line exercises.

The third exercise is good to develop the retrace part of A.

Notice the width of the top and bottom of the oval part of A. See that the turns at the baseline are equal.

The small a is the same in shape as the capital A except in size. The capital is three spaces tall and the

small a is one space. Give special attention to the push-pull movement. Get the turns at the baseline round and

even. The top contains a point or angle. Close the small a.

/
^7/7^7^ ^y

S-2. J- z.

If possible trace letters on the blackboard. Large writing is a help in developing freedom and form. Prac-

tice the simple words over and over. Watch your position.

\
<zzA^

/— 2 /-Z

Reduce the size and practice different combinations containing a. See how many different combinations you
can use in words
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J\ss^2/^^/ ^^J^^'^iS J^J?j>y

s£^7^7^7 J>^/ ^/^^7^7^fl/ ^C/Jf>^>^ jtJ?^ Sfy—

s^^lZs J^^Jx jj^Ay^i>
All the small or minimum letters a, c, e, i, m, n, o, r, s, u, v, vv, x, are one space tall. The d, p, and t, are

two spaces tall. The loops and capitals are three spaces tall. Draw lines along the tops of letters to test the
height or alignment. Irregular size of letters makes writing ugly and hard to read.

It is important to hold the pen correctly and to write in an easy position. Are you gripping your penholder?
If your lines are heavy try holding pen lightly.

This is an excellent list of words to practice. The a appears in many of the words. It contains all but five
letters of the alphabet.
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Retrace the B exercise with a dry pen, then make a large B with ink and retrace it six times. See how neat

and freely you can make it.

The retrace part will be easier if you practice some straight lines exercises. Practice the different exercises

and make a careful study of the B.

The top and bottom ovals appear equal. Swing into and swing out of the letter freely.

Keep the back of small b rather straight and give special attention to the retrace or small dot. It is im-

portant.

/-2--3-e/ /-J--3

Make the letters large. Watch the places checked. See that your paper is in front of you. Compare your

position with the illustrations found in these lessons from time to time.

vg2 ^
/-z-j-i/ y-1-3

Reduce the size. Combination practice is important. Put these combinations into words.

This is a good sentence to practice. The large forms help to give you better mental images of letters. Prac-

time large, then reduce the size. Nine of these words contain the a.
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(3 cA
The C is almost a complete oval. Notice the beginning loop. It is centered in the oval. End at the height

as the small c.

Make a full page of each exercise.

Practice the under turn exercise. It will help in making the bottom turn of c. Get a clear dot or hook at the
top.

/
r^r^y ry)y

z-2-. y—z.
Get both downstrokes parallel. Practice the combinations large and use a free movement.

(® /

/-Z /-I

c^±y ot>y

Reduce the size. Use the various combinations in words. Point the holder toward the shoulder.

t<^c^L^y^c^<^y

This is a good sentence to write at various times substituting your own grade. Compare your writing with
a scale.

Watch height, slant, spacing, margins, quality of line and general appearance.

(y( ^y^£iA^^if^~o^y ^y^c^ccyLz^f.

T CZ^J -~J^?--C^C^C>-<^<7.

l C Q- O 7 7 / % 3 S~ f I & t+ O <? 7 12-3 3"

i7-3'-l-J-G7g'fo l%3U-S(e7S''?0

/ / 6 u- 7 7

I 2- 3 U- S 6 7 f f O
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PLEASE CRITICISE

I am writing you this sample
And I ask of you be frank

Please leave me no encouragement
If you think my talent blank.

I have little time for writing

As I'm otherwise engaged
But I sometimes have an itching

To embrace the penman's craze.

So please check this writing over

Name the flaws that you may find

Disregard hurting my feelings

For I'm not the sensitive kind.

I have never gone to college

Neither high school or co-op

But what knowledge I am blessed with

Came from the school of hard knocks.

Always have I envied penmen
As I've watched them at their art

Pondered o'er and o'er the question

Why so few in this work start.

You can find beauty in all things

But there's none appeals to me
Quite as strong as lovely writing

When your arm swings smooth and free.

So I leave you now to ponder
O'er this specimen I submit

Tell me what I've failed to master
What to do to remedy it.

Sincerely

R. H. Hamilton
2026 Riverview Ave.

Dayton 7, Ohio

Photographs of pen work have
been received from Clark Pierce, Box
509, New London, Conn. The origi-

nals were in color.

One of the pieces was the Lord's

Prayer highly decorated and illumi-

nated. Congratulations Mr. Pierce.

Flourish by E. C. ENRIQl'EZ, 1354 Sande Street. Tondo, Manila, Philippines.

Will your subscription expire soon?

Better renew now and not miss an

issue.

Written by JAMES T. M Mill! of the Indiana Business College, Marion, Indiana.
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Comments on Penmanship Terms
By A. E. Ll'PFER

0>ks>^vs

An oval is a circular form two
thirds as wide as long;.

Letters are built on the oval or

combination of it and a straight line.

The capital O and small o contain

a complete oval. All other letters

contain part of an oval.

A straight line in writing is one
that does not bend. While technically,

there are very few straight lines in

handwriting, the downstrokes of let-

ters like i, u, m, n, 1, etc., should be

described to students as straight

lines.

An over curve in handwriting is a

part of whole of the left side of an

oval. It appears on upstrokes of

n, m, z, v, etc.

HANDWRITING HABITS

Good handwriting habits are

just as easy to form as bad habits.

Good writing habits keep working

to our advantage while bad writ-

ing habits work against us.

A point in handwriting is the

tapering sharp angular joining of

two lines or parts of a letter.

Points appear at the top of i, u, w,

a, j, p, s, etc., and at the bottom of

n, m, h, k, z.

The baseline is the horizontal line,

real or imaginary, on which the

shortest letters (a, c, e, etc.) rest.

The loops, f, g, j, q, y, p, z, extend

two spaces below the baseline.

The headline is the horizontal line,

real or imaginary, to which the

shortest letters (a, c, e, etc.) extend.

The t, d and p extend two spaces

above the baseline. The loop of b, h,

k, 1, f, and the capital letters extend

three spaces above the baseline.

An under curve in handwriting is

a part or whole of the right side of

an oval. It appears on upstrokes of

i, u, e, w, 1, etc.

A space in height is the height of

the short letters, a, c, e, etc.

A space in width is the distance

between the two slanting down-
strokes in u.

In modern handwriting a space in

width is slightly wider than a space

in height. Spaces in letters should be

equal to the spaces between letters.

With equal spaces the words appear
as units and are easier to read than
wide or irregularly spaced words.

Slant is the direction in which the

letters lean.

A forward slant is desirable as it

gives handwriting the appearance of

life and action. Vertical handwriting

is not very popular, though good

vertical handwriting is preferable to

poor slant handwriting. The exact

slant is not as important today as

that all of your letters slant the

same. Uniform slant is secured by

holding the paper directly in front of

your body, with your elbows even on

the desk and by pulling the pen

down toward the body with a uniform

motion. It is necessary to move the

paper at times to maintain the same

direction and movement of the down-

strokes. Slant is determined by

drawing lines through the center of

oval letters like o, C, E, etc., and

through the backs or downstrokes of

u, m, n, H, etc.
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A loop is a circular open space

formed by swinging from one oval

to another or from an oval to a

straight line.

Without the open space or eye it

is not a true loop. Loops appear in

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, I, J, L, M,
N, O ,Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z,

b, e, f, g, h, j, k, 1, p, q, y, z. Loops
may be divided into groups as

the beginning loop of H, M, N, etc.

The L, Q, the Z, D,—the R, K, B,—
the O, D, H,—and I, J. Upper loops

1, b, etc., lower loops i, j, J, Y, Z, etc.

'Jey,

Caution: See that letters rest on

the baseline forming a straight uni-

form appearance.

Get all short letters one space, the

t, d, and p, two spaces and the loops

and capitals three spaces tall.

Avoid wide open spaces and

crowded places.

Get all downstrokes the same in

slant. Check the slant of your hand-

writing by drawing slant lines

through the downstrokes.

Make a clear distinction between

points and turns.

Do not confuse ovals and loops.

Get loops open with plenty of day-

light showing.

Do not loop a point, or a retrace.

abcutfghijIdmnupqrstuiiiiueiK

AHCkIJ-'(L»Ti3l3Hf^3HN©
p©m,Sirafctt£ttiZ

An alphabet by E. .R. MILLER who is preparing as an engrossing artist in the Zanerian College

under the G.I. Bill.

His father, E. J. Miller, who is manager of the Corn Exchange Bank of Flushing, N. Y., spent his

vacation at the Zanerian with the boys taking ornamental penmanship.

We expect to hear more from the Millers as penmen, and the G.I. penmen.
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J. M. GARDNER
Alex Apts-f Moose Jaw, Sask.

J. M. Gardner was born in Water-

town, N. Y., July 17, 1865. In 1883

he attended the Waterloo, Iowa

Academy, and later the Cedar Rapid,

Iowa, Business College. There he

received instruction in penmanship

from A. J. Scarborough. In 1885 he

attended the Western Normal Col-

lege, Shenandoah, Iowa. In this

school he received instruction in pen

work from that nationally known
penman and engrosser, W. J. Kinsley,

who later conducted the Kinsley

studio in New York City.

His first experience in penmanship

teaching was the organizing of

classes in Southern Iowa. This he

quit to become a clerk in the general

office of Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad. He next engaged in

stock shipping. This work took him
to many places as far north as the

Bering; Sea, Queen Charlotte Islands

and Sitka. In 1890 he was employed

by a St. Paul Publishing House. He
traveled for twelve years covering

territory from Sault Ste. Marie to

Seattle.

In 1903 he accepted a position as a

penmanship teacher with the Wausau,
Wisconsin Business College. Later he

went to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where
he gave his time and attention ex-

clusively to card writing.

Having been raised on a farm, and

hearing about the enticing oppor-

tunities in that charming and ad-

venturous western Canada farm land,

he decided to settle in that new
country.

This is a photo of J. M.
83rd birthday.

Gardner on his

However, in 1912 farming did not

go so well with him. The business

was new, money for equipment was
scarce and crops generally failed. It

isn't hard to understand why, after

ten years of poor yields that he left

the Elbow district which had been so

alluring to him.

The amazing part to the farm

people of that hard pressed district

was that he paid off a $1,000 debt in

one year after he gave up the farm.*

He did this with his pen by going!

from city to city and town to town
writing fancy signatures on calling

cards.

Setting up a table in a pool or

dance hall he would write cards until

he ran out of customers, then move
on to another spot. He fondly recalls

one night in a small town dance hall

of clearing $150.00.

Gardner always was a card writer

of more than average ability. He
became interested in the art of pen-

manship as a boy in the Watertown,

N. Y. public schools.

Like some other skilled penmen,

Gardner tried several other occupa-

tions but always came back to pen-

manship in which occupation he

found more real pleasure and more
remuneration.

Today at 83 he is still going strong

and a short time ago enrolled in a

correspondence course to "keep in

trim" and to get the latest ideas.

His nerves are not as steady as

they once were and his eyes are not

as strong as they once were, but to

look at his photograph he looks more
like a man of 60.

Mr. Gardner has spent much time

sketching from nature and has made
a number of very valuable drawings,

some of which he has copyrighted

and expects to publish.

He has no family but he finds life

very interesting because of his hobby,

penmanship, and his friends, of which

he has many.

Mrs. D. B. Brandt, of R.P.D. No. 3,

Brandthaven, Lebanon, Pennsylvania,

recently paid us a pleasant surprise

visit.

Mrs. Brandt (formerly Miss Mary
A. Daniels) was a supervisor of hand-

writing. She has spent seven sum-

mers in The Zanerian College of

Penmanship—a habit.

A. M. Grove of the Kassel Engross-

ing Studio, Chicago, Illinois, spent a

day at the Zanerian renewing old

acquaintances and talking shop. If

some of the old-timer's ears got a

little hot, we were talking about

their work.
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Know Your Left-Handed Child
IRENE K. ACKER, Kearny, N. J.

Reprinted from "The Pen" Published by Department of Handwriting, N. J. Education Association

One so often hears the phrase,

"The problem of the left-handed

child." Why he should be considered

a problem is beyond comprehension.

A left-handed child becomes a prob-

lem when well meaning parents insist

I

he use his right hand instead of

letting nature take its course and

allow the child unhampered to follow

I the course of the stronger dominance.

True, some children have been

I

changed and to all outward appear-

ances no harm has resulted. On the

other hand many children have

suffered speech defects, serious ner-

vous disorders and retardation in

their school work.

Leading psychologists and phys-

icians have long deplored changing

the left-handed child unless he is

ambidextrous. Then the determin-

ation of handedness should be care-

! fully studied under the guidance of

}

an expert.

To more thoroughly understand the

left-handed child one should be fa-

miliar with his physiological struc-

ture. The nerve centers that control

the right side of the body are in the

left cerebral hemisphere and visa-

versa in the left-handed person. The

centers that control speech in a right-

handed person are in the left cerebral

hemisphere and in the right cerebral

hemisphere in a left-handed person.

The nerve centers that control the

fingers are so closely connected with

the speech centers that one can not

lightly disregard the early appear-

ance of hand preference. This def-

inite knowledge of hand preference

in the formative years is a most

important factor in the later train-

ing of the child.

The normal left-handed child pre-

sents no problem to the well trained

teacher. It is the ambidextrous child

who is right-handed one day and left-

handed the next day who needs to be

carefully observed. It has been the

experience of teachers that if left

alone he will eventually use the hand

of the stronger dominance and that

hand is usually the left hand.

A forced change in handedness may
result in mirror writing. There are

many phases of this writing, detailed

discussion of which space will not

permit. Briefly the writing runs from

right to left across the page and has

to be read with a mirror. It may be

upside down or reversed and to read

it one must turn the paper upside

down. This reversal is evidence of a

disturbance in the sense of direction

or of special orientation. Under

patient guidance this will gradually

disappear if each time he writes he

is shown where to start.

Handwriting is an accomplish-

ment needed by everyone to com-

municate with others.

Are you doing your utmost to

teach it in an efficient interesting

way ?

One of the strongest arguments in

favor of Specialized Handwriting

training is that the Supervisor and

the teachers under her guidance are

trained to intelligently instruct these

children. They can greatly reduce

the problem in handedness by teach-

ing children how to sit, how to cor-

rectly place the paper on the desk,

how to hold the pen and pencil and
perhaps most important how to shift

the paper. The last named is most
important if the awkward inverted

position is to be overcome.

Encouragement and patience on

the part of the teacher can not be

underestimated in the proper train-

ing of the left-handed child. At no

time should he be made to feel dif-

ferent. Teachers who teach these

children do not easily become dis-

couraged. They give willingly of

their time and effort, because ex-

perience has taught that as soon as

a left-handed child knows he has a

friend in his teacher, he will exert

every effort to follow her instructions.

The appeal to the parents and

teachers of left-handed children is,

KNOW THE CHILD, do not frus-

trate him by trying to change him.

Parents, when your child enters

school, cooperate with his teachers.

An honest history of your child and

the role you play are most essential

in helping determine the type of

instruction best fitted for him.

^

By L. E. SCH-MITT, 1540 McKean Ave., Baltimore 17, Md.
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Teaching Figures
Reprinted from The Pen. published by Department of Handwriting, New Jersey Education Association

Meaningful lessons always produce

the most satisfactory outcomes.

Where there is a need for and an
interest in the subject matter taught,

results take care of themselves.

This is true in presenting figure

lessons on the primary level. A ver-

satile teacher recently prepared the

following list of situations which
lend themselves to the use of figures

and which serves as an approach to

figure lessons. Can you add to it ?

A. Banking.

1. Number of slips

2. Amount banked
3. Number of children bringing

bank money

B. Reading.

1. Figures found in stories -

Number of page
2. Calendar Study - number of

months and days of the

year.

C. Figures used at home.

1. House number
2. Telephone number
3. License of father's car

4. Number in the family

D. Age and birthday.

E. Figures used in relation to

units of work, as - numbers for air-

planes, engines, price tags.

F. Figures used in school.

1. Room number

2. Materials needed

3. Number of seats, numbers on
library cards, etc.

G. Number used in planning for

a party.

1. Napkins, plates, number of

invitations.

H. Correlation with drawing, as

number of eggs in Easter basket.

I. Games.
1. Marbles

2. Jacks

3. Keeping score

J. Numbers on the clock.

1. Time for recess

2. Time for dismissal

3. Time for lunch
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The figures illustrating this article were made by John S. Griffith, Chicago.
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 \V. Wheeler. Moeomb, III.

Lesson No. 8. Ex. 1. A beautiful letter—both the Q and Z. Can you do them justice! Shade high on both

letters and fade out as you near the baseline. The Q has the loop lying flat on the baseline. The Z has its loop

standing on the line. This is necessary due to the finishing strokes.

Make these letters all in one stroke. It is not necessary to lift the pen at the shade.

Ex. 2. This letter should be shaded below the line. Do not get it top-heavy.

Lesson No. 9. Ex. 1. You have your option in lifting the pen on the shades of a V or U. Perhaps it requires

more skill if you lift the pen. It is not at all necessary, however. The continued stroke letter is perhaps more
desired. These were made both ways. If one is careful the junction cannot be detected. Make the V narrow.

In the varied styles given keep the spaces equalized in the loops and between loops and shades. Study them
carefully.

Ex. 2. Let the Y finish parallel with its oval. Make the shade same as in the V or U.
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

This month we switch to the practical side of Roundhand or Script. We present actual Script letterheads.

For reproduction. Script may be written offhand or carefully pencilled and slowly inked in. The latter is

the most accurate and sure way to prepare newspaper and advertising cuts, especially where strong, heavy hair-

lines are required. Of course, you use pure India ink.

Rule head and baselines. You can also rule slant lines. When pencilling, make the work two or three times
as large as the cut is to be made.

Pencilling large letters is one of the finest ways to study form. You draw and erase until the desired form
is secured. Always keep the best examples before you when practicing.

Have some other person help you to discover where your letters differ from the model.

When inking in over the pencil forms, use a stiff pen point of the desired thickness. Do not press hard
on the pen and try to get no heavier line than the pen will normally make with very slight pressure. You will

,

find an oblique holder best.
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DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

THE COVER The lesson for this

month is flavored with symbols of the

festive season. It is a sample of

commercial pen art.

A carefully executed pencil draw-

ing is the first step; this will help

greatly in the pen and ink rendering.

Balance in any design is all impor-

tant. THE EDUCATOR words should

be centered over all, and the other

items centered in right hand panel.

Note carefully color values and the

quality of the pen strokes used in

attaining the desired effect. Remem-

ber the effect will depend upon the

proper distribution of light and dark

tones. Use Zanerian India ink, which

is best without diluting for all work
to be photo engraved.

Send us some of your work for

criticism and suggestions. Hope we
can help you.

Cover The festive season is here

again with the joy of giving and of

meeting our friends and relatives

amid pleasant surroundings—a gala

occasion for the old and young. All

look forward to Christmas as an

outstanding occasion, when the joy

of sharing in feast in peace and con-

tentment which make such gather-

ings live in fondest memories. Long
may the spirit of Christmas live to

spread joy and happiness. Singing

the old songs and relating old stories

and anectodotes of other times, while

the logs on the fire add warmth and

cheerfulness to the picture. Hard-

ships were faced by early generations

but sturdy characters were developed.

They overcame many obstacles and

found time for enjoyment and gave

us a colorful and interesting back-

ground. Now we are living in an un-

settled world, but we are still opto-

mistic and hope and believe that war
for settling national or international

questions will be abolished; this of

course, can only be accomplished

when men sit around the conference

table without greed, hatred and

covetousness in their hearts. Friend-

ship, cooperation and mutual under-

standing are positive steps to world

peace. Hasten the day.

Southwestern Association
Meeting
By GEORGE A. MEADOWS

The Southwestern Private Com-
mercial Schools Association held its

22nd annual convention in San An-
tonio, Texas, on October 28, 29 and
30.

The attendance was very good

—

running something over 200 registra-

tions. The program was interesting

and entertaining. Among the speak-

ers were Jeff H. Williams, lawyer,

humorist and philosopher of Chick-

asha. Oklahoma; Harry Rogers, San
Antonio, Past President of Rotary
International; Dr. J. S. Noffsinger of

the National Council; D. W. Mc-
Cavick, Director Visual Instructor

Bureau, University of Texas, Austin;

Dr. W. W. Jackson, Personnel Direc-

tor, American Hospital and Life In-

surance Company, San Antonio.

New Officers

The following officers were elected

on Saturday morning: George R.

Parish, Draughon's Business College,

San Antonio, Texas—President; C. E.

Metzger. Capital City Commercial
College. Little Rock, Arkansas—Vice

President; Gerald Battle, Baton
Rouge Business College, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana—Secretary-Treasurer.

The following were elected as Di-

rectors: Fred Gray. Draughon's Col-

lege. Oklahoma City; O. R. Mason,

Draughon's College. Memphis; W. L.

Strawn, Massey College, Houston;
T. H. Rutherford, Metropolitan-

Rutherford College, Dallas. The next
annual convention of the Association

will be held in Houston, Texas, in

October, 1949.

NAACS Breakfast

On Saturday morning, the National

Association of Accredited Commercial
Schools met for breakfast with 26

persons present, representing mem-
bers of the Association, publishing

houses, and the Stenograph Machine
Company.

Brief talks were made by C. W.
Stone, W. A. Robbins, Hugh Barnes
and M. H. Wright. Mr. Wright sug-

gested that private business school

owners make a thorough survey of

the leading business firms in their

respective cities, in order to deter-

mine just what the employer expects

of his employee or the school's

graduates. Mr. Wright indicated that

he felt this would be a fine way to

gain prestige for our schools; that

in putting on the survey we would
be winning the confidence and re-

spect of the employers of our gradu-

ates. Not only that but the survey

would enable the school to train its

students to meet the local employer's

needs, Mr. Wright said. Suggestions

from others on this suggestion were
—and are—invited.

PENS We can supply most of the fine pointed,

flexible pens used by penmen and

engrossers.

THE ZANER-BLOSER GO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Y^^d^^^J^
C. O. ELLEFSON, 9133 Lawn Street, Duluth, Minn.
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This piece of engrossing was made by H. C. RICE, 93 Norfolk Street, Wollaston, 70, Massachusetts.

N. J. PENMANSHIP
ASSOCIATION

OFFICERS 1947 - 1948

President:

MRS. IRENE K. ACKER
Supervisor of Handwriting
Kearney, N. J.

Vice-President :

MRS. MARGARET TRUEMAN
Supervisor of Handwriting
Paterson, N. J.

Secretary :

MRS. HELEN R. RIDDLER
Massachusetts Ave. School

Atlantic City, N. J.

Treasurer:

MRS. HELEN Y. SHAFER
Supervisor of Handwriting

Dunellen, N. J.

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES:
Advisory and Publications:

MISS OLIVE MELLON
Atlantic City, N. J.

Assistant Editor:

CLARA L. HARRISON
Burlington-

, N. J.

Exhibits and Publicity:

MISS GRACE PHARAZYN
Margate City, N. J.

Membership:
MRS. EVELYN McKELVIE
Kearney, N. J.

Program:
MRS. MARGARET TRUEMAN
Paterson, N. J.

Handbook Sales - Public Relations:

MRS. HELEN SHAFER
Dunellen, N. J.

Research:

MRS. IRENE K. ACKER
Kearney, N. J.

HACKMAN'S CORNER
40" South Spruce Street

Elizabethtown. Pa.



Here's How,
After selecting a suitable picture

of any animal, sketch it lightly in

the middle of your paper. Put on

your thinking cap — here's where
originality comes in. Always think

in terms of penmanship and the in-

struments of the profession. Oblique

penholder is naturally our first

thought so we'll use the oblique

holder with the elephant picture,

careful thought will enhance the

gracefulness of our finished flourish.

Plate 2

Plate 2 shows the oblique holder

drawn in. Next the bottle of ink

placed under his left front foot,

balancing on a block of artgum in

true circus style. The elephant is

getting ready to dash off some orna-

mental capitals.

Plate 3. Next the quill is crudely

sketched behind the elephant. General

formation of a few main stems of

the finished flourish are sketched in

pencil to assure balance & symmetry.
Plate 4. Finish the design as sug-

gested. Offhand flourishing is used.

Of course, use a straight penholder

held in proper position. Some flour-

ishers prefer to push all strokes from
the body, while others pull them
toward the body. I use a combination

of both for after all it is not so much
the manner in which it is done as

the results. Let's see some of your

work.

The Educator

COMIC FLOURISHES
By (iEO. G. BORl'M, 409 E. 15th Street, Centralia, Illinois

2.1
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The above BpeelMenH are from G. B. MIRI'HV, Route 3, I'ayetteville, North Carolina. Mr. Murphy is

a farmer, mail titan. However, he has spent much time with pen work.
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These signatures were written by A. \V. Cooper, R. D. No. 1, Ringoes, N. J.

Broad Pen Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ &c 1234567890
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

By J. CHALIP, Berwyn, 111.
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Specialized Training
From the catalog i>l BETHLEHEM BUSINESS COLLEGE,

Union Bank Building. Fourth Street and Broadway, Bethlehem, Fa.

A thorough general education plus

specialized training is now required

in nearly every vocation. Apply for

almost any kind of position and you

will immediately be asked, "What

can you do? What special prepara-

tion or training have you for the

work to be done?"

Education is now being measured

by the ability it gives the individual

to do something useful rather than

by the content of the course. In

other words, that type of education

is most valuable which best prepares

the individual to meet the actual

conditions of life.

The business field offers a great

variety of desirable positions and

many opportunities for advancement.

But business like nearly every other

vocation for either men or women is

highly specialized, and requires

technical preparation. Executives de-

mand trained help, and expect schools

like ours to supply it.

Young people who seek advance-

ment in business should have a good

general education. A high school

course should be the least of one's

educational equipment for any call-

ing. Those who choose business will

make quicker contact with employers

and they will progress faster if they

supplement their general education

with a specialized training for busi-

ness. More positions will be open to

them—positions in which they will be

close to those in authority. The

experience acquired will prove valu-

able, too, in qualifying them for

larger opportunity through promotion.

In the business world as in most

fields of endeavor, the men and

women who have the foresight and

the ambition to make special prepara-

tion for some useful service are

among the first to secure worthwhile

positions and promotions, and the

last to be dismissed when forces are

reduced.

The Bethlehem Business College

gives instruction in handwriting and

allows full credit for the course. In

their catalog they list:

PENMANSHIP
Correct position, movement, and

form. Stress placed on plain, rapid

business writing and good figures.

Regular class drills and a grade to

secure a penmanship certificate is

required in every course to graduate.

BETTER PENMANSHIP
All is not lost. Life is complex

and the countryman may be excused

for his headshaking over the confus-

ing pattern of the contemporary

scene. But when a great university

has decided its graduates must write

a legible hand before they can have

their sheepskin, it is a heartening

sign of a happier future. Rutgers

University has girded its loins and

taken that step. The professor will

insist on reasonable writing, and for

those who scrawl, a writing clinic

has been organized to teach the art.

Let no one say the spirit of pioneer-

ing is lost. The handwriting situation

in our educational institutions from

the fourth grade up is a mournful

one. We are heartily in favor of

Rutgers' stand on the question.

Schools should teach some skills as

well as discuss the ideologies of gov-

ernment in Abyssinia and Patagonia.

After all, adults should have some
privileges in this world, and from a

cursory look around we should say

that illegible handwriting should con-

tinue to be the prerogative of adults.

St. Louis Star-Times

I took lessons in the "Gay 90*s"
From Michael, Taylor, Madarasz, and Hill,

Absorbing a lot of their enthusiasm
And a little bit of their skill.

Now, if you are artistically inclined

And admire fine penmanship still,

Sit down and write me a line.

Enclosing a one dollar bill.

E. AUSTIN JONES, 3101 Hutchinson St.

Fort Worth 6, Texas

FROM ST. PAUL, MINN.
Congratulations and much credit is

due to E. A. Lupfer from many pen-

men, engrossers and designers from

the penmanship world.

I personally extend my highest

regard to him as one of the greatest

penmen and instructors of the art

today.

Much praise is due E. A. Lupfer

for carrying out the high ideals and

inspirations of the founders of the

Zanerian College of Penmanship so

faithful for so many years.

P. S. Zenzen

St. Paul, Minnesota

This Item was left over from the i.upfer

Issue, November. From T. C. PATTERSON, 810 W. Prairie St., Marlon, Illinois.
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F. B. COURTNEY, 12365 Cherrylawn Street, Detroit, Michigan
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George Meadows Says:
Continuing my article of last

month — "If I Were Starting Out
Again"— I should like to call your
attention to additional personal quali-

ties which should be given special

attention or developed.

First—and this, again, refers in-

directly to your AMBITION— I would

suggest that you "hitch your wagon
to a star!" You realize, I am sure,

that if you succeed you must aim
high. To which I should like to add,

aim high and you may hit higher;

aim low and you will likely hit lower.

In other words, you must set a high

goal for yourself if you expect to

achieve real success.

Then, too, I should like to empha-
size the importance of courage and
persistence. You must not only make
up your mind as to what you want
to do or what you want out of life,

but you must have the courage" to

go ahead and the persistence to stick

to things once you have made up
your mind. Select something that

will enable you to render a definite

service—some line of work for which
there will likely always be a demand.

After all is said and done, the only

justification for our existence in this

world is our ability to render a

service or contribute something
worthwhile in a certain line or field

—

or to the world, so to speak.

Two other qualities that will have

as much to do with your success as

anything else should be borne in mind
at all times, and these are good
manners and courtesy. These things

cost you nothing yet they will con-

tribute much to your success. Ob-

serve other people closely — their

manners and their consideration of

others — and see that you emulate

those who are always polite and

courteous. If you are in doubt about

any of these things, see that you

read good books dealing with man-
ners and courtesy. Such books may
be secured from your public library.

In my previous article, I referred

to enthusiasm which fits in with the

other things we have just stressed.

Yes, if you are enthusiastic, as well

as good mannered and courteous, you

should go much farther in the world.

Then. I would urge you to learn to

adjust yourself to your surroundings.

For instance, in school make it a

point to do the things that will en-

able you to get along with your class-

mates and your teachers; and, when
you go out on a job, study your
employer and your associates and see

that you do the things that will

enable you to get along harmonious-

ly with them. That may mean the

difference between "making good" or

"getting fired" and losing your oppor-

tunity.

In other words, always see that

you are agreeable and co-operative

and avoid speaking abruptly or get-

ting into arguments with your asso-

ciates, your employer or those doing

business with your organization. If

you will read Dale Carnegie's book

on "How to Win Friends and Influ-

ence People," it will be very helpful

to you in adjusting yourself or in

getting along with others.

Above all, avoid worrying about

things. Dale Carnegie, whose book
we referred to above, says that 90

percent of the things we worry about
never happen and the other 10 per-

cent would happen anyway; so there's

nothing you can do about it. To put
it another way, keep up your courage

and your enthusiasm and always be

courteous and co-operative, and you
will get along a lot better in the

world.

Remember, too, your attitude will

have much to do with your success.

Believe in yourself or in what you
are doing, and others will believe in

you and your product or whatever
you may be selling—service, for in-

stance.

You should be honest in all things.

This applies not only in handling

money or dealing in merchandise, but

also in the use of the time for which
your employer pays you. For in-

stance, if your employer pays you for

eight hours' work a day, see that

you give him that much time. Don't

waste it by running out of the office,

by talking to friends and visitors

who may call at your place of busi-

ness, or by using the telephone dur-

ing working hours for social conver-

sations, etc. Honesty is not only the

best policy, it is the only policy.

Another priceless personal quality

is loyalty. If you cannot be loyal to

your employer, you should resign

from your position—get off the pay-

roll. As long as you work for an

organization, work for it whole-

heartedly—give it the best that you
have in effort or service, as well as

in loyalty; in short, do all that is

expected of you and more—and your

success will be assured.

OBUQl'E PENHOLDERS
"The 'STKAHM':—Pick it up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STKAHM" Compound, Standard

Models.
2. The "STKAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
». The "STRAHM" Compound. Long

Round (irasp Models.
For professional penmen and heglnner9 of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, B01 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles
Meub's Professional Black Ink

Sent Postpaid SI. 00
The ink which produces rich black shades

and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Lnma Vista Street
PASADENA 7. CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Glllott Shading Pens

—

The original No. I's and No. 604, E.F.'s

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas*^
CERTIflCATES.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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Modern Engrossing
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This certificate was prepared by A. M. GROVE. 7431 West Pratt Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, a member of Kassell Engrossing
Studio, Chicago.

We are especially pleased with the beautiful heading. We suggest that you study this heading in detail. It is so accurate that you
can well afford to pencil it out large—perhaps 18 inches long with small letters three-fourths of an inch tall. Your first problem will
be to draw the graceful curve. Use a compass and T-square.

The spacing in this heading is regular and pleasing, the shading very accurately done, which helps to give the lettering a soft
artistic effect.

.Mr. Grove Is one of the engrossers' who is constantly striving for the finest work possible.

SaBBBa
OR BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SUCCESS'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at
home quickly with my new instruction
books just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Q Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted, $1.00 each. Q Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, Card Writing,
Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-

sign Flourishing, Complete Set $4.50.

Q Enclose 10c for your name beautifully
written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. /111. Kit, President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

WANTED
Penman in or near Boston who
can write an ornamental style for
part time work.

J. R. ROSEN
80 Boylston St. Boston

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens, 25c 50c SI.00 S2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

Taught by Correspondence

PRIVATE TUTORS
10 South La Salle Street
Chicago. Illinois, U.S.A.

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

/ J

y^
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Will be beautiful on cards written
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

it D. #1 Ringoes

by

N

me.

J.
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This page shows the work of C. C. CANAN, who was one of the finest. It is well worth your study and a place in your serapbook.

NOT FOR PROFIT
JUST to let you Make Opportunity Count
adding to your scrap-book my beautifully
addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO—
Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Ten different Christmas cards, 60c. Ten
different, flourished design cards 60c. 12
Imperial Crown Flashed cards 60c. 12
cards, ornamental 50c. 12 cards semi-
ornamental 40c. Glistening gold plated
Ball Point Pen $1.75. Pen art Drawings
of Domestic and Wild animals. Write for
prices. G. E. PRINCELOVE, 2244 Fifth
Street, Detroit, Michigan.

Write for my FREE BOOK. "How
to Become an Expert Penman . '

'

which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special Penpoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.
T. M. TEVIS, Box 25C, ChilHcothe, Mo.

EDUCATORS WANTED
A complete set of Vol. 51, which is Sept.
1945 through June 1946, and also one copy
of October 1947 issue. Write to

EDWARD F. EDEL
Northern 111. State Teachers College

DeKalb. Illinois

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.



BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are Interested in books of merit,

but especially In books of interest and value to
commercial teachers including books of special
educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
In these columns, the object being to give suffl-

clent description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

MOBY DICK (Adapted), by Verne
Brown, Santa Monica (Calif.) City-

College. 35 chapters, 51 illustra-

tions, 317 pages. Fifth-grade vo-

cabulary ( unlabeled, teen-age in-

terest > . Published October 1948.

Scott, Foresman and Company.

Sure to be welcomed by junior and senior
high school English teachers with students
who shy away from the classics, or whose
reading abilities aren't up to par. is Moby
Dick, as adapted by Verne Brown. For now
that great classic, in simplified form, can be
read and understood by boys and girls who
otherwise would not be able to enjoy it.

Language and concepts have been controlled
so that students will be able to read without
frustration and get meaning out of what they
read. With the exception of 165 terms of
the sea (which are clearly explained in foot-
notes i . the vocabulary of this version of
Moby Dick, say the publishers has been kept
within the first 2500 words of Thorndike's
Teacher's Word Book. Lengthy descriptive
passages and tedious explanatory paragraphs
have been briefed so that the plot is easy
to get hold of and follow.
Numerous and strikingly forceful pen-and-

ink drawings by Seymour Fleishman will
certainly help to encourage student interest

in the reading of the text ; will make even
more vivid the glamour and adventure of the
whaling industry as it was in Captain Ahab's
time. Large, clear type, dramatic endsheets.
short reading lines, and explanatory footnotes
should do their share, too, to beckon the
reader along.

The Educator

SPECIMENS RECEIVED

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Mr. Roy Whitenhust
P. O. Box 173

Burlington, Vt.

Mr. Lyie Miller

R. F. D. No. 2

Riehland Center, Wisconsin

Mr. H. Leif

500 Masten St.

Buffalo, 8, N. Y.

Mr. Arthur Lunow
3247 Morgan Ave. N.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Dennis O'SulIivan

151 Lawton Ave.

Lynn, Mass.

Mr. James A. Madden
324 Stutsman Street

Council Bluffs, Iowa

Mr. Stephen G. Limonel

1213 S. 4th Street

Stillwater, Minnesota
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THIRTY YEARS
Wm. H. Quakenbush of Lawrence,

Kansas, recently received a very nice

write-up in the "Kansan" in regard

to his 30 years of work as a hand-
writing expert. During this time he
has assisted lawyers, law-enforce-

ment offices and postal authorities all

over the country in their investiga-

tion of handwriting. Mr. Quaken-
bush is president of the Lawrence
Business College. He started in the

questioned handwriting work while a

teacher of penmanship. People kept
going to him for help on handwrit-

ing, so he decided to be an authority

in this branch of penmanship work.
Mr. Quakenbush received most of his

training in the "School of Hard-
knocks." Mr. Quakenbush has
worked with the U. S. postal authori-

ties, the Kansas Federal Bureau of

Investigation and others.

He states "Each person develops a

certain individual characteristic which

he can not disguise and which can

not be imitated. It is impossible for

a forger to imitate a person's hand-

writing in such a way that it can

not be detected by modern methods.

rlh-

(/,> YY>/ (

y/ //////Yv/.j

From M. OTERO COI.MENERO, 163 Audubon Ave., Apt. 34, New Ynrk 32, N.Y.

Ottax^ tftts (?Hrt5tmas *6e a verg napp^ one for x?oix,

anb ma*£ tne Oteu? ^*car~ ftno j^ou stran6<20 —
on the Soloen Shores of Kapptnc55 <xnb Prosperity

£os ^\n<jtUs jD. Pcauchamp



Carl W. A.' Anderson
?17 Eight St.
Bismarck, N. Dak« 4y

BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP

^j
HANDWRITING

IN ACTION

Script by E. A. Lupfer

This new handwriting work-
book represents a progres-

sive method of integrating

handwriting with language.

It is intended to be used by
adults and children above the

sixth grade. Easy to use,

interesting to teach. Order
one of these books today and
improve your handwriting.

Size 8% by 11, 40 pages.

Price per doz $3.36

Each postpaid 40c

PENMANSHIP SELF TAUGHT
Script by E. A. Lupfer

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96
Script by E. A. Lupfer

Penmanship Self
Taught is based upon
the Three Principles

—

straight backs, paral-
lel strokes, and hori-
zontal curves. Bound
so that it stands on
the desk and con-
sumes very little
space. Contains 60
planned lessons cov-
ering capitals, small
letters and figures.
For use in any grade
from 3 to 12.

64 pages, size, 8x11
for PUPILS

Price Per Doz., §16.40

Each Postpaid . 60c

Teachers* Manual

48 pages, size 6x9
Price Per Doz., S5.60

Each Postpaid . 35c

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING
Script by E. A. Lupfer

A simplified practical course which quickly brings marked im-
provement in any individual's handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your
handwriting and then how to practice to overcome the defects
and improve the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you
want to write better. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and book reports are only a few of the interesting
contents.

Funtional Handwriting, size 6^x8, 132 pages, is especially
adapted for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced
pupils.

The penmanship examples are some smaller in size
than those in our Manual 144.
The first ten pages contain numerous illustrations, and

fully explain the essentials of success in learning to
write, such as correct position, movements, speed, etc.
Then follows a very complete course of penmanship

copies and instructions consisting of 135 lessons.
In addition, it contains many pages of applied writing,

such as business forms, paragraphs, letter writing—

a

most valuable lot of material for advanced penmanship
students.

It is intended for use in Junior and Senior High
Schools. Business Colleges. Parochial Schools. Commercial
Departments and Grammar Grades: in fact, for all
schools where a neat, legible, rapid handwriting is
desired. It is also a complete guide for home students.
Price Per dozen - - $3.20 Each Postpaid - - 30c

Price Per dozen, $4.48 Each postpaid 40c

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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STAFF HANDBOOK for the

HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

B.v Carl G. Miller

This booklet, prepared by an experienced teacher and
student adviser outlines the duties of staff members and
provides rules for the editorial and business groups. A
copy in the hands of each members of the staff of your

school paper will save hours of the counselor's time.

There are chapters on general policies, duties of each

member of the staff, rules for copy and makeup, copy

reading and proof reading signs and rules for style.

Price $ -35

OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

By Max J. Herzberg

This Outline contains brief characterizations of 110

modern American and British authors with suggestions

for the study of their writings. The "Guide to the Study

of Any Author" and the references to the sources of

information about modern authors and their works, found

in this Outline, are particularly helpful. Price S .25

A NEW PICTORIAL MAP OF

ENGLISH LITERATURE

A valuable visual aid for Students, Teachers, Librarians.

Contains a map of the British Isles, showing birthplaces

of writers; a chronological list of English rulers: border

sketches of writers, costumes of various periods, im-

portant buildings; modes of transportation and more.

Authentic and up-to-date. Size 22" x 28". Price $1.00

AMERICAN LITERATURE

A PICTORIAL MAP OF

An interesting, colorful map designed to meet the needs
of every student of American Literature. As a visual

aid, it contains hundreds of titles and authors geographi-

cally placed, with date of writing or of publishing.

New 1947 printing.

Size 25" x 38". Price $1.50

Special

Both Maps for $2.25

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Ave. Boston 10, Mass.

ARNOLD'S INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink for

years.

MORE REAL FINE SPECIMENS have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle or, for

the very finest results, it can be mixed as per direc-

tions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz, Flickinger,

Dennis, and hundreds of other top ranking penmen

used Arnold's.

ARNOLD'S BLACK
While it lasts—

4 oz., Postpaid $. 75

Pint, Postpaid 1.25

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

The Zanerian College of Penmanship offers

courses by correspondence in:

Tuition Supplies

) Business Handwriting
Course $10.00 $1.55

) Roundhand or Engrossers
Script 12.00 2.70

) Text Lettering and
Engrossing 12.00 2.85

) Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

) Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.20

Begin your training today, and safeguard
your future.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE
Columbus, Ohio
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FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Collected and edited by E. A. Lupfer

A Complete Course and Collection of Masterpieces Produced
by Leading Penmen

Shows you how to make the simplest birds and flourishes.
and finishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.
The most pretentious work ever published which is devoted

exclusively to this beautiful art.

Fascinating
PenFlouris'"

Size 8 Vz x 11 in.. 80 pages, flexible cardboard.
Price of the book, postpaid
Price of The Educator, one year

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)

BOTH FOR ONLY $3.00

SI. 0(1

..$2.50

$3.50

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing

Compiled and edited by E. A. Lupfer

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN
ENGROSSING

SCRIPT - TEXT LETTERING - STANDARD ALPHABETS -

SHADING - PEN DRAWING - WASH DRAWING - INITIAL
LETTERS - SCROLLS - BORDERS - RESOLUTIONS -

CERTIFICATES - HONOR ROLLS - HEADINGS - ILLUMI-
NATION - ETC.

The
zanerian Manual

i ALPHABETS

Price of the book, postpaid
Price of The Educator (one year)

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
BOTH FOR ONLY $4.75

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.
Columbus 8. Ohio

$2.75
$2.50

10CUSI PI EICHTSEilTH

ST. LOUIS missouRi
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Writing Classes go smoother

...and students show more

progress when you use

Esterbrook Fountain Pens.

That's because this

fountain pen gives you

the right point for the

way you write . . . the

right point for the

system you teach.

In case of damage you can

replace your favorite point

yourself— instantly— by
number— at any pen counter

&At&l6tOok
FOUNTAIN PEN

In the heart of the downtown, office, theater,

and shopping area. Friendly, courteous service

to make your stay in Detroit a pleasant memory,
The Tuller Coffee Shop or Cafeteria for excel-

lent Food modestly priced The Hotel Tuller,

Detroit's largest, is the place to stay.

visit our Cocktail JCoumjc
ONE OF DETROIT'S FINEST

800 ROOMS WITH BATH FROM '2"

Motel Zuller
FACING GRAND CIRCUS PARK
RICHARD C. HODGES. Manager

SHORT CUT TO
PLAIN WRITING

The book is typical of the title, a real "Short

Cut to Plain Writing."

It is constructive rather than revolutionary, and

reformative rather than reactionary. It is based

upon the idea that it is better to improve the

quality of the writing rather than change the style:

that most writing is poor on the part of a few
letters only and that it is better to improve the

few poor ones rather than to change the good ones.

It is a book for busy adults rather than for child-

ren; neither is it intended for people who are "sot"

in their theories, but rather for the growing, going,

and ambitious, progressive people.

It's different, it's unconventional; it's stimulat-

ing; it's helpful; it's concrete in its suggestions.

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 N. Park St. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Write On the Board
With this new book as a guide you can easily

learn to write well on the board and to use the

board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing for primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those

who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD
Price each Net postpaid $1.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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Carelessness In Handwriting
Handwriting is a subject combin-

ing knowledge and skill. It is not so

difficult to acquire skill. It requires

constant care to form letters with

enough accuracy to be legible. Care-

lessness can easily slip in and we
find ourselves stabbing at the i dots

and dashing on t crossings, and ig-

noring other details which are

necessary for legibility.

How easy to begin a word care-

fully, but give it a fling at the end.

It is a simple matter to make
many of the details of letters accu-

rately, but since there are so many
details involved in the writing of

one small word it is a complicated

act requiring care at all times. By
giving special attention to each little

detail one at a time it soon becomes
comparitively easy to write well,

and nearly automatically.

In teaching handwriting we should

give much attention to training in

carefulness. If we teach pupils to be

careful workers half the battle is

won. There are some things we can
do to encourage care.

We should impress the student

with the importance of neat arrange-

ment, even margins, and accuracy in

forming details. All blots, erasures,

and uneven lines should be avoided.

Stress the importance of being

careful in getting uniformity in the

three big S's. Size, Slant, and
Spacing.

Lack of interest will cause care-

lessness, therefore, correlate the

handwriting with other school sub-

jects. Change the subject matter or

your means of approach at the first

sign of lagging interest.

Make your lessons interesting by
being thoroughly prepared for each
lesson. Two fifteen minute periods

in place of one thirty minute period

may be better for some.

Require care in all written work
by not accepting work which is below

the standard the pupil does in the

handwriting class.

Some things may look and actually

be carelessly made because the stu-

dent does not know the correct way
to write. As an example, the x may
be crossed with a long careless

stroke, or the beginning and ending
strokes may be entirely too long

because the student does not know
that the x should be crossed up,

beginning on the baseline and ending
on the headline. He may not realize

that his end strokes are two or three

times as long as his connective

strokes. Helping him to see the

correct forms will do away with
much carelessness.

Incorrect movement does much to

cause careless writing. Insisting

upon too fast a movement in the

handwriting class will make the

student nervous and erratic. Requir-

ing excessive speed in note taking

will tear down good handwriting,

and finally result in an illegible

scroll. Teachers, other than hand-
writing teachers, who are not par-

ticularly interested in handwriting

are usually the ones guilty of this

serious mistake.

In everything we do we form
either good or poor habits, and
surely the developing of correct

habits in handwriting will be an asset

in forming correct habits in other

things.

Keep good examples before pupils

and require the best the student can

do.

—Editor

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO..
6j.J Is. ParK. bt.. Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 3oc.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

Last month we studied the a, b, c. Let us review these letters before practicing the letters for this month

In small a there are two important things to watch. First, to close the a at the top. Unless you do it wil

look like ci. The second thing is to come clear down to the baseline with the second downstroke. If you get it

a hurry and fail to come down to the baseline, your letter will be confusing and look like the small o. Be sure

that your a contains a good i. Erase the first part of the a and you should have a good i.

There are several things to watch in the b. Do not close the letter at the bottom, otherwise it will look lik^

the f. Second, be sure to get a small but definite retrace before making the finish. If this retrace is too large 01

carelessly made, it will resemble the small i or e. If the retrace is completely omitted, you have an I.

The c in writing should resemble the c in Roman or type. When putting the c in the middle of a word b<

careful with the top part or hook, otherwise it may resemble an e. In going from any letter to the c you shoulc

have an over motion. If you do not get a hook or dot at the top your letter may resemble the small i.

The d should be closed at the top, and when not looped, it can easily resemble a cl or a capital I.

The important thing in making the letter e is to get daylight in the loop, otherwise you have a plain i.

Another important thing in making the e is to make it no taller than the small a. If you run above the lin<

it will look like the 1.

*A
Start the capital D with a straight or nearly straight downstroke. Make a large letter and retrace it six times

A good plan is to trace the copy with a dry pen.

WlwmlwfWnpwwmrni

Practice the straight line exercises making line after line until you have developed a free push-pull movement

Try to make the exercises even at the top and bottom, and evenly spaced. It takes considerable practice to ac

quire skill, so make page after page of each copy.

Since the main part of the D is oval shape, practice the third exercise- by first making the beginning part o

the D then swinging around six times on the oval before making the finishing stroke.

In studying the D you will notice that the loop at the baseline rests on the end and does not lie down flat

Notice that the size of the top loop is about the same as the loops on capitals H, M, N, etc.

Before practicing the small d make a line of simple push-pull exercise the same height as the d. Practice th<

small d exercise before working on the d alone. Avoid a loop in the d. Close the d and watch the finish.
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/ 7
Z-2.-3 /- 2-.

Practice the letters large as this will give you a better chance to study the forms. If the teacher wishes to

iount in order to help regulate the speed of the class, the counts are given under the letters. A small amount
if counting especially on individual letters has been found good to speed up slow writers.

* /-z-j /-7-
<z£<7—' c?l^l/ y^iy cthx^/ yy^

Reduce the size of the writing and work on various combinations and words. Check to see that each letter

3 legible.

ZZ syy

w^^y
J^7A^^^7.

Here we have a copy which was written t large to make the letter forms plainer and clearer. We suggest

hat you make the letters quite large; in fact, whenever possible make use of the blackboard. Compare your
rork with the copy.
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Since the E is made up of two ovals, practice oval exercises. In making the E you should use a free swing
ing motion. There is no place to stop from the time you begin until you end the letter. If you make a stop it wii:

show a broken line. Practice all of the exercises, making page after page of each one.

^^^7^
Z-2--3 /?-Z-.2.

These copies are made large so that you can get a clear picture of the forms. See how many combinations
you can make using the e. In making combinations be sure that each e has an open loop. Are your el combina-
tions absolutely clear and definite? Cover up one letter and see if it is plain standing by itself.

/-2-3 / -Z

Reduce the size of the letters to normal size writing for adults.

^T

Form No. 6001

•JjJoBt ©ffire Ippartmrnt

THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

DIVISION OF MONEY ORDERS

No.

Stamp of Issuing Office

The Postmaster

will insert

here

the office drawn on, when the office named by the

remitter in the body of this application is not a Money Order Office.

Spaces above this line are for the Postmaster's record, to be filled in by him

Application for Domestic Money Order

Spaces below to be filled in by the purchaser, or, if necessary,

by another person for him

Amount

Pay to

Order

^Dollars . 7-^ Cei

(Name of person or firm fo£.-*hom order is intended)

•^r^^^^i^

Whose 1

Address
j

is ) No..

Post (

Office I

.?//£ fk-W-: 2 2 z __. _Str

^6-r.- ' /'.-

State_ > .^>,

^-X^-^-^a^ //7s. yJ4gz>?<w^-^g^>->^Sent by

No._

(Name of Sender)

City I

and
State I

/_? ' ^ v - f^/Zs Stre

adZL^L£3^U2Z&££^L-r7s. ( ^rJCf^/s'

PURCHASER MUST SEND ORDER AND COUPON TO PAYE

Learn to fill in forms neatly and carefully. Unless you can write information on different forms so that
others can read it, your writing is of little value. Watch arrangement and give special attention to figures.
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The caipital F contains two compound curves. You should therefore give considerable study and practice to

the compound curves. The bottom part of the F is part of an oval. Retracing the bottom oval part will help

to get a graceful oval shape. Put the top on carefully so that it looks like it is part of the letter. Notice the

distance between the loop and the stem. Unless the cap is kept close to the stem your letter will look spread

out and weak.

Since the back of the small f is long and straight strengthen the back by practicing on a straight line

There is so much skill required in making various forms, that you need to develop skill. One of the easiest

ways to obtain it is by repeating various movements and making individual letters.

Make the letters large, watch the places checks, and make a complete stop at the bottom of the F before

making the finishing stroke. Stop also at the baseline of the small f before swinging to the following letter.

Reduce the size of your writing. Are your e and i distinct? Have you made the o and a so that they are

distinguishable ?

Study the quality of your line. After all the appearance of your handwriting is important. The same as the

appearance of any other work which you do. People judge us by the neatness of our work and our appearance.

You will therefore be judged by your handwriting. Select a pen which will give you a line which is neither too heavy

nor too light. Move along with enough freedom to create a smooth line.
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Handwriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

AFTER CHRISTMAS MATERIAL

At this time of the year the handwriting class can find many things of interest to write about.

Christmas has been exciting and the class can make a list of some of the things they received as gifts. These

words will make excellent exercises to practice. Learn to spell the words and how to write them. The object

is to have the class write words in which they are interested. They will do more study and practice on words

which have meaning to them.

By having the students write letters of thanks you can correlate handwriting, language, spelling and appre-

ciation.

First have the class compose a simple letter of thanks. Here the teacher can help with the English, then

she can get in some nice lessons in handwriting.

Pick out the difficult letters and practice them individually. This should consume about a weeks time.

Post on the bulletin board the best pages from each student. This could be exhibited during parent teacher

meetings.

SUGGESTED MATERIAL FOR THE HANDWRITING CLASS

1. Names of relatives and friends greeting us at Christmas.

2. Why we celebrate Christmas. 6. Write about our Christmas party.

3. What we did during the Holidays. 7. What we ate for Christmas.

4. What we did New Year's Eve. 8. Write a list of holidays we observe.

5. List a few New Year's resolutions. 9. Tell how you use one gift you received.

2 ,? ^,Tt,7 rfo u^lX^^^^d/

2U-^/7 = .6?7-?/7 = ,3QX^-

La. , ? 9 2^? {,/*+
7 3A^^.2r/
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Normal School Training

The grade teacher who is equally trained in all subjects she is required to teach, enjoys the teaching of

handwriting as much as teaching language, mathematics or any other subject.

She is able to enthuse her students by her efficient teaching and to inspire them with her own fine hand-

writing.

Teachers who are trained to teach handwriting emphasize the importance of the subject. They see the value

of good handwriting in all school work and the value to students after they leave school and get into responsible

positions.

Normal and teacher training institutions can well afford to follow the example of the Whitewater State

Teachers College, where teachers learn to write well and to teach the subject in a commendable manner.

Mr. W. L. Thomas, 59201 j Troast

Ave., Kansas City 4, Mo., attended

the Zanerian in 1900 and is still

interested in penmanship. He does a

good job of business writing as

shown by a letter received recently.

Write for my FREE BOOK. "How
to Become an Expert Penman."
which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special Penpoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.
T. M. TEVIS, Box 2SC. Chlllicothe. Mo.

W. P. Jones, 315 Arden Avenue,

Staten Island 12, New York, has sent

us some of his ornamental and busi-

ness writing written at the age of

85 years. He is still going strong

and expect his Holiday and Christmas

work to keep him very busy.
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The Ohio Story
Broadcast No. 203—"THE SECOND 'K - '

Sponsored by The Ohio Bell Telephone Company

WTAM, Cleveland, Wednesday. April 21, 1948, 6::iu - 6:45 P.M.

Waldrop: Some day, maybe, they'll

build a great triumvirate statue—an

"R" shaped monument dedicated to

the memory of Ohio's Readin' Mc-
Guffey, 'Ritin' Spencer and 'Rithmetic

Ray. That trio of gentle Ohio giants

bullied the entire nation. They
scolded and worked us and kept us

after school. But few will deny that

when they were finished, McGuffey,

Spencer and Ray . . . respectively . . .

taught the nation its readin', 'ritin'

and 'rithmetic.

We've told the story of the Mc-
Guffy readers and we're planning the

drama of Ray's Arithmetic books.

But tonight we tell of the middle

"R" . . . about Piatt Roger Spencer

of Geneva, Ohio . . . who formed

letters with a pen that were . . .

"Plain to the eye and gracefully

combined

To train the muscles and inform

the mind."

In 1809 Piatt Roger Spencer was
nine years old and a member of a

family which no longer included a

father. Of all the things that could

have interested a boy that age in

Windham, New York, the object he

most desired was a sheet of white

paper. A strange passion, but it

WAS a passion. Just as most boys

long to break the glassy mill pond's

surface with a hook and sinker, Piatt

Spencer longed to mark clean sheets

of paper with the letters he formed

so well. But he had no paper.

He did have a penny though, which

he was saving as a sort of relic. He
knew there was a pulp mill in Cat-

skill, New York, and he knew that

Herman Hunt, the freight wagoner,

made the 20 mile trip once a week.

So one day he waited for Mr. Hunt's

wagon.

Sound: Rumbling Horsedrawn Wa-
gon Approaches

Hunt: "Get out of the road, there!"

Hunt: "Clear the road, I say!"

Hunt: "Are you deaf? Who-a-a-a!"

Sound: Horses, Wagon Stop

Spencer: "I'm sorry I stopped you,

Spencer: "Yes, sir ... I have the

penny right here. Will you please do

it, Mr. Hunt?"

want

PLATT R. SPENCER. SR.

Mr. Hunt. But this is important. I

heard you were on your way over to

Catskill—and want to know if you'll

bring me back a sheet of paper from

the mill over there."

Hunt: "A sheet of paper? One?"

Hunt: "What's a boy like you

with a piece of paper?"

Spencer: "Well, I want to practice

writin' on it. I never had any paper

—only birch bark—you see

Hunt: "That's pretty good writin'

... I guess. Easy to read

s'pose."

Spencer: "I could do a lot better on

paper."

Hunt: "Yes, sir, them's mighty

agreeable letters."

Spencer: "They're not as good as

they ought to be. The bark won't

stay flat, and the grain's too coarse.'

Hunt: "Yeah. I kin see what ya

mean. Well, I'll see to it that you get

a piece of paper, boy. Be back

Wednesday. Gee-dap . . .

Sound: Horses Start Off

This Is "Jericho", the original lo« cabin in which Spencer conducted his penmanship school.

This buildinc is still standlnK near (ieneva. An L has been added to it and is now used as a

residence.
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Spencer: (Running After) "Mr.
Hunt, be sure it's a good, clean white
piece — and Mr. Hunt, please, please

take good care of it . .
."

Waldrop: Until Wednesday the boy
dreamed of what he'd write on the

paper when it arrived. Wednesday
came, but Herman Hunt did not.

Piatt Spencer stayed up until ten

o'clock, and then he went to bed . . .

expecting he'd probably asked too

'much of the world.

Sometime in the early morning,
though, there was a knock on the

Idoor . . .

Sound : Knock - - Door Open

Spencer: "Oh, hello, Mr. Hunt! Did
you get it?"

Hunt: "Ya like ta got me laughed

right out of the mill up there, boy.

[But here 'tis inside my shirt . .
."

Spenwr: "Aw, Mr. Hunt, did ya
have ta fold it?"

Hunt: "Well, tarnation boy! I had
to drive the team, you know."
Spencer: "Yeah, that's right. It's all

right, Mr. Hunt, I can . . . Say! Ya
got two sheets. Golly!"

Hunt: "Well, ah, as a matter of

fact, one's mine. I thought maybe I

could — ah — well -- even in my
business a man could use a little

writin' skill. Would you show me?"

Spencer: "Sure, Mr. Hunt. Tomor-
row afternoon?"

Plait R. Spencer, Sr., was a very skillful penman, a good teacher and a/ pioneer in the pen-

manship profession, since he died in 18114 this specimen must have been written by the son P. R.

Hunt: "Ah, yeah, down back of the

yards, huh, boy?"
Waldrop: Piatt Spencer didn't go

back to bed right away. He rolled

the sheet of paper against the fold

to flatten it out, and he sat down to

write with quill and ink. What was
he going to write? Why just letters

. . . just beautiful A's and M's and
W's and capital S's. But suddenly

he stopped. Once he'd marked the

paper, why then it was spoiled. He'd

better practice on the sand and on

the birch bark a little more first.

Waldrop: In 1810 Mrs. Spencer

moved her children to Ohio. She

settled in Ashtabula County and

Piatt Spencer went to Harvey Nettle-

ton's school in Conneaut. He spent

the afternoons on the beaches of Lake
Erie, writing in the sand. His pen

was a stick, his eraser, the lapping

waves.

To his everlasting credit, Harvey
Nettleton, the schoolmaster, realized

that the boy's penmanship was better

than his own, and he had Piatt

Spencer, age 12, instruct the class

in penmanship.

When he reached 18 he worked as

The "Spencerian Compendium" was one of the greatest books ever published on handwriting.
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supercargo aboard a ship out of

Ashtabula. He was in his cabin one

day, working on his accounts.

Spencer: "170 barrels — Sandusky

... 43 barrels — Cleveland ... 74

barrels . . .

Sound: Door Opens

Captain: "Mr. Spencer, just what is

your conception of your duty aboard

this vessel?"

Spencer: "Why the owner said I

was to keep strict account of freight

and revenue."

Captain: "I suspected as much.

Owners have fancy ideas. Mr. Spen-

cer, get faw'd and paint the gunnels.

Start at the bow and work back to

the housing."

Tom: "Captain, that supercargo

feller ya sent up ta paint has wasted

the hull mawnin'."

Captain: "Ain't he workin'?"

Tom: "He's workin' steady enough

. . . but he's got the whole port

gunnel covered with doodads."

Captain: "Doodads?"

Tom: "Doodads . . . come take a

look at it."

Captain: "And just what kind of

paintin' do you call that, Mr. Spen-

cer?"

Spencer: "Well, uh, I'm painting

frescoes, sir . . . you use the same
free arm movement in penmanship.

It's excellent for developing control

. . . I'm sorry, sir, I can paint over

it."

Captain: "No . . . you just go right

on with your practicin' 'til you've

frescoed up the whole ship . . . we'll

have the fanciest vessel on the lower

lakes.

WaUlrop: To Piatt Roger Spencer,

penmanship was a calling and an art.

It was inevitable that it would also

become his profession. That started

about 1827 when he was employed as

a copyist at the courthouse in Cleve-

land . . .

Jake: (Bright Young Man) "I al-

ways thought I wrote a pretty good

hand until you came along ... do

you suppose you could teach me to

write half as well as you do?"

Spencer: "Why, of course, Blake

A page from the "Spencerian Compendium of Penmanship.'
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. any one can master the art if

he'll practice enough. Your work is

good . . . but it's too ornate and
flourishing."

Jake: "I'd sure like to take a few
lessons. I'd pay for 'em of course.

Most of the people around here would
do the same thing if they thought
they could learn anything from you."

Spenwr: "It isn't hard to do. I've

shown lots of people . . . watch . . .

first of all you hold the pen lightly.

You keep your wrist stiff and write

with your whole arm . . . only the

pen and the tip of the little finger

touch the paper."

Sound: Pen Scratching In Sweeping
Oval.

Spencer: "You see ..."
Jake: "I don't know whether I could

do that or not."

Spencer: "Don't start by trying to

write . . . get the rhythm of it first

. . . I'll hold your hand and show
you . . . around and around and
around . . . relax! That's better . . .

now try making ovals . . . nothing
else. Be sure each one touches the

top line and doesn't go below the

bottom line."

Jake: "I see what you mean ... I

got it now."

Spencer: "Oh, no you haven't . . .

you work on those ovals for three or

four days then we'll start on straight

lines."

Harry: (Boss) "Young man, this

time report was called to my atten-

tion by the superintendent ... is

this your handwriting?"

Jake: "Yes, sir."

Harry: "We have an opening in the

bookkeeping department. Pays con-

siderably more money than your
present position ... I assume you'd

be interested?"

Jake: "Yes, SIR."

r=J, r£.
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This letter was written by LYMAN P. SPENCER who undoubtedly was the most skillful of all the Spencers.
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Harry: "I showed this card to our

bookkeeper. He wanted to know if

you'd ever studied handwriting under

a man named Spencer."

Jake: "Yes. sir.

together."

We used to work

Harry: "I see ... a lot of our men
seem to have studied his system.

Must be pretty good."

Waldrop: By 1832 the fame of the

Spencerian System had spread from

Cleveland to Painesville, Warren,

Youngstown, Akron, Canton and had

spilled over the line into Pennsylvania

and New York.

Piatt Spencer had a family by that

time and he built a log seminary on

his farm in Geneva. Jericho, as it

was called, was the first Spencerian

School and it offered courses in busi-

ness writing, Ladies' Social and

Ornamental Writing, Fancy and Ar-

tistic Writing and Old English Let-

tering. The school was successful

right from the beginning. There were

more pupils than could be accom-

modated and that gave rise to a

national movement.

Tom: "But Mr. Spencer, I've GOT
to get into your school this term . . .

I just started a new job but I told

'em I was already enrolled here."

Spencer: "I'd like to help you out,

but there just isn't room."

Tom: "Well, couldn't you write out

the exercises and instructions. I'll do

'em at home."

LYMAN P. SPENCER,
son of Piatt R. Spencer.

Spencer: "I suppose I could

you'd have to stick to 'em."

but

PLATT R. SPENCER. JR.

Tom: "Oh, I would . . . just make
it clear what I'm supposed to do."

Waldrop: When the exercise sheets

were finished it was Mrs. Spencer

who saw their possibilities.

Pers: "Piatt, these exercise sheets

are wonderful ... do you know you
could have them printed and sell

them all over the country?"

Spencer: "Maybe . . . but would
people do them right without me
standing over them?"

Pers: "Well, if they'd paid good
money to get them I'd expect they'd

try awfully hard.

Spencer: "But just from copy sheets

they might get into bad habits . . .

get to moving their wrists or some-
thing . .

."

Pers: "It would be up to you to

draw clear diagrams and explain

every detail of the system."

Waldrop: And that's how it hap-

pened that twice a week or so mil-

lions of American school children

cleared their desks, opened their ink-

wells, slipped a shiny new point into

a pen holder and scratched away for

hours on ovals and ups-and-downs

and abc's, trying indifferently, in

most cases, to master the secrets of

the "Penmanship Copybook, Spen-

cerian System." And that's how the

mantle of authority finally fell over

the shoulders of the man who at the

age of nine had spent his fortune for

a sheet of writing paper.

Waldrop: And if they ever build a

statue to readin', 'ritin' and 'rithme-

tic, it ought to stand on the state-

house lawn . . . McGuffey on the

right, Ray on the left . . . and in

the center Piatt Roger Spencer of

Geneva . . . who wrote a legible

chapter in the Ohio Story.

Anncr: The Ohio Story brought to

you every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at this same time, is written

by Frank Siedel and produced by
Stuart Buchanan. Original music by
Earl Rohlf. Facts have been authen-

ticated by the Ohio State Historical

Society.

Until Friday at this same time,

this is Tom Field saying "good night"

for Ohio Bell.

ROBERT O. SPENCER.
son of Piatt R. Spencer.

OBLIQCE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick it up and your
thumb and finders fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound. Standard

Models.
2. The "STRAHM'

Models.
3. The "STRAHM

Grasp Models.
I. The "STRAHM'

Compound, Crow Quill

Compound, Flat Top

Compound, Long
Round Grasp Models.

For professional iienmen and beginners of
handwriting.

Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.
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This is a specimen received from SAM GOODMAN who recently took work in the Zanerian College

under the til bill. Mr. Goodman is now doing eii£r,;ssinK in B:>st.>n, Mjss.

PRACTICE

PROFESSOR WISE SAYS: Practice

Makes Penmanship

It is said that some of Shake-
speare's works have never even been

printed because no one could read

the penmanship on those manuscripts.

It was the same with Hawthorne.
Hawthorne wrote such a poor hand
that men had to study and guess for

a long time just to figure out what
he had written.

Are you a poor penman ?

Demosthenes, Who lived long ago

in ancient Greece, happened to be a

poor speaker. As a boy he stuttered

and stumbled whenever he spoke.

Yet Demosthenes grew up to be one

of the greatest speakers of all time.

How? By practice.

Are you a poor penman?

Theodore Roosevelt, one of the

best-loved Presidents of the United

States, when a boy, was weak and

sickly. His parents thought he would

never grow up to be a strong man.

But he did. How? By practice. He
practiced exercising his muscles; he

practiced deep breathing; in a word,

he practiced to become healthy and

strong. You know that Theodore
Roosevelt later grew up to be a
strong man and a big game hunter

in Africa.

Are you a poor penman?

You needn't be. You can change

your handwriting to a considerable

extent. How? By practice.

Practice, they say, makes perfect.

You need not be a perfect penman;
but you do want to learn to write

legibly enough so that others can

read what you write.

In your case, practice makes pen-

manship.

From OUR YOUNG WORLD
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 \V. Wheeler, Mocnmh, III.

The X begins the same as the Q, Z and U given last month. The beginning stroke is part of a horizontal oval
which swings around the body of the letter.

The finishing oval is also horizontal and equal to the first oval in size. An oval is two-thirds as wide as long.
Are yours that proportion?

Join the X in the center. Get the various sections of the letter as near evenly spaced as possible. The shade
should be low and resting on the baseline.

Small letters in ornamental writing are about the same as in business writing excepting a few shades. More
pen lifting is permitted in ornamental.

s^ZS—7* 7" 2^

The i, u and w are not shaded. The dot finish of w, v and b can be heavy, making an ornamented effect.

Keep your lines fine and free. The lines on the original copies were fine (too fine for engraving) but the
graved lines came out much heavier. Contrast in ornamental penmanship is very important.
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Work on each exercise. It will require many hours of practice to learn to make the letters. After you know
how to make the letters it will require much additional practice to form permanent habits of writing the letters.

After all, it is the ability to make a page of letters well rather than only one letter on a page well.

Study the location of the shades. Watch slant, size and spacing.

Keep your tools in good shape. Change your pen if it scratches or makes a heavy line. If you need any in-

formation on tools or anything, write The Educator.

T^-TTT-TTT
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By the late H. P. BEHRENSMEYER.
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To Teach Spelling

—

Give A Challenge—Take A Dare
By J. HALE EDWARDS, Lawton, Oklahoma

The most difficult subject to teach

effectively is — SPELLING.

It seems to do no good to empha-
size the importance of Spelling.

There is no glamor nor glory in

learning to spell; but unless one

learns, he will be "gooey" on the job,

and be cast into an outer gloomy
doom, in the twinkling of an eye

—

fired.

The heart of the trouble of a poor

speller is: indifference or ignorance,

possibly both. He doesn't consider it

essential nor does he know he can't

spell. Hence, he just gums up the

page of a letter, otherwise acceptable

perhaps, with errors.

For weeks the class had not been

acquiring the desired proficiency. I

challenged their efficiency, stating

that I doubted their ability to spell

100 words. To which a number
bantered, "If I know the words you
are going to give, I can spell them."

"Your dare is accepted", I replied.

Here are the words used:

Mayor
Nickel

League
Eliminate

Grief

Receive

Inasmuch
Salary

Debit

Credit

Immense
Immediate
Patience

Sanitary

Seized

Gasoline

Disappoint

Presentation

Candidate

Code
Telegram
Solicit

Cashier

Preparation

Necessarily

Occasionally

Recommendation
Questionnaire

Accommodation
Maintenance
Primarily

Truly

Strictly

Respectively

Acceptable

Agreeable

Appropriate

Proportion

Prosperous

Respectable

Correspondence

Satisfactorily

Considerably

Inseparably

Remittance

Division

Approximate
Acknowledgment
February
Wednesday
Responsible

Estimate
Temporarily

Discontinue

Cordially

Ascertain

Percentage

Foreign

Justified

Advisable

Privilege

Peculiar

Similar

Certificate

Customers
Desperate

Prepaid

Delinquent

Undoubtedly
Prevailing

Decidedly

Appreciation

Familiar

Preliminary

Prominent
Permanent
Duplicate

Administration

Affidavit

Consequently

Dividends

Stationery

Imitation

Distribute

Anticipate

Circumstances
Superintendent

Supervision

Temperature
Prospective

Treasurer

Responsible

Inability

Ineligible

Bookkeeping
Automobile

Legislation

Secretary

Signature

Warehouse

When their papers were received,

the words missed were not checked,

the number missed was indicated.

The student had to find on his own
paper the ones he missed — in the

dictionary really. So that here was
an accepted challenge of his own
choosing: to find the ones misspelled,

to learn them, to prove he could

spell them, "If he knew beforehand

the words to be spelled."

"When are you going to give this

same list again?" they queried.

"Just as soon as you are ready;

one, two, or three days from now,"-

I answered.

They went to work. Some of the

results: One who had missed 27

words on the first test, missed only

3 the second time. The score shows
gross total missed words, 603; re-

duced to 260 the second try, and 223

in the third trial.

The first time, every examinee
spelled correctly just three words:

inasmuch, credit, and prepaid. In

the third round every one spelled cor-

rectly 25 words, an upped overall

improvement from 3% to 25%, in

nine calendar days!

The three words missed the great-
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est number of times were: accommo-
dation 13, recommendation 12, and
undoubtedly 11, totaling 36. On the

third attempt, "misses" were reduced

to 3, 2, and 5, respectively, total net,

10.

There seemed to be a "slip" on

prepaid. It was misspelled on the

third test, yet it had been spelled

correctly twice before. Salary just

"held" its own since it was missed

two times on each test.

A number of very interesting ob-

servations, conclusions, or guesses,

can be made, knowing the class per-

sonnel, and being somewhat ac-

quainted with their background. Just

the overall result is here shown. De-

tails, while just as provocative to

the interested teacher perhaps more
valuable, must be omitted. Brevity

here leaves those nuggets to an

initiating instructor.

Before giving the third test, atten-

tion was called to the following

words to assist the student to master

them permanently.

Necessarily: has one c and double

s, ends in ily.

Occasionally: has double c and one

s, ends in ally.

Recommendation: has one c and

double m.

Accommodation: has double c and

double m.

Privilege: No "ledge" in this word,

but it has two i's and two e's.

Questionnaire: has two n's; it is'nt

question air, but question-naire. This

should be noted carefully, as prac-

tically all the words ending in naire

have two n's.

Undoubtedly: Doubt is the noun;

doubted is past tense of the verb; to

obtain the adverb, use prefix un and

suffix ly, in undoubtedly.

Familiar and Peculiar: Note that

each of these end with "liar" but not

so, similar

The three words: Legible, illegible,

and eligible deserve special diagnosis.

Legible means plain, clear, readable;

illegible just the opposite. But

eligible means qualified, as for an

office. Hence, ineligible, word used

on test, means not qualified.

Possessing that sense of humor
necessary to save some sane sanity.

I am always alert to the facetious,

so often developed by a student. This

test was no exception even though it

was on "mere spelling." For in-

stance, one youngster wrote "sign-

nature" for signature. Another one

helped me wonderfully, thus:

Long have I wondered, and wished

for a polite term applicable to that

individual going down the street, who
stops, presses his nose against the

plate glass, cups his hands to his

face, in order to peer into a shop

fronted with plate glass a la bon ami.

Now, I have it. One of the students

instead of writing bookkeeping, wrote

"Boobpeeping." Hereafter I shall be

more charitable, and consider such an

inept one a "Boobpeeper".

The Compass
Burlington, la.

Since everyone who writes must
be able to spell and since writing-

words out in longhand helps one to

get a better mental picture of them
we suggest that you try out Mr.

Edwards suggestions in your hand-

writing class.

The Editor

.i^z^^^^^e-^^/

In the handwriting class practice difficult combinations of letters found in the spelling lesson.
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Question: Some of my students

write a very slow, heavy, labored

style. What can I do to speed up
their writing?

Answer: Encourage them to use

more arm and less finger movement.
Many teachers do not stress arm
movement as much as they did some
years ago. As a result much of the

writing today is labored and awk-
ward.

First the teacher should herself

write a free hand. Nothing will en-

courage and inspire students more
than to see the teacher write a

beautiful free hand.

Have the students make some oval

exercises running clear across the

page while you count 1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4,

etc. This will encourage the slow
writers to speed up. Repeating the

oval motion will enable the student

to give most of his attention to

movement rather than to letter

forms. When the free movement is

established in ovals, it is easy to

carry it over into single letters like

O, C, etc. For O and C count 1-2

for each letter.

Another plan is to hold a speed

contest. Select a copy with which
each pupil is familiar and let them
write for two minutes while you time
them. At the signal to stop have
each count the letters he has written.

Do not count letters which are not

legible, which do not rest on the line

or which do not end correctly. This

will encourage carefulness and in-

crease speed. Repeat until progress

is shown.

Question: In text lettering how
can I get finer hairlines?

Answer: Fine lines depend upon:

1. Amount of ink

2. Condition of pen
3. Quality of paper
4. Quality of ink

5. Skill of the individual

No. 1. To avoid heavy spots and
thick lines it is necessary to control

the amount and flow of ink. One
should dip ink sparingly. Dip only

the point of the pen into the ink

and draw the pen out of the ink

slowly, allowing the surplus ink to

run back into the well. Some let-

terers turn the pen upside down and
touch only the top of the pen into

the ink. Others dip in the regular

way but wipe the under side of the

pen off with a cloth.

To regulate the flow of ink and
get a uniform amount of ink it is

advisable to use a feeder on the pen.

This is a small metal piece which
fits over the pen and serves as a
fountain. It can be fit onto the pen
and bent in such a manner as to

allow only a small amount of ink to

flow. Caution: Get the feeder on the

pen firm but not too tight, otherwise

a tight feeder may spring the pen.

Never force a pen into a holder or

force a feeder onto a pen.

No. 2. A good workman is known
by the condition of his tools is true

in pen work. Inspect your pen before

you begin lettering. Clean it when it

needs it. The ink will harden on the

point and may require scraping with
a knife or old pen.

Some letterers sharpen their pens,

which produces finer lettering. This

is a professional secret and difficult

to do, even when you know how. The
Editor will gladly give you help in

this difficult task if you write in-

cluding return postage.

No. 3. Use good paper. Some
paper is too rough or soft. It always
pays to select material of good

quality. This does not necessarily

mean expensive paper.

No. 4. There is a wonderful dif-

ference in quality of ink. With some
ink it is possible to get good results

and with others no one can do good

work.

Usually writing inks such as pur-

chased in the 10c stores are not good
in quality or color. The ink should

be dense enough to produce a uniform
color. Usually black ink is used.

Waterproof Indias are recommended.
Take a new bottle of India, stir,

shake and pour out into a wide open
mouthed well. Let it stand open until

it evaporates, and the desired effect

is secured. Keep the well full by
adding new ink each day or if too

thick a little water.

No. 5. Skill of the individual

covers a world of sins. One should
have thorough training and ground-
ing in the fundamentals of lettering

and handling the pen.

The position of the pen is impor-
tant. The pen should be held in such
a position that when slid sideways
along the thin edge of the pen, the

line should slant at slightly less than
45 degrees. It is necessary to slide

the pen in a uniform direction. By
slightly deviating from this angle the

hairlines will become thick and un-

even.

Get out your broad pointed pens
and do some practicing, trying to use

the above suggestions. Send some of

your efforts to us and feel free to ask
any questions.

The Editor

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
ceptihcates

i
Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

f> fff

<7 s7

It is necessary to develop a uniform downstroke pressure to write good script. All downstrokes should be of

the same length, same thickness and same slant. This requires practice, and more practice until the pressure

and movement becomes more or less automatic.

Practicing upper and under turn exercises is one of the best ways to develop uniformity. Compare your work

to that of any fine piece of script. Try to find some particular thing to improve. Are your shades wedgelike?

Start the shade the full thickness from the top and maintain the same thickness clear to the baseline. Are all

shades the same thickness? Examine the first and second shades on h and d. The short shades are often too

light on student's work.

Use a 303 pen for work about an eighth of an inch high. Softer and larger pens spread too easily and make

uniform shades harder to secure.

Draw a few guide slant lines in pencil if it helps you secure uniform slant.

Always rule head and baselines for script. No good engrosser attempts to write a page of script without head

and baselines for without them they cannot write straight. Even if they could write straight it takes too much

effort away from other things. After you become expert you can write dates or something like that on inexpen-

sive diplomas without a headline, but use it on the better class of work.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar

bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON, Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,

Minn.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

34 years' superior placement service.

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Extreme teacher shortage continues in

all departments. Unlimited opportuni-

ties through the West. Enroll now for

emergency and 1949 vacancies. FREE

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
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This pase is fr.im the i>en of the late R. R. REED.
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Envelope Addressing

This month we present an envelope written by J. A. FRANCIS. 1707 So. 12th Street, Omaha,
Nebraska.

One important thing to keep in mind is neat arrangement. In planning the arrangement take Into
consideration the post office cancellation stamp and the \ postage stamp. Try to center the entire name
and address on the envelope.

Other addressed envelopes will be published under this heading from time to time. Send In your
contributions, either comments or specimens.

A smooth nourished alphabet from the pen of PARKER ZANER BLOSER.
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DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING
By E. L. Brown, Rockland, Maine

COVER—The Cover design shown in

this connection symbolizes the aims

and purposes of this magazine which

is devoted to the art of penmanship

in all its branches.

Lay off design about one-third

larger than the copy or 12 x 15 inches

in size. Letters in "Educator" two

inches high. Place this word well up

on the design and pencil the letters

very carefully aiming for uniformity

of size and spacing. Before spending
too much time on the lettering it

would be well to add the flourishing,

as the possibility of inaccuracies is

greater in this part of the design.

Do not try to follow pencil lines in

adding the flourished strokes and thus
preclude the possibility of grace and
harmony in the result. However, a
few of the principal lines may be
indicated in pencil, those in particular
with tinted faced effect. Use big bold
sweeps in pencil and follow those
lines very painstakingly to retain

symmetry. Remember a drawing
board and tee-square are an impor-
tant part of the engrossers outfit,

and will be found useful in outlining
the letters in word "Educator". The
other lettering was made with a
broad pen and retouched with a fine

pointed pen.

We are among the "Old Timers"
and are still optimistic about the
future of fine pen art as taught and
practiced fifty years ago. The funda-
mentals are the same in this age,
although ideas and methods have
undergone a decided change, not only
regarding engrossing, but in Art and
Music as well. Surrealists in painting
and nerve racking jazz in music are
in the limelight of attention today,
but it is our sincere hope that sanity
will again return and that the fitness

of things artistic will receive unusual
recognition and serious attention.

The standards of beauty in plain and
ornamental penmanship have changed
very little, so little in fact we can
look forward in a spirit of optimism
for the cause of better penmanship.
We bow in recognition to the fine

work of the Zanerian College in
stimulating and encouraging better
handwriting in America.

' MAY THAT
PEACE WHICH

PASSETH ALL
UNDERSTANDING

BE WITH YOU
AND THOSE
YOU LOVE

Mr.andMr5.MiltonrlRo55

A handmade Christmas card received from Mr. and Mrs. MILTON H. ROSS,
Salt Lake City, rtah.

LEARN TO WRITE M
FOR BUSINES^AND SOCIAC SUCCESS'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at
home quickly with my new instruction
books just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, fj Card Writing,
Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-

sign Flourishing, Q Complete Set $4.50.
Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLER, President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.
The finest script obtainable for model

illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms

: works on correspondence,
nrithmetic. and for readers, spellers, etc.
By "ppoir'tment only,

Taught by Correspondence

PRIVATE TUTORS
10 South La Salle Street
Ch|<nsro. Illinois- U.S.A.



F. B. COURTNEY, 12365 Cherrjlawn Street, Detroit, Michigan.
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Here Is Something for The Board of
Education To Give Thought To—

A Timely Editorial
By EDWARD B. HAINES, Paterson Evening News, Paterson, N. J.

The period following the holiday

vacation, is perhaps as good a time

as any to give thought to the need
for paying greater attention to the

penmanship of our boys and girls

and to the art of penmanship in

general. Young people—and a great

many people who no longer are con-

spicuously young—seem to have been
somewhat miseducated in that re-

spect. Only on rare occasions does

the average person see a letter neatly

and legibly written. A majority
appear to agree with Hamlet's
statists that it is "a baseness" to take
pains in any task of inscribed com-
munication.

Arid yet chirography once was a
vocation of distinction in the United
States. The Founding Fathers in-

cluded a number of skilled penmen,
as a glance at the Declaration of

Independence and the Constitution

will serve to show. John Hancock
was a master with a quill. Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, John
Adams, Robert Morris, James Wilson
and most of their associates in the

defiance of the British King had good
"hands." Even the autograph of

palsied Stephen Hopkins is readable.

In the Convention of 1787, George
Washington, Alexander Hamilton and
especially James Madison, the scholar

of the assembly, exhibited their calli-

graphic genius to the gratification of

generations of historians and com-
mentators not then born.

But it was to the professional in-

structors in writing that the general-

ity of Americans of the past were
indebted for competency in penman-
ship. The name of Gideon Fairman
is important in this connection. About
1808 or 1810 he formed a partnership
with Jacob Perkins, inventor of steel

engraving, for the publication of a

BEAUTIFUL CARDS
One Doz. ornamental style cards, 50c.
Semi - ornamental, 40c doz. Diamond-
flashed, Star-flashed, Long oval or Em-
blazened, ornamental, 75c doz. 10 different
design flourished cards, 65c doz. Beautiful
Pen Art Drawings of Wild & Domestic
Animals. Write for prices. Imperial
Crown Flashed, ornamental writing, $1 per
doz. G. E. PRINCELOVE, 2244 - 5th St.,
Down Front, Detroit, Mich.

series of school copybooks which set

a standard for a long list of such
productions. Even more famous than

these collegues, however, was Piatt

Rogers Spencer, of whom the Dic-

tionary of American Biography says:

"From earliest childhood he had a
Chinese reverence for calligraphy,

which, growing to a master passion,

became his mission and his livelihood

and made his name familiar ... in

the schoolrooms of his country." He
practiced on sandbeds and snowbanks
as well as on paper (when it was
available), developed a "characteristic

hand, a sloping, semiangular style,

rapid and legible" and eventually

brought out a whole set of textbooks
which his five sons and a favorite

nephew carried to the farthest corners

of the Union.

Another very successful teacher of

penmanship and a celebrated pro-

moter of appreciation of the art was
George Washington Eastman, founder
of the Eastman business "colleges"

and father of the inventor of the

"Kodak" camera.
Editor—Let us have more of this

type of editorials.

(Join the

MARCH
OF

DIMES
jmuitr I4.il

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

2flnfR-B10S£R
A greeting from the Zaner-Bloser Company, engrossed by W. I-.. NEWARK of Z-B Studio.
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Modern Engrossing

o unfa ntftmt ap yau
iwtute limn1 ntlim*

Tin unfit Wit-

Hen work of JEWELL L. BETHEL, 166 School St.. Daly City, Calif.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

.

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

D. J. J. O'Toole

35 First Street

Albany, N. Y.

B. Pitchko

142 Garden Drive

Vancouver, B. C, Canada

James O. Pric^

1641 West Adams Street

Chicago 12, Illinois

A. B. Johnson
No. R. 2 Box 133

Lake City, South Carolina

Jacinto O. Corpuz

Guam, M. I.

D. I. Williams

500 West 35

Austin, Texas

R. A. Maldonado
P. O. Box 5053

Puerta De Tierra

Puerto Rico

^n-gratulaHotrs

$m
I

;'r«st6ont 7§)rurnan

QSF -\J/^Z-c ?CtcA-*£>6

(Dtfawa. ^£<^na6a

Engrossed by MRS. FBEI) (EILEEN! RICHARDSON, Ottawa, Canada.

NOT FOR PROFIT
JITST to let you Make Opportunity Count
adding to your scrap-book my beautifully

addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO—
Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS COME WEST WHERE IT PAYS TO
TEACH AND LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

Our territory from the Mississippi to the Pacific. • Arizona, Calif., Oregon, Wash, pay the

best salaries. • We place your in the better positions in cities and colleges.

FREE ENROLLMENT UNEXCELLED SERVICE

Established

1904
ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U. S. NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM RUFFED. Pm. 0.. Mai. DENVER. COLO.

Member
NATA

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West
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f\nc\nQ and butldinq

are the tiuo primaru ana essential arts.The art

of dancina stands at the source of all the arts that

express themselves first in the human person.

TTie art of building, or architecture, is the begin-

ning of all the arts that lie outside rhe person;

and in the end theu unite, music, arting.poetru

proceed in the one miohru stream ; sculpture,

painting, all the arts of design in the other, .-.

There is no primaru art outside these two arte,

for their origin is far earlier than man him-

self; and dancing came first. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-.

This beautiful pace of lettering, engraved the same size, is from ELWIN LESLIE, 3201 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Elwin is a son of the late S. E. Leslie, who was one of the best known and best liked penman in the country. He also has
brother in the engrossing business in Washington.

</<
1?S(J&*1<.•^S

/

Will

r. n

be beautiful on cards written
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

. #1 Rlneoes

by

. N

me.

J.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON, Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,
Minn.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.
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LESSON * 7

R A. KASTE N

By E. C. EN'RIQt'EZ, 1354 Sande St., Tondo, Manila. Philippines.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI. 00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine (Jillott shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604. E.F.'s

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens. 25c 50c S1.00 S2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

a^£g
216 Marquette Ave.. Minneapolis 1. Minn.

A beautiful piece of workmanship by
RAYMOND A. KASTIN, 3315 Lowell

Ave., Los Angeles 32, Calif. By PAVL THOMSEN. 391"V2 Flower Dr.. Los Angeles.



Carl W. A. Anderson
717 Eight St.
Bismarck, H. Da£«

June
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BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP
HANDWRITING

IN ACTION

Script by E. A. Lupfer

This new handwriting work-
book represents a progres-

sive method of integrating

handwriting with language.

It is intended to be used by

adults and children above the

.sixth grade. Easy to use,

interesting to teach. Order

one of these books today and

improve your handwriting.

Size 8% by 11, 40 pages.

Price per doz $3.36

Each postpaid 40c

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96
Script by E. A. Lupfer

PENMANSHIP SELF TAUGHT
Script by E. A. Lupfer

Penmanship Self
Taught is based upon
the Three Principles

—

straight backs, paral-
lel strokes, and hori-
zontal curves. Bound
so that it stands on
the desk and con-
sumes very little
space. Contains 60
planned lessons cov-
ering capitals, small
letters and figures.
For use in any grade
from 3 to 12.

64 pages, size. Sxll

for PUPILS
Price Per Doz., $6.40

Each Postpaid . 60c

Teachers* Manual

48 pages, size 6x9
Price Per Doz., $5.60

Z$&Mtl'¥&&i*--i'Mrfifod' '/feUbna*-

MANUAL96

THE ZANEP BLOSCR COMPANY

The penmanship examples are some smaller in size

than those in our Manual 144.

The first ten pages contain numerous illustrations, and
fully explain the essentials of success in learning to

write, such as correct position, movements, speed, etc.

Then follows a very complete course of penmanship
copies and instructions consisting of 135 lessons.

In addition, it contains many pages of applied writing,

such as business forms, paragraphs, letter writing—

a

most valuable lot of material for advanced penmanship
students.

It is intended for use in Junior and Senior High
Schools, Business Colleges. Parochial Schools, Commercial
Departments and Grammar Grades; in fact, for all

schools where a neat, legible, rapid handwriting is

desired. It is also a complete guide for home students.

Price Per dozen - - $3.20 Each Postpaid - - 30c

Each Postpaid . 35c

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING
Script by E. A. Lupfer

A simplified practical course which quickly brings marked im-
provement in any individual's handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your
handwriting and then how to practice to overcome the defects
and improve the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you
want to write better. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and book reports are only a few of the interesting

contents.
Funtional Handwriting, size 6V2X8, 132 pages, is especially

adapted for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced
pupils.

Price Per dozen, $4.48 Each postpaid 40c

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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C© hUMBU S^Z) H I O
You can come to the Zanerian at any time

during the year and prepare as a teacher or
supervisor of penmanship, professional penman
or engrossing and illuminating artist. Thousands
of the leaders in the penmanship field received
their training at the Zanerian. It is the only
institution of its kind in America.

It was established in 1888 and is approved by
the Veteran's Administration for the training of
GI students in pen work. The school is open
from 8 to 5—five days a week. Instruction is

mainly individual.

The courses cover:

Business Handwriting

Ornamental Penmanship
Broad Pen Text Lettering

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script

Standard Lettering

Designing of Initial Letters, Scrolls and
Borders

Color Work & Illumination

Work for Teachers and Supervisors of
Penmanship

Professional Penmanship

Students are admitted upon a personal inter-

view. We reserve the right to reject any person
not fitted for this work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

During the summer teachers and persons in-

terested in some phase of pen work or teaching

come to the Zanerian from all parts of the
United States and Canada for special work and
inspiration.

We inspect each pupil's work. Criticisms are
offered and suggestions and instructions are
given for improvement, and fresh-from-the-pen
copies are written, which give pupils the best
working models and show them exactly how to

proceed. Our method of instruction enables us
to give each pupil the help which is best for his
particular needs.

This personal interest in pupils is one of the
things which has helped to make the Zanerian
the unique school it is today. Students, begin-
ners and professionals, come to the Zanerian
from far and near to get our personal criticism
and instruction. Some come for long terms while
others take an intensive short refresher course.
It's a good place to spend your vacation.

This has been the means of developing
America's finest penmen. "It is an inspiration
to see the instructors dash off beautiful copies,"
is the common remark by students. Seeing work
executed skillfully creates in students a desire
to improve as nothing else will. A feature of
the Zanerian Summer School is the personal,
helpful interest shown by our teachers in every
student.

Board & Room—Rooms in private homes and
meals in restaurants cost about the same in
Columbus as in any other city.

Rate of Tuition for Winter or Summer
4 weeks — .$35.00 2 weeks — $20.00

Correspondence Courses
IT IS FUN LEARNING TO WRITE

You can easily learn to write and do pen
work, engrossing and illumination in your own
home.

Simply enroll in the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship correspondence course and faithfully

follow the simple instructions and inspiring
copies. Each lesson which you return to us is

carefully scrutinized for the parts which need
special analysis and additional study and prac-
tice. This individual instruction enables you to

master the work in the quickest and easiest way.
This prevents waste of time as is often experi-

enced where the student has no instructor to

assist him over the tough spots. Take advantage
of our many years of experience training most
of America's finest penmen, teachers and super-

visors of penmanship, engrossing artists and
professional penmen.

BUSINESS WRITING COURSE
You can soon learn to write a good business

hand. You will be taught correct position and
a rapid, free movement. You will be able to
write a style of business writing such as helps
to secure and maintain a good office position.
Make your handwriting an asset not a hindrance
to your progress.

The course contains ten well graded lessons
with clear, to the point instructions. You will
be inspired by the beautifully and skillfully
executed copies.

Some actual handwritten copies are given to
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increase your interest to inspire you on to do
more and better work.

The time required to complete the course
depends upon the individual's ability and time
devoted daily to the course. At least three
months is usually required to reach the high
standards for graduation.

Tuition for Business Writing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 1.95

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP

You will find our Ornamental Penmanship
course with its graceful flourishes and snappy
shades most interesting.

The pleasing contrast between those beautiful

delicate curves and bold shades makes orna-
mental a most fascinating art. You can easily

master it and learn to address dashy envelopes,

write name cards and letters in beautiful
flourished ornamental penmanship.

All you need is a little of your time and our
correspondence course in Ornamental Penman-
ship.

It consists of ten lessons which will require

at least three months to complete. Each lesson

you work out and return to us is given careful

attention, criticisms and suggestions for further

study and practice which apply to you alone,

thus helping you to master the work in the

quickest possible time.

Tuition for Ornamental Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.15

ROUNDHAND OR ENGROSSERS SCRIPT
COURSE

You have admired beautiful wedding announce-
ments, cards, etc., in the Engrosser's Script

style. Perhaps you called it copper-plate script.

The downstrokes are all bold evenly shaded and
the upstrokes are delicate hairlines. This style

of Script is used in filling in dates on diplomas,
the body of many resolutions and other pieces

of engrossing. No engrosser can afford to be
without this style which is one of the oldest,

yet today one of the most used styles.

You can learn to write a beautiful style of

Script at home by enrolling in our Roundhand
Course.

It consists of ten lessons and will require at

least three months to complete and reach our
high standards for graduation.

Tuition for Roundhand or
Engrosser's Script $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.80

BROAD PEN TEXT LETTERING AND
ENGROSSING COURSE

You can learn to letter names in diplomas and
certificates, letter poems and beautiful memory
gems, make large pieces of pen work such as
resolutions, testimonials, etc.

You can increase your income by taking this

course and learning to do lettering for your
friends and customers. One teacher made over
$800 in one year doing lettering before and
after school hours.

You will learn all the various alphabets used
by engrossers and all the little short cuts or
trade secrets needed to put your work on a
professional basis.

Lettering and engrossing has a brilliant

future. More money is being spent today for

pen work than ever in history.

You need to take only a small amount of your
time and let our instructors guide your efforts.

Tuition for Text Lettering Course $12.00

Supplies (Subject to change) 5.60

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE

(You should take Text Lettering Course First)

Do you want to make fancy initial letters,

borders and scrolls used on beautiful pieces of

engrossing and illuminated work? This course
will train you to do that and much more.

It will train you and give you a thorough
foundation in making standard letters like the

Roman and other modern alphabets.

Upon completing this course (and the Text
Lettering Course) you should be able to make
large pieces of pen work, diplomas, resolutions,

testimonials, memorials, employing initial letters,

borders and scrolls in plain simple lettering or

fancy colored and illuminated styles.

These courses prepare you to enter the en-

grossing business as a professional engrosser.

Picture yourself in your own engrossing studio

doing such a pleasant, profitable work. You
can do it. Enroll today.

Tuition for Advanced Engrossing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.85

612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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DETROIT'S "FIRST"
IN CONVENIENCE • COMFORT • QUALITY

In the heart of the downtown, office, theater,

and shopping area. Friendly, courteous service

to make your stay in Detroit a pleasant memory.
The Tuller Coffee Shop or Cafeteria for excel-

lent Food modestly priced The Hotel Tuller,

Detroit's largest, is the place to stay.

visit our Cocktail Couuije
ONE OF DETROIT'S FINEST

800 ROOMS WITH BATH FROM
$
2 75

Motel Xuller
FACING GRAND CIRCUS PARK
RICHARD C. HODGES, Manager

0'30Y/
WHAT FUN
IMITATINO

THE JOSS.

Learn Penmanship
dnl Profit/

Humor from T. C. PATTERSON
810 \\ Prairie St., Marion, III

Pen work from MAJOR F. O. ANDERSON,
216 Marquette Avenue, Minneapolis 1, Minn.

c!5

This greeting, which was handsome, nag received from <J. O. CORPUZ,
B. P. M. Central Office, Sta. - 1, Guam, Marlonas.
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"Perhaps the best definition would

be to say that real education is what
remains when you have forgotten

everything. What is it that remains?

Many things; the understanding

quickened and deepened— a breadth

of outlook — a refinement of taste—
an appreciation of beauty — a deli-

cacy of feeling — a sense of measure
— a modesty of judgment — a criti-

cal habit of mind— the habit of

taking nothing for granted — of

thinking for one's self, that habit

which is the very soul of liberty—
the habit of sincere unbiased ap-

proach to any problem and of the

undaunted pursuit of its ultimate

solution in a real scientific spirit—
a proper and balanced conception of

the various uses of life, of its graces

as well as its utilities. Those are

some of the things that remain, some
of the elements of that full and

rounded life for which we endeavor

to prepare our students."

from THE ENGLISH JOURNAL

This definition was called to our

attention by Miss Olive A. Mellon,

2 S. Hartford Ave., Atlantic City,

N. J., who is Supervisor of Hand-

writing in Atlantic City.

GOOD HANDWRITING is a

good advertisement of our abilities,

just as poor handwriting adver-

tises our lack of them.
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HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

Practice the retraced G two spaces high, retracing freely about six times.

The second exercise will strengthen the movement on the bottom part of G. Swing the letter and oval freely.

The third exercise aims at getting that part of the letter straight. Emphasize the straight part of G.

Study the shape of the G carefully. Swing up with a free oval stroke. Get a full loop, and stop at the bottom
before making the final swing.

In the small % get the loop two times as long as the oval body part. Compare the loops in small and capital

letters.

Practice the first exercise to aid in getting proper slant of the loop.

Notice the check marks. They mean more time must be given to these places. Make the copy large. Practice

the combinations large and free.

The numbers under the letters indicate the count which the teacher can give if she desires to count to

regulate the speed of the class. Counting spurs up the slow and puts a check on the too speedy writers.

^^^/^^>^^^<U
This is a lesson in slant. All letters should slope in the same direction. Draw slant lines to help in deter-

mining letters off slant. Soon you can see off slant letters without measuring.

Letters should also be the same in size.
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/-z r^ r^/ <zz <^t>cy

Reduce the size of the letter. Let us see how many different combinations you can find. Write the entire

word in which each combination is found.

The H has two sections of equal size. Both downstrokes should be practically straight. As you practice the

large retrace exercise think of the form.

The beginning loop is beautiful when well made. It requires special study and practice.

The third exercise will help you to curve the top of the second part. Unless the top is curved it will not

harmonize with the first part.

Join the H near the center using a free swing. You may have to stop at the baseline before making the

final stroke.

In the small h get the turns round. There is a point on the baseline and also a turn. The loop is three spaces

tall and it is open and full.

*V

/~2-J-¥ //-Z-3

Cyt-^L/ CZ^z>c^t^^L^y'^J^iyC^c^^p^t^y

^7

/r. /<?—"z^/r. /f.

This copy contains W, N, Y, M and K which begin like the H. Practice them as a group. See that they

are about the same size and proportion.
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/-Z-3-L/ S/-2.-3 T
Stop at the places checked. Make the copies large and free. Be sure to make the he and hi combinations

plain.

Watch the finish of the o and a in ho and ha. The e and i and the o and a require special care.

Reduce the size of the letters and practice the various combinations. Use all these combinations in words.

In practicing the hy combination turn the paper around and see if the letters look the same.

Slant, size and shape of loops in y and h should be the same.

Uniormity in size, slant, and spacing is essential; so is freedom of movement. Finish exercises same slant as in start.

Make a large I two spaces tall and retrace it six times. If necessary draw a letter carefully with a pencil,

erasing and redrawing until you get the form accurate. You can also trace the copy freely with a dry pen.

The second and third exercises are intended to help in developing those parts of the letter. Keep the back of

I nearly straight.

/-2L-3 /-Z--3

Stop on the I at the angle before making the final stroke.

The small i has a point or retrace at the top and a turn at the bottom. The beginning and ending strokes

are the same length and curve.

The i should always have a dot directly above the letter.

See how carefully you can dot all your letters.

Make the copy large at first for form study. Watch the turns and retraces.

Reduce the size and watch the places checked. Remember, no loop in i.

Carefully cross the t and dot the i.
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/VAM£-

A fine copy to work from. We suggest that you write this copy every day and compare your work from day

to day for progress.

£ZS V2.

L/Z^zs^i-t^/'L^^c^zi^P?^£<?^z^y

?<n~£SL<d4^c^z/

This receipt was written by RENE GUILLARD, Box 334, Evanston. Illinois.

?u j^--t^i^^^ti^c^c^Ley, < ^L^>/3, /f

A^T^Z^/O^^^ C^rr^

^/C^l*zL£slS/t?-£/ -^6^

Co
/CO £*-•<

/
/
^zz^rz^c^Ly

The above was written by C. SPENCER CHAJIBERS, Syracuse, New York.
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Handwriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

FEBRUARY MATERIAL

In the first, second and third grades at Wilson Road School the children were all excited because February

21st would be Parent-Teachers Meeting night, and their grades were preparing a handwriting exhibit to be dis-

played on the bulletin board. Since the next day would be Washington's birthday, Miss Simmons thought that

the handwriting should be about Washington.

The children began to get information about Washington, and to write sentences and words for the exhibit.

Little Maryann learned that Washington never told a lie.

John was excited about Washington throwing a dollar across the Potomac. He thought Washington would have

made a good ball player.

7& //////I A J/7 / /l/O </7 / SY7/7 I

/L

// tr7 AJ //

A so / *~\ r\

€l/M/IU.2

Some of the sentences developed in the class were:

George Washington was a surveyor.

He was a big farmer.

Mother wants to see our writing.

He raised cotton.

Virginia was his home.

Mrs. Washington's name was Martha.

Washington had white hair.

The sentences were first composed and checked for spelling and clearness.

Each pupil was expected to prepare a number of different papers for the exhibit.

George Washington raised cattle.

We are having a Washington party.

He was a soldier.

He fought at Valley Forge.

He was kind but firm.

Washington was born in February.

I saw his picture on a dollar.
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Those who were not so far advanced were permitted to write words pertaining to Washington. The teacher

supplied words for some. Most of these words were selected from the sentences the various pupils were working on.

Miss Snyder, the principal, told the boys and girls that she would like to see nice clean papers with white

space all around the writing.

Since the handwriting was to be seen by the parents, each child was requested to write his name on each page
he handed in. Of course only the best specimens were selected.

^r \^Z^U^^^z^L^>- ^rS^^t:

Have the class try some movement exercise designs. It is fun and will strengthen the movement.

&&i&^

Freehand shaded ornamental penmanship by C. O. ELLEFSON, Dulufh Business University, Duluth 2, Minn.
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The Ohio Story
Broadcast No. 222—"THE THIRD 'R' "

Sponsored by The Ohio Bell Telephone Company

VVTAM, C'levelond, Friday, June 4, 1948, 6:30 - 6:45 P.M.

Anncr: Ohio Bell, the Telephone
Company, presents "The Ohio Story".

Waldrop: When a man sets out to

build anything, whether it be a
chicken coop or an empire, there are
three things he's got to know. One
of 'em's reading', one of 'em's writin',

and the other one's arithmetic.

Of course, what a man needs to

know doesn't always stop there, but

it's a sure thing that's where it

starts.

There have been a lot of chicken
coops and a lot of empires established

in these parts and that's why we say
there ought to be a great "R" shaped
statue some day on the statehouse
lawn, dedicated to the three Ohioans
who taught this nation its readin',

'ritin' and 'rithmetic.

We've already told the stories of

"Readin' McGuffy" and "'Ritin' Spen-
cer" and tonight we get down to the

base line of the monument ....
'"Rithmetic Ray".

Anncr: That was Robert Waldrop
beginning another Ohio Story, brought
to you by Ohio Bell . . . the Tele-

phone Company.

Waldrop: Even as boys in West
Virginia, Joe and Mose Ray were
looked upon as possessing some sort

of wizardry. There was the time, for

instance, when the gang was building

a thirty-foot raft. It was to sail

down Battle Run to Lizard Creek,
thence to the Ohio River and down
to New Orleans. And if Mose Ray's
calculations were right, they'd reach
British Guiana by Christmas.

The immediate problem, though,
was the masts. Joe and Mose were
to get one and Cet Amsterdam the

other. But every time young Amster-
dam found a tree slender enough and
straight enough to serve as a mast,
it broke off when he climbed up to

measure it. And Joe Ray had said

<

'READIN', 'RITIN', 'RITHMETIC

The Fundamental Subjects

Without the three R's little pro-
gress could be made in any line
of work.

Today the inseparable three R's
remain the foundation of all edu-
cation.

Crowded schedules, lack of funds
and shortage of teachers, have
been used as excuses for curtailing
supervision of handwriting and
reducing of time given to regular
handwriting lessons. In some cases
teachers under the guise of mod-
ernism, or from lack of qualifica-
tion, have eliminated formal hand-
writing instruction depending upon
incidental or no instruction—and
alibies.

Many schools are doing a good
job of teaching the three R's but
there are many teachers who
should give more attention to the
three R's.

Children today need to be taught
a lot of different things, but first
they need the three R's. There-
fore, let us show the children how
important the three R's are, then
make a serious effort to teach
them in a modern, interesting way.

—Editor

that the masts must be exactly 16
feet. About that time Cet Amster-
dam came to see how Joe and Mose
Ray were making out with theirs.

Cet: "Joe, I can't measure a mast.
They all break off soon's I climb up."

Joe: (12 or 13) "Move the stake in

a little, Mose. What were ya climbin'

the tree for anyhow, Cet?"
Cet: "Ta measure it, of course."

Joe: "That's good right there, Mose.
Pound it in now 'til four feet sticks

out. Cet, doncha know how ta mea-
sure anything without climbin' up
it?"

Cet: "I s'pose you're gonna tell me
it's got something to do with your
layin' on the ground that way.

Joe: "Of course it has—haven't you
ever heard of similar triangles? All

right, Mose, it's three feet from my
eye to the stake."

Mose: "That makes it twelve feet

from your eye to the base of the
tree."

Joe: "And my line of sight hits just

above that third crotch. She'll do.

Chop it close to the ground now.

Sound: Axe chops

Cet: "I s'pose you're gonna say all

that mumbo jumbo makes that tree

16 feet high."

Joe: "I got a two-penny piece and
a huntin' knife says it's about 16
feet, 8 inches.

Sound: Tree falls

Joe: "What's she measure, Mose?"

Mose: "Jest a minute—16 feet, 10

inches."

Joe: "Trunk must not a been exact-
ly 90 degrees to the ground, I guess."

Cet: "Joe—how do you do that?"

Waldrop: They never got to test

Moe's calculations to Guiana because
Joe's calculations on the dimensions
of the raft failed to include the

factor of Mother Ray.

By the time he was 16, Joe Ray
was teaching school in Cincinnati.

Mathematics by mental analysis was
his favorite subject. But it was far

from being a favorite with his stu-

dents.

Joe: (16) "Surely you must have
the answer by now, Sam. It's a very
simple problem. Five is to 15 as four

is to what?"

Sam: "Aw, I know it's easy, Mr.

Ray. But I can't keep a bunch of

numbers in my head."

/ 2.—:?& ,r C= :^/:0 / V 2- (7 C O c? 7 2- 2- £7 ^ 7 L / S £7/

'&::£:::Z\:::sr:

& 'it "/ "21'
9 2-\3: /

/'.S-.3

7 & S 2
v r 7 /

2 <? & b

/ 3 3 7

/

/ / O
<7 r ? 2.

+7073/2.
L L <7 y+,

Legible figures help in working arithmetic problems. Teach the children to make neat figures in straight columns.
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Joe: "Why not? They're simple

enough."

Sam: "I know it. But they're just

numbers. They don't make any
difference."

Joe: "H-m-m-m. Yes. Well, put it

this way: If you sell five apples for

15 cents . . . how much can you get

for four apples?"

Sam: "Why twelve cents, natcherly

—but it'd be a mighty good price."

Waldrop Joe Ray didn't know it

then—but he had made a basic and
fundamental contribution to the na-

tion's welfare—he had brought the

lofty science of mathematics down
to the earthly level of the humble
apple.

Joe: (24) "All right. Number 6.

3/28th plus 5/16th divided by 26/27th
. . . Did you get that one, Frank?"
Frank: "No, Mr. Ray. I didn't."

Joe: "Did you try?"

Frank: "Yeah, I tried for a half

hour. Then I showed it to my Paw.
He tried for awhile. Then he gave
up in disgust."

Joe: "What do you mean . . . dis-

gust?"
Frank: "Wa-a-11, Mr. Ray ... he
said, 'What difference does it make,
anyway?' "

Waldrop: What difference does it

make anyway? Joe Ray thought it

was a pretty good question.

That evening the young professor

for that night had to do with tolls

and tonnage and revenue. Things
that mattered . . .

Joe: "Frank, I didn't tell you to

stay after school tonight."

Frank: "I know it, Mr. Ray. But
my Paw told me to ask you how to

do this. He's got it written out here.

Read right here, Mr. Ray."

Joe: "Dear Mr. Ray . . . I'd be

obliged if you could counsel me in

this matter. The new type apple

shoot I am purchasing from New
York State is warranted to bear on

the 6th year from planting. The
following year it is supposed to yield

twice the yield of the first fruit-

bearing year. And the next year to

/^^OG/RBS^S EXERC/SE /VO.^

/2-3^^&jf^o/ / 2 3 2<-5 4- & 3 %f / o 3 u
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In addition to making figures in slr:iUhl columns* they should be unmistakably

legible. Do not accept figures from students which are not carefully made.

Waldrop: Joe Ray enrolled in Ohio

University but no matter how he

juggled the figures there just wasn't

enough money to stay, so he went
back to teaching in Cincinnati, and
by the time he'd saved enough to

return to school, his father and his

brother persuaded him to desert

mathematics and become a doctor.

He entered Ohio Medical College, and

this time he graduated. He began
practicing medicine in Cincinnati . . .

he was successful at it, especially for

a 24 year old doctor. But the spark

that changes a job into a calling

wasn't there; and when they opened

up Woodward High School in 1831,

Joe Ray was knocking on the door.

And when classes started, Joe Ray
was teacher of mathematics. In this

job he met an old familiar problem.

thumbed through the advanced chap-

ters of his British textbook, and he

decided that the rest of the problems
didn't make any difference either.

He made up problems of his own
and substituted them for those in the

book. Cincinnati had put through a

new tax rate. Joe Ray made up a

few homework problems that required

each student to compute his family's

taxes under the new rate.

There was talk about Alfred Kel-

ley's new bond issue for the Miami
Canal. Joe Ray made up some prob-

lems where the student had to find

the interest on a $100 Canal Bond
for 5 years, for 10 years, for 15

years. The Ohio legislature had just

authorized the erection of toll gates

every 20 miles along the National

Road. Joe Ray's homework problems

yield one and one half times the

second year and so on in decreasing

progression. What I want to know is

how many treelings I must plant,

assuming a going market for apples,

in order to realize a respectable

return in fifteen years . .
."

Lydia: (Old) "Young man, you had
my daughter workin' on a problem

on them Canal Bonds. Now what I

want t'know is if I bought three of

them 2% puhcenters, whar'll I be

finanshully ten years from now?"
Frank: "Mr. Ray, Paw says will ya

please revise those figures ? He
ordered 75 of those apple shoots in-

steada fifty."

Waldrop: Joe Ray's arithmetic be-

gan to make a difference in Cincinnati

and there were requests for him to

teach elsewhere. But Woodward
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High School meanwhile had become

a college, and Joe Ray had become a

professor, so he didn't want to leave.

But there were still requests to ex-

plain his method and finally he sat

down and wrote a little volume en-

titled CALCULATIONS FOR THE
HEAD.

Joe Ray showed the volume to his

brilliant brother, Mose. Mose's com-

ment was that the book was all right

for children, but not for adults. Joe

Ray sat down again and wrote

another entitled RAY'S ARITHME-
TIC. Mose said that was all right

for adults but no good for children.

So Joe Ray sat down again and

wrote another book, ARITHMETIC
FOR LITTLE LEARNERS.

Well Joe Ray's books created an

interest in the school book brand of

mathematics that had never existed

before. People who had always let

someone else do their figuring sud-

denly found that they could do it

themselves. To make it even easier,

Joe Ray wrote special arithmetic

books for merchants and farmers and

surveyors and sailors.

In 1837 he published his family-

sized book that became something of

a best seller. There was no lovely

lady on the cover, but it had a fine,

upstanding title, namely . . . "A
COMPREHENSIVE AND COM-
PLETE TREATISE ON PRACTICAL
ARITHMETIC FROM ELEMENT-
ARY RULES UP TO DUODECI-

MALS AND GEOMETRICAL PRO-
GRESSIONS."

This book was used in the home
much like the family medical guide

of herbs and tonics for chills and
fevers. And it was worth its weight

in gold . . .

Hank: "Emmy, get down Ray's

'Rithmetic and see how many
bricks I gotta git off ole man Hunt."

Emmy: "Yes, Hank"

Hank: "It's where that marker
is . .

."

Emmy: (Pause) "Says here: 'Ma-

sons' work is sometimes measured by

the cubic foot and sometimes by the

perch. A perch is 16% feet long by

a foot and a half wide by one foot

deep which is 24 and three fourths

cubic feet, which usually equals 500

average sized bricks'."

Hank: "Ole man Hunt's would be

little less'n average — I better get

600."

John: "Judson, that fancy feller

wants ta pay me in the King's money.

What's the pound worth now?"

Judson: "Ray's 'Rithmetic says 4

dollars, 84 cents, 5 mills . . . 'course

it might not be the same now . .
."

John: "Well, five of 'em'd be over

twenty dollars—and that's all I was
figurin' to charge anyhow."

Lydia: "Now, Sam, we don't owe
him that much 'cause it was a

straight simple int'rist loan. He's

chargin' you compound int'rist. Just

show him this rule in Ray's 'Rith-

metic—it's as good as law."

Waldrop: Well, Joseph Ray . . . the

little professor at Woodward College

—wrote 15 volumes that became the

law as far as arithmetic was con-

cerned in the United States.

And without them a lot of chicken

coops and empires in these parts

never would have been built. And if

they ever raise a monument on the

statehouse lawn dedicated to readin',

writin' and 'rithmetic, Joe Ray will

be there sighting along the base line,

holding a couple of apples in one
hand and a slide rule in the other . . .

and that will be properly symbolic,

because he brought them together in

his chapter of the Ohio Story.

Anncr: The Ohio Story, brought to

you every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at this same time, is produced

by Stuart Buchanan and written by
Frank Siedel. Original music by Earl

Rohlf.

Facts have been authenticated by
the Ohio State Historical Society.

Robert Waldrop, announcer.

Until Monday at this same time,

this is Tom Field saying "good
night" for Ohio Bell.

This is a special network of Ohio
radio stations.
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Begin in the very first grade to teach good figures. Have the class make
the figures large. They should also make the figures on the blackboard.
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Type Lesson-Sentence Writing-Grade III
Reprinted from THE PEN, published by Department of Handwriting, New Jersey Education, Association.

I. Subject Matter.

A. The Teacher's Aim

1. General

a) To develop ability to write sen-

tences for illustrated booklet on

"The Wind."

b) To emphasize definite steps in

handwriting when writing each

sentence.

2. Specific:

a) Ability to write sentence - "The

March wind blows our hats off."

B. What is to be taught?

1. Origin of problem.

7. The wind helps mother dry her

clothes.

8. The wind is strong in March.

9. The wind sweeps the street for us.

10. We cannot see the wind but we
can feel it and hear it.

NOTE: The first four sentences is

one example of repetition with

interest. Notice the object words
change while on the first part of

sentence there is repetitive drill.

2. Old knowledge

a) The children have written the

title "The Wind."

a) With the advent of March we b) They have practiced all the let-

discussed the characteristics of

the month. General opinion was
the characteristic "windy" - so,

after much discussion we decided

to illustrate with a booklet de-

scribing the wind at work.

Sentence suggested were:

ters found in the sentence but

need special drill on capital M
and letters c, f, and b.

II. Method.

A. Teacher writes sentence on

board with pupils' help.

with example on board and
point out own errors and means
of improving them.

H. Teacher aids children having

special difficulties.

I. Criticisms.

1. Children comment on well writ-

ten papers - noting: light lines, spac-

ing, endings, slant, care in arrange-

ment, margins.

2. Children decide practice is

necessary in making M, c, f, and b.

Decide best way to attain improve-

ment in making c, f, b, is to practice

in combination with other letters as

ch, of, bl, and in words as March,

off, blow.

J. Assignment

1. Following day's lesson to be de-

voted to special attention on criti-

cisms made on first lesson, and to

writing of other and similar sen-

tences.

//L^-t^^&L^&i^z;^- //ut?^ty.

1. The March wind blows our hats

off.

2. The March wind blows the girls'

dresses.

3. The March wind blows my hair.

4. The March wind blows balloons

away.

5. The March wind sails kites.

6. The March wind makes us hurry.

B. Children study sentence - name
difficult letters or combinations.

C. Teacher again writes sentence

on board emphasizing difficulties

marked with colored crayon.

D. Teacher calls attention to plac-

ing of sentence.

E. Teacher calls attention to posi-

tion of body, pencil and paper.

F. Children compare their sentence

2. Group Study

a) Advanced group to go on to

complete sentences.

b) They then assist other groups.

c) Teacher aids slower pupils and

those with major difficulties.

d) Selection by pupils of paper

for Booklet.

e) Selected paper to possess quali-

ties already named.

'

^£Jh ^u^uz^
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HANDICAPPED

"I am a certified public accountant

and spend a good deal of my working
hours writing. Unfortunately, I did

not learn the easiest and quickest

manner of writing when I was in

school. Do you have any books or

instructions that would help me?

Undoubtedly there are thousands

of business men in the same predica-

ment. In my case, both speed and
legibility are important."

Here is an adult who is in business

where his handwriting is retarding

his progress, and at this late date it

is necessary for him to correct his

handwriting. A thing which should

have been done when he was in the

grades. His writing is very difficult

to read. However with a little at-

tention given to some of the letter

forms a great change can be made
in a short time. It is unfortunate

that teachers allow students to go

through their classes without learning

to write legibly. We do not know
who is at fault. Sometimes the

student is careless or disinterested

and oftentimes the teacher herself is

a poor writer and disinterested in

the subject.

How long before thousands of men,

like this man, will raise a loud com-
plaint and compel our schools to

require each student to take a certain

amount of handwriting training?

We have been noticing recently in

the newspapers, articles from writers

who do not encourage the teachers

and the students to give handwriting

the attention that it needs. Invari-

ably we have found these same
writers have themselves been unable

to write a legible hand. This is

another case where the public should

demand better and more educational

articles from the newspapers.

Mrs. Mae Kirwin, 330 Mt. Prospect

Avenue, Newark, N. J., is a hand-

writing teacher in Newark, N. J.,

public school. Mrs. Kirwin, formerly

Miss Mae Upright, received her

training at the Zanerian.

A new Studio— James King has

established an engrossing studio at

110y2 N. 7th Street, Lafayette,
Indiana. The studio is known as The
King Studio. Mr. King attended the

Zanerian several years ago.

Signatures by W. H. MORGAN, principal of Kaysal Elementary School, Raysal, West Virginia.

T«£ greatest eioRy
•• OF fl

[FREE-BORtt PEOPLE

— 16 TO

TRflHSmiT THAT FREEPOTC

• TO TOEIK CHILDREN *

This bit of wisdom was lettered by LEROY NEWARK of the Zaner-Bloser Studio.
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- iyrr ^/r//r ' /syyyyj/////M>
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YY'YY'i'Y/yrrr/ //f/s/- /y//yy' yS yyyyyy/y/y//y' yyyyy/

yyyy.J yy/yyy// ///yyyjyy/yy y//y //yy .j/yyyyyyyyyyJ yy/yyy/y

yyyyy yy/y/yJyy/. yyyy yyyv yyy//yyyyyyyy/yyy//y//y /yy

/yyyy/yyyyyy yyyyy/.j/v////" yyy.y/yyyy/y //yyy.y yyy Y/yy

yyy/ <:/ /yy yyyyyyyyy.j/yy/y .

f^S Y* ' y
' Y ^ '

' /// ///Y.J /////' YYYYY /yYYYY YY ,y//YYYYYYYYY Yf

///// YYYY'/ YYY/y///y/yy //yYy/y/YYy/// /yY.JY YYY YY

.

/yyyyyyy/y yyyyyy.J,

YY Y Y

y/y//yj >

'/ . /J yyyyy/.

A masterpiece written by W. A. HAIKU of Dennis and Baird Studio. Brooklyn. This specimen Is worthy of a place in your
scrap book. It deserves very careful study. Keep it before you when practicing script.
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 W. Wheeler, Mocomb, III.

The capital I has a back exactly like the back of the beginning part of H. Keep the back almost straight

and the shade down low on the baseline.

Practice the H stroke. Snap the shade off on the baseline. Keep that tin in the oblique holder up level so that

both nibs of the pen get an even pressure. If the pressure is heavier on one nib than the other it creates a strain

on the pen. Rough edges on the shades are the result and the pen soon wears out.

Swing the horizontal oval around the main part of the letter I. Keep a parallel effect as indicated in the

copy.

Are your ovals nearly horizontal and about two-thirds as tall as the height of the entire letter? Make several

pages then stop and make a thorough study of the letter. Draw lines boxing it in. Draw slant test lines. Measure

it in anyway you can to discover some points you may have overlooked.

Be sure to compare your efforts with the copy. Search for good copies. There are some fine books published

and there are specimens available which were written by master penmen.

In writing the sentence get a free swing. To be practical, ornamental should be written with enough freedom

and speed so that you can do a fair amount of work. If you were required to address a hundred or a thousand

envelopes you should handle them the same as you would any other kind of work,—as speedy as possible and of as

good quality as possible.

The O is one of the easy letters. Try to make a running shaded oval exercise to develop skill or to limber up

the muscles of the arm.

Divide your letter up into blocks as suggested in the first copy. Notice the evenness of size of the ovals. The

last oval is horizontal and the same size as the main part or body of the letter.

Practice the words with care. Keep the capital and small letters close together. The spaces in and between

letters should be the same in size.

Study parallel effects. Notice how most crossings are made at nearly right angle.

Be a real student of form.
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If you are having trouble with your ink try pouring your Japan ink out in an open mouthed well. Allow it

to evaporate and add one-third as much Eternal. Add water as needed. You can also thin it with strong coffee.

If the ink does not flow freely add water.

Be sure that you have a good properly adjusted penholder. If you are in doubt, send your holder to the Editor.

He has fixed thousands of them.

iOftstijnftftreUKri

principal

This diploma was made by F. W. MARTIN several years ago.
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It is an observance of the little

things in life that make great men
and women, for the person who does
not pay attention to little things

seldom ever has a chance to do big

things.

My appeal to you, therefore, is to

form the habit, NOW—if you have
not already done so—of observing
LITTLE things every day. As you
develop your ability to see and do
these things, you will acquire the

ability to do bigger things.

This applies to everything you do
—your personal life and your daily

job. For instance, you cannot be too

careful in observing the little things

that contribute to your personal

appearance; nor can you be too care-

ful about seeing and doing the little

things that will contribute to your
personal progress—or success—as the

months and years roll by.

The observance of little things is

particularly important in your job, if

you expect to advance to a higher

job. It is important that you see

that you do not squander your time

or waste your employer's supplies;

that you do everything you can to

promote your employer's business or

service.

As an employee, you represent

your employer. It is, therefore, im-

portant that you represent said em-
ployer creditably—make a favorable

impression.

If you are in a position where you
have to answer the telephone or

meet callers, see that you keep your
employer's interest at heart at all

times—that you use intelligence and
make a favorable impression.

It is likewise important that you
develop and use initiative. Always
keep your eyes and ears open and do

whatever you can to save your em-
ployer money and to promote his

interests.

Always see that you do your job

WELL and that you take on addi-

tional work as, or if, you can. Make
it your business to learn everything

you can about the business, by study-

ing any advertising material or

literature that you can get on it, or

on the product it is selling, or the

service it is rendering.

fi-es. Me&dows-Draughon
Business Cb//ege,ShreveportJ.a.

Try to learn more about the job

just ahead of you, and see that you
assume additional responsibilities as

you have an opportunity to do so.

Always try to do everything you can
each day and avoid leaving any jobs

unfinished that should be finished

during the day or that you know
your employer will need before

finishing his day's work.

Always see that you do more than

you are PAID to do, if you want to

advance, as the only way you can
expect to win promotion is to con-

tribute a greater or more efficient

service.

If you take the attitude that you
are not being paid enough, and that

you are, therefore, not going to do

any more than you are doing, you had
better look around for another job,

because employers only increase em-
ployee's salaries or promote them as

they—the employers—are convinced

that the employees are doing more
than they are .being paid for.

Study your associates in the office

or in the business or institution in

which you are employed — see that

you overlook any shortcomings that

you may feel they possess. Make it

a point to get along with them—be

agreeable, pleasant, courteous, co-

operative at all times. Watch your

tongue, as well as your smile. Avoid

saying disagreeable things or a

frown on your face.

ALWAYS have something nice to

say and see that you smile—particu-

larly when you meet new people.

Learn to shake hands firmly—avoid

a loose grip or squeezing the hand
too hard. (Of course, it is under-

stood that men do not shake hands
with ladies, unless the lady extends

her hand.)

It is important that you be on

time, all the time. For instance, if

you are expected on the job at 8:15,

be sure you are there by that time

or a little before—not a little later.

If your employer allows a rest or

recreation period of 15 minutes in the

middle of the morning or afternoon

—

or both—see that you do not abuse

the privilege, that you are always

back by the expiration of the period.

Above all, see that you do not
absent yourself from your work un-
less it is absolutely necessary. Em-
ployers do not like employees that

they cannot depend upon. If you must
be absent, because of illness or for

some emergency, see that you notify

your employer or immediate superior,

promptly, with the proper explan-

ation.

See that you practice good morals
at all times; that you are a credit to

your employer outside of business

hours, as well as during working
hours. In other words, see that you
gain the respect, as well as confi-

dence, of all those with whom you
come in contact, whether inside the

business or institution or outside.

The above means associating with

the right people, and affiliating with

the right institutions or organizations

in the community. It is important

that you attend the church of your
choice—attend the service in which
you will fit. You will meet a lot of

mighty nice people that way; will

make not only good friends for the

present, but for life.

Above all, remember that you must
keep on STUDYING if you want to

keep on growing. The minute a

person feels that he has learned all

there is to know about his job, that

it isn't necessary for him to put forth

continued effort and increase his

efficiency, he stops growing—advanc-

ing to higher positions.

It is absolutely essential that you
learn and practice the little things

enumerated above before you can

hope to reach a position of responsi-

bility where you can exercise author-

ity and where you will be dealing

with bigger things.

Finally, may I remind you that

you can do, or be, almost anything

that you want to do, or be, if you
will only make up your mind to do

so and then direct all of your energies

to that end. It is entirely up to you
as to whether you will have a "little"

job or a "big" job—or whether you

will be a "little" man or woman or

a "big" man or woman—five, ten or

twenty years from NOW. What are

you going to DO about it ?
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Mr. Craver's Ornamental E's and Requested

I Suggestions for Business Signatures

The response to the lesson, "Which

E Do You Like Best?" was very

gratifying. Twenty-seven Educator

Subscribers sent in practice sheets;

and as a reward for their good try,

all have received a fresh-from-the-

pen capital E. Many thanks to all

for your kind words of appreciation.

I am glad to publish herewith, as

promised, the first and last specimen

of Paul Whiteleader, which shows

most improvement. The first speci-

men of the E he liked best (No. 9)

shows good movement, but the form

is not good. By mail I pointed out

how he could improve the E. The E
in the last illustration, clipped from

his final page, shows remarkable form

and wonderful improvement. Con-

gratulations to him. The first capital

E was the style I made for his study

and immitation. A little careful

practice, properly directed, will great-

ly improve any one's handwriting.

QUESTIONS: E H V D, C E, and

E E E ask how to join their initials.

Elmer C asks whether Mr. Lupfer

and Mr. Doner always join their

initials. P W wants information

about capital stems.

ANSWERS AND INSTRUCTION:
The capital stem difficulty will be the

basis of a future discussion in the

Educator. Your initials joined on this

page are arranged for systematic

study and practice. Study the copy

very carefully until you can see with

your eyes closed the exact form of

the copy. Then write each letter

separately until you are satisfied with

your try. Now join two letters, then

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens, 25c 50c SI.00 S2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

three letters, or more. Continue

practicing until you can write the

initials fluently and rapidly.

Mr. Lupfer and Mr. Doner generally

join their initials. EAL and CED
make attractive combinations. Mr.

Zaner seldom joined his initials, CPZ.
If a combination like EHVD is

difficult for you and the letters do

not "flow" easily into each other, it

is better not to connect the letters.

Every capital in a signature should

be unmistakably legible. Does it ir-

ritate you to get a letter with a
signature that you cannot decipher

easily and quickly?

With your practice, I shall be glad

to help you if you will send me
several pages of your work on this

lesson together with a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for my reply.

Happy practice days and best

wishes to you for 1949.

Edwin H. Craver

719 East 25 Street

Paterson, N. J.

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS COME WEST WHERE IT PAYS TO
TEACH AND LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

Our territory from the Mississippi to the Pacific. • Arizona, Calif., Oregon, Wash, pay the

best salaries. • We place your in the better positions in cities and colleges.

FREE ENROLLMENT UNEXCELLED SERVICE

Established

1906
ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U.S. NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM BUFFER. Ph. o.. mm. DENVER. COLO.

Member
NATA

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

{j <?£/&////£ a/u/f/r//rs/fra

///tfmf// /// ///////// wAiak.

a/r //a////r///////M\ w/fi^

j//f//s/j//rfwAr// ai/fom-

&Y////////m/
L

(Lify/////?/fj vr
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Roundhand, Engrosser's Script, Engraver's Script, Copperplate Script or plain Script, as it is often referred to,

reached a high degree of perfection several hundred years ago.

Go to your library and search for some of the old out-of-print books. Many of them were published in Eng-

land. Some can be found in secondhand book stores. You will be amazed at the beauty of some of this old work.

As we understand it, these old books were hand engraved. The engravers of those days were masters. Much
credit should go to the engraver rather than the penmen for these rare old gems.

By studying this old work you will find many of the forms the same as used today, only in many cases more

beautifully done.

The printers were also expert workmen. Each page was printed separately and not run off like today at 1000

or more an hour. The faster the presses are speeded up the cheaper the quality. The slow careful engraving and

printing is what made the superb quality and incidentally the high cost of these books today.

The accompanying examples were made in 1736. They represent a simple style of script which is very usable

today. Notice the abbreviated loops. This is a good style for those who have difficulty in making nice full loops.

This simple style of loops is used extensively.

Most reproductions today are made by the photo-engraving process which is not a very old method of en-

graving.

There are very few good hand engravers today because of the later methods of engraving.

The Bureau of Engraving in Washington has some fine hand engravers.

Hand engraving is used on money because it is more difficult to forge.

Script when properly written is very beautiful and is one of the important styles of the engrosser.

STOWJX^Z & V23456T890

Lettering by J. CHALl'P, Berayn, III.
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Envelope Addressing
One of the best means of adver-

tising for the engrossing artist or

penman is beautifully addressed

envelopes.

The work can be done in any
style, Lettering, Business Writing,

Script, Ornamental or decorated and
colored.

They can be all handmade or partly

printed in connection with handwork.

Perhaps ornamental penmanship is

the most appealing and at the same
time the quickest and easiest style.

One can dash off a beautifully written

address in a few seconds or minutes.

An envelope going through the

mails attracts attention wherever it

goes. The accustomed remark is, "It

was made by a skillful penman, isn't

it beautiful?"

Usually advertising coming in a
beautiful envelope receives more at-

tention than that which is done on
the typewriter.

See that your work is neat and
of appropriate size.

It is a mistake to make the work
too large for the space or size of the

envelope.

Center the work carefully. Leave
a good margin. Do not crowd any
part or leave big open places.

The shades should be evenly dis-

tributed and of even thickness.

The flourishes and ovals should be

uniform in size and direction.

Make the name more prominent
than the address.

Be sure to follow good accepted

customs in addressing. You arej

governed by the same rules of

courtesy as in the typewritten

envelope. Legibility is a must quality.

These two envelopes by F. B. COURTNEY.
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By E. A. LVPFER

TBr. £:H.2u pfct-,
<f/j£. -Dortt? pa rk. 5r^

(Zommbus t"?, Ol)to.

This beautiful lettered envelope was received

from C. J. COSTARAS, a former GI student

of The Zanerian, who is now employed in

the Dennis and Baird Studio, 164 Montague
Street, Brooklyn 2, New York, as an en-

grossing artist.

Mr. Costaras is one of the most recent

and most promising engrossers in the United

States. Keep your eye on this young man's
work. It is professional and it is always of

the highest workmanship.

A correspondence course by
G. W. Schwartz and Daughter

Professional Examiners of Questioned
Documents since 1892, 10 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

BEAUTIFUL CARDS
One Doz. ornamental style cards, 50c.

Semi - ornamental, 40c doz. Diamond-
flashed, Star-flashed, Long oval or Km-
blazened, ornamental, 75c doz. 10 different

design flourished cards. 65c doz. Beautiful
Pen Art Drawings of Wild & Domestic
Animals. Write for prices. Imperial
Crown Flashed, ornamental writing, $1 per
doz. G. E. PRINCELOVE, 2244 - 5th St.,

Down Front, Detroit, Mich.

Write for my FREE BOOK. "How
to Become an Expert Penman."
which shows what others have
learned by my Simplified Method.

Send 10c for Special Penpoint and your name
with a flourished bird written on a card.
T. M. TEVIS. Box 25C, Chillicothe, Mo.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

NOT FOR PROFIT
JUST to let you Make Opportunity Count
adding to your scrap-book my beautifully
addressed envelope, "excelled by none
today", REED, dozen written cards, and
extra envelope any address you want! ONE
dollar bill. M. OTERO COLMENERO—
Pen Artist—165 Audubon Avenue, Apart-
ment 34, New York 32, N. Y.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.
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Here are some specimens picked, out of work sent in by MISS ANN LOOMIS when she was working
on the correspondence course. Miss Loomis is a teacher in the Longview, Washington public schools.

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. D. #1 Ringoes, N. J.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

31 years* superior placement service.

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Extreme teacher shortage continues in

all departments. Unlimited opportuni-

ties through the West. Enroll now for

emergency and 1949 vacancies. FREE

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
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This is a hand made Christmas Greeting card and envelope
which we wish to pass on to our readers for its excellence in

workmanship. It was made by IVOR M. HUGHES, 919 Cal-
houn Street, Chillicothe, Missouri.

MICH GHADE

Diplomas^
CERTiriCATES.

his exquisite workmanship is by RAYMOND
KASTIN, 3315 Lowell Av.. Los Angeles

2, Calif.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM*:—Pick it up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound* Standard

Models.
2. The "STRAHM*

Models.
3. The "STRAHM

Grasp Models.
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.

Compound, Crow Quill

Compound, Flat Top
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This fancy alphabet was made by PARKEK ZANER BLOSER.

NEW ENGROSSING STUDIO

Carleton C. Stafford became inter-

ested in Old English lettering 27

years ago in his high school days and

since that time has worked on letter-

ing, filled in diplomas and other pen

work including heraldry and illumi-

nating work with the hope of some-

time making this work a full time

occupation. Finally this dream has

come true and he is now conducting

the Conway Studios, 616 Sackett

Street, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, on the

edge of Akron and close to Cleveland.

A nice card was received from him
showing some of his lettering and

scroll work.

FOR BUSINES^ANT^OCPArsuCCESV

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at
home quickly with my new instruction
books just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: rj Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted, $1.00 each. Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, Card Writing,
Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-

sign Flourishing, Complete Set $4.50.

Q Enclose 10c for your name beautifully
written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. /111. III. President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

EVEN AN OFFICER MUST WRITE

In the Chicago Tribune we notice

an article telling about a criminal

who was accused of robbing. The

judge dismissed the case, telling the

jury there was no evidence which

could be considered, since the state-

ment of the defendent was written

by a police officer in handwriting

which was unreadable.

If some of our newspaper writers

who are inclined to belittle the im-

portance of handwriting would get a

reprimand such as this policeman

received, they would begin to stress

the importance of legible handwriting.
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Ihi5i5tn(fciittfiitiiHt

is a qualified'and'experienced Sxaminer ofQuestioneddocuments andtRatfie

maintains strictetfUcaCstandacds in Ris workand is Hereby duty recognized

by tfiis Certificate as a Dtcem6er of tRis Society.

Jn testimony iVheveofwe RavesuSscrimed our names and affixed the Seal ofthe Society.

Presie/wf- Secreteiry

In a recent Issue of The Educator we asked for copies of the above certificate. Mr. A. T. GAOIER, 1524 Edgemont Street. Indiana-

polis, Indiana lettered this certificate. Mr. Gaumer does pen work as a hobby.

THE ELIZABETHTON COLLEGE
OF COMMERCE

The Elizabethton College of Com-
merce has received additional recog-

nition by the State, and is planning

further expansion.

The Tennessee State Board of Edu-

cation in November approved the

Elizabethton College of Commerce
for the training of high school

teachers of commercial subjects, and

with the customary stipulation, ap-

plicants to newly established institu-

tions sending out their first gradu-

ation classes, that the College shall

continue to make periodic improve-

ments along specified lines.

The Elizabethton institution was

founded in 1940 and was organized

as a College of Commerce, with four-

year courses, in 1946. Prior to the

recent approval the State Board

accepted, for teacher-certification, all

credits earned at the College in

technical subjects, such as book-

keeping, shorthand, and typewriting.

The latest action means that all

courses offered by the College of

Commerce, which are required for

teacher-certification, will be fully

accredited by the State.

The first class to finish the four-

year courses will graduate in the

Spring of 1949. Each of these gradu-

ates will receive the A.B. or B.S.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI.00

The Ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Glllott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

degree in either Higher Accounting,

Business Administration, or Teacher

Training.

The College is also approved by

the Tennessee Board of the American
Institute of Accountancy. This ap-

proval means that graduates who
earn the B. S. degree in Higher

Accounting will be permitted to take

the C. P. A. examination without the

customary apprenticeship of three

years.

A new course in Industrial Engi-

neering is being added and will be

offered with the beginning next Sep-

tember. It is being developed with

the assistanse of North American

Rayon Corporation, American Bem-
berg Corporation, Tennessee Eastman
Corporation, and the Tennessee Val-

ley Authority. It is new and different,

and peculiar to the industrial needs

of the Tri-City area.
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A sample (if individualized lettering by C. A. BARNETT, the engrosser of 7911 Franklin Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.
.Mr. Ham. ii has been a successful engrosser in Cleveland for many years. Prior to that he was supervisor of handwriting
in the Cleveland public schools.

OLD SUBSCRIBER

Detroit, Mich.

December 17, 1948

You will find enclosed my personal

check for $2.50 in payment for my
subscription to "The Educator" be-

ginning with the month of December
this year.

I think I have been a subscriber

almost continuously since 1921, but it

seems to me that the last three

issues have been outstanding in the

quality of work and the interest they
should create.

THE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
A. C. Stephens

Manager, Joy Road School

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Question: How can I write straight

on the blackboard without carefully

drawing lines?

Answer: Usually correct position

will aid in writing straight. Stand
in front of your work with feet far

apart. Swing the body back and
forth as you write. When you start

to write lean far to the left and as

the writing moves forward swing the

body to the right.

It is good to write on spaces not

too long, perhaps not over twenty
inches, before you stop and move
over in front of your work.

Writing too far to the right of the

body makes the writing go down
hill.

Try to write nearly on a level with
the eyes when practicing.

When demonstrating to a class, try

to write above your head, or to one
side or the other so that the class

can better see what you are doing.

Remember the class is watching
every move you make. Be as graceful

as possible and always be careful.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-
manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

W. P. Hamilton
174 Western Ave.

Lynn, Mass.

Joseph Kowalski
1914 East 90th St.

Cleveland 6, Ohio

J. O. Corpuz
B P M - Central Office, Sta. 1

Guam, Marianas

Georgina Artigas, Santa Irene 162

Altos,

Santos Suarez
Habana, Cuba

H. B. Brammer
Bryant & Stratton College

18 South Michigan Ave.

Chicago 3, Illinois

By PAUL THO.MSEN, 3917Vi Flower Dr., Ix>s Angeles.
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

hot especially in books of interest and value to

commercial teachers including books of special

.educational value and books on business sub-
Ejects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers
[to determine Its value.

A review of YOU and YOU AND
OTHERS for Grades Five and Six,

respectively, in the Health and
Personal Development Program

.

YOU: By Dorothy Baruch, Eliza-

beth Montgomery, and W. W.
Bauer, M.D. Teacher's Edition, 288

pp., plus guidebook material (127

pp.). YOU AND OTHERS: By
Helen Shacter, Ph.D., and W. W.

Bauer, M.D. Pupils Edition, 188

pp. Published by Scott, Foresman
and Company.

Here is help for teachers (and parents, too)

in meeting the special needs of preadolescents.

In the general concern for the wholesome
development of very young children and for

finding ways of meeting the dramatic prob-
lems of adolescents, little attention has been
paid to the boys and girls of preadolescent

age. Yet everyone who deals with the ten-

and eleven-year-olds knows that they have
problems of their own and need skilled

guidance throughout this in-between age.

You and You and Others are a part of the

pioneering Health and Personal Development
Series, a new kind of health program based
on the modern concept that health of the

mind and of the body are inseparable. Health
books in the past have stopped short with
teaching physical health. These new hooks
take into account the needs of boys and girls

in the fields of physical health, safety, and
mental health and social well-being.

In contrast to the "preachy" attitude of

health books in the past, You and You and
Others teach by means of case studies, that

is, realistic stories of boys and girls who
have problems, who get into troubles, who
make mistakes. When fifth- and sixth-graders

read these stories, they will no doubt often be
surprised to find themselves reflected in them.
Seeing that they are not alone in their

troubles should serve to loosen their tongues.
And when children feel free to talk about
the things that bother them, it becomes
possible for them to face their problems
realistically and to discover solutions in better
ways of thinking and acting.

As a matter of fact, these lively textbooks
are so provocative of action on the part of
children that they might be regarded as self-

improvement books at this age level. Boys
and girls do want to measure up; they want
to do the right thing in the right way. They
want to win social approval. These new
books show them how. It seems to this re-

viewer that books geared to help children
satisfy their great need for feelings of security

and personal worth are important news.

The Teacher's Edition of You (the Teacher's
Edition of You and Others will soon be avail-

able > provides guidance for adults in under-
standing the special needs and characteristics

of preadolescents. Introductory chapters
acquaint teachers with modern viewpoints
about health teaching. Additional chapters
present detailed lesson plans. A useful biblio-

graphy is included. And recurring sections

suggest ways of bringing into action the

children's parents, who are so necessary a
part of a well-rounded health program.

HIGGINS INK COMPANY ISSUES

FIFTH EDITION OF TECHNIQUES

The fifth edition of Higgins' famous

"Techniques" was released in October

by Higgins Ink Co., Inc. This beauti-

ful new 48 page book, printed

throughout in two colors with a four

page center spread in full color, was
designed by Miss Jeanette Osborn of

the New York Design Group. It

makes use of the most modern prin-

ciples of visual presentation enhanced

by the good taste of the designer.

Higgins' "Techniques'* and their

three other art books, "Script and

Manuscript", "Cartooning" and "Arts

31

and Crafts Projects" were an out-

growth of the numerous requests the

company has always received for an
explanation of the manifold uses of

their well known drawing inks.

"Techniques" started as small pam-
phlets variously titled "Higgins Ink

Hints", "Smudges, Smears and
Smooches" and "With Brush and

Pen". The company found these

small leaflets were inadequate and

that the interested public preferred

to pay for a competent piece of

literature on ink rendering rather

than receive inadequate pieces free of

charge. Hence they started issuing

their present "Techniques" series

approximately fifteen years ago with

instant success.

Higgins Ink Co. stresses that they

are not in the publishing business but

like other manufacturers have been

forced to issue educational booklets

because no one knows more about a

product than the manufacturer. They

claim Higgins American Drawing

Inks are the most versatile art

medium in the world and that no

books or collection of books compe-

tently describes their manifold uses.

An indication of the success of their

program is the fact that through

the years artist contributors to

"Techniques" who at first thought

their works were being used for

"advertising" now consider represen-

tation therein an honor.

the baseline and maintain even height.
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FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Collected and edited by E. A. Lupfer

A Complete Course and Collection of Masterpieces Produced
by Leading Penmen

Shows you how to make the simplest birds and flourishes
and finishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.
The most pretentious work ever published which is devoted

exclusively to this beautiful art.

Fascinating
PenFlouris'"

LOCUST BT EIGHTEEHTH

ST. LOUIS missouRi

For enjoyment of living at its best;

all rooms are outstandingly gay
and attractive. Guests enjoy
club facilities, including the swim-
ming pool, Turkish boths and
Swedish massage. Perfect location

at 1 1th and Baltimore.

Direction

SOUTHWEST HOTELS, INC
H. Grady Manning, founder

mm*
^PENGUIN DINING ROOM

'

THE ZANER BLOSER COMPANY

Size 8% x 11 in., 80 pages, flexible cardboard.
Price of the book, postpaid
Price of The Educator, one year

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)

BOTH FOR ONLY $3.00

SI. 00
$2.50

$3.50

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing

Compiled and edited by E. A. Lupfer

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN
ENGROSSING

SCRIPT - TEXT LETTERING - STANDARD ALPHABETS -
SHADING - PEN DRAWING - WASH DRAWING - INITIAL
LETTERS - SCROLLS - BORDERS - RESOLUTIONS -
CERTIFICATES - HONOR ROLLS - HEADINGS - ILLUMI-
NATION - ETC.

The
/^VNERIAN M4NUAL

OFCi
Att3nsmufortn

IRounuhanu-.-ij'r-

trrinr|.Cngrrj$$ini),

lD«tgmtu).pntmtb

Bru5h%t,ftrr

Price of the book, postpaid $2.15
Price of The Educator (one year) $2.50

(Canada 10c and Foreign 30c extra)
BOTH FOR ONLY $4.75

THE ZANER-BLOSEB CO.
Columbus 8. Ohio
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C© La U M B U S^© H I O
You can come to the Zanerian at any time

during the year and prepare as a teacher or
supervisor of penmanship, professional penman
or engrossing and illuminating artist. Thousands
of the leaders in the penmanship field received
their training at the Zanerian. It is the only
institution of its kind in America.

It was established in 1888 and is approved by
the Veteran's Administration for the training of
GI students in pen work. The; school is open
from 8 to 5—five days a week. Instruction is

mainly individual.

The courses cover:

Business Handwriting
Ornamental Penmanship
Broad Pen Text Lettering

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script

Standard Lettering

Designing of Initial Letters, Scrolls and
Borders /

Color Work & Illumination

Work for Teachers and Supervisors of
Penmanship

Professional Penmanship

Students are admitted upon a personal inter-
view. We reserve the right to reject any person
not fitted for this work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

During the summer teachers and persons in-
terested in some phase of pen work or teaching

come to the Zanerian from all parts of the
United States and Canada for special work and
inspiration.

We inspect each pupil's work. Criticisms are
offered and suggestions and instructions are
given for improvement, and fresh-from-the-pen
copies are written, which give pupils the best
working models and show them exactly how to
proceed. Our method of instruction enables us
to give each pupil the help which is best for his
particular needs.

This personal interest in pupils is one of the
things which has helped to make the Zanerian
the unique school it is today. Students, begin-
ners and professionals, come to the Zanerian
from far and near to get our personal criticism
and instruction. Some come for long terms while
others take an intensive short refresher course.
It's a good place to spend your vacation.

This has been the means of developing
America's finest penmen. "It is an inspiration
to see the instructors dash off beautiful copies,"
is the common remark by students. Seeing work
•executed skillfully creates in students a desire
to improve as nothing else will. A feature of
the Zanerian Summer School is the personal,
helpful interest shown by our teachers in every
student.

Board & Room—Rooms in private homes and
meals in restaurants cost about the same in
Columbus as in any other city.

Rate of Tuition for Winter or Summer
4 weeks — $35.00 2 weeks — $20.00

Correspondence Courses
IT IS FUN LEARNING TO WRITE

You can easily learn to write and do pen
work, engrossing and illumination in your own
home.

Simply enroll in the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship correspondence course and faithfully
follow the simple instructions and inspiring
copies. Each lesson which you return to us is

carefully scrutinized for the parts which need
special analysis and additional study and prac-
tice. This individual instruction enables you to
master the work in the quickest and easiest way.
This prevents waste of time as is often experi-
enced where the student has no instructor to
assist him over the tough spots. Take advantage
of our many years of experience training most
of America's finest penmen, teachers and super-

visors of penmanship, engrossing artists and
professional penmen.

BUSINESS WRITING COURSE
You can soon learn to write a good business

hand. You will be taught correct position and
a rapid, free movement. You will be able to
write a style of business writing such as helps
to secure and maintain a good office position.
Make your handwriting an asset not a hindrance
to your progress.

The course contains ten well graded lessons
with clear, to the point .instructions. You will
be inspired by the beautifully and skillfully
executed copies.

Some actual handwritten copies are given to
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increase your interest to inspire you on to do
more and better work.

The time required to complete the course
depends upon the individual's ability and time
devoted daily to the course. At least three
months is usually required to reach the high
standards for graduation.

Tuition for Business Writing Course $12.00
Supplies (subject to change) 1.95

ORNAMENTAL, PENMANSHIP

You will find our Ornamental Penmanship
course with its graceful flourishes and snappy
shades most interesting.

The pleasing contrast between those beautiful
delicate curves and bold shades makes orna-
mental a most fascinating art. You can easily

master it and learn to address dashy envelopes,

write name cards and letters in beautiful
flourished ornamental penmanship.

All you need is a little of your time and our
correspondence course in Ornamental Penman-
ship.

It consists of ten lessons which will require

at least three months to complete. Each lesson

you work out and return to us is given careful

attention, criticisms and suggestions for further

study and practice which apply to you alone,

thus helping you to master the work in the

quickest possible time.

Tuition for Ornamental Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.20

ROUNDHAND OR ENGROSSERS SCRIPT
COURSE

You have admired beautiful wedding announce-
ments, cards, etc., in the Engrosser's Script

style. Perhaps you called it copper-plate script.

The downstrokes are all bold evenly shaded and
the upstrokes are delicate hairlines. This style

of Script is used in filling in dates on diplomas,

the body of many resolutions and other pieces

of engrossing. No engrosser can afford to be

without this style which is one of the oldest,

yet today one of the most used styles.

You can learn to write a beautiful style of

Script at home by enrolling in our Roundhand
Course.

It consists of ten lessons and will require at

least three months to complete and reach our

high standards for graduation.

Tuition for Roundhand or
Engrosser's Script $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.80

BROAD PEN TEXT LETTERING AND
ENGROSSING COURSE

You can learn to letter names in diplomas and
certificates, letter poems and beautiful memory
gems, make large pieces of pen work such as
resolutions, testimonials, etc.

You can increase your income by taking this

course and learning to do lettering for your
friends and customers. One teacher made over
$800 in one year doing lettering before and
after school hours.

You will learn all the various alphabets used
by engrossers and all the little short cuts or

trade secrets needed to put your work on a
professional basis.

Lettering and engrossing has a brilliant

future. More money is being spent today for

pen work than ever in history.

You need to take only a small amount of your
time and let our instructors guide your efforts.

Tuition for Text Lettering Course $12.00

Supplies (Subject to change) 5.60

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE

(You should take Text Lettering Course First)

Do you want to make fancy initial letters,

borders and scrolls used on beautiful pieces of

engrossing and illuminated work? This course
will train you to do that and much more.

It will train you and give you a thorough
foundation in making standard letters like the

Roman and other modern alphabets.

Upon completing this course (and the Text
Lettering Course) you should be able to make
large pieces of pen work, diplomas, resolutions,

testimonials, memorials, employing initial letters,

borders and scrolls in plain simple lettering or

fancy colored and illuminated styles.

These courses prepare you to enter the en-

grossing business as a professional engrosser.

Picture yourself in your own engrossing studio

doing such a pleasant, profitable work. You
can do it. Enroll today.

Tuition for Advanced Engrossing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.85

612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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right point for the

system you teach.

In case of damage you can
replace your favorite point

yourself— instantly— by
number— at anypen counter.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Leading educators every-

where approve the

Esterbrook Fountain Pen

because it gives you

the right point for the £
way you write... the I

One rarely ever picks up a copy or magazine without seeing some nourishing. The ads and commercial artists have done much to popu-
larize flourishing. Penmen should be qualified by experience to turn out excellent work alone this line. The work can be done either freehand
or penciled out.

The above sueeestions are from George G. Borum, 409 E. 15th Street, Centralia, Illinois, who has been running some comic flourishes
in The Educator.
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HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

POSITION

At this time it is a good thing to

xamine your position. If you have
ot been making rapid progress, per-

aps your position or manner of

writing is not correct. Therefore read

ny instructions which you can se-

ure on position, and study good
osition illustrations. Sit up, don't

louch. The back at the waistline

ihould be fairly straight. Sit facing

he desk. Keep the shoulders even.

The elbows should be evenly on or

>ff the desk. Incline the body for-

vard, but do not lean against the

lesk. The feet should be kept even

p.nd on the floor. A change in posi-

ion will rest you. The main thing is

our body should be balanced.

Arms and Hands
Lay the arms naturally on the

table in front of you. Keep the el-

bows out free from the body. It is

better not to have anything too tight

on the arm as the arm rolls and

glides on the large muscle below the

elbow, and the weight of the hand is

supported by the little fingers. The
hand should move freely and should

therefore glide mainly on the little

finger. The third finger may touch

the desk. As a rule keep off the ball

of the hand and never turn the hand

over on the side. Keep the knuckles

pointing toward the ceiling. In free

writing very little of the hands should

touch or drag on the paper. This is

opposite from the slow movement
styles of writing such as engrossing,

script, lettering and drawing, in

which case a good foundation or rest

is needed so that the hand can be

held steady on the paper.

Penholder

Do not hold the penholder in a

tight grip. Point the penholder

toward the right shoulder for right-

handed writers and the left elbow for

the left-handed writers. Gripping the

penholder or pressing heavily will

form heavy lines instead of the nice

free light lines that are so desirable.

Hold the penholder between the

thumb and first and second fingers

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthlv i except July and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

A. LUPFER Editor

BARKER ZANER BLOSER ...Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10: foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
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with the three evenly distributed

around the penholder. The first finger

should be on top of the penholder

and should be curved slightly. Keep
the eye of the pen up like the

knuckles. The eye of the pen should

point toward the ceiling. Keep the

pen directly in front of the eyes.

Hold your penholder so you pull, as

near as you possibly can, the pen

toward the center of the body, having

the downstrokes in that same slant.

The Paper
The paper should be placed in front

of you with the top sloping toward

the upper left end of the desk for

right-handed persons. It is important

to teaching left-handed students just

the opposite position than for right-

handed students. This means the top

of the paper should slant toward the

upper right-handed corner of the

desk. In both cases the arms are

practically at right angles to the

lines upon which you write. Move
the paper up and down, or to the

right and left, as needed to enable

you to write directly in front of you.

Irregular slant, uneven height of

letters and many other troubles can

be traced to improper position of the

paper.

Left-handed

The left-handed writer should never

write with his hand above his writing.

This is a weak position and should be

corrected as soon as possible. Most
authorities do not advise changing a

student from the left to the right

hand. There is too much danger of

injuring the child, or at least there

is too much opposition and lack of

cooperation to successfully change
students. Many changes have been

made successfully, but there are some
people so decidedly left-handed or

who object to changing, that chang-

ing them would be a waste of time.

>CAS£"vS

^ZZ JTz. -ztn

-r^y~ -7^C^

Practice these exercises proceeding each lesson or whenever your muscles seem a little tight. Like a ball player

it is sometimes necessary to "warm up."

^C^?~^€?L^Ls

In practicing this copy study it carefully to get a good mental picture. Keep the copy down near to the

line you are working upon. This will enable you to imitate the copy closer and you can compare your work with

the copy easier.

Here is a list of words from the spelling class. You should take each word and practice it separately. Take
the first word and study it, compare the different letters or parts of letters. Notice the oval in a and g are the

same, and if turned upside down, they are similar to the oval in p and s. Study the shoulder in r and the open

loop in e.
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In the second word we again have a and g, s, e and r. The body of o is a little more upright than the oval of a.

Take each word and pick out the important letters and study them. It may be necessary to do some practice on

ndividual letters.

Give the loops in b, h, e considerable practice. Never make loops without daylight shining through. Get plenty

>f sunshine.

C^zl^zzA/,

6?^
One is required to address many envelopes. A little practice on addressing will help.

The above is the form recommended by the post office. Note the location of each part of the address. Make the

writing large and free as you would on a large package.

Each line should be practiced alone. There are some combinations like Ed, dg, If, fr and st which should be

given much practice.

The W begins like H and ends like V. Use a push-pull movement. Pull downstrokes toward the body. To

strengthen the straight strokes practice the straight line exercises a few times.
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/- 2--3-*/ /-Z~3-V
Study the spaces in the letter.

We find a certain amount of practice on large forms is advisable. It gives one a better mental picture and
more freedom.

///
X N

Study the arrows. Take enough time on the dot on the \v to make a clean retrace or dot. Watch the space
after the w.

There is enough material in this one list of words to keep you busy for weeks. It contains all but four small

letters.

Watch slant, spacing and size. Make a distinction between turns and angles, and loops and retraces.

Are your e's like i's, o's like a's and r's like i's?

Get plenty of space in the inside of o, a, s and e.
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The O is the nearest letter to the oval. It is an oval with a finish. Finish the O upward. Both sides should
be evenly curved, and the top and bottom should be evenly rounded.

In making the small o exercise keep the oval full and open. Keep the connecting stroke well up along the head-
line. Finish with a free swing. Get all the stroke free.

7 /?-" /^»- rrl^/ rrT^^y m/—
/-z. /-2
You should always study a letter before you start to practice it. Check the motion on the a before making

the swing stroke connecting it to the letter following it.

a^
/-z /-Z
Always close the o. Do not drop down on the final stroke as it will be confusing with the a.

Try copies large and small. This will give you better control. Practice on letter combinations is important.

o-r^y^zy

'fifi&s

A fine list of words to practice. Get your words in neat columns. Practicing lists of words should help in

your spelling. Always write carefully.

Pick out your weakest letters and study and practice them. You will soon see an improvement.
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Handwriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

The average child enjoys writing and drawing with pencil or crayon. It is not difficult for first and second

grade teachers to interest their pupils. The big problem is proper direction and supervision.

By this time most primary pupils should be well informed on position. They can remember directions sur-

prisingly well. Often, however, they lack coordination and have difficulty in following directions.

As we see primary teachers handle their groups we marvel at their patience and their ability to make the

little fellows understand and to work with untiring enthusiasm. They will do anything to please her.

They are great imitators. Anything which their teacher does is correct in their opinion. She should therefore

be exceedingly careful to make good copies and do only careful writing. It is a good plan to prepare for each

lesson so that you are familiar with each letter form and that you can make them well. Also, try to have

something new and interesting for each lesson.

Accompanying is a copy which offers splendid opportunity for a lot of interesting practice. If your students

are from rural areas the children are very familiar with chickens, hens and eggs and will want to tell you what

they know. They will want to write about them also. Here are a few words to write: chickens, hen, chick, brooder,

feed, water, mash, stove, litter, eggs, sitting, wheat, corn.

Easter is also just around the corner and would provide splendid material to use as a follow-up or review

of this lesson.

The down strokes are all vertical. Have the children study the spacing.
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A BCDEFG H IJ KL M

NOPQRST U VWXYZ

x^ cy &yay yy cy yy ^ey yy a^ yy^yyyabcdefahi :

Jy.

3 J

Jz/ yyy^Tyyyy o^-J^^^ ^^
k m n o P % r

t u V w x y z

Here is an alphabet which you can use in changing from print to script. This makes it very easy for the child to compare letter forms

of each letter in the alphabet. The child already knows the forms of the print, and the script appears directly above making the comparison easy.

The teacher should call attention to similarities In letter form. Some letters are very' similar In form. Illustration by Parker Z. Bloser.
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The "Human Touch" in Handwriting
ANN l.OOMIS, 1343 21st, Longvlew, Wash.

We, as a nation, have advanced in

practically every known field of

human progress. As we thus advance

we are gradually learning that, as

Isolationism is fading into oblivion,

human relationships are necessarily

predominant in every phase of life.

The foundation for understanding

has its beginning in the education of

our Youth. The "guiding influence"

in the growth of human relationships

is the sincere teacher blessed with a

generous measure of kindly sympathy,

patience, and love.

In Writing, where there is a

tendency toward mediocre instruction,

this human quality is sorely needed.

A child understands his playmates

through close association, cooperation

and appreciation, which can be at-

tained only through favorable under-

standing situations. The teacher

naturally provides an informal setting

or atmosphere for greater under-

standing within the classroom, com-

munity, and eventually the nation

and the world.

Youth, in his creative way, plans

his project with the guide ready to

direct along constructive channels.

He learns to seek and read materials

involving this community unit and

creates stories and pictures which
tend to produce an inner feeling of

satisfaction.

Just as surely does the teacher

guide him to an appreciation of good

manuscript and cursive writing. As
a segment of his activity he becomes
increasingly interested in doing all

written work.

The left-handed child, who is often

self conscious, needs an unusually

good measure of encouragement and
sympathetic understanding. This "hu-

man touch" may be given if the

guide leaves him to write without

domination or constant supervision.

The sooner he can relax, the more
confidence he will gain for himself

and eventually conquer his own weak-
ness. To my readers, this may sound

like too easy a remedy, but from
experience the writer believes that,

as there is a diversity in capacities,

there is no set position for left

handedness. The child, through ex-

perimentation and an unseen guiding

hand on the emergency brake, dis-

covers for himself the position which
brings about the positive movement
in the Writing process. What a thrill

it is to any child to have confidence

and a feeling of satisfactory accom-
plishment.

This human kindness is a real ad-

vantage and an inspiration particu-

larly to youth not properly adjusted.

Just as surely it serves as a Posi-

tive Tonic in promoting legible for-

mations in all written activity.

A note of appreciation, a kindly

word, and a generous smile spells

Happiness to the Child which aids in

the future development of his per-

sonality.

_>C^U^-^_^:£«s^<^^ -^t^l^^^JU^l^^l^V--^><>C

OL^yn^tPL-^

Every teacher should learn tu write an easy Bowing, legible style of handwriting. The forms should be correct enough to

inspire the students to try to make their letters correct. Students imitate the work of teachers.
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Vitalizing The Penmanship Lesson
HELEN Kl'NCL, Cnmenius School, Grades 5 - 6

1464 S. 11th St., Omaha 8, Nebr.

Children make great improvement in their penmanship by using various colored inks.

A pupil starts out with the usual blue ink. When he has improved the form, slant, and spacing of the letters,

he is given purple ink, that is, if all daily papers are written neatly. As the pupil progresses, he is given red ink,

then green, brown, and finally black if his penmanship looks nearly like the lessons in the Penmanship Book.

The black ink is not usually received until near the close of the year, thus giving the pupil something to

work for.

According to the parents, the receiving of the various colors of ink—especially the purple—is one of the most

important events in the pupil's young life.

The accompanying spelling papers were taken from Miss Kuncl's class. Being in different colors some engraved

darker than others, however, notice the free writing and the legibility.
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Norman Tower
WELL-KNOWN PENMAN DIES

The profession again mourns the

loss of a very skillful penman and
engrosser, Norman Tower, 751 Logan
Street, Denver, Colorado. Mr. Tower
died Thursday, December 23, 1948

from a heart ailment.

Mr. Tower taught penmanship in

the Barnes School of Commerce since

1917. He was born in New York
City, October 14, 1885 and had been

a resident of Denver for about thirty-

five years. In addition to working in

the Barnes School, Mr. Tower oper-

ated an engrossing studio at his home
and conducted private lessons in

penmanship. He was a graduate of

the Zanerian College of Penmanship,
Columbus, Ohio. He was known
throughout the United State as one

of the finest engrossers.

Mr. Tower was known for his

politeness and his interest in people

This Veteran Should.

Give Tip to Adjutant
Argonne Post 26 of The Ameri-

can Legion at Hobba, New Mexico,

claims the 1949 member with the

longest name is-Hubrt B. Wolfced-
legdstienhausenbergerdorff.

f
—
"V

VI *f\ fM

and in penmanship. We know of no
one who was more enthusiastic over

penmanship, or who was more willing

to devote his time and effort to the

betterment of the profession.

We extend our sincere sympathy
to his widow and his son.

ENGROSSING STUDIO

Irving Bookstein is conducting an
engrossing and Illuminating Studio

at 18 Tremont Street, Boston. Mr.
3ookstein promises to send The Edu-
cator some of his recent work. He
attended the Zanerian College of

Penmanship in October 1943.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossed drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

George G. Borum
Centralia, Illinois

David Klein, President

United States Bronze Sign Co., Inc.

570 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

Charles Romont
52 Montgomery St.

Boston 8, Mass.

Edward J. Penney
Tuskahoma, Okla.

Mrs. Sarah Jane Series—left-handed

401 - G - South Kalorama St.

Ventura, California

Paul Thomsen
3917% Flower Drive

Los Angeles 37, California

William Joy Bibbee

Roosevelt School

Camden Ave.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Arnold Pusey
Compania Agricola De Guatemala
Tiquisate, Guatemala

Senor C. W. Morales
Cia, Panamericana
10 Dolores 10,

Mexico, D. F., Mexico
J. M. Southworth

Kasson, Minnesota
Roy H. Manly
Attorney at Law
301-2 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

Birmingham 3, Ala.

This is a standard ornamental alphabet made by I'arker Zant-r Bloser.
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OFFICERS
Penmanship Round Table of the

Pennsylvania State Education Asso-

ciation.

Officers for 1949:

President—Miss Agnes A. Silvany,

83 North River Street, Wilkes-

Barre.

Vice-President — Miss Margery M.

Trayes, 113 Miller Street, Bangor.

Secretary — Mr. George W. Brady,

Vanderbilt.

HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN
GROW?

Katherine Berle Stains

4313 Hartel Ave.

Philadelphia 36, Pa.

We stimulate,

We motivate,

We have an end in view.

And we berate

Our dismal fate,

When weeds spring up anew!

Then next we find

That we were blind

To children's growth and needs,

—

Which steer the guide

To raise with pride

A garden minus weeds.
This is a French Happy New Year card executed by <;. R. BRUNEI",
446 St. Jean Baptist, St. Boniface, Man., Canada.
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This piece of engrossing was made by MILTON J. MILLER who is studying engrossing in (he Zanerian under the ('» I bill.
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Tlil deep devotion, constancy, faithfulness and sincerity or"purpose yo«
have $erVed as <?hairman cftha Sectional 'Executive Committee during

these -past five years in the conservation and further developmcm of our-
crreatest resource— theboyhood of ^veyion 'Three. "^Pe honor- uou

Pitt Scouts and Scourers of-lveyion ^Three hereby express their heartfelt

appreciation of the contribution ^ou have made and may i^ou continu-

ally carry with ixoix through many more years ofservice to Scoutiny the.

fine sansa of satisfaction which is x}oiirs today.
,

»**««

#uck cHtU <*alU, 9<m*5v<lvama

This piece of engrossing is by an enthusiastic progressive young engrosser—a young man who promises to become one of our leading

engrossing artists. It was done by C. I>. MANSI.EY, 7722 Loretta Av., Philadelphia 11, Pa., while carrying a heavy university schedule.

.Mr, Mansley received his training in Engrossing under the (J. I. bill.

Some very beautiful ornamental

specimens have been received from

Roy H. Manly, attorney, 301 Chamber

of Commerce Bldg., Birmingham 3,

Ala., who has been a subscriber to

The Educator for the past thirty-four

years. It is certainly a pleasure to

see work from our subscribers and to

know that many of them have been

on our list for so many years.

TRAVELING ENGROSSERS

A card from Pauline Loya, a former

Zanerian, of the Loya Studio, 89

Franklin St., Boston, has been re-

ceived from Los Angeles. We hope

she has an opportunity to see our

good friend D. Beauchamp, Room 917,

219 W. 7th St., Haas Building, Los

Angeles, and other engrossers of

California.

R. L. Calmes, 618 N. 18th Street,

Duncan, Oklahoma spent several

weeks vacation in the Zanerian tak-

ing some special work in engrossing.

Some of the finest script we have
received in months has come from
Joseph Kowalski, 1914 East 90th

Street, Cleveland 6, Ohio. This young
man promises to become one of our
finest script writers.
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 W. Wheeler, Mocomb, 111.

The t, d and p should contain a prominent shade. The t and d are identically shaded. Practice the shade on the

t. It is made by pressing the pen on the paper until the nibs are separated, then with a quick motion start for

the baseline. The pen may be raised as you approach the baseline. You can if you prefer go on, around the turn

and finish without raising the pen. Where the pen is raised be sure to carefully join the line. Breaks in the line

or poor, careless connections are undesirable.

The body of the d is the same as the small a. Join the two parts of a. The t and d are two spaces high. Make
the bottom of p by coming down to the bottom with a firm pressure, spreading the pen gradually. After working on
the separate and joined letters, practice words containing f, d, and p. Watch the slant which should be uniform.

Get a free, easy swing. Put plenty of dash into every stroke. Slow kinky lines are not very attractive.

The loop letters should be at least three spaces tall. Cross at the headline. The top and bottom turns should

be even in roundness—not sharp. Start the loop letters with an upward curve—part of an oval. Keep the down-

stroke straight and on the same slant as the downstrokes of u, n. etc.

Develop a free light touch. Get shades only where they belong. Ornamental is a beautiful art. You can spend

many pleasant hours working on it. It is somewhat evasive and is therefore intensely interesting as you always

have something to strive for—an ideal which challenges all your ability and perseverance.
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Envelope Addressing
Envelopes addressed in ornamental

penmanship are attractive and make
excellent advertising for engrossers.

Some penmen address all their enve-

lopes in ornamental.

H. B. Behrensmeyer, L. M. Kelch-

ner, F. B. Courtney, L. Madarasz, and
C. P. Zaner were famous for the

beautiful envelopes they addressed.

Many of those envelopes today are in

scrapbooks and unfortunately many
have been lost.

Get a good oblique penholder, some
good ink and paper or envelopes and
go to work. It will help you to im-

prove your penmanship, your reputa-

tion and your income.

Mr. Courtney furnished the script

for this lesson. Notice those dashy
shades. How quickly he goes from a

bold shade to a fine hairline.

Ovals and more ovals—nice full

ovals with smooth lines is the secret.

Of course you should do a little prac-

tice, break a few pens and spill a
little ink before you equal the old

master—Courtney, who is still going

strong.

Seriously, you can soon learn to

write beautiful ornamental penman-
ship if you make a careful study of

it and practice seriously.

GOVERNMENT ENGROSSER

This is Richard H. Stover, 1931 -

39th Street, N. W., Washington 7,

D. C, son of H. L. Stover.

Mr. Richard H. Stover came to The

Zanerian College while he was still

in high school. By attending our

summer school and finally enrolling

in the regular term, he became profi-

cient as an engrossing artist. While

in high school he was interested in

art and did some work in decorating

the stage. After leaving The Zanerian

on account of the war, he finally

secured a position with the J. V.

Haring Studio in New York City.

From there he went to Washington,

where he is now employed as a gov-

ernment engrosser.

Mr. Stover is a clean-cut young
man, deeply interested in art work
and engrossing. He is continuing his

study and is gradually climbing up in

his profession.

Mrs. Eileen Richardson, 34 Broad-
way Avenue, Ottawa, Canada, has
been commissioned to engross a
"Book of Remembrance" containing

around one hundred pages. There
will be one name on each page with
the initials illuminated. A specimen
of her work appeared in the January
Educator.

DOUBLE-END AGATE BURNISHER
PRECISION MADE BY HASD
FOR BURNISHING GOLD

Pointed end for burnishing Dots. Cross-
hatching, Diapering. "Etc." Tooth shape
end for large surfaces.
Write for price and full description.

OTIS SKED. JR.
1123 Thayer Drive, Richland, Washington
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ead&zitf
fres.Meadows-Dmug/w/i
Business Cb//ege,ShreveporfJ,a

TIME—Your Most Valuable Asset!

Time is the most valuable thing

you have. It represents life itself.

How you use it determines your fu-

ture—your life. So . . . don't WASTE
it; and don't waste the time of

OTHERS. Think of this when you
find yourself LOAFING—or ABOUT
to loaf!

You must CONSERVE your TIME,
just as you must SAVE, your
MONEY, if you want to GET
AHEAD in the world. Learn to

BUDGET your time—to allot so much
for this and that!

The GOOD student not only uses

every minute of his time to the best

advantage during school hours but he
uses a good bit of it outside of school

hours in studying, practicing or pre-

NEW SPENCERIAN COMPENDIUM^
The <ireatest Book Ever Published on

Spencerian Handwriting

One set ot 8 parts $20.00

Parts 1, 2. 4, 5, 6, and 8 each$ 1.50

Address Box 656. care THE EDUCATOR
612 N. Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

A correspondence course by
G. W. Schwartz and Daughter

Professional Examiners of Questioned
Documents since 1892. 10 South La
Salle Street. Chicago. Illinois. U.S.A.

taking my Cou

Now i. mo. you rar. loan, tx|.<n FVnmanatitp di
sparr momrms hy my S.mpM.cd Wethod, that »
you t'> .ii:ran altentKin anil amur your friends, i

youi So .'l and Business Advan<«m.nl. Inyr-sllgatc
.

i. f. I, 'motion and my rRE& BOOK. "How to I

*— shows what others have aecompits
tsh. enrTnse 1 itr for Special Pent",

C^b~iSc&U£&^~&U???z^

paring his lessons. That's the only

way you can acquire the knowledge
and skill in a Minimum length of

time that will enable you to secure

and hold a GOOD position.

May we remind you, too, that if

you want to be able to ADVANCE
to HIGHER and BETTER positions,

you must acquire more than just

enough knowledge and skill to hold

a GOOD position to start. Moreover,
after you have secured your first

position you must continue to STUDY
and PRACTICE if you want to con-

tinue GROWING—ADVANCING.

There is no magic formula for

acquiring knowledge and skill or

advancing to higher places. It's

simply a matter of CONCENTRA-
TION, APPLICATION, PERSIST-
ENCE and AMBITION!

LEARN TO WRITE

for businessan^ooaTsuccSs'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at
home quickly with my new instruction
books just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Q Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, Q Card Writing,
Q Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-
sign Flourishing, Complete Set $4.50.

Enclose 10c for your name beautifully
written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZII.LER. President. TA.MBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

CHRISTMAS MEETING OF
PENMEN

The annual Get Together of the

Chicago penmen was held on Decem-
ber 29, 1948. Those present were:

Rene Guillard, penman and high

school teacher, Box 334, Evans-
ton, Illinois

A. M. Grove, B. C. Kassell Com-
pany, 105 N. Clark Street, Chi-

cago 2, 111.

L. F. Klarquist, B. C. Kassell Com-
pany, 105 N. Clark Street, Chi-

.

cago 2, 111.

A. Theo. Bondy, Ricketts Studio,

1527 First National Bank Bldg.,

38 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Curt A. Mundstock, 192 N. Clark

Street, Chicago 1.

C. L. Cook, Scroll Studio, 53 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4.

L. L. Fields, Scroll Studio, 53 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4.

Herbert J. Walter, handwriting ex-

pert, 100 North La Salle Street,

Chicago 2.

The group enjoyed the dinner and
discussions and wound up by inspect-

ing two books of Albert Binto San-
gorski on Illumination at the Kassell

Engrossing Studio. One of these

volumes was purchased by the studio

for $1,500. According to one of the

group the color work and designing

are most beautiful.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street
Trenton, N. J.

The resolution on the following page was
sent to us by W. A. HENNING, 3 Blaine
Avenue, Worcester 3, Mass.. who has been
doing pen work in that city for many years.
Mr. Henning is an old Zanerian and a faithful
follower of The Educator.

.Mr. Hennini; stated that the **R*' was in
blue, the background was stippled in red, and
(he capital letters of the company in blue. In
the body work the capital letters of the names,
the headings and the ruling were in blue.
Some of the other subheadings were also in
blue to balance up.

Mr. Kenning states that he has done con-
siderable illumination, but that this type of
simple work meets the demand of Worcester
better than the more complicated type of en-
grossing because of financial reasons.

In engrossing each engrosser discovers how
much the customer will pay and regulates his
work accordingly.
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||^evolution

fcft*
December 27, 1945. \

'"Upon motion duly made and seconded, it u>as

resident manager- of Gprafon.&T&ifflfc
- '1&mifejL ofUoncLm . be inscribed-

upon the records of Hits' meetina , and mat a copu thereof- in proper form be tendered

fo Hie survivina relatives cf ffir.4k>u?en - «:• -:• -*- •*:'* ~z~ <~ <
- Z - Jtv mis connection,upon moHon duly made and seconded, if" was - :

-

| Xwfcy : Ho adopt the following resolution :

ffitCfCa^, ^We, Hie members of fcfextrd oflirectors ffiittk ffiijqffrCom-

)?4M., recognize in- rne passing (^Hliomas.llirTorbr^cten a genuine loss fo torn rite parent

company and Ine subsidiary , uio lias in Hie mam been responsible for its successful * : -
.

operation in me past decades *, and -:- -:• • 1. * -:--:- - ; - - * ~ .- 1» >*

lWtirefl&, HtrOttUS Cfiffof^BotPCtl was Knowned- tnrougWt §Kat1

as a craftsman in tius civ>scn toork , a credit tohis friends and a mc

fM uk,Jk members of mcj>oarcl of directors of (jrafon fclthfffaQromjxmt^,

assembled at our Tegular montrth£ meeting on December 2T.-194&, do hereby record our

personaf and perpetual loss in Hie passing of
<:7iTOmas^iFforbffijttiea , and our »J-

realijing; of the meaning oj-tiis loss to mis.CEompany^ and its orqamjarion; -1* -Z" -Z*

anaU % furtner H6vC£kntf£l*, ^a*"^
tairmem of rfieJBoard o

f directors of (^rafoit &l^niar\f jlompanu, De>

and hereby is "msrructed to indite tkese resolutions in due form in tne records

of me corporation , and tnat fie be furtner instructed to joruxird a copt£ tttereofto

QXkrcesfer.^TDassacliuscrl-sr.

Chairman.

By \V. A. HENN'IN'G (See Preceding page)
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

This roundhand alphabet was by C. P. Zaner for a student. It is the kind of work he could do 365 days in a
year without any warming- up or preliminary practice. His script was practical in that it was written very quickly,
enabling him to do a piece of engrossing and not spend too much time on it. The prices paid for work in those
days were not as large as they are today. If prices are four times as high today, you should do script which is

four times better. Can you do it?
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Y^/l^A

This line of Script was fashioned after the English script employing many graceful nourishes. It was written

>y C. W. Norder.

Here is a real old gem made about a hundred years ago. Study the graceful curves.

Written slightly over a hundred years ago when shades and nourishes were common in ordinary business cor-

respondence. You can find work of this character in the old records at some court houses. It's worth studying.
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Leewin B. Williams
Washington, D. C.

An engrosser eighty-one years old and still goini; strong.

<He confesses this is not a late picture of himself.)

In the fall of 1888, Mr. Williams

left the farm down in the Ozarks,

with two neighbor boys, for the old

Stanbury (Missouri) Normal School.

When they arrived at the school they

were cordially received by Professor

Allen Moore I, who soon enrolled

them and relieved them of their

money. Tuition cost $10.00 for a term
of ten weeks, board was one dollar

and sixty-cents a week, and room out

in town cost fifty cents a week.

These rates had much to do in select-

ing this school.

One of the classes to which Pro-

fessor Moore assigned nearly all the

pupils was penmanship. Here he met
W. T. Parks, the teacher; and it was
under his instruction that he got his

first inspiration in penmanship. Of

Mr. Parks he writes, "He was such

an enthusiastic booster for muscular
movement, forearm writing that he

made his pupils feel they could

scarcely hope to get through the

Pearly Gates unless they mastered

this style of writing. The last I

heard of Mr. Parks he was teaching

in a business college in Denver,

Colorado. I have often thought (since

I joined the church) that I would
like to have met him again and make
a confession. One day in his absence

I strolled into his class room and
found on his desk his name written

on a piece of paper, his initials all

twisted up in real artistic style. The
temptation was too great. I swiped

it, and still have it among my
curiosities."

Mr. Parks urged his students to

subscribe to "The Western Penman,"
a penmanship journal published at

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. This later be-

came "The American Penman" (not

published today). By subscribing for

the paper in groups, they got it at

a lower rate per year. Later he sub-

scribed for "The Penman's Art Jour-

nal" (not published now). The month-
ly visits of these papers kept his

enthusiasm to about the boiling point.

Still later "The Educator" came out

and has survived them all. Mr.

Williams states that "I learned about

all I know about engrossing from
these journals. I never took a lesson

in engrossing from anyone—but this

was my biggest mistake. I might
have saved myself many blunders and
reached a higher degree of proficiency

if I had had some one to instruct me.

When I first tried to use the broad

pointed pens I would invariably make
a blur, the ink would come off the

pen in a gob. This would discourage

me. One day in Kansas City I visited

a business school and in talking to

the penmanship teacher I remarked
that I could not make those Soen-

necken pens work. This teacher re-

plied that he did not have any trouble

with them. Dipping his pen in ink I

noticed that he tried out the pen on

a piece of paper before undertaking

to make a letter, thus getting the

surplus ink off the point of the pen.

This gave me a clue to my failure.

I also found that new pens were oily,

and until this oil was removed the

pens would not work very well. Later

I learned to use the little fountain

arrangement which one may clip onto

the pen. This holds an extra supply

of ink and saves much time in dip-

ping the pen. These are only a few
of the things I learned the hard way.

One of the best investments I ever

made was in a copy of "The Zanerian

Manual of Alphabets and Engross-

ing." I have kept this book at hand
and consulted it frequently for the

past twenty-five years. However
much I admire the work of the "pro-

fessionals" I have never claimed a

place in their ranks. When I gained

sufficient skill to get paid for my
work, it was too late to take lessons."

Mr. Williams went to Washington
forty years ago as a Civil Service

employee. He is now in his eighty-

first year; was retired from the gov-

ernment service eleven years ago,

but still keeps busy engrossing certifi-

cates and diplomas. He has engrossed

for one university for thirty-eight

years. Their graduates numbered
over 800 last year. He has had the

distinction of making complete di-

plomas for two presidents of the

United States. A local university

conferred honorary degrees upon
Calvin Coolidge, and later upon
Franklin D. Roosevelt, when each was
president. He was furnished blank

pieces of sheepskin with the wording
to go thereon, and made the entire

diplomas. The work was very satis-

factory and he was well paid for it.

He did engrossing for other digni-

taries, foreign diplomats, a diploma

for Marshall Foch of France, and a

letter to the Pope at Rome were
among his assignments. His best

year's earnings from this source

amounted to about $2,000.00 The en-

grossing was all done in spare time!

He states that he has found engross-

ing to be a fine sideline. Not much
capital is required, one can take his

business with him wherever he goes,

and there is usually plenty of work.

He no longer finds it necessary to

advertise for work.

In a letter he states, "At the

Eastern Commercial Teacher's Asso-

ciation held in Washington in 1913,

it was my great pleasure to meet
Mr. C. P. Zaner and his wife. I was
employed at the time in the Treasury

Department and conducted them
through the building where they

viewed many interesting exhibits. Mr.

Zaner wanted to give me a tip, which
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of course I would not accept—I felt

jl owed him something! However, he
reached in his pocket and pulled out

a sheet of paper, saying, "Here is a
little specimen of my writing that I

dashed off this morning, I wonder if

you will accept this." Now, that was
something different! I gladly accepted

it, and cherish it among my "ar-

chives" to this day."

"At this convention I also met one
of the original Spencers, A. N.

Palmer, John R. Gregg, and many
others whose name I do not remem-
ber."

"In 1938, while attending a conven-

tion in Columbus, Ohio I visited The
Zanerian Art College. Here I met
Mr. Bloser, Sr., and I think I met
his two sons. I also met Mr. Lupfer
who, judging from the great skill he

has attained must have practiced pen-

manship day and night—and probably

on Sundays! I was shown through

the school, and viewed the many ex-

hibits that adorn the walls of that

institution. I was shown the "factory"

where penholders were made. Mr.

Bloser inserted a stick of wood into

one end of a machine and presently

out of the other end came a perfectly

shaped penholder. This was then

placed in a revolving drum filled with

sharp sand and polished. Afterward

the metal part was inserted and a

coat of paint finished the job. A few
of these penholders were presented

to me by Mr. Bloser and are now on

my desk."

"In addition to my engrossing work
I have a hobby of writing, compiling

and editing books, of which some
twenty bear my name. Some are

humorous; such as, "Master Book of

Humorous Illustrations," "Encyclo-

pedic of Wit, Humor and Wisdom,"
Then in a more serious tone are

"Climaxes of Eloquence," "Financing

the Kingdom," and "The Heavenly

Prospect." Also, I have a set of ten

booklets entitled the "Busy People's

Library." This work has also taken

some of my "spare time."

"All this activity has kept me
young. Engrossing is one of my
greatest pleasures, but I fear my
"nerves" may not hold out many more
years. Probably I have done my part

of the work, and should step aside

for the younger generation of en-

grossers."

Mr. Williams has used engrossing

as a stepping stone to success and

has been very happy in his work.

Columbus, Oliio

This envelope was received from E. R. (BOB) Mil I I K who completed] a course of

training in engrossing at the Zanerian under the G. 1. bill. He is now doing engross-

ing in The Steele Studio, 136 Roosevelt Avenue, Flushing, New York, As the lettering

on this envelope indicates we can expect fine things from B:>b. He is a clean-cut

young man, Intensely interested in the engrossing work.

BEAUTIFUL CARDS
One Doz. ornamental style cards, 50c.
Semi - ornamental, 40c doz. Diamond-
flashed. Star-flashed. Long oval or Em-
blazened, ornamental, 75c doz. 10 different

design flourished cards, 65c doz. Beautiful
Pen Art Drawings of Wild & Domestic
Animals. Write for prices. Imperial
Crown Flashed, ornamental writing, SI per
doz. G. E. PRINCELOVE, 2244 - 5th St.,

Down Front. Detroit. Mich.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON. Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,

Minn.

CAMMrDrl HI TCAPUCOC- If y°u are interested in professional and
U [fl IVI t K \j I \K L I tHtnCnO. financial advancement, regardless of the sec-

tion of the country in which you wish to locate, we believe we can help you. Our forty

years of teacher placement experience, guarantees you efficient service. Write NOW for

FREE enrollment blank.

THE SPECIALISTS EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
302 Metropolitan Bldg. »U8 N. Grand Blvd.

St. Louis 3, Mo.

A member of the National Association of Teachers Agencies.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

34 years* superior placement service.

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Teacher shortage continues in all

departments. Unlimited Western op-

portunities. Enroll now. FREE LIFE

MEMBERSHIP.
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National Business Teachers Association
February 10, 1949

Ray G. Price, President

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

George A. Meadows
Nat'l Director of Publicity

Meadows-Draughon College

Shreveport, Louisiana

At the NBTA Convention, held in

Detroit, December 28-30, the follow-

ing officers were elected to serve

during 1949:

President, Dr. Ray G. Price, College

of Education, University of Minne-

sota, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota

First Vice President, Dr. Lloyd V.

Douglas, Iowa State Teachers Col-

lege, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Second Vice President, E. G. Fenton,

American Institute of Business, Des

Moines, Iowa
Secretary, Robert Finch, Board of

Education, 216 E. Ninth Street, Cin-

cinnati 2, Ohio

Treasurer, Dr. Paul Muse, Indiana

State Teachers College, Terre

Haute, Indiana

Executive Board, Gladys Bahr, With-

row High School, Cincinnati 8,

Ohio; L. H. Diekroeger, Hadley

Technical High School, St. Louis 6,

Missouri; Albert C. Pries, North-

western University, Evanston. Illi-

nois; Jay W. Miller, Goldey College,

Wilmington 43, Delaware.

The first meeting of the new
Execeutive Board was held in Chica-

go, January 28-29. The Board con-

firmed the Palmer House of Chicago

as the meeting place of the National

Convention to be held December 28-

30, 1949, inclusive. Doctor Albert

Fries was appointed as Local Chair-

man for the Convention. Mr. Clyde

Beighey was re-appointed to serve as

National Membership Chairman. Mr.

George A. Meadows was re-appointed

to serve as National Publicity Chair-

man.
The Board voted to extend a cordial

invitation to the National Council of

Business Schools, the American Asso-

ciation of Commercial Colleges and
the National Association of Accredited

Commercial Schools to hold their

annual meeting in Chicago at the

Palmer House during the same week.

By starting on Monday, December 26,

there should be time for all meetings

of the three groups, as the first

general assembly of the NBTA does

not begin until Wednesday evening;

in other words, the latter three

groups could utilize the first three

days of the week—Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday—as they see fit. This

plan should prove an excellent one in

that it would bring together execu-

tives, superintendents, principals and
teachers from all four fields, or the

entire field, of commercial education.

New officers of the Private Schools

Department elected at the Detroit

Convention on December 28 are as

follows:

Chairman, Hugh Barnes, Barnes

School of Commerce, Denver, Colo-

rado

Vice-Chairman, Stanley E. Hedges,

Vice President, Canton-Actual Busi-

ness College, Canton, Ohio

Secretary, C. C. Steed, President,

Elizabethton College of Commerce,
Elizabethton, Tennessee

Treasurer, J. A. Ebersol, President,

Acme Business College, Lansing,

Michigan.

Others elected at the Detroit Con-

vention to serve as Chairmen of the

various departments of the Associ-

ation during the current year:

NBTA Distributive Education Round
Table—Aloysius E. Misko, Monroe
High School, Monroe, Michigan

NBTA Secondary School Department
—Mrs. Mary Houser, Libbey High
School, Toledo, Ohio

Audio-Visual Aids — Cletus E. Zum-
walt, Modesto Junior College, Mo-
desto, California

NBTA Office Machines Round Table

—L. W. Anderson, Evansville Col-

lege, Evansville, Indiana

NBTA Bookkeeping Round Table

—

Paul Mills, Department of Business

Administration, Michigan State
College, East Lansing, Michigan

NBTA Administrators Round Table

—Dr. Russell J. Holser, School of

Education, Department of Educa-

tion, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wisconsin.

NBTA Social Business Round Table

—Dr. Inez Ray Wells, College of

Commerce, Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio

NBTA Secretarial Round Table—Mrs.

Katherine Humphrey, Iowa State

Teachers College, Cedar Falls,

Iowa.

Anyone having suggestions to offer

for the 1949 program are invited to

communicate with the proper depart-

ment head as listed above.

New officers of the National Asso-

ciation of Accredited Commercial
Schools, announced at the close of

the annual meeting of the National

Association held in Detroit on Dec-

ember 28-30 in conjunction with the

National Business Teachers Associ-

ation, are as follows:

President, George A. Meadows, Mea-
dows-Draughon College, Shreveport,

Louisiana

Treasurer, Bruce P. Gates, Gates Col-

lege, Waterloo, Iowa
Secretary, J. K. Kincaid, Miller School

of Business, 136 East Sixth Street,

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Vice President, Central Division, W.
E. Kamprath, Minnesota School of

Business, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Vice President, Eastern Division, E.

S. Donoho, Strayer-Bryant & Strat-

ton College, Baltimore, Maryland
Vice President, Southern Division, M.

O. Kirkpatrick, King's Business

College, Charlotte 1, North Carolina

Vice President, Western Division,

Hugh T. Barnes, Barnes School of

Commerce, Fourteenth at Glenarm,

Denver 2, Colorado.

The next meeting of the Board of

Governors of the National Association

of Accredited Commercial Schools will

be held in Cincinnati, July 2, 3, and

4. Any members or others having

matters to bring to the attention of

the Board are invited to send their

suggestions to any of the officers

listed above.
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Question: What should I do about
fountain pens in my class?

Answer: We hesitate to answer
this question as it involves too much
and is rather delicate. A lot of at-

tention needs to be given to the

problem. Fountain pens are becoming
more and more popular and in some
instances more harmful to the hand-
writing class. Students will use foun-

tain pens in spite of anything which
can be done to get them not to use

them. Many teachers also do not

care to use anything but a fountain

pen, even at a sacrifice to good writ-

ing. Recently one principal in trying

to raise the standard of handwriting

in his building requested each teacher

to do a certain amount of practice

and to hand it in for help.

One of his teachers in a rebellious

mood, asked him if it was necessary

for her to use the scratchy old steel

pen or if she could use her fountain

pen. She claimed to be able to write

better with her fountain pen which

was a very heavy broad pointed pen.

With her pen it was impossible to

make a neat letter or line.

This teacher was determined not

to use the standard equipment and if

compelled to do so would switch back

to the fountain pen as soon as his

back was turned. It had a smooth

point and required less effort and she

was accustomed to using it. This

teacher with little interest in any-

thing but her pay check was not

willing to go along with those who
were sincere and trying to produce

good workmanship in handwriting.

At least this teacher showed little

interest in handwriting.

In one class two boys came in

possession of an old scratchy fountain

pen. It was a rare privilege in that

class to own a fountain pen, therefore

an agreement was made for John to

use it one week and Bill to use it the

next week. At the end of the year

it was our opportunity to examine

both boys' books for penmanship
certificates. It was plain each week
to see which boy had the fountain

pen for the books were neat and well

done on some pages and heavy and
coarse on other pages.

If the teacher had seen that the

boys used only good pens all the

work would have been good. While
the use of good steel pens in the

handwriting class will produce the

best results, we do need to instruct

pupils what kind of fountain pen to

buy and how to use and take care of

them.

There are many good and many
poor pens on the market. Unfortu-

nately parents, uncles, aunts, etc.

often present school pupils with pens

as gifts which are high in price but

poor in quality.

Millions of dollars have been made
by the manufacturers of some foun-

tain pens in recent years which pens

have been a great disappointment to

penmanship teachers. These pens in

place of helping to improve the hand-

writing have been a great hindrance

to good writing. Some of these high

priced fountain pens produce very

poor, spotted lines. Because of the

shape of the point and the fact that

the pen does not always make a mark
the student rides the pen with exces-

sive pressure, often making indenta-

tions or an embossed effect on the

opposite side of the paper.

Since you may not desire or you
may not be able to prevent the use

of fountain pens, the next best thing

is to try to get the best results with

them.

We examine specimens every day

from classes submitting work for

contests and certificates and invari-

ably we have to throw out many
worthy specimens because of poor

lines undoubtedly made by poor ball-

pointed pens. It seems, therefore,

that our attention should be directed

towards instructing the pupils to

purchase good fountain pens. Some
very good fountain pens are on the

market. They are a convenience and

will be used more and more. Perhaps

the right idea is to train children to

write with a steel pen first, then

allow them later to use a good foun-

tain pen. They should have some in-

structions on the care and use of the

fountain pen.

Recently a large school system
abanded the use of fountain pens up
to the sixth grade. The instructions

were given to the pupils and sent

home by them to the parents.

Question: How can I learn En-
grossing and Illuminating?

Answer: Your best method is to

attend a school where you can take

personal instruction. By seeing work
done and the instructor being able to

watch your work, your mistakes can
be detected and corrected. Some de-

tails of position, handling of the pen,

designing, etc., can best be described

by personal instruction.

Your second best method is to

study at home taking advantage of

instruction by mail. The work can be

satisfactorily mastered in this way.
However there are many things which
are difficult to understand without

personal instruction. It is so easy to

become discouraged and quit. In

correspondence courses one of the

important things is to continue

through the course at any cost. There
are good correspondence schools

teaching various subjects by mail

successfully.

Your next way is to study at home
using books and magazines, and
whatever material is available. Home
work is rather slow and uncertain,

but much has been accomplished that

way. The main thing is to become a
real student of engrossing.

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick It np and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-
fectly. Think how a letter should look,
then move your hand and the pen does the
rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard

Models.
Z. The "STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.
ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER, 601 West

Pleasant Street, Hammonton, New Jersey.
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Gregg Publishing Company
THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH

Yielding Plact to New
(Reprinted by courtesy of The Gregg

Writer)
Sixty years ago a red-haired

Scotch-Irish lad in Liverpool dared
challenge the Fates with a venture
that has affected millions of workers
all around the globe, many of whom,
over the years, have gratefully ex-
pressed their debt to him for the
success they have enjoyed through the
invention he gave the world in May,
1888.

Our readers had his own version of
the story in the closing issues of our
last volume. Teachers and reporters,
and those others of us who knew him
too, have heard the fascinating story
from his own lips: how he made his
first acquaintance with shorthand
when a friend of his father's took
down a Sunday sermon during a visit

to the family home in the little village

of Rockcorry, County Monaghan, and
what came of it.

Determined to Learn Shorthand
John Robert Gregg was just a child

at the time, four years the junior of
a brother and sister who were making
brilliant records in school. Yet these
two had failed to learn shorthand,
despite their father's dearest desire

that they emulate his friend's accom-
plishment. What hope, then, was
there that John could ?

His father may have had no hope,
but, in John, the very circumstance
bred a firm determination to learn
shorthand if (as he himself put it)

"it killed him"! So he set out in

search of a simpler system than they
had tried, and he found a little book
with only three shorthand plates in it

—an alphabet, and some abbrevia-
tions.

JameN H. McGraw, Jr.

That he mastered, and in the doing
of it he fell in love with shorthand

—

not just the system he first chose to
study, but with the whole art of
swift, light writing. By the time he
was fifteen, he knew five different

methods. He studied various other
English systems, and French and
German systems, too. None of them
quite satisfied him; so eventually he
began evolving a system of his own,
a phonetic handwriting "for the mil-
lion," as he envisioned it even in that
early day.

His First Publication

Light-Line Phonography, the title

under which Gregg Shorthand first

appeared, was a 28-page pamphlet
that its twenty-year-old author had
to borrow ten pounds from his

brother to have printed. (Years later

Mr. Gregg had to pay a hundred
dollars for a tattered old copy of this

original edition, one of very few ex-
tant.)

A revised and greatly improved
edition was issued when Mr. Gregg
first came to America, and the print-

er's bill for that pamphlet took the
last of the one hundred thirty dollars
with which he had landed in Boston.
That was 1893—the year of a great

panic—and half of the stenographers
in the city were out of a job. Some-
how, though, students did find their
way, for private lessons, to the roll-

top desk in the Equitable Building,
where Mr. Gregg had joined his friend
Frank Rutherford, already established
and teaching the system in a "roll-

top" school. The building closed at
six, so to eke out income from his

evening hours Mr. Gregg started
classes for the youngsters that drifted
into the Boys' Institute of Industry.
Still, Christmas found the two friends
with only a dollar and a half between
them for their holiday meal—and the
last dime of that went to the
courteous waiter.

Mr. Gregg had amassed a capital

of seventy-five dollars before he left

Boston for Chicago in December,
1895, to open a school of his own.
But it was 1897 before he was able
to put out the Manual in book form.
Revisions followed in 1901 and in

1916; then again in 1929—this latter

today's Anniversary Edition that
marked forty years of amazing
growth.

Had Faith

The early years might have dis-

couraged a less ardent young short-

hand enthusiast, but Mr. Gregg's
faith in the success of his idea never
wavered. He had dedicated himself to

relieving young people the world over
from the drudgery entailed in learn-

ing the old-style shorthand. His
pupils caught his spirit, and the
Forward Movement became a verit-

able Crusade. By 1900 it had begun
to sweep the country, and from then

Hubert A. Hasar
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Edward E. Booher

on the use of the system and the

companion textbooks that were added
to the Gregg line has spread from
Coast to Coast in the Americas and
all around the world. It takes offices

in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,

Boston, Dallas, Toronto, and London
(England), and representatives in

Cuba, Mexico, and the Philippines,

besides, to serve the interests of

today's writers and teachers of

Gregg shorthand.

For his outstanding contributions

to the development of commercial

education, Dr. Gregg had many honors

conferred on him, but none he

valued more than the thousands of

letters he received that typified the

warm feeling of friendship Greggites

have always had for the author of

the system. Their interests were his

life interest. Even while in the

hospital just before his death, he was
working on the promised revision of

the Manual now nearly ready for the

press, which, in line with his earliest

ambitions, will still further simplify

the teaching and learning of short-

hand.

McGraw-Hill Purchased Gregg
Interests

In furtherance of his plans, Mrs.

Gregg assumed the presidency of the

Robert E. Slaughter

HANDWRITING IS

NECESSARY
Men first communicated with

each other by crude signs and pic-

ture writing. The alphabet was
finally evolved enabling the de-

velopment of long hand writing

which has served man down
through the ages efficiently and
economically.

As the volume of communication
increased new methods of com-
munication were invented.

The development of shorthand

enabled those with special training

to write with greater speed.

To aid business the typewriter,

stenotype, dictaphone, printing

presses, telephone, telegraph and
finally radio and television have

been developed.

All have their place to speed up
communication and record the

thoughts and actions of nun.

With all of these modern equip-

ments to speed up communication
and make records, handwriting

still remains one of the key tools

of communication—an accomplish-

ment no one can afford to neglect.

When one telephones he needs

handwriting to make notes.

When one sends a telegram, he

first writes it in longhand.

When the radio gives informa-

tion it is necessary to write the

message in longhand.

When using many types of ma-
chines, special notes, corrections,

etc. are necessary in longhand.

Every machine used in communi-
cation requires the use of some
handwriting. The machine only

aids in speeding up business but

does not eliminate handwriting

entirely.

Yes, there are thousands of

occasions where handwriting is re-

quired and no machine will take

its place.

Teach the boys and girls to

write first, then teach them to use

the machines that help them to

produce more and faster work.

Editor

Mrs. John Robert Gregg

Company on his death and has carried

on his work for the past year. Now
McGraw-Hill, one of the largest pub-

lishing organizations in the world, has

purchased the Gregg enterprises—
Gregg College (Chicago), the Gregg
Schools in Great Britain, the Gregg
Publishing Company here and in

Canada, and the Gregg Publishing

Company, Ltd., in London—and under

a combined leadership the Gregg
name and traditions will be per-

petuated.

Mrs. Gregg continues, as a member
of the Board of Directors of the re-

organized Gregg Publishing Company,
which will be officered by executives

chosen from both firms:

New Board of Directors

Chairman: James H. McGraw, Jr.,

son of one of the founders, and chair-

man of the Board of McGraw-Hill
President: Curtis G. Benjamin,

president also of McGraw-Hill Book
Company, and one of its directors

Vice-Presidents: Edward E. Booher,

vice-president of McGraw-Hill and
manager of that firm's School De-

partment, who will serve as Executive

Vice-President of Gregg; Hubert A.

Hagar, vice-president and general

manager of Gregg, who will be also

a director of the new organization;

Guy S. Fry, vice-president and treas-

urer of Gregg and business manager

Guy Stanley Fry
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of the Gregg Writer and the Business

Education World; and Robert E.

Slaughter, manager of McGraw-Hill's
former Business Education Depart-
ment, and until a year ago advertis-

ing manager for Gregg.

James H. McGraw and John A. Hill

From beginnings back in the '80's,

when James H. McGraw, Sr., resigned

the principalship of an upstate school

for a long and successful career as a
publisher of technical journals and
textbooks and John A. Hill estab-

lished his engineering magazines and
reference manuals, they, like Dr.

Gregg, had Service to their fields

foremost in mind. Their businesses

grew and prospered, first as separate
organizations; then (in 1908) they
combined their book divisions into the

McGraw-Hill Book Company, now
publishing over 2,500 titles in all

fields of technology and engineering,

in mathematics, chemistry, and
physics, industrial management, busi-

ness and economics, agricultural

science, and latterly in hygiene, nurs-

ing, and public health, with sound-
motion pictures and filmstrips to

accompany many texts.

Technical, College and Business Texts

They have won leadership in the

technical and the college textbook

field. Their texts in business educa-

tion and the several hundred pub-

lished by Gregg now comprise a

single, comprehensive business educa-

tion program. As the business edu-

cation division of McGraw-Hill, Gregg

goes forward to enlarge this program,

and to develop still further the ideals

of the founders of all three parent

companies.

Nova Scotia Engrosser
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NOVA SCOTIA
CANADA.
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This piece of engrossing was done by H. PERLEV BERNASCONI, 27 Tobin
Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia. The work was on parchment and in full colors and Bold.

The coat of arms was worked up in accurate and very careful detail. This of course
does not show in the reproduction.

Mr. Bernasconi has made a success of engrossing and illumination and has made
this part of his life.

He was commissioned to engross an address that was sent to the King of Eng-
land from the Providence of Nova Scotia when his Majesty visited that country before
the war.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOITR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON, Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,

Minn.

Curtis G. Benjamin
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of Interest and value to

commercial teachers including books of special

educational value and books on business sub-

jects. All such books> will be briefly reviewed

in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers

to determine its value.

UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF is

authored by one of the country's

leading psychiatrists, Dr. William

C. Menninger of the Menninger

Foundation, Topeka, Kansas. The
booklet is aimed at giving young
people an understanding of why
they behave as they do, and how
they can overcome many personal-

ity difficulties when they recognize

their cause. Both parents and teen-

agers will find it a valuable help

in self-understanding.

YOU AND YOUR MENTAL ABILI-

TIES sets forth a new and authori-

tative approach to the problem of

intelligence. According to this

booklet, people are not just bright

or stupid— they have different

kinds of intelligence—a pattern of

mental abilities. To aid young

people and their parents in under-

standing the different kinds of

intelligence, the five primary mental

abilities are described. Sample

tests show how these abilities are

measured. Authors of the booklet

are Dr. Lorraine Bouthilet, psy-

chologist at the University of Chi-

cago, and Katharine M. Byrne,

formerly with the Bureau of Child

Study, Chicago Public Schools.

BUY AND USE EASTER SEALS

March 17 April 17. 1949

SPECIAL—

2

Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

SCRAP-BOOK SPECIMENS.

Variety of specimens, 25c 50c $1.00 $2.00

Large bird-flourish 50c. Scroll 25c

Here's how

you can celebrate

Easter

What does Easter mean to you? Sun-
rise Services . . . new spring clothes,

baskets of gaily colored eggs for the
children?

It means that Easter Seal time is here
again, too. It means that through
these seals you'll be helping crippled
children in your own community to a

better chance in life.

The money you contribute by buy-
ing Easter Seals is used for this one im-

portant purpose ... to provide handi-
capped children with adequate medi-
cal care... with wheel chairs and braces

and a lot of other things they need.

It's used to give them specialized

vocational training . . . healthful rec-

reation ... a chance to go to camp in

the summer ... to swim and romp and
play games like other kids.

So why not celebrate this Easter by
buying more Easter Seals. Remember,

Every Easter Seal you buy

helps a Crippled Child

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
PRESIDENT DIES

Herbert J. Tily, who died recently,

worked to the head of one of the

countries foremost department stores.

At the age of thirteen he began to

work for the Strawbridge and

Clothier Company. Soon after he be-

gan to work for the store he realized

how poor he was in some of the sub-

jects which the average boy had an

opportunity to learn, but which he, on

account of his family's financial con-

dition, did not have the privilege.

One of the things which he began to

work on in earnest was the perfecting

of his penmanship. This led him
from a $2 a week job of tending

lamps and sweeping floors to an office

position. He continued his studies

taking up shorthand and other sub-

jects along accounting lines. For
many years he worked in the account-

ing department and became its chief

accountant. By 1905 he became
general manager of the store. In

1922 he became vice president and in

1927 the president. During his

leadership the $10,000,000 department

store building was constructed. He
saw the business expand to the pre-

sent status, believed to be the sixth

largest of its kind in the country. It

is stated that he was a man trained

in music and other lines besides the

mercantile business. He became or-

ganist for St. John's Episcopal

Church.

Penmanship played an important

part in his successful career. It was
this more than anything else which
secured for him his first office posi-

tion and helped him in writing his

sales slips and office records correct-

ly and legibly. He was an intelligent

man who could see the value of little

things.

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS COME WEST WHERE IT PAYS TO
TEACH AND LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

Our territory from the Mississippi to the Pacific. • Arizona, Calif., Oregon, Wash, pay the

best salaries. • We place your in the better positions in cities and colleges.

FREE ENROLLMENT UNEXCELLED SERVICE

Established

1906
410 U. S.NATL. BANK BLDG. wfCLPAM RUFFER. m, 0.. .DENVtIJ.COLO,

Member
NATA

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West
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HERE IT IS

The New Lessons In

Ornamental Penmanship

Edited by Parker Zaner Bloser

Size 8 X 11 — 96 pastes

All professional i>enmen, teachers, students and! lovers of fine

ornamental penmanship will want to secure a copy of this new
edition. It is a self-teaching manual for students, teachers and
penmen. A reference book for the professional penman's library.

Printed on Eye-Ease Paper

This new book is reproduced by the latest engraving methods
on eye-ease paper with Cercla binding, which allows the book
to lie fiat on the desk when open. Space is provided in the
book for a record of your progress.

In addition to the seventy or more pages by E. A. LUPFER,
there are included masterpieces from some of the finest penmen
in the world for your imitation, inspiration and enjoyment.

It contains a complete course of lessons in ornamental pen-
manship taking the student through the simplest principles to

the more difficult pages. The work is systematically graded, the
instructions are clear and to the |>oint, the copies are accurately
and beautifully written so that the book inspires one to master
this fascinating art, whether in school or at home.

Many teachers have found that a short course in ornamental
l>enmanship shows very satisfactory results in business writing.
It gives a finish and freedom to business writing that is not
likely to be obtained otherwise.

Get your copy now before our supply is exhausted.

Single copies, postpaid, net

Per dozen, postpaid, net

S2.00

$18.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY

612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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You can come to the Zanerian at any time
during the year and prepare as a teacher or
supervisor of penmanship, professional penman
or engrossing and illuminating artist. Thousands
of the leaders in the penmanship field received

their training at the Zanerian. It is the only
institution of its kind in America.

It was established in 1888 and is approved by
the Veteran's Administration for the training of
GI students in pen work. The school is open
from 8 to 5—five days a week. Instruction is

mainly individual.

The courses cover:

Business Handwriting

Ornamental Penmanship
Broad Pen Text Lettering

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script

Standard Lettering

Designing ol Initial Letters, Scrolls and
Borders

Color Work & Illumination

Work for Teachers and Supervisors of

Penmanship
Professional Penmanship

Students are admitted upon a personal inter-

view. We reserve the right to reject any person
not fitted for this work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

During the summer teachers and persons in-

terested in some phase of pen work or teaching

come to the Zanerian from all parts of the
United States and Canada for special work and
inspiration.

We inspect each pupil's work. Criticisms are
offered and suggestions and instructions are
given for improvement, and fresh-from-the-pen
copies are written, which give pupils the best
working models and show them exactly how to
proceed. Our method of instruction enables us
to give each pupil the help which is best for his
particular needs.

This personal interest in pupils is one of the
things which has helped to make the Zanerian
the unique school it is today. Students, begin-
ners and professionals, come to the Zanerian
from far and near to get our personal criticism
and instruction. Some come for long terms while
others take an intensive short refresher course.
It's a good place to spend your vacation.

This has been the means of developing
America's finest penmen. "It is an inspiration
to see the instructors dash off beautiful copies,"
is the common remark by students. Seeing work
executed skillfully creates in students a desire
to improve as nothing else will. A feature of
the Zanerian Summer School is the personal,
helpful interest shown by our teachers in every
student.

Board & Room—Rooms in private homes and
meals in restaurants cost about the same in
Columbus as in any other city.

Rate of Tuition for Winter or Summer
4 weeks — $35.00 2 weeks — $20.00

Correspondence Courses
IT IS FUN LEARNING TO WRITE

You can easily learn to write and do pen
work, engrossing and illumination in your own
home.

Simply enroll in the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship correspondence course and faithfully

follow the simple instructions and inspiring

copies. Each lesson which you return to us is

carefully scrutinized for the parts which need
special analysis and additional study and prac-
tice. This individual instruction enables you to

master the work in the quickest and easiest way.
This prevents waste of time as is often experi-

enced where the student has no instructor to

assist him over the tough spots. Take advantage
of our many years of experience training most
of America's finest penmen, teachers and super-

visors of penmanship, engrossing artists and
professional penmen.

BUSINESS WRITING COURSE
You can soon learn to write a good business

hand. You will be taught correct position and
a rapid, free movement. You will be able to
write a style of business writing such as helps
to secure and maintain a good office position.
Make your handwriting an asset not a hindrance
to your progress.

The course contains ten well graded lessons
with clear, to the point instructions. You will
be inspired by the beautifully and skillfully

executed copies.

Some actual handwritten copies are given to
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increase your interest to inspire you on to do
more and better work.

The time required to complete the course
depends upon the individual's ability and time
devoted daily to the course. At least three
months is usually required to reach the high
standards for graduation.

Tuition for Business Writing Course $12.00
Supplies (subject to change) 1.95

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP

You will find our Ornamental Penmanship
course with its graceful flourishes and snappy
shades most interesting.

The pleasing contrast between those beautiful
delicate curves and bold shades makes orna-
mental a most fascinating art. You can easily

master it and learn to address dashy envelopes,
write name cards and letters in beautiful
flourished ornamental penmanship.

All you need is a little of your time and our
correspondence course in Ornamental Penman-
ship.

It consists of ten lessons which will require
at least three months to complete. Each lesson

you work out and return to us is given careful

attention, criticisms and suggestions for further
study and practice which apply to you alone,

thus helping you to master the work in the
quickest possible time.

Tuition for Ornamental Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.20

ROUNDHAND OR ENGROSSERS SCRIPT
COURSE

You have admired beautiful wedding announce-
ments, cards, etc., in the Engrosser's Script

style. Perhaps you called it copper-plate script.

The downstrokes are all bold evenly shaded and
the upstrokes are delicate hairlines. This style

of Script is used in filling in dates on diplomas,

the body of many resolutions and other pieces

of engrossing. No engrosser can afford to be
without this style which is one of the oldest,

yet today one of the most used styles.

You can learn to write a beautiful style of

Script at home by enrolling in our Roundhand
Course.

It consists of ten lessons and will require at

least three months to complete and reach our
high standards for graduation.

Tuition for Roundhand or
Engrosser's Script $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.80

BROAD PEN TEXT LETTERING AND
ENGROSSING COURSE

You can learn to letter names in diplomas and
certificates, letter poems and beautiful memory
gems, make large pieces of pen work such as
resolutions, testimonials, etc.

You can increase your income by taking this

course and learning to do lettering for your
friends and customers. One teacher made over
$800 in one year doing lettering before and
after school hours.

You will learn all the various alphabets used
by engrossers and all the little short cuts or
trade secrets needed to put your work on a
professional basis.

Lettering and engrossing has a brilliant

future. More money is being spent today for

pen work than ever in history.

You need to take only a small amount of your
time and let our instructors guide your efforts.

Tuition for Text Lettering Course $12.00

Supplies (Subject to change) 5.60

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE

(You should take Text Lettering Course First)

Do you want to make fancy initial letters,

borders and scrolls used on beautiful pieces of

engrossing and illuminated work? This course
will train you to do that and much more.

It will train you and give you a thorough
foundation in making standard letters like the

Roman and other modern alphabets.

Upon completing this course (and the Text
Lettering Course) you should be able to make
large pieces of pen work, diplomas, resolutions,

testimonials, memorials, employing initial letters,

borders and scrolls in plain simple lettering or

fancy colored and illuminated styles.

These courses prepare you to enter the en-

grossing business as a professional engrosser.

Picture yourself in your own engrossing studio

doing such a pleasant, profitable work. You
can do it. Enroll today.

Tuition for Advanced Engrossing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.85

612 NORTH PARK ST.

z&rw.

COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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TOPS

Knnsns iitv
For enjoyment of living at its best; all

rooms outstandingly gay and attractive.

Guests enjoy all club facilities, including

the swimming pool, Turkish baths and

Swedish massage. R. E. McEachin, man-

aging director. Direction SOUTHWEST
HOTELS, INC.; H. G. Manning, founder.

RATES from »3M

1. PENGUIN ROOM

2. SKY-HY ROOF

3- OMAR COCKTAIL LOUNGE

| 4. THE NEW COFFEE SHOP

ELEVENTH

AT BALTIMORE

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink

. . . for durable legibility. The most

popular penmanship and sight-saving

ink. . . may be used in fountain pens.

Higgins Engrossing Ink ... a water-

proof writing ink . . . for pen lettering

. . . library cards . . . music writing ...
. . II HIGGins

and engrossing manuscripts.

hotel conTinEnTni inns
INK CO., INC.

271 NINTH STREET, BIWJOKIYN 15, N. Y.
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HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

MOVEMENT
An effort should be made to im-

prove the movement of handwriting

of pupils in our school. As we in-

spect handwriting of many pupils

ive see much cramped heavy writing.

These poor lines are no doubt the

result of too many teachers neglect-

ing to teach free movement in hand-

writing.

It is true that some authors and

teachers have in the past laid undue
stress upon muscular movement as it

was called. They over emphasized

movement and under emphasized the

fundamentals of form. In late years

there has been a tendency on the

part of some educators to neglect and

even ignore movement, or the man-
ner of writing. They seem to think

that the child by himself in some
manner will be able to figure it out

by himself. The results are slow

movement causing poor quality of

line.

If you desire to secure good hand-

writing it is vital that you study

the movement of each letter as well

as its form.

A good place to start teaching

movement is at the blackboard where

large movements are natural and

finger movement is difficult to use.

Demonstrate at the board the move-

ment use as each new letter is

taught. You glide into and out of

most letters with freedom. The large

forms enable pupils to see form and

the movement. Have the pupils fre-

quently write spelling words at the

board.

The majority of people use a

combination of finger, wrist and

forearm movement. The amount of

movement secured in your class de-

pends upon the amount of time you
devote to it. Attention must be

given to posture, position of body,

arms, hands and paper.

Lay the arms down naturally on

the desk with the paper in front of

you. The elbows should be evenly on

or off the desk. Without a pen in

the hand roll the arm on the muscles

just below the elbows. Make large

imaginary letters. In this way you

can feel the movement of the muscles

used on large forms. On smaller

forms, the smaller muscles of the

arm, hand and fingers are used. Try

to demonstrate and explain the way

each letter is made. For instance,

call attention to the places requiring

complete stops or slowing up of

movement.
Try to establish a fair rate of

speed for your pupils, then encourage

them to get up to that speed.

To be sure we don't expect all

pupils to write exactly alike, but by
setting up and demonstrating a

standard they will have something to

aim at. Any slight deviations which
do not hinder good work should be

permitted. There will also be excep-

tional cases which need special at-

tention. Our remarks apply to the

average person.

It is an inspiration for a class to

watch a skilled teacher write letters

on the board or on paper. It makes
them want to try it. They are good
imitators if given half a chance.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO.,
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, S2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10 : foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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Check your position as the copy suggests. You should hold your pen lightly. Do not grip it. If you grip your

penholder you will get heavy, labored looking lines. Learn to write freely and easily.

Practice the copy large at first, then reduce it in size.

^2^

The X, both the capital and small letter, if turned upside down should be as well formed and read the same

as when viewed in the upright position. The beginning and ending of the letters should be the same in size and slant.

They should be the same size as other similar capital letters.

Get the crossing of the x between the head and baseline. Watch the width of the capital Y. Study the size

of the bottom loops. The loops on the capitals and the small letters should be similar in size. The small loop in

the Z should not be down flat. It should stand up more on the end. It should also rest on the baseline. Practice

the Y, Z & J together.

/-2-3-*/ /-2-J

Try writing the letters to the count as suggested by the figures under the letters. Some counting by the

teacher, if done in a uniform manner, will help to speed up the writing of the slow group and help to tame down

the ones who write too fast. Teachers today do not count as much as they did years ago, but there is still much
'

to be gained by good counting.

/-2-J-i/ /-Z-3 ^T *
Reduce the size of the letters. The small x should be one-fourth of the space between the two blue lines.

Loop letters should be three spaces and capitals also three spaces. This allows for one space between the top of

the capitals and the line above them. Always leave a white space between the tops of letters and the line above

them.
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/C^ZZ^?^L<£S

(ZOs.

7U^

&z~/

^^l^y.

^y.

&U -fc.J.

Here is a fine review. It gives you all of the capitals. It is also the proper abbreviation for states as recom-

mended by the post office. If there is any doubt at any time, we suggest that you write the name of the state

out in full.

In writing this list of abbreviations try to get uniformity of size, slant and spacing. In the second column

all of the letters with the exception of the capital L begin with a loop. See how uniform and careful you can

make these loops.

The V is a letter which has a different movement from most letters. That compound curve requires special

attention. It should finish with a graceful curve. In the small v we have a definite pause on the retrace. Study

movements. Our criticism of most writing which we see from the public schools is that not enough attention is

given to movement. We need to study movement as well as letter forms.

/-2 /-2-3

Try these copies large, getting a free, easy swing. Notice the uniformity of the beginning and ending strokes.

Glide into and out of the letters. Raise the pen on the finishing stroke while it is still in motion. In this copy,

all the letters are ended at the same heighth as the small letters except of course the capital V which is slightly

shorter than the beginning part.
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Reduce the size but retain the same free movement.

C/L/ ^z^t^&^i^t^C^ ^eJ^t-z-^y

/2&5~

J, /f-

This copy is given for practice in writing letters. See if you can get your writing to run along as freely and

easily as the first line. Make a number of pages repeating this line, then practice on the address and the salu-

tation separately.

/d^/T^e^/Zcz??^^^^-^ A/ame

Street /Va....4^^..A4i<^ Street /Vo....2/0..../<

City ....A.Lt^AJLvrcJii^ C%.

Te/ephone. t/o...\^e^f^2h<<i^<cy..4/./A-5'.. Tetephone No._.^Z.L?z?!*sU??^/-.3.2A/..

Every one should keep a list of his friends and persons he may wish to contact. Practice this copy. Keep

in mind that writing for this purpose should be small, neat and above all legible.

/ -.2
/- 2

^3
/-2-3

V
/-2-3 /-Z^3

c
/-2 /-2~3

~r
/-2-3 r

/-2-3
o

/-2
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Figures are very important. Above all they must be legible. We first give the figures in their standard
shape. The small figures underneath indicate the count which can be used by the teacher. For instance, the
figure 4 has three distinct movements or strokes, and a count of 1, 2, 3 works well with it.

7- 3 V
7 z-j y J %> § u *-/ J

s & 7
3 2~2T (3 & / ? / */

r
{ 2> r~

7
/ 7 a'/

o

ao 3 & /

We have suggested some of the mistakes which frequently occur and which should be avoided. We will not

discuss at length the different mistakes, but we suggest that you study them carefully so you can avoid them.

Discuss them in class and see if the members of the class can pick out the mistakes and suggest remedies for im-

provement.

3 3^-2
2 73
7 / 2S
/

r
/ // £ ¥/

L_ 3.(22

s.//

& 7 3
' &T3
7 3.7 *3

L /.2-0

3. 7 2 3j23Jf
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Give Handwriting A Chance
By Ann Loomis, 1243—21st., Longview, Wash.

Influential men in the field of

human progress are often misjudged

because of sincere deep-seated loyal-

ties and ideals which are not always

apparent on the surface.

It seems to me we need to search

and study the so called "Inner Some-
things or qualities" which make up
these personalities to better equip

ourselves with more worthwhile and

unbiased opinions.

We, as individuals interested in

mental, moral, spiritual, physical,

and emotional growth naturally turn

to the all important field of educa-

tion. It is a truly worthwhile pro-

cess where youth with all his hopes

and aspirations may develop into a

normal personality. Success, of

course, is dependent upon the recog-

nition of individual capacities and

interests of every child.

Now how may we best solve this

problem of understanding these

various interests and talents preva-

lent in the youth of today ?

We must better acquaint ourselves

with all possibilities apparent in

every individual, both adult and
child. We are keenly aware that

God in his Infinite Wisdom has seen

fit to equip all human beings with

certain inherent talents, which in

due respect to our responsibility as

constructive citizens, should be en-

couraged. No matter how minor
these aptitudes may seem to the

instructor, they should be recognized,

nevertheless. Oftentimes we, as edu-

cators due to our own philosophies,

lose sight of these deep-seated in-

terests, thereby stifling the thirst for

outward expression.

Generally speaking the talents of

Music and Art are given unique

places on the school curriculum. And
rightly so. They have contributed

much to human progress, and after

all nothing is more worthwhile than

an appreciation of the Beautiful.

Then why do some label the Hand-
writing process as shop worn and

old fashioned?

It is an Art in itself!

It too springs from the inner-most

depths of a child's heart.

It is as modern as this changing

world itself which I shall set forth

in my positive arguments favoring

its recognition:

First—I propose that all hidden

and inner interests be given a chance

for expression. In this way no

child's talents, including Writing

need be frustrated.

Second—Positive written activity

gives a child a keener sense of

accuracy and neatness which may
well serve as a standard pattern in

all phases of his life. It is always

easier to weave a mediocre design

and then wonder why success was
so difficult to acquire.

Third—It is a necessity because

in its own right it requires recogni-

tion to form the basis for written

expression.

Fourth—It trains the child to be

more conscious of his errors and

weaknesses which strengthen his

capacity for analysis and ultimately

stimulates the use of corrective pro-

cedures. This too can have a direct I

bearing upon his character for after
|

all the biggest individual is the one I

who has the courage to admit his
|

weaknesses and sets out to correct

them.

Fifth—It is a highly commendable
;

asset particularly in business which
no far sighted individual can doubt. /

Sixth—It is an Art; the appreci- I

ation of a beautifully written paper
j

and the satisfaction it brings is re-l

warding to the child who yearns for

its development.

Seventh—Penmanship is not an iso- I

lated subject as some believe, but

rather a living segment of a worth-

while activity. If given recognition

and is positively presented, it will

play an integral and vital part in I

any project.

Just as surely as there is a neces- I

sity for research and excursions in

modern procedures, there is an equal

need for informal written expression. I

That which the child creates let no
|

one cast aside, for as he plans

creatively his architectural blue

prints, he builds constructively in

accurate manuscript and cursive

forms.

Yes, give Handwriting a chance

for it plays a unique role in the

building of human personalities.

_c£ dtmr^t UAJ^jJj*' v£ftA» .JXJZrtnt&L

_£*jlaD y±*sr\j£a yyi^JLj, JC^fti yrt\jurruuj^ *<JL}*utJb

fl/irw jlaAa -*>*£

ixjoJL—.^O ^ffit.*^

A)A Aj^JCilAZ* CLSwGX QuxX>^AjjCpL>f-

*v
This specimen Is heavy, clumsy. A finer pen point would help to refine the writing. The slant is also quite uneven.
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k&0 §cwil is Pmmeb
fonrggtt.fr

of the

f£jB0;Sttm Mutual Cifie Jnsuranrp dompanv

in acknowledgement of invaluable contributions

to ike progress of the Cnmpanu andj-orjaiih-

ful &nd highly competent servicejor ouer_2^L

years.

HSribute i<i paib to your personal attrt

—

butea of ability, honcBty.arcJ) lojjaltjj which have

merited for you profound appreciation. admiration

and respecf.

Signed and Sealed on behalf of the

^Spirtcm Mutual ;£ife Jj/riBurancE Company
this twenty-sixth daq of eJanuaru, nineteen

hundred and Jx>ri-tj-ninc.

Recpived from The I*oya Studio, 185 Devonshire Street,

Boston 10, Mass.

By Major F. O. Anderson, 216 Marquette, Minneapolis 1, Minn.

If you have specimens, articles or news notices of interest to

The Educator readers, send them to us.

The above flourish was made by E. C. Enrlquez,

1354 Sande St., Tondo. Manila, Philippines
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A Supervisor's Suggestions to Her
First Grade Teachers

Keprinted from The Pen. published by Department of Handwriting, New Jersey Education Association

I. INTRODUCTION
The second half of the school year

will soon be over. First Grade
teachers have no doubt taken their

children thru a readiness program
and introduced the use of print as a

means of expression. It is now time

to take stock to see the degree of

growth made by them. Have you, as

teacher, followed the line of least

resistance by accepting "child's own
way" procedures entirely or have you
guided their efforts step by step

generating in them power to think

and do ? Instruction in manuscript

requires just as careful planning and
evaluating as that of cursive writing.

A specific goal in view furnishes the

"drive" for both teacher and pupil.

Familiarize yourself with the writing

equipment for the grade such as

posture charts, measuring scales,

Teachers' Manual, etc., then set about

to make a study of your class needs.

Children will acquire careless habits

and introduce wrong procedures un-

less closely supervised by the teacher.

Your teaching may be made more
effective by observing the following

points in letter formation:

1. Firmness of Stroke — Not
necessarily a heavy stroke but one
sufficiently broad and firm. A
tendency to taper the stroke near

the base line. Encourage the same
quality of stroke until it rests firmly

on the line.

2. Vertical Stroke — Encourage a

vertical stroke at all times. A few
children may have a natural tendency

to slant the stroke. In such cases,

if the print be clear and well exe-

cuted, do not insist upon a vertical

line as the slant feature will be an
asset when the transition begins.

3. Circle Letters— Insist upon a

complete circular motion. For most
circle letters as in c e d g a, set the

pencil under the headline and proceed

with an up over motion to produce

the circle top. In letters such as

r, n, m, h, b, set the pencil on
vertical line midway in space and

push upward close to the vertical

line. This will produce the desired

circle top—otherwise an angular for-

mation will result.

4. Spacing between "stick letters"

—All vertical stroke letters should

receive a trifle more spacing than

circle letters. Place emphasis on this

by drilling on the following group of

words:

little like tree

let hill kite

all the fun

5. Generally Weak Letters

a—Make a complete circle but leave

slightly open.

e—Make e with two strokes. Watch
carefully the cross stroke from
left to right. (A tendency to make
this letter with one stroke.

"The most important thing, from
an educational standpoint, is learn-

ing to speak and write—to sell

oneself."

A member of The Board
of Education

b—Push up on circle part in order

to complete circle.

r—Make r with two strokes.

k—Second part is placed in lower

space. Tendency to make this

portion too high.

y—Make short stroke first. Some
children use the opposite pro-

cedure.

n-m—Lift pencil for each curve.

II. PENCIL WRITING
Pencil writing is usually introduced

about December first. Every teacher

should be very definite in her direc-

tions as to the position of paper and

holding of pencil. Let first habits be

good habits. Do not attempt too

much writing in one period until

habits are fixed. Plan your paper

beforehand so as to know how much
writing to expect per line. By doing

so, uniform spacing can be secured

from the beginning.

The following suggestions may be

found helpful

:

1. Give directions for placing paper
in position.

2. Keep elbows off front edge of

desk.

3. Hold pencil so that top will slant

over shoulder.

4. Hold paper with left hand at

upper left corner.

5. Show how to shift paper up-

ward when necessary.

6. Hold the pencil loosely.

7. Crease papers thru center to

aid spacing.

8. Explain definitely the amount
of writing per half line. Sentences

12 to 14 letters per line for paper
8" x 10".

9. Check each line until child

understands what is expected of him.

III. SUGGESTED UNITS OF
PRACTICE MATERIAL
(Second half of year)

1. Excursions

—

What seen enroute.

What seen at the destination.

What learned on trip.

2. Garden—tools used, kind of seeds,

how cared for.

3. The Farm—Spring work on the

farm.

Animals that give us food.

4. Signs of Spring

—

Kinds of birds, flowers, trees.

Work around the home in the

spring.

How we dress in spring.

Spring games.
5. The Circus — Tricks, animals,

tents, costumes.

Sentences—Notice the repetition in

the following examples of sentence

writing. This plan provides drill

when sentence writing is first intro-

duced. This is good practice for

average groups.

1. I made a box.

I made a kite.

2. My dog likes meat.

My cat likes milk.

3. We went to the farm.

We went to the dairy.

4. We play marbles.

We jump rope.
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We roller skate.

Note: Observe the placement of

capital W on each new line.

Special Days

—

Easter — spring, bunny, eggs,

flowers.

Mother's Day—Dear Mother.

Memorial Day — march, flag,

soldier.

Invitations

—

Come to our play.

Come to our party.

Come to our room.

Weather Sentences-

It is cloudy.

The wind blows.

It will rain soon.

The sun shines.

It is warm.

Seasonal Jingles

—

Warm days,

Sunny days.

That's the kind

We love always.

I see the kite.

Up, up so high;

It seems to touch

The blue, blue sky.

I plant the seeds.

And watch them grow,

Up pop their heads

Row after row.

April showers

Make seeds grow;

Soon we see them
Row by row.

Blow March wind!

Blow my kite.

I'll hold the string

With all my might.

A group of signatures by Fred Heath
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This poem by Plumb was one of Mr. H. P. Behrensmeyer's favorites. The above! was so beautifully

written by him only last August.

Thanks to A. 1. Karlen, VIlaB, S. D., for loaning us the original.
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Mrs. J. <i. Steele from Flushing, New York of the Steele Engrossing Studio, makes a real art Of

eard caning. The design of flowers above was in very beautiful harmonious colors. The color in the mat
effect was also beautiful. The edges of the mat were in pale blue which matches the colors in the design.

This card carving was one of the most beautiful specimens of its kind we have ever seen. Hats

off to the ladies for excelling in this beautiful line of work!
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Attention Ye Fishermen
Heinle (iuth's Hobby—Buildinu Outboard Boat

Woodworking is a hobby that

Reinie Guth, 211 Franklin Avenue,

New Brighton, Staten Island, New
York, of the New York Office has

developed to a very high degree. His

latest project is an outboard "V"

bottom boat. In designing this boat,

Reinie combined several outstanding

features of planned boats and added

some other construction features of

his own. A power saw was used for

ripping long lengths but otherwise the

boat is entirely handmade through-

out and the workmanship is of a type

that requires real skill.

The boat is 13 feet long with a

48-inch beam and weighs 240 pounds.

The frames and splash rails are made
of oak, and the hull is mahogany ply-

wood. The deck has been finished in

ebony, routed out for the white filler

lines. In constructing the boat the

frames and plywood were all screwed

and glued with Cascophen. There is

not a nail in the entire boat.

The inside of the hull has been fin-

ished in dark mahogany and the out-

side of the boat in light mahogany.
The bottom of the hull is painted

green. A black stripe outlines the

waterline. Five coats of varnish, hard-

rubbed, were applied to the hull in-

side and out. Like everything else,

the steering wheel is handmade. The
boat has rubber floor mats and rub-

ber fenders and is equipped with fire

extinguisher, anchor, flags, etc. The
seat cushions are Kapok filled which
makes them, at the same time life

preservers.

This is the boat that Guth built

In order to transport the boat, a

trailer also had to be built. The axle

and spindles were purchased for this,

and channels and angles added to

them. In transit, the trailer license

plate is transferred to the boat, and
when the boat is in use, transferred

to the trailer chassis. The tail light

is lit from an attachment to the car

tail light. The boat is removed from
the trailer by lifting it by the bow
and sliding it on a washing machine
roller into the water.

Reinie says that working in his

spare time, the entire job took a year.

A mercury outboard motor propels

the boat which does 30 mph.

Foster Wheeler News.

Another of Mr. Guth's hobbies is

penmanship.

From his letter we quote:

"I am employed by an organi-

zation where I see youngsters

come into the fold. Some of the

handwriting is atrocious. To cite

an example, I find notes on my
desk requesting that I return a

telephone call. I have to ask who

wrote the note to learn the cor-

rect number to call simply be-

cause a figure eight looks like a

six or a figure three appears to

be a five. I think it is important

as to how anything is written

so that it can be determined

what is written. This is only one

of a number of examples of

handwriting that exist in a busi-

ness office. They exist elsewhere."

Mr. Guth believes that more stress

should be put on the subject of pen-

manship in our schools, primary and
advanced.

Mr. Guth practices what he preach-

es and writes a beautiful, legible

style of handwriting.

Foster Wheeler NEWS. Foster Wheeler Corp.,

165 Broadway, New York 6, N. 1'.
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This alphabet was made by George \V. Manns who hails from Lansing, Michigan. He is now a

<i 1 student in the Zanerian College of Penmanship, being sent here by the Veterans Administration.
Mr. Manns is making great headway in his pen work

( ohmihu.y ?l

This breezy ornamental alphabet was made by Parker Zaner Bloser
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 W. Wheeler, Mooomb, III.

Ornamental penmanship is a

beautiful art. While few persons can

write beautiful ornamental penman-

ship, most people admire it. It is an

accomplishment worthy of the efforts

of the most ambitious.

Without a doubt, ornamental pen-

manship will increase your skill and

enable you to do better business

writing. There is much in common
between business and ornamental

writing. In fact, business writing is

an outgrowth of ornamental pen-

manship. Many of the letters still

remain the same in shape. On others

the flourishes and shades have been

eliminated. Anyone who wishes to be

a skilled penman can well afford to

spend some time on the practice of

ornamental penmanship.

The position for ornamental pen-

manship is much the same as that

described for plain business writing.

Sit well back in the chair, leaning

forward, with the elbows evenly on

or off the desk. Hold the paper

directly in front of you tilted slightly

to the left. The penholder, which

should be an oblique, should be

grasped lightly between the first and

second fingers and thumb. Let the

fingers be curved gracefully with the

weight of the hand resting on the

third and fourth fingers.

Use only the best paper, pens and

ink. Write for a list of proper

supplies and a correctly adjusted
i

oblique holder. There are penholders I

on the market which are high in

price but are not well balanced.

It is necessary to develop a light

touch and a free motion. All of the
]

various general exercises given inj

business writing can be practiced for

ornamental writing. It is advisable

to make large two space ovals with-

out any shades. Make them as a

solid running oval or as retraced i

ovals, about ten to the line. Use a

Fine Writer pen point flexible enough
to make shades and light lines. You
will have to be careful not to press I

on the downstrokes when shades are

not desired.

These exercises were favorites of Madarasz and most penmen. Learn to swing them freely and very lightly.

The hairlines should be light and the shades snappy. The shades are made by quickly pressing down with the first

!

finger. The more you practice these exercises the more skill you will acquire and the easier letters will be to make.
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ENVELOPE ADDRESSING

This is one of F. B. Courtney's best
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Le<zd#€id
Pres. Mendows -Draughon
Business College,Shrevepan'J.a

Your Disposition Determines

Your Future

Your personal disposition will have
more to do with your success or

failure in life than anything else. You
may have the finest training to be

had or you may be a very capable

person; but, unless you are pleasant

and agreeable, as well as co-operative,

you will not get very far in any office

or organization.

So, if you have a temper, we urge
you to curb it; if you are in the habit

of wearing a frown on your face, we
suggest you "swap" it for a smile;

if you are accustomed to speaking

abruptly to people, you should quit

doing that and start speaking plea-

santly. If you speak loudly or have
a highpitched voice, you should get

your voice under control — learn to

speak softly.

If you have always felt that the

other fellow's job—in your office or

organization — was no concern of

yours, you should change your atti-

tude, start learning more about his

job and cooperating with him. If you
feel that you should be paid more
money, remember that you must do

more than you are paid to do in

order to get a raise.

If you are in the habit of being

late to school or work or of being

tardy or absent without good excuse,

see that you change your habits and
that you get down early and "stay

on the job". If you cannot be loyal

to your employer or if your work is

unpleasant, the best thing you can do

is resign.

Yes, watch your disposition if you
want to get ahead—and see that you
improve it; that you start being more
pleasant and co-operative.

Just How Dependable Are You?
Employers and organizations are

constantly looking for people they can

trust or depend upon. In checking

prospective employee's records — in-

cluding their school or scholastic

records—they judge the applicant by
his faithfulness— his sense of re-

sponsibility. They want to know
whether the applicant—or student

—

was always "on the job."

Employers are not interested in

young men and women who are

irregular in attendance, who are al-

ways "slipping off," who stay over

time when they go out at recess, who
frequently check out of school "on

business," or the like. Remember
this, please, because failure to do so

will definitely go AGAINST your
record—and, after all, YOU make
your record; all the school can do is

KEEP it,—and FURNISH transcripts

of it when requested to do so.

So . . . we urge you to start NOW
by doing the things that you know
you SHOULD do. In so doing, you
will be strengthening your character

and materially enhancing your
chances for success and happiness in

life.

Some beautiful ornamental writing

has been received from Miss Sarah

Britt of 1631 S. El Camino, San

Mateo, California.

Miss Britt is developing into quite

a skillful penman. Her work is very

accurate. She is now taking up en-

grossers script, and in time we may
have the pleasure of reproducing

some of her work for The Educator. '

\ C^^Y^-^^y^^^r

Will he beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

P.. D. #1 Rinjjoes, N. J.

^//OW TO DETECT

urla^l

A correspondence course by
G. W. Schwartz and Daughter

Professional Examiners of Questioned
Documents since 1892. 10 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and desig;ners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State
Trenton, N.

Street

J.

Tit

~€l
THIS CERTIFIES THAT

V
Engrossed by H. C. RICK. 501 Boylston Street, Boston. The original was made freehand with a broad pen,
ruled and retouched with a fine pen. The flourishes were carefully penciled and Inked in with a fine pen.
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

Good engrosser's script contains great contrast between light lines and shades. The hairlines should be thin

ind light. Many prefer a brownish tint. The shades should be heavy, black and massive. The blacker you get the

hades the greater the contrast and beauty.

Notice the great number of compound curves. Each curve starts with a hairline, swings into a heavy shade
ind ends in a hairline. Nineteen of the capitals have compound curved strokes.

Another requisite for good script is regularity of length, width and slant of the heavy downstrokes. Study
low close the shades come to the head and baselines.

It makes an interesting study to examine each letter to see how the various strokes approach the baseline.

The letter A is the only capital which ends with a heavy base stroke. On all other letters no heavy shade actually

ests on the baseline. As you approach the baseline you should have a hairline.

Shades in capitals and small letters should be of the same thickness.

Study the shapes of each letter. Make page after page of each letter.

^ /ernat; sirsc/ r<//y/t /*//( t/tc awyici

f/#f/,srica/jtfrff/(w.) /()?? in //'(\/7a/(<'..yfe

.id j/(r//u}V,a/tf'a>itA) afrtr/fi/Morw wifyance

info //fcu/e\o/ //t.e /ctr/f/M'i/Ji ./UJ-z/rwe

anaizeace, ami a/rai/in*/ jfo e/i/e^y eercA c/

&av Aeayfo:

^Je/.u.)sa&J&xw, ty/fa/sMiX (LArii/znafr*'

tide.a ii/n ^y-enea,€f/^Ar//n ana.^:e/z t€>€iy>^iy'

fa. y-eceive CTtiy/f, a#ut £n*riAe/<MA tarn/fnid

rtf/wming^Mir wid'̂ ea4xJc"aM!<mc6,i<tll/need

w<:u ,<& 'JOsCedd'et/ t /t/riJ-fyyi,a<i

/?/?M

This script was written by .J. G. Steele, Steele Engrossing Studio, Flushing, N. Y.

G. I. STUDENT DIES
James Winfield Horner of Tucker-

ton, New Jersey died November 21,

1948. Mr. Horner came to the Zan-

erian July 21, 1947 to September 20,

1947 to take business writing. Mr.
Horner was ambitious to become an
accountant where he realized the im-

portance of good penmanship. After

leaving our school he entered the

Temple University of Philadelphia to

study accounting.

We found Mr. Horner a very con-

genial, well educated man. He was
born in 1897 and served almost three

years in World War II. He is survived

by his widow, Netty V. Horner.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles
Meub's Professional Black Ink

Sent Postpaid $1.00
The ink which produces rich Mark shades

and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
PASADENA -,, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. 1'9 and No. 604, E.F.'s

DOUBLE-END AGATE BURNISHER
MADE BY HAND

FOR BURNISHING GOLD
Pointed end for burnishing Dots. Cross-
hatching. Diapering. "Etc." Tooth shape
end for large surfaces.
Write for price and full description.

OTIS SKED, JR.
1123 Thayer Drive, Richland, Washington
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California Penman

This is Paul Thomsen, 3917 Flower
fDrive, Los Angeles 37, California.

The snapshot was taken of Mr.
Thomsen on his fiftieth birthday in

his backyard under a banana tree.

Mr. Thomsen is the one who has

been flourishing the beautiful birds

which have appeared from time to

time over his name in The Educator.

Evidently Mr. Thomsen has been a
student of the late Harry S. Blan-

chard who was considered one of our

finest flourishers. Mr. Thomsen is

turning out some of the nicest flour-

ishes we have seen from any penman.
Other of his fine specimens will

appear later.

T.#'^.

a --

TO A NEW TEACHER
Katherine Berle Stains

4313 Hartel Ave.

Philadelphia 36, Pa.

Not so much in what you do,

But in all of what you are

—

How you grow to heights anew,

How you view the near and far

—

This you'll find a Teacher's "must",

If success you'll claim your due,

Constant growth (and you'll not

"rust"),

Rules the "how" and "what" of you!

A subscription renewal has been

received from Frank W. Frazer,

Route 1, Grand Marsh, Wisconsin

who states that he has been a sub-

scriber and following the work in

The Educator for the past 38 years.

This is a good record.

This is one of Paul Thomgen's tlouiisheH
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Modern Engrossing

This is an excellent example of

modern lettering as used by many of

the leading engrossing studios.

We suggest that you lay out the

entire piece of work on a piece of

scrap paper, any spoiled wrapping

paper will do for this first ruff draft.

This will enable you to make many
changes until you decide on the de-

sign of the work.

This piece was made by A. M.

Grove of the B. C. Kassell Engross-

ing Studio, 105 N. Clark Street, Chi-

coga 2, Illinois.

Perhaps we have made the repro-

duction larger than Mr. Grove in-

tended. It was to represent a page

from an album. Where the wording

is read at close range the lettering

is usually small. However, we wanted
our readers to be able to study the

letters in detail of this fine specimen

and therefore made it large.

First of all select a good grade of

paper or cardboard, the appropriate

size allowing for a two inch margin.

Draw a marginal line indicating the

extreme width and height of the

Comments by the Editor

See example on the following page

space in which the letters are to

occupy. Attach the paper to a draw-

ing board and use T squares and

triangle. The pencil lines should be

made with a sharp lead pencil and
very light. Many times beginners

press too hard and later find the

pencil lines are difficult to remove.

Draw a block in the upper left-

hand corner for the initial letter.

The next thing to do is to figure out

how many lines the wording will

take. We suggest that you letter a

line the height and length desired

and count the number of lines it will

require. Ordinarily it is well to have

the copy, which you are going to

letter, typewritten or accurately

written, uniform in size and spacing.

In this way you can better designate

the number of lines.

Rule accurately head and baselines

with a sharp lead pencil and T
square. Recheck the width of every

space before starting to letter. In

this way you can catch any mistakes

in ruling.

With a soft pencil indicate the

MrMW€fa<f <tfcfafe£-

J33456>d'&90

This seript alphabet was made by W. .1. FII.I-IN<i of 430 Park Avenue, New Castle, Penns.

who is studying script and lettering

letters in each word, using the light

line stroke, being careful to get the

spacing uniform. This will enable you
to make your margin come out even.

We prefer the simple light single

strokes, and not carefully penciling

out the entire detail of the letter.

After the entire wording has been
indicated in light pencil lines, proof

read it for mistakes in spelling, and
where words do not come out to the

margin erase those particular lines

and repencil until you do get your
margin correct.

The next operation is to do the

lettering with a broad pen. Use black

India ink and see that your pen,

feeder, etc. are in good working con-

dition. Practice on scrap paper be-

fore attempting to do the lettering.

Your pen should be cleaned of any
surplus hard ink and your ink should

be in a good flowing condition. After

you have lettered the entire page, go
back over it and correct any little

inaccuracies by retouching them with

a fine pointed pen. The amount of

retouching will depend upon how fine

you wish to finish the lettering. Mr.

Grove's work was not retouched.

However one can rule up the straight

lines and retouch all the ends and
take out the flat places. We suggest

however in this specimen that you
correct mainly the outstanding errors.

The next step is putting in the

ornamental fillers at the end of each

paragraph to give it the appearance

of coming out to the margin. The
next step would be to pencil in the

initial letter A and ink it in care-

fully. This could be done before the

lettering. In fact we would prefer to

do the penciling at the same time

the wording was suggested in pencil

for spacing and number of lines.

The last operation of course is to

color the letter. The outline for this

letter suggests using one color on

the face of the letter, using two
tones. The little ornaments on the

face of the letter would be in white

ink. The scroll and leaves can be in

different colors as desired. The other

ornaments at the end of the para-

graphs can also be in color.
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* their invention and manufacture, m

TShose rhinos called dear are.when

justly estimated.die cheapest; they arc

attended with much less profit to the

artist than those which everybody calls

cheap. 'Beautiful forms and composi-

tions are not made by chance, nor can

they ever, in any material, be made

at small expense. \^^%*)x«)j%vz*m

3\ composition for cheapness and

not fir excellence ofworkmanship, is

rite most frequentand certain cause

of die rapid decay and die entire de-

struction ofarts and manufacture, m
Jo/dx JRjuLskin

Here is an excellent example of modern lettering and engrossing by A. M. Grove of B. C. Kassell

Co., engrossers at 105 North Clark Street, Chicago 2, 111.

The Initial lettering is interesting in that it shows how a letter is developed before color is added.
Study the letter carefully and finish the initial letter in colors.

We had the pleasure of a visit from .Mr. Grove recently.
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Criticism Department

i jt 'I p E>* (J/J 'i -/— / 4-

XhUUstUUU) ,fp-

The accompanying specimen was
written with a ball pointed fountain

pen. As you will notice the lines

are broken and heavy. The pressure

was so heavy that the lines were
imbedded into the paper. This was
due to the poor flowing quality of

the ink.

Pens such as this student used are

producing poor handwriting. This

presents some serious problems to

teachers. Parents, friends and rela-

tives of pupils buy nice looking but

very poor pens for children.

One large school system has pro-

hibited the use of any fountain pens

under the sixth grade.

We do not know the solution to

the fountain pen problem but we
feel sure that if this student were to

use a good steel pen or a good
regular fountain pen better results

would be secured.

Help your students to learn how
to select and care for a good pen.

It will also help to show pupils

what good quality of line is, and to

discourage poor lines and poor move-
ment.

BAD HANDWRITING IS COSTLY

Several of my associates hand-

write so badly that it often takes me
vexatiously long to decipher their

memoranda. This is not only annoy-

ing but costly. Doubtless the same
thing plagues other organizations.

Offenders should mend their ways.

They have no right to inflict illegible

scrawls on others. Also, signatures

on letters altogether too often are

unreadable; always they should be

typewritten (or printed underneath.)

I have special reason to feel keenly

on this score. When a cub reporter

I won my first promotion chiefly

because I wrote my copy in a school-

boy, clearly-legible hand—typewriters

weren't available then. The eyesight

of the aged head of the copy desk

was poor. The handwriting of most
reporters inflicted a lot of trouble on

him. Not mine. When promotions

were discussed, he plumped for me!

'Tis discourteous to write anything

which is difficult or impossible for

the recipient to read. Don't do it!

—B. C. Forbes, writing in "Forbes

Magazine."

MUSIC WEEK

National Music Week is from May)
1 to 8. Those who wish to promote

|

National Music Week should write 1

for posters and other information,
]

addressing your letter to: American

j

Music Conference, 332 South Michigan
j

Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois. The ob-l

ject is "To broaden the contribution

of music to the public welfare."

We would be happy to see a week
devoted to Penmanship throughout

the nation!

WANTED in good condition.

One copy of every issue of The Pen-

man's Art Journal ever published.

One copy of every issue of The

Educator since first publication in 1895

until 1946-1947 issues.

Please state price wanted and write

to

C. A. DENTLER
440 Burroughs Ave.,

Chevrolet Art Dept.,

Detroit 2, Mich.

This beautiful line of ornamental penmanship was written by one of the Karlen brothers without any ruled

head or baselines. It is a wonderful specimen of skillful penmanship. We are sorry that the lines were so delicate

that we could not show a plainer reproduction.

The specimen was sent to us by L. W. Karlen, Jr. of Vials, South Dakota.
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J>L Proclama^hon
JJ^iHe J>oaun. Council of ^Jarrcn

(ILIhcreas.tric town council ofXD aTTenhctslcarncdwtih profound sriis&dion

thai IDarrcn will be"honored on (ohursdau Qdo"bcr2S.194S.'bv a visit tromthc

^nnorable

ARRY RUMAN
J^rest&cnt of the Unitedjtffates

i&ho will l">c passi.no, within our boundaries enwutc ioJ^rovidcncc

y^^. and

WJlfDHtS, it canbe recorded that Ihis occassion marks 1lie lirsl lime inlhclong

ntstoT}? of1he 1own that our countrvs C|mef(Executive has solionorcdits ci.ti)>ens.

.vvv ond

'(JJ'HCTeaS, trttJQrestdent is to he officially areded a! IhcJQhodeJfeland-J^ass*

achusefislme on'U^lbxiTJRuenue'Dy.thc (jovernor and other Side and

t
T^cml diandarics, and

U0r^fl5, it is eminently frHuuj andpToper lhat fkc citizens ofbarren ra
should pause in their oustomarujound ofadivities and convcpjfo thcl-Vcs*

ident a cordial and enthusiastic welcome. JQow,therd<rre,we,flae(5oiwi Qouncil

ofTlJflTTtn.JQltodeJsland, do proclaim.

yf Odc*et7t.Bl948,asJ^esidatf &TumanI>q> and

xing concerns in said IParren to suspend operatiorsbehpeen

thenours of930?On. and 11 JtnL, that their employees miaht shan: in the expression of

welcome wmch IDarren will do itselfthenonor 1o extend 1o our President.

Ill CC5ltmoruj Q^herWvu>c hereunto set our hands and caused fhe seal rf liic'fc'own lohe affiled fhts 251kday

October inlne gear ofourlordLontfliousaiicL nine hundred an&{ort£-cia.lti and. ofindependence,1ue
one hundred, caul s cx'enfy_,- 5econd.

Joy '•he oowu Gowned.

jftttsfc

This beautiful piece of engrossing was made by H. E. MILES who conducts The Mclntyre Studio.

42 Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I. It is a practical type of engrossing such as is in demi

smaller communities and also in larger cities. It is very effective and simple.
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Newspaper Columnists Comments On Penmanship
In his newspaper column Dr. Garry

C. Myers comments that many
children do not learn to write in

school as well as they should, and
yet, he states, that the quality of

their handwriting will play a big

part in the grades which they earn

in other school subjects. He criti-

cises the elementary schools where
handwriting is neglected. He praises

the value of the old copy books of

years ago. He states that they had
many good virtues, and while teach-

ing illiterate soldiers after World
War I to read and write he used the

copy book idea, but he made it so

that the copies could be slid down
closer to the line which was being

written. He believes that having a

good copy right above the line of

writing and encouraging the child to

imitate the model will produce re-

sults in the primary grades especially.

We must take exception to his

statement concerning his disregard

for the manner in which the child

writes. We have seen so much
writing from students in the grades

from various schools which is so

illegible and cramped that we are

impressed with the urgent need for

teachers to give some instruction in

the manner of holding the pen, move-
ment, etc. We do not believe that

we can let the child decide for him-

self the manner in which he should

write and expect good results. Hand-
writing is too skillful an art to ex-

pect small children to be able to

figure out for themselves the proper

position, movement, rate of speed

and other complicated details. We
would urge grade teachers to make a

serious effort to start children right

by showing them how to write and
helping them to swing into the writ-

ing in a free manner. We do not be-

lieve that all children should be com-
pelled to write exactly alike, but there

are standards which can be set up
before the pupil to aim at, and if

thought advisable be can be allowed

to deviate from these standards to

fit his particular needs.

We are glad to note that Dr.

Meyers further comments that he
|

wishes more children might learn toj

write a neat hand while in school.

This, he says, a child should do inl

order to show some consideration
'

and kindness to others, especially to
]

his friends and relatives who have
to try to read his writing. He be-J
lieves that many persons are selfish i

when writing letters and do not try]

to make it easy for the person who i

is to receive the letter.

In regard to the typewriter, he

states, that while it is of use, yet I

most writing at school will have tol

be done by hand for many years to

come. He also states that the stu-

dent in high school and college who
writes a miserable hand pays a big

penalty with lower grades in subject

matter in which he might have
earned higher grades if he had writ-

ten more legibly.6 —Editor

This writ ins: is by Miss Ann Loomis, who has been sending us, from time to time, some exeellent
business writing. This shows a very strong free style such as every public school teacher should strive
to imitate.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms: works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS: If you are interested in professional and
financial advancement, regardless of the sec-

tion of the country in which you wish to locate, we believe we can help you. Our forty
years of teacher placement experience, guarantees you efficient service. Write NOW for
FREE enrollment blank.

THE SPECIALISTS EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
302 Metropolitan Bldg.

St. Louis 3, Mo.
A member of the National Association of Teachers Agencies

508 N. Grand Blvd.
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Something a little different in the way of art by O. E. Huvis, one of our finest, whose address is

88 Biltmore Street, Springfield, Mass. This beautiful birdie was in blue with a red-yellow breast. The
scenery was in natural colors.

Doesn't this take you back to your vacation days down along the river or lake where that big

one got away? Anyway the Ring Perch were biting.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY alaska, hawah and the west

MISSOULA, MONTANA Teacher shortage continues in a11

departments. Unlimited Western op-

MefTlber N. A. T. A. portunities. Enroll now, FREE LIFE

MEMBERSHIP.
34 years' superior placement service.
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Etiquette, dress, English spell-

ing, and handwriting should be of

sueh good quality that they work
for and not against us.

CARD WRITER & NURSERYMAN
A letter was received from Chester

Cobb, proprietor of the Cobb's

Nursery of Cobb's Hill, South Road,

Poughkeepsie, New York, in which
he enclosed some of his handwritten

cards.

We quote from his letter:

"Forty years ago I earned my
living by writing peoples names on
cards. When I began the business it

paid good wages right at the start,

and after a year or two I had a real

fine bank account and a big patron-

age. People admired my line of art.

I worked side by side with famous
scribes. We met on fairgrounds, large

conventions, leading amusement
parks, big department stores, on the

main streets of the big cities and
resorts.

This work was carried on by me
for about ten years when I became
interested in the nursery business.

Mr. F. W. Tamblyn was my instruc-

tor. He was a real inspiration."

Cobb's cards were very neat and
skillfully written.

PEN TALENT GOES TOO FAR
ABILENE, TEXAS—(API—When

Clyde Arender enrolled in a hand-

writing class at Hardin-Simmons uni-

versity, his penmanship was pretty

bad. On a special test it registered

a below normal 25.

After a couple of months of study,

Clyde improved so much that he

raised the mark to 88.

But there's such a thing as too

much improvement. This week an
Abilene bank refused to honor Clyde's

check. Tellers didn't recognize the

signature as being his.

Submitted by C. O. Ellefson

Duluth Business University,

Duluth 2, Minn.

FREE to Teachers
Who want to make teaching better.

Who want to get better results.

Who want more leisure hours.

3 priceless aids with your subscription to

Junior Art & Activities

• Booklet on how to get free and inexpensive class-

room aids.

• Special consultation service on problem-solving.

• Folder on using Junior Arts & Activities to meet
your needs.

Begin our subscription with the current issue

Sparkling ivith many new features:

• How to solve your music problems—with projects.

• Special section of projects for all occasions.

• Special new art units.

• How to encourage reading—with projects.

Stories, plays, poems, songs—in every issue.

• How to use audia-visual aids.

• Nature Study—Crafts—Social Studies.

ALL IN EASY-TO-USE PRACTICAL FORM

10 big issues

Subscribe now

One full year $4.00 only

Satisfaction guaranteed

-CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY-
JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES - Dept. E-10

538 So. Clark St., Chicago 5, Illinois

I enclose $4.00. Send me JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES one full year, 10 big issues,

beginning with your great Current number. Include your FREE Consultation Service

and 2 FREE folders.

Send me EDUCATIONAL MUSIC only rj 1 year $1.50 rj 3 yrs. $4.00.

Send me both EDUCATIONAL MUSIC and JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES for 1

year. Include 2 FREE folders and Consultation Service. I Enclose $5.00.

Name

By I. Z. Harkman 407 South Spruce Street, Elizabethtown, Pa.
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value to

commercial teachers including books of special

educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers

to determine its value.

Understanding Yourself, by William

C. Menninger, M. D., General Sec-

retary, The Menninger Foundation,

Topeka, Kansas. Published by

Science Research Associates, 228

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illi-

nois. Paper cover, 52 pages.

You may feel that understanding all the

things about yourself is not very important.

You may say that after all, you can drive a

car without knowing how a gasoline engine

works. Which is quite true, except that the

more you know about a car. the longer you
can keep it working at its top efficiency. If

you are taking Latin, the more vocabulary
and grammar you know, the faster you can
translate. Since some day you hope to get

married and have a family, the more you
know about keeping house and raising

children, the easier it will be to make a
good home.
And the more you really know and under-

stand about yourself, the better you can

manage yourself and your life. The more
you understand about people, the better you
can get along with them and with yourself.

This booklet is a tool to help you reach

these goals. In its pages you can learn

something about how you are made psycho-

logically, what some of your emotions and
behavior mean, how to get help if your

problems are too much for you, and perhaps

most important, how to keep well emotionally

as well as physically.

You and Your Mental Abilities, by

Lorraine Bouthilet and Katharine

Mann Byrne, with Introductory

Note by L. L. Thurstone and

Thelma Gwinn Thurstone. Pub-

lished by Science Research Asso-

ciates, 228 S. Wabash Avenue,

Chicago 4, Illinois. Paper cover,

48 pages.

The fact that people differ -that you

aren't quite like anyone else in the world

—

has long been of interest to psychologists.

They have considered the study of how and

why individuals differ as one of the most
important areas of their work. One of their

first steps in studying these differences was
the measurement of intelligence. because

mental abilities play such an important part

in everyone's life.

The measurement of intelligence is becoming
important to schools and businesses, too.

This is because teachers and businessmen now
realize that a person's mental abilities, or

intelligence, determine how well he can learn,

whether it is a school subject or a job.

As psychologists interested in young people,

as well as their teachers, the authors have

studied the various methods of measuring the

mental abilities for many years. In the

process, they have tested thousands and

thousands of young people and adults. The

most important result of their studies has

been the discovery that there are many
different kinds of mental ability, or intelli-

gence. If you are not good in one area, you

will probably be high in another. The fact

that vou have had poor test scores or un-

fortunate experiences in one field doesn't

mean you are not high in some other mental

ability.
Because your success depends so much on

what you do with your mental abilities, the

authors think you will want to know more

about the subject. That is why this booklet

has been written for you. It helps to explain

the meaning and importance of mental abili-

ties, what the primary mental abilities are.

how they are tested, and what yous can do to

make the best use of your mental abilities.

BUY AND USE EASTER SEALS

March 17 - April 17, 1949 HIGH GRADE

Here's how

you can celebrate

Easter

What does Easter mean to you? Sun-
rise Services . . . new spring clothes,

baskets of gaily colored eggs for the

children?
It means that Easter Seal time is here

again, too. It means that through
these seals you'll be helping crippled

children in your own community to a

better chance in life.

The money you contribute by buy-

ing Easter Seals is used for this one im-

portant purpose ... to provide handi-

capped children with adequate medi-
cal care ... with wheel chairs and braces

and a lot of other things they need.

It's used to give them specialized

vocational training . . . healthful rec-

reation ... a chance to go to camp in

the summer ... to swim and romp and
play games like other kids.

So why not celebrate this Easter by
buying more Easter Seals. Remember,

Every Easter Seal you buy

helps a Crippled Child

Diplomas^?
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for

Samples and Quotations.
Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick it up and your
thumb and fingers fit into the curves per-

fectly. Think how a letter should look,

then move jour hand and the pen does the

rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder!"
.MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:

1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard
Models.

2. The "STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
I. The "STRAHM" Compound. Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.

ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER. 601 West
Pleasant Street. Hammonton, New Jersey.

LEARN TO WRITE

FOR "BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SUCCESS'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at

home quickly with my new instruction

books just off the press. Master all the

secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fullv illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: Free Book, "How to Be-

come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing.

Artistic Writing, Card Writing.

J Engrossing Alphabets, Bird and De-
sign Flourishing. Complete Set $4.50.

Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLER. President. TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS COME WEST WHERE IT PAYS TO
TEACH AND LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

Our territory from the Mississippi to the Pacific. • Arizona, Calif., Oregon, Wash, pay the

best salaries. • We place your in the better positions in cities and college^

FREE ENROLLMENT UNEXCELLED SERVICE

Established

1906
ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 11. S. NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM RUFFER. Ph p.. Men DENVER. COLO.

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Member
NATA
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HERE IT IS

The New Lessons In

Ornamental Penmanship

Edited by Parker Zaner Bloser

Size 8 X 11 — 96 pages

All professional penmen, teachers, students and lovers of fine

ornamental penmanship will want to secure a copy of this new
edition. It is a self-teaching manual for students, teachers and
penmen. A reference book for the professional penman's library'

Printed on Eye-Ease Paper

This new book is reproduced by the latest engraving methods
on eye-ease paper with Cercla binding, which allows the book
to lie flat on the desk when open. Spa<*e is provided in the
hook for a record of your progress.

In addition to the seventy or more pages by E. A. L.UPFER,
there are included masterpieces from some of the finest penmen
in the world for your imitation, inspiration and enjoyment.

It contains a complete course of lessons in ornamental pen-
manship taking the student through the simplest principles to
the more difficult pages. The work is systematically graded, the
instructions are clear and to the point, the copies are accurately
and beautifully written so that the book inspires one to master
this fascinating art, whether in school or at home.

Many teachers have found that a short course In ornamental
penmanship shows very satisfactory results in business writing.
It gives a finish and freedom to business writing that Is not
likely to he obtained otherwise.

(Jet your copy now before our supply is exhausted.

Single copies, postpaid, net $2.00

Per dozen, postpaid, net $18.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY

612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Summer School
You can come to the Zanerian at any time

during the year and prepare as a teacher or

supervisor of penmanship, professional penman
or engrossing and illuminating artist. Thousands
of the leaders in the penmanship field received

their training at the Zanerian. It is the only

institution of its kind in America.

It was established in 1888 and is approved by
the Veteran's Administration for the training of

GI students in pen work. The school is open
from 8 to 5—five days a week. Instruction is

mainly individual.

The courses cover:

Business Handwriting

Ornamental Penmanship
Broad Pen Text Lettering

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script

Standard Lettering

Designing of Initial Letters, Scrolls and
Borders

Color Work & Illumination

Work for Teachers and Supervisors of

Penmanship
Professional Penmanship

Students are admitted upon a personal inter-

view. We reserve the right to reject any person
not fitted for this work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

During the summer teachers and persons in-

terested in some phase of pen work or teaching

come to the Zanerian from all parts of the
United States and Canada for special work and
inspiration.

We inspect each pupil's work. Criticisms are
offered and suggestions and instructions are
given for improvement, and fresh-from-the-pen
copies are written, which give pupils the best
working models and show them exactly how to
proceed. Our method of instruction enables us
to give each pupil the help which is best for his

particular needs.

This personal interest in pupils is one of the
things which has helped to make the Zanerian
the unique school it is today. Students, begin-
ners and professionals, come to the Zanerian
from far and near to get our personal criticism
and instruction. Some come for long terms while
others take an intensive short refresher course.
It's a good place to spend your vacation.

This has been the means of developing
America's finest penmen. "It is an inspiration

to see the instructors dash off beautiful copies,"

is the common remark by students. Seeing work
executed skillfully creates in students a desire
to improve as nothing else will. A feature of
the Zanerian Summer School is the personal,
helpful interest shown by our teachers in every
student.

Board & Room—Rooms in private homes and
meals in restaurants cost about the same in

Columbus as in any other city.

Rate of Tuition for Winter or Summer
4 weeks — $35.00 2 weeks — $20.00

Correspondence Courses
IT IS FUN LEARNING TO WRITE

You can easily learn to write and do pen
work, engrossing and illumination in your own
home.

Simply enroll in the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship correspondence course and faithfully

follow the simple instructions and inspiring

copies. Each lesson which you return to us is

carefully scrutinized for the parts which need
special analysis and additional study and prac-

tice. This individual instruction enables you to

master the work in the quickest and easiest way.
This prevents waste of time as is often experi-

enced where the student has no instructor to

assist him over the tough spots. Take advantage
of our many years of experience training most
of America's finest penmen, teachers and super-

visors of penmanship, engrossing artists and
professional penmen.

BUSINESS WRITING COURSE
You can soon learn to write a good business

hand. You will be taught correct position and
a rapid, free movement. You will be able to

write a style of business writing such as helps
to secure and maintain a good office position.

Make your handwriting an asset not a hindrance
to your progress.

The course contains ten well graded lessons
with clear, to the point instructions. You will

be inspired by the beautifully and skillfully

executed copies.

Some actual handwritten copies are given to
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increase your interest to inspire you on to do
more and better work.

The time required to complete the course
depends upon the individual's ability and time
devoted daily to the course. At least three
months is usually required to reach the high
standards for graduation.

Tuition for Business Writing Course $12.00
Supplies (subject to change) 1.85

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP

You will find our Ornamental Penmanship
course with its graceful flourishes and snappy
shades most interesting.

•

The pleasing contrast between those beautiful
delicate curves and bold shades makes orna-
mental a most fascinating art. You can easily
master it and learn to address dashy envelopes,
write name cards and letters in beautiful
flourished ornamental penmanship.

All you need is a little of your time and our
correspondence course in Ornamental Penman-
ship.

It consists of ten lessons which will require
at least three months to complete. Each lesson
you work out and return to us is given careful
attention, criticisms and suggestions for further
study and practice which apply to you alone,
thus helping you to master the work in the
quickest possible time.

Tuition for Ornamental Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.45

ROUNDHAND OK ENGROSSERS SCRIPT
COURSE

You have admired beautiful wedding announce-
ments, cards, etc., in the Engrosser's Script
style. Perhaps you called it copper-plate script.

The downstrokes are all bold evenly shaded and
the upstrokes are delicate hairlines. This style

of Script is used in filling in dates on diplomas,
the body of many resolutions and other pieces
of engrossing. No engrosser can afford to be
without this style which is one of the oldest,

yet today one of the most used styles.

You can learn to write a beautiful style of

Script at home by enrolling in our Roundhand
Course.

It consists of ten lessons and will require at

least three months to complete and reach our
high standards for graduation.

Tuition for Roundhand or
Engrosser's Script $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.80

BROAD PEN TEXT LETTERING AND
ENGROSSING COURSE

You can learn to letter names in diplomas and
certificates, letter poems and beautiful memory
gems, make large pieces of pen work such as
resolutions, testimonials, etc.

You can increase your income by taking this
course and learning to do lettering for your
friends and customers One teacher made over
$800 in one year doing lettering before and
after school hours.

You will learn all the various alphabets used
by engrossers and all the little short cuts or
trade secrets needed to put your work on a
professional basis.

Lettering and engrossing has a brilliant

future. More money is being spent today for
pen work than ever in history.

You need to take only a small amount of your
time and let our instructors guide your efforts.

Tuition for Text Lettering Course $12.00

Supplies (Subject to change) 5.60

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE

(You should take Text Lettering Course First)

Do you want to make fancy initial letters,

borders and scrolls used on beautiful pieces of
engrossing and illuminated work? This course
will train you to do that and much more.

It will train you and give you a thorough
foundation in making standard letters like the
Roman and other modern alphabets.

Upon completing this course (and the Text
Lettering Course) you should be able to make
large pieces of pen work, diplomas, resolutions,

testimonials, memorials, employing initial letters,

borders and scrolls in plain simple lettering or
fancy colored and illuminated styles.

These courses prepare you to enter the en-

grossing business as a professional engrosser.

Picture yourself in your own engrossing studio

doing such a pleasant, profitable work. You
can do it. Enroll today.

Tuition for Advanced Engrossing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.85

612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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LEARN

JEWELRY

ENGRAVING

Increase your income—Learn to do Jewelry Engraving by
hand—the only method of applying and cutting any design
on any article. Our alphabets are similar to those used by
the engrosser. Learn to apply your lettering ability to metal
as well as parchment. Learn to cut letters on such articles

as cigarette cases and lighters, silverware, trophies, rings,

etc.

Many engravers find engrossing and diploma filling profit-

able for them during the slack months in jewelry. Cash in

on your spare hours tn engrossing by learning this profit-

able trade. Our residential course is G. I. approved. Your
tools go with you after graduation. Fill out and mall the

form below now. Today.

New Castle Jewelers' Training School, Inc.

226 Pearson Street, Dept. 159, New Castle, Pa.

Send me your 1949 brochure and full details.

I am a VETERAN Yes

Name

Address

City

No

State

Writing Classes go smoother

...and students show more

progress when you use

Esterbrook Fountain Pens.

That's because this

fountain pen gives you

the right point for the

way you write... the

right point for the

system you teach.

In case of damage you can

replace your favorite point

yourself— instantly— by
number— at any pen counter

FOUNTAIN PEN

TO SELECT OR REPLACE
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HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

This is the time of year to try for penmanship certificates. Every student appreciates a certificate for it is

an indication that he has completed his penmanship work in a satisfactory manner. He delights in showing his

certificate to his friends and parents.

This is also a good time to make a general review of all the work you have gone over. Every time you go over

the alphabet systematically you improve some things which have been overlooked.

Check up on your position. Read the instruction on position given in previous lessons or given in your pen-

manship textbook. Have some of your friends help you. Study the position of others. It is not too late to make
slight adjustments if you find them advisable.

Do you roll the arm on the muscle below the elbow? Do you write with a free hand or do you write in a

cramped hitch hiking manner? Your lines should be smooth and clean. Free lines are usually graceful lines.

Let us go back over the alphabet letter for letter watching every little detail. Do a lot of hard study. Com-
pare your work with the copies.

Yes, check into your equipment. Does your ink flow freely ? Does your pen scratch and produce a heavy

line? Do not press too heavy on your pen.

Better use a steel pen. Avoid the poor ball points that produce skippy uncertain lines.

\ /

/ —

z

6Z^

The A should be closed at the top. The beginning stroke is curved like an oval. Close the A at the top.

The second downstroke should be rather straight. There are two turns at the baseline.

End at the same height as the small a.

The capital A is three times as tall as the small a. The small a should contain a good small i. Glide out of

both the capital and small letter freely.

The teacher may count one-two for each letter.

Use the letter in words and combinations of letters. Watch the slant of the downstrokes.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By the ZANER-BLOSER CO.

.

612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, S2.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 35c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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The B has a free curved stroke starting at half the height of the letter. The beginning part is made with a
straight push-pull movement. The second part is made of ovals, a small loop and a free finishing stroke. Notice
the equal size of the ovals and the slant of the ovals. Do not close the B in the center. The bottom should ap-

pear closed. Stop before making the finishing swing.

The small b is a combination of small 1 and v. Keep the loop full and open. Round out the top the same as

the bottom. Avoid getting the body part too wide. Check or stop the movement on the dot or retrace. Glide

freely out of the letter.

Practice the combinations. Be sure to get all back on the same slant. Correct motion is important in this

letter.

ST,
/

c^iy c^
/- 2 /—2

The C is part of an oval. It is a loop with an oval swung around it, forming a parallel affect. Curve the be-

ginning stroke. Get the loop and oval the same slant.

Glide out of the letter freely. The entire letter is made with a very free rolling movement.

Start the small c with a dot. Swing carefully to the baseline, then glide up and out of the letter. The back
is rather straight.

Practice the combinations keeping each letter on the baseline.

The 1 is three times as tall as the c.

' /-Z-J

V
^/^^ t^t^ ^l^7-^ ^L^czy ^cy

/-2-

The basic Roman form of the D is a straight line and half a circle. Keep your beginning stroke nearly

straight and the half oval forms the body of the D. End with an up oval swing.

/-2-3 /—2

The E has two sections—two ovals connected with a small loop. Usually the letter is started with a small

loop. Keep the back on the same slant as the back of the B. Test the ovals for size, shape and slant.

The small e should have an open loop. The first combination ei is an excellent one to practice. Do you make
each letter clear? The small e and i often become confusing. Dot the i carefully and keep the e open. Practice

the combinations, comparing your efforts with the copy often. The downstroke of e should be rather straight.

Make the capital and small letter with a free swing. Glide freely into and out of the small e.
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/-2^3-^

The F will require special study and practice, but it is not any more difficult than other letters.

It is made in two parts each composed of a compound curve.

Stop at the point or retrace before swinging across the stem to make the dot. The loop at the top is the same
as in the capital M. Study the location and slant of the cap.

The small f contains equal loops above and below. Keep the loops open and full but be careful on the other

hand not to make the loops too large and do not let them interfere with or touch a letter on the lines above or

below.

Black your loops in to see if the spaces in the loops are the correct size. Stop at the baseline before making
the final stroke.

All ending strokes with an under motion should be like the finish of small i.

Watch spacing before and after the f. Don't forget the finish on the o and a. One runs along the headline

while the other swings up from the baseline.

/

/-2-3-V /-Z

The G starts at the baseline with an under curve and swing. Keep the loop open and full. The loop is about

half the size of the letter. You should stop at the retrace before making the finishing stroke. You need not stop

at the top retrace. Get the second downstroke straight. That gives your letter strength.

The g is a combination of a and j. You should have no trouble with the a part if you have mastered the a.

Close the top. Get plenty of daylight in the body also in the loop. Cross at the baseline. Keep the ends of loops

round, like other turns in n, m, etc.

The combinations ge and go are not easy, so do much earnest practice. Watch your movement. Stop at the

top of o and a.

/-2-J-V /-2-3

The H is a two story, two section letter. The first part is like the first part of M.

Curve the first downstroke in the loop. The downstrokes as it approaches the baseline should be straight. The

downstrokes in the Roman letter are straight. Curve the two top strokes in the opposite direction for balance and

beauty. Connect the two parts in near the center with a loop, ending with a swinging motion as though you were

connecting to another letter.

The small h has a loop the same as in f. The second part is a duplicate of the last part of small n. You may

check the motion at the pointed part on the baseline, but not on the turns. Keep moving on turns if you would

avoid awkward places in the line.

Your letter forms are only a picture of your movement. As the movement is so will the form be. Perfect

movement should produce perfect letter forms.
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/~2-3 /-2-3

Begin the I at the baseline with an upward movement. The top is near the size of the loop in small h. Come
down straight. If you curve the back your letter will look weak. Get a nice bottom swinging wide to the left.
Stop at the retrace before making the finish. Notice the crossings. All crossings are at the same place and up
off the baseline.

The J is another letter requiring a straight back. The bottom loop extends below the baseline and is about
the same size as the loop in the Z and Y. It should be a little fuller and larger than the loop in small letters. Get
the top turn and the bottom turn about equal. At least they should appear near the same size to the eye.

Be careful with the size of the small j. It should be no higher than the small i. The top of j and i should be
the same. Each should be dotted carefully. The dot is in line with the back of the letter.

Be sure to practice the different letter combinations. Use the j in words. See how many combinations you
can find used with the j.

/-2-3-t/ /-2-3

K is a two story letter. The first part is the same as the first part of H. The second part also begins the
same as in H. The difference is the center loop which winds around the stem, binding the two parts together.
Notice the slant of the compound curves. The turn at the baseline is similar to other turns in M and N.

The second part of the small k is different from anything you will find in any other letter. Study the move-
ment. It is different. The h and k are similar but be careful to make them distinct enough to be legible. Stop
the movement in the center of the second part.

/-2-3

\

/ -2

The Lisa letter with two loops and a compound curve—a beautiful letter. There is no slowing up from the
time you begin until you finish unless it is at the baseline as you enter the lower loop. Don't stop however.
Notice the size and direction of the loops.

The 1 should have a clear open loop. All other small loop letters are based on the 1. so master it well. Keep
it away from the lines above and below it.

\
/-2-3-^
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The M is an easy letter. The parts gradually decrease in size. There are three turns at the top and one at
the bottom. See how evenly matched you can make all these turns. Compare them with turns on other letters.

The small m runs along with a uniform movement. Many practice it as a movement exercise. Practice the

combinations working for freedom. The word minimum is an old favorite for practice. Try it watching movement,
turns and angles. Test your slant and spacing.

The N is simpler than the M but has the same movement. Practice the N with other letters.

/- 2.

o-zxy o-j^y e^/ cr£>

The O is one of the foundation letters as it is nearest the oval. An oval should be two-thirds as wide as

long. Slant it forward. There is no place to stop or even hestitate in the O. The movement is one continuous

swing. End upward as though you were going to make another oval above the first one.

Close the small o at the top. Get plenty of daylight in the center. Use a round rolling movement.

Think of the Roman P. The script form is practically the same, a straight line and an oval. To make it easy,

we use a beginning stroke on it as in some other letter. The oval covers only one-half the space. Use a free swing

on the oval.

The small p contains a loop below the baseline. Close the body oval at the baseline. Extend the top point

about one space above the height of the oval part. That oval part is about the same as an inverted d.

The Q is based on the oval and comes down to the line with an oval curve or shape. The little loop lies flat

on the baseline. Swing gracefully below the baseline with the finishing stroke. Do not let it interfere with other

letters.

The q is a combination of a and f. Mix it with a and f in practicing. Stop at the baseline before making the

finish. Neglecting to stop will form an objectionable lo:>p. Be sure not to get loops on t, d, s, f, q and other

letters not requiring loops.

3&
/-Z-3
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The R is similar to the P and K. Practice the P and K separately, then make the R. Close the R in the cen-

ter. Divide the letter into two equal parts. Check the motion slightly as you approach the turn at the arrow.

The shoulder of the r needs special care. Check the motion as indicated by the arrow.

/

/-%-3 /-Z--3

The S is a two story letter. Cross in the middle getting the top and bottom parts equal. Stop on the retrace.

Keep the small s full with plenty of daylight in the center. Close the bottom and get a point or retrace at

the top.

^C
The T is similar to the E. Stop at the arrow.

The small letter needs care on the retrace. Cross carefully. Everyone can correctly cross the t if he will.

The U begins like Y. Both have a compound curve and a point at the top. The finish is exactly the same as

in A.

The small u has two points at the top and two turns at the bottom. That is important for legibility.

Swing the V freely and gracefully. Study the balance. The end should not be as high as the body.

The small v has a dot or retrace requiring a check in the motion the same as b and w.

The small w ends with a swing like v. Check the motion on the dot.

The capital has retraces at the top and bottom. Study the width. The finish is the same as the V.

X, Y and Z begin the same. The loops below the line on Y and Z are the same

Practice the combinations and compare your work with the copy often.
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A REMARKABLE EDUCATOR
AND ENGROSSER

It is with great regret that we
learned of the death of Oscar Urban
Robinson of Vancouver, B. C. We
had corresponded with Mr. Robinson
over a long period. The remarkable
thing about Mr. Robinson was the

fact that he was confined to a wheel
chair for the past 43 years and
during that time he not only earned

his living in commercial school edu-

cational work, but established a

chain of business schools and became
one of Canada's leading pen artists

and engrossers.

At the age of 27 he was stricken

with arthritis which held him a

prisoner in a wheel chair for the rest

of his life. He was born in Willson-

ville, Ontario 69 years ago. He or-

ganized his first school in Waterford.
Ont., which he conducted from his

bed. He later founded and directed

commercial colleges in Tillsonburg,

Dunville, Simcoe, Brantford, Welland
and Norwich, Ontario. He began
teaching in 1898 when he was 18

years of age.

In 1944 he retired from the busi-

ness college work and took up en-

grossing. He was kept busy doing

engrossing and some private tutoring

in commercial subjects. He also

conducted a commercial teachers'

placement bureau.

He was a devoted churchman and
for 23 years was superintendent of

Sunday school.

Same years ago O. A. Hoffman was principal of the penmanship department of the Valparaiso College

and Northern Indiana Normal School located at Valparaiso, Indiana. Some of our older readers will no
douht remember Mr. Hoffman as one of America's finest penmen. It is with pleasure that we present some
of his work in this issue. His work was artistic and contained a great amount of charm due to the fact

that he wrote with tremendous freedom and skill.

These specimens are worth studying and deserve a place in your scrapbook.

A beautiful signature written by the late L. M. Kelchner and
loaned to us by D. W. Graber, Creston, Ohio.

LESSON ** 7

RA.KASTEN

RAYMOND A. KASTIN, 3315

Lowell Ave.. Los Angeles 32, copied

the above out of the Zanerian

Manual of Alphabets and Engross-

ing. This was assigned to him as

a correspondence lesson.
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A Management Service for

Business Schools
There are problems ahead for busi-

ness schools just as there are for

other businesses and institutions.

These problems are common to all

schools. Solutions for the benefit of

all can best be arrived at through

anticipatory research initiated by

some interested group of schools.

With this thought in mind, repre-

sentatives of a few schools met in

New York City in October, 1947, to

consider what could be done to pave

the way for any desirable readjust-

ments that business schools may de-

cide upon in the years ahead.

At this New York meeting, Hiram
N. Rasely, Executive Vice President

of Burdett College, Boston, presided.

Frederick G. Nichols, formerly Asso-

ciate Professor of Education, Har-

vard University, was introduced and

asked to comment on the possibilities

of and need for research in this field

of education. Professor Nichols

pointed out the fact that important

readjustments in the educational

world are being made, that the busi-

ness school is an essential part of this

field of social endeavor, and that its

contribution to the education of

young people preparing for an initial

job and of older ones desiring to

qualify for advancement should be

carefully studied. He went on to say

that clarification of the professional

status of business schools is desir-

able and that building a solid foun-

dation upon which newer programs of

training can be securely placed is

necessary to assure their future

growth.

General discussion which followed

was based on the Seventeen Criteria

for Appraising a Business School,

developed in connection with the

approval of schools and colleges in

Massachusetts under the G.I. Bill of

Rights.

At the conclusion of the discussion

it was the unanimous conclusion of

the group that steps should be taken

on a research basis to make possible

the implementation of these criteria

in the programs of business schools

generally. To this end a continuing

research and service project was
launched by the organization of a

non-profit activity to be known as

Business Education Research Asso-

ciates.

Up to the present time this group

has functioned on a temporary basis

with Hiram N. Rasely as Chairman,

Dr. Jay W. Miller, Principal, Goldey

College, Wilmington, Delaware, as

Treasurer, and C. F. Burdett, Bur-

dett College, Boston, as Secretary.

Meetings have been held quarterly.

Each of the charter members of

this service organization has contri-

buted a sufficient amount of cash to

cover the cost of the project to date.

Etiquette, dress, English spell-

ing, and handwriting should be of

such good quality that they work

for and not against us.

These charter members are:

George Spalding, Bryant & Strat-

ton Business Institute, Buffalo.

C. Fred Burdett, Hiram N. Rasely,

Burdett College, Boston.

Jay R. Gates, Dyke-Spencerian

College, Cleveland.

Jay W. Miller, Goldey College,

Wilmington.

Thomas M. Peirce, III, William

Hamilton, Peirce School. Philadelphia

Walter B. McKean, Ernest W.
Veigel, Jr., Rochester Business Insti-

tute, Rochester.

E. G. Purvis, Strayer's Business

College, Washington.

L. C. Sausen, Duffs-Iron City Col-

lege, Pittsburgh.

Ernest Maetzold, Minneapolis Busi-

ness College, Minneapolis.

M. O. Kirkpatrick, King's Business

College, Charlotte, N. C.

Little has been said about this

project in the belief that before pub-

licizing it, some tangible results

should be achieved. The time has

come to answer the many inquiries

that have been received and to an-

nounce plans for the immediate
future. Hence this announcement.

During the past year BERA has

intensively studied the primary fac-

tors in good school management. A
comprehensive report of results is

now to be made available to all who
may desire to take advantage ofl

them. To this end arrangements-

have been made with Dean W. Geeri

Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, to

publish and distribute this material.

An announcement of their plans may
be expected soon.

During the progress of this study

additional important problems have

been turned up in sufficient number
to justify a continuation of this

activity on a research and service

basis. These additional problems are

being studied and reports of findings

will be made available as soon as

possible. They include such topics asi

these: Tests and Their Uses, a Mini-

mum Library, An Accreditation

Plan, Guidance and Counselling Pro-

cedures, In-Service Training of

Teachers, Extension Training for

Adults, and many more vitally im-

portant matters of interest to pro-

gressive school managers.

An Accreditation Plan has already

been developed. It will be released

shortly.

To facilitate the proper manage-

ment of this activity the charter

group decided to form a permanent

research and service organization to

be known as Business Education Re-

search Associates, Inc., a non-profit

corporation. It is the aim of BERA
to study business school problems,

publish and distribute reports of re-

sults, and in other ways to stimulate

the thinking of business school teach-

ers and administrators. It is hoped

that a clear-cut set of principles of

school management will be the out-

come of this venture. The business

school has earned a place of influ-

ence in the educational world, and in

that of business management as well.

Only the truly progressive and social-
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ly conscious school can hope to

maintain that place in a world of

constant change. BERA aims to

help the schools it represents and all

other similar schools in their efforts

to merit the designation of progres-

sive and socially conscious schools.

As evidence of the sincerity of

BERA it may be added that members
have already contributed more than
$16,000 of their funds directly to this

project, to say nothing of the many
hours of time they have given to it.

Their reward they hope will come
from the satisfaction of knowing that

they have made a lasting contribu-

tion toward the building of a solid

foundation on which the business

school may safely build for the

future.

C. F. Burdett

156 Stuart St.

Boston, Mass.

GoTIeoe National Bank

This represents the type of writing each business college student should strive for. No student in any
business college should be satisfied without a legible freei style of writing.
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Great American Penman

FIELDING SCHOFIELD:
This outstanding pioneer penman

was born in Poughkeepsie New York,

on Nov. 17, 1845. From his youth he

became interested in penmanship and
decided to make this his profession.

He wisely chose taking his training

in the Eastman College in Pough-
keepsie, and after graduating, he was
retained for some time as teacher and
correspondent. There was an opening

in Chicago for a good penman and

Mr. Schofield was selected to fill this

important position. This college was
under the management of the East-

man College, and considered to be the

largest school of its kind in America.

Later, the Bryant & Stratton Univer-

sity employed him until 1867, when
he felt the need of a change of cli-

mate, and accepted a call from War-
ner's Polytechnic College, Providence,

R. I. Here he remained ten years, and

during that time he also conducted

private classes in Boston with excel-

lent results. In 1877 he went to teach

in Clark's Model Training School,

Newark, N. J. This school became
the Coleman's College later on. While

here, he conducted private classes in

penmanship in New York City with

great success.

A call from the Youngstown Ohio

Business College was accepted, but

By MAJOR F. O. ANDERSON

216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota

Fielding Schofield as he appeared

just before he died.

he remained there but a short time

when Prof D. L. Musselman, Gem
City College, Quincy, Illinois gave

him such a tempting offer that he

accepted the offer, and for a number
of years he taught in the Gem City

Business College, conducting the

Penmanship Department. His name
as one of America's greatest penman
reached foreign lands, and soon he

had order's to engross some master-

pieces for such men as the Pope at

Rome, Emperor of Brazil and others,

and also Queen Victoria of England.

He came to Quincy in 1883 and re-

mained for a number of years, before

returning to the East, where he

taught penmanship in the neighbor-

hood of Boston, Mass., where he re-

J

tired and spent his remaining years

in an Old People's Home in Boston,

where he died some years later.

Prof. Schofield believed that the

"law of love" was more powerful

than the "law of force". As a result,

his students admired their teacher

and did their very best to give their

best in return. Among the long list

of outstanding penmen trained by
Prof. Schofield, his greatest student

was Henry P. Behrensmeyer, who
succeeded him as penman for the

'

Gem City College.

Prof. Schofield's power of original-

ity in designing was exceptional, and

his ability to execute off-hand work
was simply marvelous. In person, he

was attractive, and his fine physique

and handsome bearing, with features

well cut and striking, and counten-

ance lighted by an inward pleasing

grace won the respect and admiration

of all who were privileged to have

any dealings with him.

'&k^a>/^2d^

jLy /

I h -Id ins Schofield in his earlier day§.
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The Correlation of Handwriting With
Subject Matter Areas

Handwriting is a field of learning

which penetrates many other fields

of education.

Each year brings us a wealth of

new and interesting material which
can be incorporated in a handwriting

program. Science and inventions have
forged ahead in these chaotic days
bringing our country to the front in

the scientific and mechanical world.

Children of this age are well in-

formed beings and interested in the

progress of their country. They are

our future citizens. It is our sacred

duty to direct them in channels which
will prepare them for better living.

Handwriting is a skill and a ready

tool they will need in any business

or profession they plan to follow.

With the special emphasis that is

being placed on Social Studies,

Science and Language Arts in the

elementary schools at the present

time, it is more necessary than ever

to develop the instrument which is

used to record all the data gathered.

To correlate with other areas of

learning does not mean merely to

writing the subject matter within

that field in a hap-hazard fashion but

instead to write it using the know-
ledge and skill acquired when in the

process of training. Too often the

writing done in other subjects is in-

cidental and incidently of very poor

quality.

Correlating handwriting with other

subjects is the accepted way of

teaching at the present time. The

CLARA I.. HARRISON. Burlington

new modern handwriting texts con-

tain material for practice which has

been scientifically selected from life

interests - school, home and com-
munity, rather than a series of mean-
ingless sentences which are unrelated

to the everyday life of the child. A
more satisfactory "carry over" is

secured thru the use of meaningful

materials.

The lack of knowledge in the sub-

ject is conceded the main cause for

much of the poor handwriting of the

present day. What a teacher, does

not know, she cannot teach and the

child cannot learn.

The mechanics of writing must be

carried along with the teacher's

handwriting program. Time, too,

must be allotted for special drill on

such difficulties the child encounters.

What might be considered a part of

the teacher's preparation on the

elementary level would include:

1. A knowledge of her pupils and

their capacities.

2. Where to start instruction to

suit their capacities.

3. A definite knowledge of letter

structure.

4. The points for emphasis in

letter formation, curves, retraces,

slanted down strokes, uniform end-

ings, etc.

5. The accepted size for the grade.

6. Means of testing size, slant and

spacing.

7. The organization of subject

matter into drill units.

8. How to attach a step of hand-
writing to each drill unit.

9. How to encourage child par-

ticipation.

10. Schemes to encourage self

direction.

11. Means of emphasizing and
using visual processes.

12. How to place responsibility on p

the child for his growth in hand-

writing.

Classroom teachers are seeking aid

in this field of education as they

realize the valuable contribution it]

makes in their classroom.

It is indicative of good discipline,

cooperation, neatness, interest, in-

dustry and self direction. Most of all

it is a time saver for the teacher.

A well written set of papers is a

joy to read. How often teachers must
waste their valuable time and strain

their eyes trying to decipher the

illegible scrawls of their pupils.

If the teacher encourages the pupil

to be critical of his own work and

establish a standard for all written

work, and inspires the pupil to attain

that standard, she is then developing

the right attitude, a handwriting

conscience which will carry over into

all written situations in his school

work and outside writing activities.

Good writing never fails to be an

asset to anyone in any field of

endeavor. Hence, the plea for a well

adapted and well constructed hand-

writing program on the elementary

level.
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 W. Wheeler, Mocomb, III.

The beginning oval should be about horizontal. It should be the same size as the final oval. Try making a

few letters without any shade. This will enable you to get the form and location of the ovals.

With the same free movement add a little shade. Gradually increase the shade until you have a full sized

shade. The bulk of the shade should be above the crossing. See how snappy you can make it. End some of the

letters with a standard full oval and some with a half oval below the baseline shades.

The two shades on the C make a splashy letter for cards or envelopes.

Write the words and sentences many times. Compare your efforts with the copy. Draw slant lines and

check for uniformity of spacing.

Shade about every other small letter. Do not shade downstrokes except on those which should be shaded.

A light touch is very important in ornamental. Keep your lines light and fine except where you want shades.

Ornamental penmanship is a beautiful art. Master it.

ŷ /^?s-iz^>€Z^risrl. I c .'<

^^^i^^^A^Z^c4^n^^
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Every person can well afford to

learn to write a beautiful ornamental

style simply to use as an advertising-

medium in addressing envelopes.

Some engrossing artists have used

ornamental on nearly all envelopes

sent out. This has been very paying

advertising.

We could name some very promi-

nent business colleges who have em-

ployed penmen to write specimens

and address envelopes in catchy

ornamental penmanship.

While ornamental is the quickest

and perhaps the most effective style

to use many use lettering, roundhand
and other styles in addressing enve-

lopes.

Watch the arrangement. Get
plenty of margin. The writing should

be the proper size for the envelope.

Some make their work too large and
kill the effect. After all your work
should be neat and attractive.

Legibility is of prime importance.

Your return address should be printed

on the envelope if you send out many
envelopes. It saves time and can be

attractive.

Jam .St'tr/M/Jtrr, rm/._

M-5-0-

This envelope was received from K. C. ENRIQl'EZ of 1354 Sande St., Tonilo,
-Manila, Philippines.

We are Klad to see work coming in from our good friend and skillful penman
from the Philippines.

Two of F. B. COURTNEY'S spirited envelopes. It certainly is dashing and different.
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/5es. A/eacfows-Dmug/wn
Business Co/tege,ShrevepnrtJLa.

"Learn It Well"

Anything that is worth learning

should be learned WELL. Those who
are the most efficient in their re-

spective lines naturally get the best

positions, advance more quickly, and
go farther. Resolve it to be the

BEST in YOUR line! Then STUDY
and PRACTICE to that end.

The Worst Habit In The World

The worst habit in the world is

"trying to get out of doing things."

Start it in school and it will "dog"

you the rest of your days and keep

you from ever achieving the success

that might otherwise be yours.

As an illustration, some students

"slip off"—or have some excuse for

leaving school—the minute they learn

there is to be an assembly. They
don't stop to think that, after all,

assemblies are held for their benefit,

just as certain subjects are included

in their course for their good.

The school—or your teachers—can

tell you, show you, and direct your

efforts; but the actual LEARNING
or ACQUIRING of KNOWLEDGE
and SKILL rests with YOU. No one

else can do YOUR studying, learning,

or practice any more than he can do

your exercising; and it takes MEN-
TAL EXERCISE to develop your

brain just as it takes PHYSICAL
exercise to develop your body. Re-

member this the next time you feel

the urge to "get out of something"

or feel inclined to get someone else

to help you with or do your assign-

ment! Resolve to do the RIGHT
thing under any and all circumstances

and learn to stand on your OWN
feet!

DOUBLE-END AGATE BURNISHER
For Burnishing Gold. Made by hand.

$15.00
Pointed end for burnishing dots, cross
hatching, etc. Tooth shaped end for large
surfaces.
If you are not satisfied, money will be
refunded.

OTIS SEED, .IR.
1123 Thayer Drive. Richland, Washington

BACK IN PUERTO RICO
Our good friend M. Otero Col-

menero is back in Puerto Rico at

San Juan, Box 909, and his penman-
ship is better than ever.

... -stlgale NOW!
my FREE BOOK. Ho« to Become
'"' others have accomplished bv

10c for Special Penpolnt ami
bird written on a Cad Write TODV

This dashing, prancing flourish was by T. C. PATTERSON, 810 Pralriei Street, Marion

3, Illinois. It is one of the old-time flourishes, but Is very well done.

y^Ci-O-Z^
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

PAGE WORK
Eventually every script writer must write pages if he is to succeed financially or turn out fine pieces of work.

Learn to plan a page so that it will be attractive. That means nice even margins. Leave rather large mar-

gins. Always draw pencil marginal guide lines as one of the first things.

Try to determine how many lines the material will occupy. This can be done by writing one line the size

and length desired and estimating the number of lines the remaining material will require.

Ruling accurate head and baselines is one of the most important things to get a uniform page. Slight vari-

ations in size of ruling will throw the best script writer off.

One of the successful engrossers in Washington, D. C. recently expressed his convictions concerning the im-

portance of Script in successful engrossing. From actual experience he is convinced that it is one of the most

important branches of the engrosser's art.

Practice this letter. You have a 50-50 chance of equaling it as it was written by a student and not by a

professional. You will have to do a lot of practice and fine work to excel it.

//V ^Jr.jffr ~J. >Jffff/J,

3

/>//-

/r////f ff'///?,f?/c/f>jrfrf\ /r///:/y///////j

frffe/' U0U ///r/r tt 4fifr/////// /./ /'

{r/fr/ryj.yc?'/ysfj(fr/? r/,j /j /f<7/<//'-

<y/(j//{'s/f7 /Atei.frfM'fpitif <</?

/p ?/PU/< fj/trr/tifr'MtJ. < /as)//.

L

y ' / /
//r'//fj S-f. tSJ/rwti/

JACINTO O. CORPIZ. B.P.M. Central Office, Station No. 1. (iuani. M. I.
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Everett A. Poole

EVERETT A. POOLE
Everett A. Poole is remembered

perhaps only by a few of the old-

time penmen. However, he was an

exceptionally skillful pen artist. His

work always impressed us as being

unusually delicate and artistic.

At the age of 13 he became inter-

ested in penmanship and attended

the classes of an itinerant teacher of

penmanship. We do not know the

teacher's name but he left a very

definite influence upon young Poole,

who became very skilled with pen

and brush.

The day of the itinerate teacher is

no doubt gone but those old teachers

filled a definite niche in our educa-

tional system and the work which

they did left a wholesome influence.

Perhaps their efforts and results have

been more outstanding than that of

many present day teachers.

He was the town clerk of South

Bristol, Maine. He passed away on

February 18, 1946 at the age of 89.

He was born in Bristol in 1857. As a

young man he became interested in

pen work and oil painting. He fol-

lowed this interest throughout his

life. For several years he taught

penmanship, and at one time was

associated with H. W. Shaylor of

Portland, Maine. No doubt Shaylor,

who was one of the outstanding pen-

men of that time, had quite an in-

fluence on the work of Mr. Poole.

Mr. Poole was South Bristol's only

town clerk from 1915 until his death.

It is stated that his records appear

like steel engravings.

Some of Mr. Poole's work appeared

in The Educator in the past years.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON. Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2,

Minn.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I.oma Vista Street
PASADENA 7, CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Giilott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

BUSINESS AND SOCIAfT SUCCESS

'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

rio easy to improve your handwriting at

home quickly with my new instruction

books just off the press. Master all the

secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easv. fully illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.

Write for: n Free Book, "How to Be-
come a Good Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, Card Writing.

J Engrossing Alphabets. Q Bird and De-
sign Flourishing. n Complete Set S4.50.

J Enclose 10c for your name beautifully

written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLER. President. TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City. Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years
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This is a letter prepared by H. YV. SHAVI.OK.

A correspondence course by
G. W. Schwartz and Daughter

Professional Examiners of Questioned
Documents since 1892, 10 South La
Salle Street. Chicago. Illinois. U.S.A.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. V.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

ORNAMENTAL EMBOSSED SIGNATURES

See your signature in beautiful embossed

silver, on white cards embellished in color,

or on colored bird design cards, $1.15 doz.

P. W. WHITELEATHER,
638 N. Lisbon St., Carrollton, Ohio
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yftttttpmnTlCt. Cat not to dullness, drink not to elevation. ,* ?* ,^

jgS>tl?ttC£+ .Speak not but what may benefit others or yourself, avoid all

trifling conversation. ., • .. *•» -^ *<e ,-vd »•> ,») ».«j ,».*»> ,. »>,»••" ,.*o

(JPtfirtftr* £etall your thtn^s have their places; let each part of your bus-

iness have its time. . >•
* - ,% ••»

»'i <5>.b »«*vis *» i.i ••»> . <o • *> ,,. » <n ... » *>

2\^<XlutttJtt. Resolve to perform what yon ought; perform without

fail what you resolve. ,-s ••> ».s ».«? ,s* »- .«; »? ,» *.»*)»» -* -»"i ->*> v*.- »,*? ,s

3fom£mttl$. CHaUe no expense hur to do good to others or yourself;

i.e., waste nothing. . ^-"v* '» v »..•> -.»•»> *s •* fj •*» ».•> .». •">
rs •*> ,-a ->•>.,,>-••)

^ttirUjj&tTnt^ Cose no time; be always employed in something useful; cut

off all unnecessary actions. ,» yp »;, * ^ .„ *.*>
, v *** -»*. ,» -.%.-.*> .-»' »3 **©

^^tttCWritlJ* Use no harmful deceit; think innocently and justly, and, if

you speak, speak accordingly, .*> *•>
. v *>

. «- '.•> .*>"-,> •?> •»•> •> -.s -•
f?

(jlU,0tt££» TProng none by doing iuutries, or omitting the benefits that"

are yonr duty. -,-s <*> »i>-.»*5 •»* *•> ,v --.r ,v **> y* **> is V" -,a -.•; <«j * _•>

Jffl.tf&£l?8ttf)r|t« JHvoid extremes; forbear resenting iniuries so much as

you think they deserve. 1 */- > «5 ss •> --.v •-*.•> »c *>> ,-s •.*> .i ._•> ;* ta .i>- ''..?>

(^l^SttUtt^^* Oolerate no uncleanltness in body,, cloaths orhabitatiott.

^tJaittJUulttjUf* Be not disturbed at trifles orat accidents that are imaucudaHe.

Qxtt&&titg* rvarely use uenerybutfor health or offspring, never, to dull-

ness, weakness, or injury of your own or anorhers peace or reputation.,^

^^UttttltttJ* Imitate Jesus and Socrates. „v •© ry -^ , v t—v ^ ,w

Engrossed by C. D. MANSLEY, 7722 Loretta Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Penna.

spent a short time in the Zanerian studying engrossing under the G.I. bill.

Mr. Mansley
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Handwriting
By MABEI, ANDERSON

This basic list of 220 words se- are gave not there came I red wash

lected oy E. W. Doch and published around get now these can if ride we

in the

makes

Elementary School Journal

up from 5CK/r to "5<7f of all

as

ask

at

give

go

goes

of

off

old

they

think

this

carry

clean

cold

in

into

is

right

round

run

well

went
were

ordinal-y reading matter. All school ate going on those come it said what
children should recognize them in- away good once three could its saw when
stantly by sight and be able to write be got one to cut jump say where

them lee'iblv.
because green only today did just see which

This list is a fine one to work on
been

before

grow
had

open

or

together

too

do

does

keep

kind

seven

shall

white

who
as a review as we approach the end best has our try done know she ' why
of this term of school. better have out two don't laugh show will

a find many stop big he over under down let sing wish
about first may take black help own up draw light sit with
after five me tell blue her pick upon drink like six work
again fly much ten both here play us eat little sleep would
all for must thank bring him please use eight live small write

always found my that brown his pretty very every long so yellow

am four myself the but hold pull walk fall look some yes

an from never their buy hot put want far made soon you
and full new them by how ran warm fast make start your
any funny no then call hurt read was
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A beautiful flourish by E. AIST1N JONES of 3101 Hutchinson St., Ft. Worth 6. Texas.

MESSAGE TO PARENTS

If Polio Hits Your
Area This Year

Avoid crowds and new contacts in

trains, buses or boats, if possible;

avoid crowded places where you
may be close to another's breath

or cough.

Avoid over-fatigue, too active play,

late hours, worry, irregular living

schedules may invite a more
serious form of the disease.

Avoid swimming in water which has

not been declared safe by your

health department.

Quick Action May
Prevent Crippling

Call Your Doctor at once if there are

symptoms of headache, nausea, up-

set stomach, muscle soreness or

stiffness, or unexplained fever.

Take His Advice if he orders hospital

care; early diagnosis and prompt
treatment are important and may
prevent crippling.

Consult Your Chapter of the Na-
tional Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis for help. Your Chapter

(see local telephone book or health

department for address) is pre-

pared to pay that part of the cost

of care and treatment you cannot
meet—including transportation, af-

ter-care and such aids as wheel
chairs, braces and other orthopedic

equipment. This service is made
possible by the March of Dimes.

Remember, facts fight fears. Half or

more of those having the disease

show no after-effects; another
fourth recover with very slight

crippling. A happy state of mind
tends toward health and recovery.

Don't let your anxiety or fear

reach your children. Your confi-

dence makes things easier for you
and for others.

Avoid chilling. Take off wet clothes

and shoes at once. Keep dry shoes,

sweaters, blankets and coats handy

for sudden weather changes.

Keep clean. Wash hands after going

to toilet and before eating. Keep
food covered and free from flies

and other insects. Burn or bury

garbage not tightly covered. Avoid

using another's pencil, handker-

chief, utensil or food touched by

soiled hands.
This signature was written by <i. R. BRl -NET of 446 St. Jean

Baptist St., St. Boniface. .Man., Canada.
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Question: At what angle should

the paper be held for various kinds

of writing ?

Answer: This question is not defi-

nite but we presume it refers to

primary work.

For Manuscript or Print the paper

should be held straight with the edge

of the paper parallel to the edges of

the desk. Sit facing the desk with

the arms evenly on the desk. Pull

the downstrokes toward the body.

The downstrokes should be vertical,

therefore the paper should be vertical

not slanting.

For cursive writing the paper for

right-handed persons should be

sloped to the left. The top of the

paper should be pointed toward the

upper left corner of the desk. Slant

it just the opposite for left-handed

persons. The writing arm should al-

ways be almost at right angles to the

line of writing for either hand. Read
the position instruction in your text-

book or given in previous lessons of

the Educator.

Position charts are a great help in

teaching position to pupils. They can

learn more from a correct picture

than from a verbal description. Try

both.

THE DESERT ORCHESTRA
OF THE

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

composed of 14 ordained ministers

and musicians from Utah played here

in Columbus.
These young men voluntarily give

two years of full-time service to

their church at their own expense.

We had the pleasure of a visit

from several of these young, clean-

cut men. Mr. Kay T. Worthington

became interested in penmanship

through the influence of our good

friend and former student, Milton H.

Ross of Salt Lake City.

Question: Why teach Manuscript?
Answer: This question has been

discussed at great length a few years

ago. Today a large number of schools

are successfully starting children to

write by the Manuscript method.

This means the teaching of Manu-
script in the first and second grades.

The change from Print to Script is

usually in the second grade with very

little reduction in size.

Some of the advantages of Manu-
script over Cursive for beginners are:

Easier to learn the forms.

Easier to write.

Easier for the teacher to teach and I

write.

Less straining on the pupil and i

teacher.

Pupils show more interest in it}

because it is simpler.

Helps in other subjects like lan-

guage.

Permits student to do actual writ-

ing earlier in his school life.

By the EIJITOR
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Some easy business writing by .MISS ANN LOO .MIS of 1243 - 21st St.. Longview. Wash.
Every teacher should be able to write an ea>> flowing, legible style such as shown above.

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAHM':—Pick it up and your
thumb and finders fit into the curves per-

fectly. Think how a letter should look,

then move your hand and the pen does the

rest. It sure is a wonderful penholder ! '

'

MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:
1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard

Models.
2. The "STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
I. The "STRAHM" Compound. Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.

ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER. 601 West
Pleasant Street. Hammonton, New Jersey.

PUERTO RICO
RUSH yo ur order to my old address.

Dozen well written cards and beautifully

addressed envelope for your sc rap-book,
one do lar only.

M. OTERO COLMENERO, Pen Artist

Box 909 San Juan, PUERTO RICO

Do any of you readers of the Educator
have any issues of the Penman Art Journal,
or any issues of the Educator before the
1946-1947 issues for sale? I would like to

purchase a copy of every issue ever pub-
lished of the above. Please write giving
price and what issue or issues you have
for sale.

C. A. DENTLER,
Chevrolet Art Dept.,

440 Burroughs. Detroit 2, Mich.

WORLD'! FINEST OFFHAND PENMANSHIP
BAR NONE. Ornamental wri ing,

card wri ing, and flour shing. You will be
pleased and delighted. $2.00

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutchinson Ave., Fort Worth t. Tex.

1/

r S' r^ ^eytvcx^

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. D. i'1 Ringoes. >". J.



Robert C. Spencer.

H.B. Lehman,

In the City of Columbus we have a young penman who is studying penmanship art at home and who is to be compli-
mented on the fine work he if* turning out. The above portraits were enclosed with some work which he submitted in letter-

ing and engrossing. No doubt this young man would be happy to receive specimens from some of our penmanship fans. He
is a very deserving penman and we can expect to hear more from him.

He is especially interested in engrossing.

Some of the nicest ornamental

writing we have seen lately came
from B. Pitchko, 142 Garden Drive,

Vancouver, B. C, Canada.

Vancouver can be proud to have

so skillful a penman.

white ink on blue and black paper

have been received from Roy H.

Manly with law offices at 301 Cham-
ber of Commerce Bldg., Birmingham
3, Alabama.

Some very beautiful specimens of

ornamental penmanship written with

Specimens of ornamental penman-
ship have been received from Mr.

John L. Hupman of Williamsville,

Virginia who is a close student ol

the work of the Zanerian. Few pen-

men have as high ideals of form.

Some day we hope to get som<

specimens from Mr. Hupman whicr

we can pass on to our readers ir

The Educator. His forms are reallj

Taylor like in accuracy.

~~K_^&-7sZ^U^^^^

L-e-^o^ czyz-^y^c^-z^Z^

By RENE 1. 1 1 1 I. \ltli. Box 334, Evanston, Illinois.



BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

mt especially in books of interest and value to
tommercia) teachers including books of special
•ilnr;i( ional value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object being to give sntli-

;ient description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

The Technique of Advertising Pro-

duction, by Thomas B. Stanley,

M.A., Professor of Marketing, New
York University ; Formerly Art
Director American Magazine; Staff

Member Phoenix Art Institute

;

Member American Marketing As-

sociation. Published by Prentice-

Hall, Inc., New York. Cloth cover,

214 pages.

The last few years have seen great im-
provements and sweeping changes in the
techniques of advertising production. New
methods and new ideas have been evolved for
the production of distinctive, forceful adver-
tising. To obtain satisfactory results, a com-
prehensive knowledge of modern processes,
materials, and procedures is indispensable.

This book brings together, in easily access-
ible form, the most progressive methods and
ideas on the production of printed advertising
in all its forms. The principal subjects
covered are: LAYOUT. PLANNING, ILLUS-
TRATION, VISUALIZATION, PHOTO-EN-
GRAVING. LITHOGRAPHY, TYPOGRAPHY,
PRINTING. GRAVURE. COLOR and PAPER.

Unlike most works on advertising produc-
tion, this book does not treat the different
aspects of the subject as separate, discon-
nected elements, but shows how to blend
them skilfully to produce the ultimate ob-
jective of all creative advertising—the sale.

THE TECHNIQUE OF ADVERTISING
PRODUCTION presents a description of pro-
cesses, methods, and applications, with prac-
tical suggestions for planning all forms of
advertising—from a one-inch ad to a two-
page spread, from a simple folder to an
elaborate brochure.

The explanations of the various pro-
cedures are in simple, understanding language.
Everything is made crystal-clear by count-
less graphic examples. The chapter on
VISUALIZING, for instance, provides prac-
tical suggestions for more than 90 visual

appeals. Nearly 150 actual advertisements
and specially drawn sketches and diagrams
are included to illustrate significant points.

The section on TYPOGRAPHY is particu-

larly complete. All the important type faces

are illustrated and analyzed for differences in

character and design. Many helpful sugges-
tions will be found on how to use type most
effectively to produce distinctive advertising.

The author's 35 years' experiences in the

graphic arts preeminently qualify him to

write with authority. Not only has he been
a successful producer of creative advertising,

but he has had many years of experience in

teaching advertising, marketing, and commer-
cial art. This work, therefore, combines the

voice of seasoned experience with the rare

ability to present facts clearly, simply, and
convincingly.

The book will meet the long-felt need for

a comprehensive and authoritative guide for

those employed in the graphic arts, including:

ADVERTISING STUDENTS AND TEACH-
ERS ADVERTISING PRODUCTION MEN,
ART DIRECTORS AND ARTISTS, ADVER-
TISING MANAGERS AND EXECUTIVES.
PUBLICATION PRODUCTION MANAGERS.
PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS. AND EN-
GRAVERS. BUYERS OF PAPER AND

I PRINTING. SALESMEN IN THE GRAPHIC
' ARTS.

Your Mathematics, by George E.

Hawkins and Gladys Tate. Ninth-

grade general mathematics book.

592 pages. Accompanying 160-

page Teacher's Guidebook, free to

users,

pany.

The Educator

Scott, Foresman and Com-

YOUR MATHEMATICS is an extremely
teachable and practical general mathematics
book that can do a down-to-earth job of
getting students ready for the mathematics of
life.

The text includes the kind of mathematical
content that fits the needs both of those stu-

(

dents rounding out their mathematics studies
*

and of those preparing for advanced courses.
Among the important topics covered are a
review of arithmetic fundamentals, business
mathematics. and elementary concepts of
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, ail care-
fully integrated and taught on a mature level.

Stress is also given to problem-solving tech-
niques that can carry over into real-life

situations and to practice in quantitative
thinking.

In addition, the text has a number of
outstanding features that help to make the
teaching and learning job easier and surer.
Among these are a wealth of visual aids that
help to make meaning clearer; a built-in

four-step teaching and learning method for
introducing all new topics ; and early pre-
sentation of difficult topics to afford oppor-
tunity for maintenance and mastery. Ample
provision is made for review and mainten-
ance through the standardized self-testing

drills and inventory, diagnostic, and unit tests.

Self-help review sections are there for those
who need them. A progress chart accompany-
ing the self- testing drills serves to motivate
student interest in achievement.

Teachers will welcome the many helpful
page-by-page suggestions appearing in the

lesson notes of the Teacher's Guidebook, to-

gether with the overall discussion of the

philosophy of the book and a bibliography of

useful enrichment materials for abler students.

YOUR MATHEMATICS should be the

answer to a long-felt need for a textbook that

lifts general mathematics out of the category
of a course for those unable to comprehend
advanced aspects of mathematics, and to place

it. instead, in the realm of a valuable and
necessary course for all students in preparing
for successful living.

Numbers We See, By Anita Riess,

Maurice Hartung, and Catherine

Mahoney. First - grade number-

readiness book. Pupils' edition, 72

pages. Teacher's Edition, 162

pages, with sample oaktag window

31

and frame. Scott, Foresman and
Company.
NUMERS WE SEE is a colorful picture-

activity book which provides number-readiness
activities for the first grade. It systematically
presents a number- readiness program that
prepares children in the following five fields:

counting, basic facts, measuring, the number
system, and the use of money. The activities

are arranged in an order which conforms with
all that is known about the development of
number concepts. For example, the exercises
that develop the concept of many, few, large,
and small are among the first to appear.
Also the one-to-one correspondence principle
is given much attention before counting acti-

vities are initiated.
The book is unique in its field. It can be

used as soon as the child enters the first

grade. It requires no reading since it con-
tains only pictures designed to aid the
teacher in developing basic number ideas.

With no reading skills being required. Num-
bers We See becomes an immediate source for
pupil activities—activities tied into the regular
work of the day by means of abundant
suggestions found in the Teacher's Edition.

Furthermore, the pictures and activities pro-
vide a means whereby the teacher can check
the extent to which number concepts have
been developed. The check is obtained by
watching the child perform—one of the best
evaluation techniques known.

The book is unique in still another aspect.

Each lesson has been chosen to develop a
specific concept. There are no "busy-work"
exercises in the book. Each lesson is keyed,
by means of the color block surrounding the
page numbers, to a concept and skill chart,

so that the teacher is fully aware of the

basic concept being developed through the
activities suggested for each page. To facili-

tate the work with specific pages, ingenious
devices, such as frames and markers, have
been worked out. These devices not only
serve as instructional aids but also lend
variety to the pupil activities and provide a
means whereby the teacher can readily center
the child's attention on a particular concept.

Those familiar with the curriculum of the
elementary school know that the arithmetic
program for the first grade has suffered be-

cause of a lack of suitable material to place
in the hands of the child at the time he
enters the first grade. As a result, many
children have been handicapped in their study
of numbers because of psychological blocks
developed due to an inadequate number-
readiness program.

In Numbers We See the teacher will find

a wide variety of suggestions for developing

a modern program in number readiness, a
program which will make an excellent foun-

dation for continued successful study of

numbers.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

34 years' superior placement service.

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Teacher shortage continues in all

departments. Unlimited Western op-

portunities. Enroll now. FREE LIFE

MEMBERSHIP.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS COME WEST WHERE IT PAYS TO
TEACH AND LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

Our territory from the Mississippi to the Pacific. • Arizona, Calif., Oregon, Wosh. pay the

best salaries. • We place your in the better positions in cities and colleges.

FREE ENROLLMENT • UNEXCELLED SERVICE

Established

1906
410 U. S.NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM RUFFER. Ph DENVE5.COLO.

Member
NATA

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West
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II "FREE to Teachers
Who want to make teaching better.

Who want to get better results.

Who want more leisure hours.

3 priceless aids with your subscription to

Junior Art & Activities

• Booklet on how to get free and inexpensive class-

room aids.

• Special consultation service on problem-solving.

• Folder on using Junior Arts & Activities to meet

your needs.

Begin our subscription with the current issue

Sparkling uith many new features:

% How to solve your music problems—with projects.

• Special section of projects for all occasions.

• Special new art units.

• How to encourage reading—with projects.

• Stories, plays, poems, songs—in every issue.

• How to use audia-visual aids.

• Nature Study—Crafts—Social Studies.

ALL IN EASY-TO-USE PRACTICAL FORM

10 big issues

Subscribe now

One full year $4.00 only

Satisfaction guaranteed

-CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY-
JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES - Dept. E-10

538 So. Clark St., Chicago 5, Illinois

I enclose $4.00. Send me JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES one full year. 10 big issues,

beginning with your great Current number. Include your FREE Consultation Service

and 2 FREE folders.

Send me EDUCATIONAL MUSIC only Q 1 year $1.50 n 3 yrs. $4.00.

Q Send me both EDUCATIONAL MUSIC and JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES for 1

year. Include 2 FREE folders and Consultation Service. I Enclose $5.00.

TYPEWRITING
STIMULATORS

IHS pins and certificates will

help create interest in your type-

writing classes. Monthly tests

issued. Full information upon re-

quest.

Address

INTERNATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY

for

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Box 259

Burlington, Iowa

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
CERTiriCATES.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

Some very fine ornamental pen-
manship has been received from Rev.
Kelvin L. McCray of the Ellsworth
Methodist Church, Ellsworth, Illinois.

Rev. McCray at one time attended
the Zanerian and developed into a
very fine penman.

LEARN TO WRITE
YOUR NAME. Send me
your name with a dollar
bill and receive a dozen
or more surprises. C. O.
ELLEFSON. Handwriting
Expert - Duluth Business
University, Duluth 2.

Minn.
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Summer School
You can come to the Zanerian at any time

during the year and prepare as a teacher or

supervisor of penmanship, professional penman
or engrossing and illuminating artist. Thousands
of the leaders in the penmanship field received

their training at the Zanerian. It is the only
institution of its kind in America.

It was established in 1888 and is approved by
the Veteran's Administration for the training of

GI students in pen work. The school is open
from 8 to 5—five days a week. Instruction is

mainly individual.

The courses cover:

Business Handwriting

Ornamental Penmanship
Broad Pen Text Lettering

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script

Standard Lettering

Designing of Initial Letters, Scrolls and
Borders

Color Work & Illumination

Work for Teachers and Supervisors of

Penmanship
Professional Penmanship

Students are admitted upon a personal inter-

view. We reserve the right to reject any person
not fitted for this work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

During the summer teachers and persons in-

terested in some phase of pen work or teaching

come to the Zanerian from all parts of the
United States and Canada for special work and
inspiration.

We inspect each pupil's work. Criticisms are
offered and suggestions and instructions are
given for improvement, and fresh-from-the-pen
copies are written, which give pupils the best
working models and show them exactly how to
proceed. Our method of instruction enables us
to give each pupil the help which is best for his

particular needs.

This personal interest in pupils is one of the
things which has helped to make the Zanerian
the unique school it is today. Students, begin-
ners and professionals, come to the Zanerian
from far and near to get our personal criticism
and instruction. Some come for long terms while
others take an intensive short refresher course.
It's a good place to spend your vacation.

This has been the means of developing
America's finest penmen. "It is an inspiration
to see the instructors dash off beautiful copies,"
is the common remark by students. Seeing work
executed skillfully creates in students a desire
to improve as nothing else will. A feature of
the Zanerian Summer School is the personal,
helpful interest shown by our teachers in every
student.

Board & Room—Rooms in private homes and
meals in restaurants cost about the same in

Columbus as in any other city.

Rate of Tuition for Winter or Summer
4 weeks — $35.00 2 weeks — $20.00

Correspondence Courses
IT IS FUN LEARNING TO WRITE

You can easily learn to write and do pen
work, engrossing and illumination in your own
home.

Simply enroll in the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship correspondence course and faithfully

follow the simple instructions and inspiring

copies. Each lesson which you return to us is

carefully scrutinized for the parts which need
special analysis and additional study and prac-

tice. This individual instruction enables you to

master the work in the quickest and easiest way.
This prevents waste of time as is often experi-

enced where the student has no instructor to

assist him over the tough spots. Take advantage
of our many years of experience training most
of America's finest penmen, teachers and super-

visors of penmanship, engrossing artists and
professional penmen.

BUSINESS WRITING COURSE
You can soon learn to write a good business

hand. You will be taught correct position and
a rapid, free movement. You will be able to

write a style of business writing such as helps
to secure and maintain a good office position.

Make your handwriting an asset not a hindrance
to your progress.

The course contains ten well graded lessons
with clear, to the point instructions. You will

be inspired by the beautifully and skillfully

executed copies.

Some actual handwritten copies are given to
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increase your interest to inspire you on to do
more and better work.

The time required to complete the course
depends upon the individual's ability and time
devoted daily to the course. At least three
months is usually required to reach the high
standards for graduation.

Tuition for Business Writing Course $12.00
Supplies (subject to change) 1.85

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP

You will find our Ornamental Penmanship
course with its graceful flourishes and snappy
shades most interesting.

The pleasing contrast between those beautiful
delicate curves and bold shades makes orna-
mental a most fascinating art. You can easily

master it and learn to address dashy envelopes,
write name cards and letters in beautiful
flourished ornamental penmanship.

All you need is a little of your time and our
correspondence course in Ornamental Penman-
ship.

It consists of ten lessons which will require

at least three months to complete. Each lesson
you work out and return to us is given careful
attention, criticisms and suggestions for further
study and practice which apply to you alone,

thus helping you to master the work in the
quickest possible time.

Tuition for Ornamental Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.45

ROUND-HAND OR ENGROSSERS SCRIPT
COURSE

You have admired beautiful wedding announce-
ments, cards, etc., in the Engrosser's Script
style. Perhaps you called it copper-plate script.

The downstrokes are all bold evenly shaded and
the upstrokes are delicate hairlines. This style

of Script is used in filling in dates on diplomas,
the body of many resolutions and other pieces
of engrossing. No engrosser can afford to be
without this style which is one of the oldest,

yet today one of the most used styles.

You can learn to write a beautiful style of
Script at home by enrolling in our Roundhand
Course.

It consists of ten lessons and will require at
least three months to complete and reach our
high standards for graduation.

Tuition for Roundhand or
Engrosser's Script $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 5.80

BROAD PEN TEXT LETTERING AND
ENGROSSING COURSE

You can learn to letter names in diplomas and
certificates, letter poems and beautiful memory
gems, make large pieces of pen work such as
resolutions, testimonials, etc.

You can increase your income by taking this

course and learning to do lettering for your
friends and customers One teacher made over
$800 in one year doing lettering before and
after school hours.

You will learn all the various alphabets used
by engrossers and all the little short cuts or
trade secrets needed to put your work on a
professional basis.

Lettering and engrossing has a brilliant

future. More money is being spent today for

pen work than ever in history.

You need to take only a small amount of your
time and let our instructors guide your efforts.

Tuition for Text Lettering Course $12.00

Supplies (Subject to change) 5.60

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE

(You should take Text Lettering Course First)

Do you want to make fancy initial letters,

borders and scrolls used on beautiful pieces of

engrossing and illuminated work? This course
will train you to do that and much more.

It will train you and give you a thorough
foundation in making standard letters like the
Roman and other modern alphabets.

Upon completing this course (and the Text
Lettering Course) you should be able to make
large pieces of pen work, diplomas, resolutions,

testimonials, memorials, employing initial letters,

borders and scrolls in plain simple lettering or

fancy colored and illuminated styles.

These courses prepare you to enter the en-

grossing business as a professional engrosser.

Picture yourself in your own engrossing studio

doing such a pleasant, profitable work. You
can do it. Enroll today.

Tuition for Advanced Engrossing Course $12.00

Supplies (subject to change) 4.85

612 NORTH PARK ST. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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A correspondence course by
G. W. Schwartz and Daughter

Professional Examiners of Questioned
Documents since 1892. 10 South La
Salle Street. Chicago. Illinois. U.S.A.
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HANDWRITING LESSONS
by Earl A. Lupfer, Principal, Zanerian College of Penmanship

and Editor of the Educator

Z'3 4- 3~ 6 7 / f#-

An alphabet for you to practice made by Olive Mellon, Supervisor of handwriting, Atlantic City, N. J.

Practice this copy containing upper loop letters by C. Spencer Chambers 401 W. Gahesee St., Syracuse 4, N.Y.
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and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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Good writing is done freely with a good combined movement. Excessive finger movement makes writing a diffi-

cult tiring task. More arm movement makes it easy and free looking. Roll the arm on the muscles below the el-

bow. Use a free hand. Don't let the side of the hand drag.

///

0/7/

A

^rjmird rmr2ryY2i ^rrrrrrji nmmrjin rjrrrrrr) r?rrrrmr?i

<® Si Si si S) Si si <?) Si S S ^jaj^issi^j^ai^j^
Have you noticed the want ads lately and how many of the ads specify to "apply in your own handwriting" ?

Here is a nice list of words to write. Practice on each word separately. Get the turns round, and the angles
sharp. Get your loops open and full.

^^&~S&f-^^-z^^

By E. C. MILLS
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C7"l

, ^/C-^z^>//^

---^^^-^--'^-^^

z^y

A letter by C. E. Doner, R.F.D. 1, Keene, New Hampshire. Letter writing is very important. One is required
to write many letters of a business and social nature regardless of the typewriter.

Check your position. Keep the feet on the floor uncrossed. The back should be straight. Rest the forearm
on the fleshy part of the muscle below the elbow. Point the knuckles toward the ceiling. The hand should glide

freely. Review these exercises frequently. Do not grip the holder tightly. Relax muscles at elbow. See how easily

you can move the arm. Avoid stiffness.

Change your pen only when needed. Keep a cloth handy upon which to clean your pen.

Keep the copy handy so that you can study it often as you practice. There are two ways of using a copy.
1. Keep the copy as near your line of writing as possible and keep looking back and forth at it as you practice.

2. Take a good long look at the copy, cover it up and practice from memory. Open the book and compare your
work with the copy. This latter method helps to memorize the copy. Try both methods.

Watch the slant and see how much snap and life you can get into this copy. Be sure to write freely enough
to keep out kinks and wabbles.

Do you change your pen when it scratches? Keep the eye of the pen up so that you get an even pressure
on both nibs of the pen.

The baseline should be easy to hit, but examine your writing and you may get a surprise.
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Dip ink sparingly. Too much ink on the pen point will cause a blot. Dip into the ink until the eye of the

pen is submerged. Draw pen from ink slowly. Don't hit side or bottom of well with pen.

J^~ -^^^£4^^^^
'^K

These sentences were written by E. C. Mills, P. O. Drawer 982, Rochester 3, N. Y. They serve well at this

time to help you to review the capitals and get practice on sentence writing.
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Check your position. Keep your head up and don't slouch over the desk. Practice these copies over and over

again. It takes perseverance to learn to write.

Compare your work with the copy often to discover what is wrong with your own writing. If you know what
is wrong with your writing you have a chance to correct it.

Skill in penmanship is acquired by study and practice. It is a half and half proportion. Penmanship never was
learned without going through considerable practice. On the other hand a great amount of incorrect practice will

not develop good writers. Study and practice intelligently.

Words containing the alphabet by A. P. Meub, 1944 Loma Vista St., Pasadena 7, Calif.

Watch the slant and see how much snap and life you can get into this copy. Be sure to write freely enough
to keep out kinks and wabbles.

Do you change your pen when it scratches ? Keep the eye of the pen up so that you get an even pressure

on both nibs of the pen.

The baseline should be easy to hit, but examine your writing and you may get a surprise.

MzX^t^c^f <sz^---^-£'£^^--^-£-^--^^ £Z^c?-t4^uef\-£t?-c£ezsy

;

st>c?-7??-e-^, &-r~-<£i?-r-7-v-C6^

A lesson in small, compact writing by E. C. Mills, P. O. Drawer 982, Rochester 3, N.Y.

Draw slant lines down through the backs of your letters to test your slant. All letters should be slanting to

the same direction. Get your paper in the right position and pull the strokes down toward the center of the body
if you are a right-handed writer or if you are a left-handed writer pull the strokes toward the left elbow.

Do not grip the penholder. Avoid heavy pressure on the downstrokes. Keep your downstrokes as lightly as

the upstrokes.
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/ivcAaj/e?/

e//////<°/YVrf
/ ^ <#:.^ /*£

OF ROCHESTER. N.Y.

7^/^?^s^Y /'*-» n ^J)&//ard.

Every letter should rest on the baseline. Are your letters on or above the baseline? Examine your letters

and see. It is best to do most of your writing on ruled practice paper.

Roll the arm on the muscle below the elbow. Glide freely on the little finger. In other words, use arm move-

ment.

r &, /&<s?<4*.

<L^c-,

^^Jfy&viu*;.
The following letters should have open loops: e, f, g, h, j, k, 1, p, and q. Do yours?

Keep the inside of the following letters open: a, d, e, g, o, r, and s.

All turns should be round and full. Check your turns to see if they are round and different from your re-

traces. Your n plain and different from your u?
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/Jtzi*^//- t(^X^£^^z£*?zy CiCr^j^^^^

S£lm£r/:<>a4i/ j/)ffjt/f
r
&M<7 ^^T^/^^jQy&tn/itcny^

<////////Styjfl&wtrrtfe^

MR. H. A. HOWARD, senior partner of the Howard and Brown Engrossing Studio, was born
in 1863. We would like to know if any penman has been stinging ink longer than Mr. Howard.

Here's a swan by W. E. DENNIS which will tax your ability to imitate. It will be well worth your while
to try it. It is good practice to do something occasionally which makes you think and use extra care.
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Penmanship for Business
School Students

f. a. McCartney

It seems that emphasis on the

relative merits of various subordinate

subjects in the curriculum of the

business school swings like a pendu-

lum through reasonably well defined

business cycles. Twenty-five years

ago every self-respecting business

school placed considerable emphasis

on penmanship in their bookkeeping

and accounting departments, and

gave students in the stenographic

department the privilege of taking

penmanship as a subordinate subject.

This emphasis has gradually declined

until by the end of World War II

very little effort was made to teach

students to write. Some schools even

left the subject out of their course

outlines in their catalogue; and the

committee on course content for the

National Council of Business Schools

did not see fit to include penmanship

in either the stenographic or secre-

tarial course, and listed it only as a

subordinate subject in all other

courses.

The above condition was brought

about, in my opinion, not because

good business writing was less desir-

able than formerly, but because quali-

fied teachers of the subject were

harder to secure, or in many in-

stances, non-existent. Another con-

tributing factor to the decline of

penmanship during the war was that

with the man power shortages caused

by the war, industry was glad

enough to get people who could some-
how keep the wheels of industry

turning, and could not be very dis-

criminating in their notice of help.

Now, with the war relegated to its

proper place in history, and industry

rapidly catching up with demand in

most lines of business, the pendulum
has started on its backward swing

to such an extent that all forward

looking business schools have found

it worth while to stop and take a

long, soul searching look at their

curriculum. They are finding that

when a business man calls and in-

quires about office help, he no longer

asks merely if the prospective em-

Mr. F. A. McCartney, President

of Anniston Business College,

Anniston, Alabama has been in

the school business for a gTeat

many years and has gone through
prosperity and depression.

He has served as President of

the Alabama Association Business

Colleges, as President of the

Southeastern Business College As-
sociation and as a member of the

Board of Directors of the National

Federation of Private School Asso-

ciations. He is, therefore, in a
position to have a good picture of

the qualifications required of the

office employees, and he is also in

a position to judge future require-

ments.

We hope every business college

man will carefully consider Mr.

McCartney's suggestions and pre-

dictions.

ployee knows enough shorthand to

take ordinary dictation, and that she

is able to transcribe it at a reason-

able rate of speed. Or that John
understands enough about the prin-

ciples of accounting to close out a
small set of books. They are now
taking it for granted that prospective

employees are qualified in their basic

subjects of shorthand, typing, book-

keeping or accounting. More and
more they are asking about spelling,

English, personality, personal appear-

ance and; can they write a neat,

legible hand. From my own personal

experience, of the last twenty calls

I have had for help, eighteen of

them inquired about the writing of

the student recommended.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
is the most important scientific

instrument at your disposal. Learn

to speak and write it with pre-

cision.

C. W. Foulk,

Ohio State University

Let me say here that during my
almost thirty years of teaching and

operating a business school, I have

always made penmanship a required

subject for all students in school,

regardless of the course they were

taking. My reasons for this were

quite simple. First, it improved their

writing, making it more legible and

easier to look at. It developed a

movement in writing that could be

continued at commercial speed for

long periods of time without undue

fatigue.

Anything that can be said in favor

of teaching penmanship to the book-

keeping or accounting student can be

said twice for the stenographic or

,

secretarial student. Why?, simply

because the stenographer or secretary

is taught to "write" shorthand, or at

least she should be taught to "write"

shorthand, and not to draw charac-

ters with cramped fingers, which
slows down the writer and can not

be sustained for more than a few
minutes at any one time without

almost complete nervous exhaustion.

It is a fine thing for industry as a
whole that business men are now
demanding better qualified office

workers. We as business school men
will provide whatever the business

world demands of us. After all we
could not exist very long without

being able to sell our finished product

in the open market, the same as the

manufacturer or other type of busi-

ness man. We will give our students

this extra working tool consisting of

a neat, readable handwriting that

can be sustained over the period of

the normal working day. How will

we do this? First, by recognizing the

demand and assigning it a place of

its relative importance in the curri-

culum, then by securing teachers

qualified to handle the subject as it

should be handled, or developing our

own teachers within the organization.

In either case both the student and
industry will profit from the back-

swing of the pendulum.
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Practical Certificate Lettering
By A. T. GAIMER, 1524 Edgemont St.,

Indianapolis 23, Indiana

Mr. Gaumer lettered a large num-

ber of certificates, each requiring a

ruled head and baseline for two lines

of lettering. In order to do the job

uniformly and efficiently in the

quickest time, he placed one certifi-

cate on the drawing board with

thumb tacks holding it in place. At

the side of the certificate he attached

a blank piece of paper. On this

paper he extended the head and base-

lines of the lines to be lettered.

To rule another certificate it was

only necessary to insert it underneath

the thumb tacks and rule lines ex-

tended out from the guide at the left

of the certificate.

Each certificate was placed on the

board at exactly the same place.

By this method one can rule many
certificates in a very short time and

do it accurately. Use a sharp and,

preferably, a hard pencil. Use judg-

ment in ruling so that you do not

press too hard and produce indenta-

tions on the certificates.

Mr. Gaumer used about 15 minutes

for each certificate.

Time saving ideas or any ideas

which will improve the work of other

penmen are always welcomed by the

Educator.

1 he Insurance Salesman's

27th Annual All-Star Honor Roll

Certificate of Htoard

TO

Sloij &3tvin9cc, e.JPML
IN RECOGNITION Or HIS SELECTION AS THE

LEADING AGENT • 144S
HI I (IF.

StateDnutimCJ8cfeJnsurance&>mparia
AND AS ITS ,REPRESENTATIVE <>\ III!- ALI STAR HONOR KOLL

Flourish by W. A. HOFFMAN

Subscription, articles, specimens, news items and criticisms are always welcome.
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Z~\ \Y/,/,<".

This Egyptian Block Alphabet was made by ALBIN SIELICKI. It is one of his projects in lettering while a student in the
Zanerian under the G I bill. Our G I boys are turning out more accurate work than any group of students we have ever had. These
boys are really making a careful study of pen work.

Air. Sielicki hails from Detroit, Michigan. You can expect to hear more from this coming engrossing artist.

\ini -kcwax
(loUnnbus 8,0

This envelope was received through the mails from J. M. SOITHWORTH, penman and engrosser at Kesson, Minn.
It was mailed to Mr. Newark of the Zaner-Bloser Engrosser Studio.

We congratulate Mr. Southworth on his very fine lettering. AM of which has been acquired from practice by corre-
spondence work

.
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The Gaiety Theatre of Winnipeg,
Canada has been using business writ-

ing in advertising. The work was
done by G. R. Brunet, 446 St. Jean
Baptist St., St. Boniface, Man.,
Canada.

This is an unique way of advertis-

ing and, no doubt, brings very good
results.

i^C^

"^Ues

^X^yT^z
L&c&tS

fZert/y^s^rt*sL£^Cf^ ^cc^-^^. ^Ley^cJ^iH^d^zy.

J$^/.l£^Z^ows->-zscsn.<^

L. H. HUSEM

E. DENNIS

e.r.B

DANIEL T. AMES

The Tulsa, Oklahoma Tribune
carried a full page reproduction of an
engrossed proclamation and the gov-
ernor's photograph. The proclama-
tion was engrossed by B. F. Koock
of Oklahoma City and the newspaper
was sent by S. Maxwell Smith of

Tulsa. We want to compliment the

gentleman for getting his work on
the front page which is a boost for

engrossing.

A Zaner &em
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A Hourish by PAII. THOMSEN, 3917 1/" Flower Drive. Los Anjteles 3", California.

z,*%*7?2^^^^

i/jdtMi

Hammonton, N. J.
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V

olDUvercud

UHUStHlcCI
f

s^M vour retirement after

tlon the occasion o

pcnty-rivcjwe
as a Director of the

|p^ngelical Jjospifal

of QmC4CJO

roill your associates,
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A C. L. COOK contribution worthy of your very careful study.
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Ornamental Penmanship
By J. E. LESTER, 413 W. Wheeler, Mocomb, 111.

Swing the oval carefully around the body of the J, centering the J in the oval. The top of the J should be a

little larger than the bottom, and the shade should be below the corner. In writing words the J may be joined to

or separated from the following letter, as you prefer.

Finish your letters carefully. Study finishing strokes. First get in mind what is desired, then by being careful

you can learn to finish your letters correctly. Finishing strokes are more important than you may think. Check

all of your finishing strokes. You will perhaps find that you need more practice on them.

dent

Have a definite time each day for penmanship. What is good for a class is good for the individual home stu-

^<^--l^-2>Z-^--^^^5«<J^?-Z-^-<!

/gZv^g£^ez~^>c^>*^<r^-*^^^&-

Watch the slant and general appearance of the small letters when writing the sentence. Check your slant,

spacing and height, also see that each letter is unmistakably legible.
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Envelope Addressing

/#.j

A very skillful specimen of Ornamental Writing written

by J. A. FRANCIS, 1707 South 12th Street, Omaha, Neb.

-'&&^D

A Kelchner specimen.
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fres. Afeac/nws-Dmughoti
Business Co/tege,Shrc\cpaHJ.a

Meeting Your Financial Obligations

Always see that you meet your

financial obligations promptly or

that you contact your creditor and
explain your situation. To ignore a

bill, note or installment when it be-

comes due jeopardizes your credit

standing.

A good credit record is like money
in the bank; it may be used at will

and is a great convenience. As a

matter of fact, with a good credit

record you can—if you desire—buy

several times the amount of your

bank balance. The only thing is, you

must be careful not to buy beyond

your ability to pay when due. Always
remember this:

"Your credit record is like

your shadow; it follows you

wherever you go."

Attend the E. B. T. A.

Newly Elected EBTA Officers and Executive Board

Seated left to right: Secretary; Bernard A. Shilt, Supervisor of Com-
mercial Education, Buffalo, New York; President: Mrs. Frances D. North,

Department Head, Western High School, Baltimore, Md.; Vice-President:

Frank D. March, Vice-President, Drake Schools, New York; Treasurer: Rufus

Stickney, Head Instructor in Shorthand, Boston Clerical School, Roxbury,

Mass.

Standing left to right: Past President: Dr. James R. Meehan, Chair-

man, Business Education Dept., Hunter College, New York; Dr. Helen Rey-

nolds, New York University; Elgie G. Purvis, Director, Strayer College,

Washington, D. C; Clark F. Murdough, President, Edgewood Junior Col-

lege, Barrington, R. I.; Saul Wolpert, Department Head, Eastern District

High School, New York; Lloyd H. Jacobs, New Jersey State Supervisor of

Distributive Education.

Next meeting will be held in Boston, Mass. at Hotel Statler around

Easter. Make your plans early to be there.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Andrew H. Baker
89 Walnut St.

E. Providence, R. I.

Albert S. Storeims

Ortonville, Minnesota

James Price, Jr.

1641 W. Adams St.

Chicago 12, Illinois

Walter A. Hendrix
1710 Challen Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida

John Adolsch

c/o Elks Club

Hibbing, Minnesota

E. Austin Jones

3101 Hutchinson Ave.

Fort Worth, Texas

John Ashmore
1509 Interlaken Place

Seattle 2, Washington
L. A. Curry, Commander
Carmen Memorial Post No. 47

Carmen, Okla.

Paul W. Whiteleather

638 N. Lisbon St.

Carrollton, Ohio

V. E. Sarff

309 S. Milton Avenue
Whittier, California

Thomas H. Gault

629 Oxford St. W.
Moose Jaw, Sask.

Canada
David Klein, Pres.

United States Bronze Sign Co.

570 Broadway
New York 12, N. Y.

Arthur Lunow
3247 Morgan Ave., N.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Ernest Rand
1260 - 47th Street

Brooklyn 19, N. Y.

Alfonson A. I .alma Fernandez

P. O. Box 910

Havana, Cuba

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms: works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.
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Roundhand or Engrossers Script
By the Educator Staff

A LESSON IN LOOPS

This is a copy sent in by Jacinto O. Corpuz, B. P. M. Central Office Station No. 1, Guam, M. I., who has been

faithfully following the lessons in the Educator and various penmanship publications.

This young man is to be complimented highly upon the progress which he has been making considering the

fact that his work is all done by correspondence. We think his work deserves special recognition.

We hope that each student following the lessons in the Educator will work over this copy of loops, practicing

each group of letters separately and then making the entire copy on one page, work for neat arrangement and

regularity.

This copy of Mr. Corpuz is unusually regular in slant and height. We will be glad to see work from others

following the course. Perhaps some of your work will be published if you send in a nice page.

Rule pencil guide lines for the top of loops and the top of short letters. Also draw a few slant guide lines.

Give spacing special attention. See how regular you can make the spaces between the shaded downstrokes.

Be careful with the dots and other little details. It is also important that you take your time. Don't throw

the finishing strokes or the upstrokes like you do in business writing.

The more you speed up the more quality you lose.

This is a slow but free looking style of writing.

A product of the Zaner-Bloser Studio.
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These beautiful cards were written by E. C. ENRIQVEZ of 1384 Sande St., Tondo, Manila, Philippines. We regret that

these names were written in such delicate Ink that they could not be engraved in regular zinc etching. However, the work Is so

fine that we want to pass them on to you.

Few penmen today write better script than Mr. Enriquez.

—

1 ttluViTiluv ro tic 'BusmcssTEinuxnor

iffii for lasting ponmansntp inspiration.

This is a very fine specimen of lettering from AXGELO M. RASSV, 33 Mason St., Greenwich, Conn. The decoration around

the initial "S" was in red.

Study and imitate this lettering. It is worthy of a place in your scrapbook.
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Criticism Department

~,/

?fr/iff/t^t^'<
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J^jtiZk (C^/Arfk,

We have here a typical specimen

of the crowded variety. This student

should be encouraged to write with a

little wider spacing. The writing

looks twisted and uncertain. Exer-

cises swinging to the right would

help. We suggest a straight line

exercise from right to left and back.

Then an exercise of individual letters,

like the i with a wide space between,

then take some simple words and

strive a little more. A little but

not too much of this, should help

this student.

Another important thing to watch

is the alignment. Notice how the

letters will extend above the headline

at times and other times way below

the baseline.

The movement in this specimen

seems to be free, and very little

practice should put this writing in

good shape.

Mr. Strickland's boat

DEATHS
William J. Reed, an engrosser in

Los Angeles, age 69, died April 1,

1949 of a stroke. His home was in

La Crescenta, California. He became

proficient in lettering and script.

Ichiro Yoshida died February 18,

1949 at 3600 Takota St., Tokyo,

Japan.

He did much promotional work for

penmanship in Japan prior to the

war.

Some years ago he came to the

Zanerian with his niece.

This time of year brings forth the

fishing poles and swimming suits.

Penmen are heading toward the

streams.

Here we have another boat, - and

a beauty. It is packed with many a

thrilling ride. It was built by W. B.

Strickland, artist-engrosser with his

studio at the Land Title Building,

Philadelphia. The two boys on the

outside are sons of Mr. Strickland.

Many years ago, J. E. Soule con-

ducted a very high grade engrossing

studio in the "City of Brotherly Love"

until compelled to retire. H. W.
Strickland, then a struggling young
engrosser and father of W. B. Strick-

land, bought the studio. He success-

fully continued the studio until his

death, when W. B. took over.

We wonder if the two boys in the

boat will at some future time be

captains of the famed W. B. Strick-

land Studio.

Do any of you
hove any issues of

or ony issues of
1946- 1947 issues fo

readers of

the Penman
the Educato
r sale? 1 *

the Educator
Art Journal,

r before the
ould like to

purchase a copy of every issue ever pub-
lished of the above. Please write giving
price and what issue or issues you have
for sale.

440

C. A. DENTLER,
Chevrolet Art Dept

Burrouahs. Detroit 2,
' Mich.

ORNAMENTAL EMBOSSED SIGNATURES

See your signature in beautiful embossed

silver, on white cards embellished in color,

or on colored bird design cards, $1.15 doi.

P. W. WHITELEATHER,
638 N. Lisbon St., Carrollton, Ohio
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By H. C. RICE, 501 Boylston St.. Boston. An anagloss print was made from a photostat. The original H was black outlined with
two shades of red. Inner position of H was 23 carat gold and portion of space outside light blue.
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Handwriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

HOW TO MAKE THESE SMALL LETTERS AND FIGURES

Hi Dei • jQ_0_:
w

n op q
/

5? ?? #

PRIMARY TEACHERS

During the summer months is the

time to prepare for next year. You
can improve your execution of Manu-
script and your general handwriting.

Get a large primary pencil, pencil

paper and a textbook and study and

practice the letter forms until you

are able to make copies accurate

and smooth enough to be an inspira-

tion to the pupils and a satisfaction

to yourself.

Go at the task in a serious man-

ner, studying the forms.

If you haven't already noticed

—

manuscript letters are made up of

the circle, the straight line and a

combination or a slight modification

of them.

The a and d are exactly the same

in that the first part of both letters

is a simple circle made with one

complete movement. The last part is

a straight line touching the circle.

On the a the straight stroke is one

space high, while on the d it is two

spaces tall.

The b and p are the same except

for the location of the straight stroke.

In the b it extends above the head-

line and on the p it extends below

the baseline.

Other letters are similar in appear-

ance, like the b and d and q, u and

n, y, and h, etc.

Some letters like c, e, k, r, s and

z need to be given special study.

Some of these letters will give you

more trouble than others.

Practice words containing the let-

ters which give you the most trouble.

See that your work is neatly ar-

ranged on the page, free from erasers

and that the letters are vertical and

evenly spaced.

If you care to send some of your

work with a return addressed and

stamped envelope to The Educator

for criticism or if you have any

questions, please write us.

An H. P. BEHRENSMEYER signature.
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HOW TO MAKE THESE CAPITAL LETTERS

1

V > I V J
«h\ //<

DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING

By E. L. Brown

Pen technie—Cover Design

The spray of roses renders the

cover fitting and proper for the

month of June.

Make a drawing in pencil first

aiming for a graceful spray of roses.

Suggest color values, remembering
light on dark or the reverse will

give the desired effect. The large

lettering must be carefully outlined

with close attention to the spacing.

We generally make a very rough
sketch first on a separate sheet of

paper suggesting the pen technie and
color values. Aim for balance and

action in your designs.

Use Zanerian ink for all work for

reproduction. With a ruling-pen and
T square on a drawing board in add-

ing the verticle lines as a preliminary

step for background. Broken lines

will add to the effect. Cross-hatch

these lines whenever necessary to

bring out letters in bold relief. Guard
against a "spotty" background.

Study quality and arrangement of

lines to produce different values.

A fine pen will serve best for the

roses. The small vignette with books
and ink will, we hope, prove inter-

esting as a symbol of education.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

April 22, 1949
The Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.

Back in 1858 there was a penman
who prepared 160 pages of different

styles of writing, known as "THE
WRITING READER". It was pub-
lished by D. J. McLellan, New York,
N.Y. The authors were T. Gilbert

and F. Prass. This book is probably
the most unique of any ever pub-
lished in the interest of penmanship
in that it was supposed to represent

160 different styles of writing by as

many different writers. The interest-

ing part of the whole work, after a

close examination was made, was
that it was found to be the work of

the same penman, and not by 160
different writers. If this is true, it

was a remarkable feat of skill. Which
of these two penmen, T. Gilbert or

F. Prass, or some other penman did

the work? It would be interesting

to know. Perhaps some of our older

penmen can give us some clue or in-

formation on this matter.

Major F. O. Anderson

Can one of our readers help to

throw any light on the above publi-

cation and its authors? If so, write

to THE EDITOR.

OHIO BUSINESS SCHOOLS
ASSOCIATION

The Ohio Business Schools Associ-

ation met April 29 and 30th at the

Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus, O.

The presiding president was Jule

Barnett, Northwestern School of

Commerce, Lima;

Vice President

—

J. Vincent Thomp-
son, Steubenville Business College,

Steubenville;

Secretary

—

L. R. Zimmer, Butler
County Business College, Hamilton;

Treasurer—R. W. Soens, Oberlin
School of Commerce, Oberlin.

The meeting was well attended.

Many very vital problems were dis-

cussed and plans laid for assisting

the associate members in handling
the problems.

Approximately 35 schools were
represented.

The new president is O. J. Kersten,
Warren Business College, Warren,
Ohio. Miss Ruth Brown of Actual
Business College, Akron, Ohio is the
new secretary.
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Ornamental by PARKER ZANER BLOSER.
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A Leader In Art
GUY H. LOCKWOOD

It was only recently that we
learned of the death of our friend,

Guy H. Lockwood of Kalamazoo,

Michigan which occurred on Septem-

ber 28, 1947 at the age of 77.

Mr. Lockwood was a frequent

Educator contributor of poems and
art work. He edited and published

The Students Art Magazine for many
years. It was a magazine devoted to

all types of drawing and art and was
considered one of the finest and most
instructional in its field.

His life was a busy and varied one.

He was Editor, Teacher, Artist and
Poet. In all these lines he excelled.

He loved to help and serve others,

and as a result he had thousands of

students and friends.

THE DREAMERS OF DREAMS

Oh, here's to the dreamers, the

dreamers of dreams,
For the dreams of the dreamers come

true;

Oh, here's to the thinkers and
schemers of schemes,

The people who plan and who do,

The holders of ideals most lofty and
high,

The makers of things with their

hands,

The singers of songs, and the askers

of "Why,"
For the seeker alone understands;

Oh, here's to the dreamers, they build

as they dream,

For the dreams of the dreamers
come true,

And thought is the power that fol-

lows the gleam
Of "the light" that's for me and for

you;

Oh, here's to the dreamers, all souls

that are free,

Who laugh, lift, and love, and who do.

—Guy H. Lockwood

Will be beautiful on cards written by me.
40c per dozen.
A. W. COOPER

R. D. #1 Ringoes, N. J.

c43CDEFmio/KlM

Moaem
liauc

a&cdefynijJzlmnopar&tuvwjri/j
The above alphabet was sent to us sometime ago by Mr. Lockwood. It represents work by one of his students.

PUERTO RICO
RUSH your order to my old address.

Dozen well written cards and beautifully

addressed envelope for your scrap-book,
one do lar only.

M. OTERO COLMENERO. Pen Artist

Box 909 San Juan, PUERTO RICO

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

34 years* superior placement service.

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Teacher shortage continues in all

departments. Unlimited Western op-

portunities. Enroll now. FREE LIFE

MEMBERSHIP.
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Lesson In Card Carving
By MRS. WALTER JOHNSON

Pansies hand carved and painted

in water colors by Mrs. Walter
Johnson, 5695 Harding Ave., Detroit,

13, Mich.

The ledger card was 3i
4 x 5, with

embossed and circular punched edges.

It requires a good quality of card-

board.

Outline the flowers lightly but

accurately in pencil, then cut the

flowers, leaves etc. with a sharp

knife. Raise the petals of the pansies

up high. With water color paint the

flowers and leaves in their natural

colors. Violet, yellow, green and blue

were the main colors used. There are

five white flowers which do not show

well in the reproduction but were

beautiful in the original. Simply cut

the petals and color the center. The

knife cuts indicate the shape of the

flower. The shadows help to bring

out the beauty of the designs and

give it depth.

The words, Best Wishes were

written with raised gold. It is always

best to write or letter a word in ink

or color rather than to try to cut

them with a knife. Cuttings work

better on flowers and other designs.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI.00

The Ink which produces ricli black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I i. ni. i Vista Street
PASADENA ", CALIF.

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'S

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
"The 'STRAH.M':—Pick it up and your
thumb and Angers fit into the curves per-

fectly. Think how a letter should look,

then move your hand and the pen does the

rest. It sure Is a wonderful penholder!"
MODELS RECOMMENDED ARE:

1. The "STRAHM" Compound, Standard
Models.

2. The ••STRAHM" Compound, Crow Quill

Models.
3. The "STRAHM" Compound, Flat Top

Grasp Models.
I. The "STRAHM" Compound, Long

Round Grasp Models.
For professional penmen and beginners of

handwriting.
Prices right. Send for FREE circulars.

ADDRESS: F. L. TOWER. 601 West
Pleasant Street, Hammonton. New Jersey.

,4
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LEARN

JEWELRY

ENGRAVING

Increase your Income—Learn to do Jewelry Engraving by

hand—the only method of applying and cutting any design

on any article. Our alphabets are similar to those used by

the engrosser. Learn to apply your lettering ability to metal

as well as parchment. Learn to cut letters on such articles

as cigarette cases and lighters, silverware, trophies, rings,

etc.

Many engravers find engrossing and diploma filling profit-

able for them during the slack months in jewelry. Cash in

on your spare hours in engrossing by learning this profit-

able trade. Our residential course is G. I. approved. Your
tools go with you after graduation. Fill out and mail the

form below now. Today.

New CasHe Jewelers' Training School, Inc.

226 Pearson Street, Dept. 159, New Castle, Pa.

Send me your 1949 brochure and full details.

I am a VETERAN Yes

Name

Address

City

No

State
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A page from the Universal Penmen engraved by GEORGE BICKMAN and published in 174.1



Carl W« A- Anderson
?17 Eight St.
Bismarcfc t U. Dafc«

June
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FREE /# Teachers
Who want to make teaching better.

Who want to get better results.

Who want more leisure hours.

3 priceless aids with your subscription to

Junior Art & Activities

• Booklet on how to get free and inexpensive class-

room aids.

• Special consultation service on problem-solving.

• Folder on using Junior Arts & Activities to meet
your needs.

Begin our subscription with the current issue

Sparkling with many new features:

• How to solve your music problems—with projects.

• Special section of projects for all occasions.

Special new art units.

• How to encourage reading—with projects.

• Stories, plays, poems, songs—in every issue.

• How to use audia-visual aids.

• Nature Study—Crafts—Social Studies.

ALL IN EASY-TO-USE PRACTICAL FORM

10 big issues

Subscribe now

One full year $4.00 only

Satisfaction guaranteed

-CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES - Dept. E-10

538 So. Clark St., Chicago 5, Illinois

I enclose $4.00. Send me JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES one full year. 10 big issues,

beginning with your great Current number. Include your FREE Consultation Service

and 2 FREE folders.

Send me EDUCATIONAL MUSIC only fj 1 year $1.50 3 yrs. $4.00.

Send me both EDUCATIONAL MUSIC and JUNIOR ARTS & ACTIVITIES for 1

year. Include 2 FREE folders and Consultation Service. I Enclose $5.00.

Name

Address

City State..

TYPEWRITING
STIMULATORS

IHS pins and certificates will

help create interest in your type-

writing classes. Monthly tests

issued. Full information upon re-

quest.

Address

INTERNATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY

for

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Box 259

Burlington, Iowa

HIGH GHADE

Diplomas*-
CEDTiriCATES.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

FOR BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SUCCESS'

Now Good Handwriting is Essen-
tial in Business and Social Life.

So easy to improve your handwriting at

home quickly with my new instruction
books just off the press. Master all the
secrets of better penmanship. Simple and
easy, fullv illustrated, highly endorsed.
BEGIN TODAY.
Write for: [1 Free Book, "How to Be-

come a flood Penman", or check books
wanted. $1.00 each. Business Writing,

Artistic Writing, Q Card Writing,
Engrossing Alphabets, Q Bird and De-

sign Flourishing, Complete Set $4.50.

1 Enclose 10c for your name beautifully
written and special penpoint for shaded
writing. Satisfaction or Money Back.

S. A. ZILLER. President, TAMBLYN
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
In Business Over 52 Years










